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THESIS ABSTRACT 

 
 This research aims to uncover the various means available to Spanish and 
English speakers in taking spatio-temporal, personal and modal perspective in spoken 
narratives.  It is hoped that the results will reveal the languages’ preferred narrative styles 
in terms of how they use deixis and modality to build a narrative ‘text-world’.  Text-
World Theory (Werth 1999; Gavins 2007) is both a theory and a method of discourse 
analysis, which posits that language users jointly build a mental representation of the 
discourse as it unfolds. This mental representation is the ‘text-world’, and is continually 
updated with incremented information. ‘World-switches’ are made using changes in the 
spatio-temporal or personal coordinates. Information that is not immediately verifiable 
by all discourse participants, such as that introduced by modal expressions, is not 
included within the text-world, but in modal worlds. Thus, it is an ideal framework for 
diagramming and analysing deictic and modal choices; here, it is adapted for application 
to the Spanish language, and refined and developed in the process. Being a relatively 
new model in the Cognitive Stylistic analytic toolkit, as well as an ambitious and 
unwieldy one, its application to many texts (in more than one language) will allow for 
vast improvements gleaned through exposure to data. Furthermore, diagramming 
software (VISL) is employed to try to standardise and improve the method and all the 
diagrammed narratives are available in an interactive format on the enclosed CD-ROM. 
 In order to overcome the difficulty of finding a common ground from which to 
compare two languages’ narrative styles, the ‘frog story’ methodology is employed 
(Berman & Slobin 1994). This involves using a wordless picture book as a stimulus and 
asking native adult speakers of the languages in question to narrate the story based on 
the pictorial stimulus. Therefore, while the story remains the same, the narrators are free 
to build the text-world using the deictic and modal choices that their language makes 
available.  By controlling the variable of what the story contains, this allows for maximal 
comparison of how it is told. The study consists of a corpus of 48 narrations, including 
24 English-speakers and 24 Spanish-speakers, within which half of the speakers of each 
language are from Europe (Britain and Spain) and the other half are from North 
America (USA and Mexico), allowing for inter-lingual and cross-Atlantic variation to be 
explored also.  The qualitative analysis is comprised of a text-world diagram for each 
narration using the aforementioned software and this is supported with a quantitative 
analysis of deictic and modal features. Again, the data transcriptions and quantitative 
figures are on the accompanying CD-ROM. 
 With interesting results emerging across the languages and their sub-types, it is 
expected that the conclusions of the research will be relevant to translators working 
with Spanish and English narrative texts. Furthermore, the adaptation of text-world 
theory to Spanish, the developments made by extending its application and by 
improving its effectiveness can only serve to improve this promising new stylistic 
framework. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Deixis and Modality 

1.1.1 Initial Definitions 

The two linguistic phenomena that this project compares cross-linguistically are deixis 

and modality. As they are described in detail in Chapter 2, a brief definition of each will 

suffice here.   The word ‘deixis’ comes from Ancient Greek δειξις (meaning display or 

demonstration) and describes those terms which require knowledge about the context in 

which they are used for their interpretation.  For example, the demonstratives this or 

Spanish este, the pronouns he or él, all tense markers like -ed and -ió and temporal adverbs 

such as now or ahora are all deictic terms and exemplify the three ‘core’ deictic categories: 

space, person and time, respectively.  Deictic terms have fixed grammatical meanings, 

but the referent changes with each instance of use.   As such, deixis is a notoriously 

tricky object of linguistic study (Levinson 2006, p97) and interests linguists from a broad 

range of fields including pragmatics, semantics, psycholinguistics, cognitive linguistics, 

computational linguistics, as well as philosophers and logicians, (who tend to use the 

broader term ‘indexical’, as Escavy Zamora [2009] and Nunberg [1998] explain).  

Furthermore, deixis is a crucial property of all natural languages (Bar-Hillel 1970, p76), 

to the extent that it is one of the few identifiable pragmatic universals (Levinson 1983). 

It is pervasive across the levels of a given language, as in English, for example, where it 

is manifest in the tense system, the pronominal system, the demonstrative system, and 

in spatial and temporal adverbs.   In fact, not only are all languages indexical, but so are 

over 90% of the sentences that humans utter (Kryk 1990, p49).  Considering the vital 
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role deixis plays in anchoring an utterance to the context of its production, it stands to 

reason that it should be such a pervasive and universal phenomenon. 

 Nevertheless, Levinson, who has devoted considerable attention to deixis (1992;  

1983; 2003; 2006), has identified it as an “understudied” linguistic phenomenon with 

“no adequate cross-linguistic typology” (Levinson 2006, p97).  The English system of 

deictic reference has been compared with other languages such as Danish (Faerch 1980), 

Polish (Kryk 1986) German (Rauh 1983) and in a wide variety of both Indo-European 

and non-Indo-European languages in Weissenborn and Klein’s edited volume (1982a). 

To date, the only language that the Spanish deictic system has been held in contrast with 

is Arabic (Saleh Al-Khalifa 1993). There has been no extensive comparison of the 

Spanish and English deictic systems. There have been some studies into quite specific 

instantiations of deixis in Spanish and English, such as in the expression of spatial 

relationships (Flaherty and Richardson 1996), in polite requests (Díaz Pérez 2006), or 

the use of demonstratives in narrative (Doiz-Bienzobas 2003). However, as yet there has 

been no attempt to compare the Spanish and English deictic systems as a whole. 

Considering the ubiquity of indexicals and their infinite number of referents, it is 

admittedly a gargantuan task.  Nonetheless, for these very same reasons (i.e. ubiquity 

and scope), it is of utmost importance that the deictic systems of the two most widely 

spoken languages in the world (Lewis 2009) are compared. This study aims to do just 

that.  Although we now turn to a brief introduction to modality, the subsequent two 

sections (1.1.2 and 1.1.3) deal with why deixis and modality are so significant in 

language, as well as cross-linguistically. 

 Modality is the speaker’s attitude toward the truth-value of a proposition 

expressed in a sentence. Again, as this is a fundamental communicative need, it is a 

linguistic phenomenon that is pervasive throughout the languages of the world, and 

certainly so in English and Spanish. The three most widely acknowledged types are 
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epistemic, deontic and boulomaic modality (Coates 1983; Palmer 1986;  Perkins 1983;  

Simpson 1993).  Epistemic modality is the expression of speaker belief in the truth of 

the proposition and can be expressed through auxiliary verbs (e.g. may/poder), lexical 

verbs (e.g. think/pensar), adverbs (e.g. maybe/quizá) or adjectival constructions (e.g. it’s 

possible that, es posible que). Deontic modality is the speaker’s expression of the degree of 

obligation or permission in the proposition being realised and is also manifested in 

auxiliary verbs (e.g. must/deber) and adjectival or participial constructions (e.g. it is 

necessary that/es necesario que, you are obliged to/estás obligado).  Boulomaic modality concerns 

the linguistic expression of desire and can take the form of adverbs (e.g. hopefully/ojalá), 

lexical verbs (want/querer) or adjectival and participial expressions (it is hoped that/se espera 

que).  As the examples given here reveal, modality is expressed through similar means in 

Spanish and English, although the comparative frequencies and functions of the various 

forms is another matter. 

 In fact, it has been demonstrated that epistemic modality, for example, is more 

frequently used in British English requests than in Peninsular Spanish (Márquez Reiter, 

Rainey, and Fulcher 2005), where it contributes to a politeness strategy that diminishes 

the speaker’s confidence in the imposition (e.g. could you possibly pass the salt?). In a 

separate study (Díaz Pérez 2006), it was shown that in line with these politeness 

strategies, deixis is used by British English speakers to increase the subjectivity of their 

expressions (e.g. by using I) and also to distance the requested action by using a remote 

tense, such as could instead of can. In contrast, Spanish-speakers are more likely to 

address the interlocutor directly (tú, usted) and use proximal tenses (puedes, rather than 

podrías).  What this shows is that modality and deixis, although quite different 

phenomena, work together to package the ideational content of the discourse in a way 

that befits the speaker’s communicative needs, which are in turn influenced by the 

culture and language of expression. As Greens asserts: 
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…the manipulation of [deictic] expressions reveals mental states and makes the link between the 
subjective experience of the encoder, the context in which the utterance takes place and the 
language system which underwrites that utterance. (1995) 
 

 Hence the individual experience of the perceiving subject and the context in 

which (s)he encodes language is underwritten by the language system: whether this is 

Spanish or English, the particular language system that is used must have an effect to 

bear on the process. 

 

1.1.2 Encoding Point of View in Narrative1 

What deixis and modality both do, albeit differently, is to encode ‘point of view’ in 

discourse.  That is, while temporal, locative and personal coordinates are encoded 

through deixis, the speaker attitudes of belief, obligation and desire are encoded though 

modality.  As both phenomena express subjectivity, there are areas of overlap. This 

occurs especially when it comes to the more subjective uses of deixis (Lyons 1982), such 

as the use of the future tense to express epistemic modal meaning, realised in English 

with the auxiliary ‘will’ and by the Spanish future inflections, as in He will have left by now 

or Ya habrá salido. As this example shows, not just in English, but also in Spanish 

(Carbonero Cano 1979), deixis and modality “are fused” in that both contribute toward 

creating viewpoint (Otaola Olano 2006, p149, my translation). 

 The linguistic expression of ‘point of view’ is most salient in narrative texts, where 

the monologic account of events hinges upon the relationship between narrator and 

events, most obviously expressed through deictic coordinates and modality. Because of 

this, point of view in narrative prose was arguably the most widely researched subject 

amongst stylisticians in the second half of the twentieth century (Short 1996, p256) and 

continues as a significant object of study in stylistics today, albeit with a more cognitive 

                                                        
1 Following McIntyre (2006), I use the terms ‘point of view’ and ‘viewpoint’ synonymously. 
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approach (cf. for example, Duchan et al. 1995; McIntyre 2007; Simpson 2010).  

Drawing on the traditional taxonomies of point of view in the following cursory 

description of narrative, it is made clear how modality and deixis as markers of 

viewpoint are intrinsic to narrative discourse.  

 A distinction must be made between the terms narrator, narration and narrative. A 

narrator is one who recounts the events and the result is a narration, which is a 

particular instantiation of the narrative form (Genette 1980). The most common and 

fundamental definition of narrative is that it constitutes a temporal ordering of a 

sequence of events (see, for example Brooks 1984; Chatman 1990; Toolan 2001), 

meaning temporality is key in this discourse type. The Russian formalists distinguished 

between fabula, which is the chronological order of events and sjuzhet which is the order 

in which they are narrated; the latter does not require events to be in their natural order, 

but depends on how the narrator wishes to present them.2  Thus, narrative is very much 

dependent on the narrator’s choice on the temporal ordering of events and this can vary 

from narrator to narrator. While one series of events can make a narrative (or fabula), an 

individual narrator’s preferred arrangement of these events makes a narration (sjuzhet).  

The temporal deictics of tense markers and temporal adverbs, which mark the temporal 

perspective from which the events are being narrated, are key linguistic tools in the 

temporal arrangement of events in narrative. 

 Space and time, being the physical origin of perspective, are often considered 

together in taxonomies of point of view in narrative (Chatman 1978; Fowler 1996;  

Simpson 1993; Uspensky 1973).  For example, Uspensky identifies ‘point of view on the 

spatial and temporal plane’ as one of his four ways of encoding perspective in discourse 

and Chatman refers to spatio-temporal viewpoint as ‘perceptual’ point of view. As with 

time, the encoding of spatial viewpoint is realised through deixis, such as spatial adverbs 

                                                        
2 Also termed ‘histoire’ (fabula) and ‘discours’ (sjuzhet) by Benveniste (1966) 
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(e.g. here/aquí), demonstratives (e.g. this/este) and verbs (e.g. come/venir).  When such 

terms are used by a narrator they mark the spatial centre from which the narrated events 

are being observed; this deictic centre is subject to change, as it can be aligned with the 

narrator or any one of the narrative’s characters.  Simpson describes how in fictional 

prose, “[t]he linguistic coordinates of space and time serve to anchor the fictional 

speaker in his or her fictional world, which, in turn, provides a window and vantage 

point for readers”  (1993, p15). Thus, the spatio-temporal coordinates that a narrator 

provides are the addressee’s point of access to the narrated events. 

 In a slightly different definition of narrative, Bal defines it as “a text in which an 

agent relates (‘tells’) a story” (2009 [1985], p5),3 placing emphasis not on the temporal 

ordering of events, but on the narrator as the agent of experience. As such, the deictic 

category of person, expressed principally through the personal pronouns (e.g. I/yo or 

he/él) is a fundamental element in this type of discourse, as it establishes the personal 

viewpoint from which the narrated events are experienced.  The involvement of the 

narrator in the narration has been described in many ways in point of view taxonomies, 

reflecting the high degree of complexity in identifying ‘who’ is perceiving and relating 

events.  Uspensky (1973, p81) differentiates between two basic types of narration, 

including ‘internal’ narration, which is a subjective encoding of experience from 

viewpoint of a character and ‘external’ narration which is from an omniscient narrator 

who gives an objective account of events (although total objectivity is arguably 

impossible in language, nevermind narrative). Thus, in an internal narrative one would 

expect to find first person deictic references (e.g. I/yo or my/mi) and in an external  

narrative one would expect to find third person deictic references (e.g. he/él or their/su). 

 However, there is not always a clear-cut answer as to ‘who’ is the deictic centre in 

narrative, especially in much modern fiction where Free Indirect Discourse (FID) is 
                                                        

3 In attempting to define narrative, the term ‘story’ is avoided here to eliminate any confusion it may 
cause, due to its everyday usages. 
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used to blend the narrator with the character in a dual perceiving eye.  In fact, Genette 

prefers the term ‘focalisation’ over ‘point of view’ as he wants to avoid conflating ‘who 

sees’ and ‘who speaks’ into one viewpoint. Instead, he identifies three kinds of 

focalisation, with varying degrees of narratorial access to the characters’ psyche.  

Although Genette fails to give concrete linguistic criterion for these categories, other 

authors (e.g. Fowler 1996; Simpson 1993) have also identified a range of ways for the 

narrator to have access to the characters’ perspective, for which they cite deixis and 

modality as key factors in doing so.  Although it is not possible to describe all the 

taxonomies here, suffice to note that deictic terms do not necessarily contribute to a 

unified deictic centre, but can be used to blend the viewpoint of narrator and character, 

as in the following example of FID: “Mary turned and stared. Were these the tulips she 

had seen here yesterday?” (Jones 1997, p71). Although the narrator uses the past tense, 

which indicates a temporal distance from Mary’s actions, the use of deictic temporal 

adverb yesterday also relates events to her temporal viewpoint, which is consolidated with 

the proximal deictic here. Despite the fact the narrator is external to the character, (s)he 

has access to her perception of events shown here through the deictic choices. Of 

course there are other linguistic devices that contribute to a blend in psychological point 

of view, such as patterned choices in transitivity or lexicon, which can allow the narrator 

to project a certain ‘mind style’ on a character  (Fowler 1996, p214). Nonetheless, deixis 

is fundamental in encoding the perceiving subject in narrative, be that a monologic or 

plural subject. 

 As mentioned in the previous section, subjectivity can be expressed through 

modality as well as deixis and it is the use of modalized propositions that also express 

‘ideological point of view’ (Fowler 1996; Uspensky 1973), or ‘conceptual point of view’ 

(Chatman 1978).  As Simpson (1993) reveals in his Modal Grammar of viewpoint, 

through the narrator’s expression of belief, obligation or desire, the existence of a 
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perceiving subject in the narrator is asserted, or alternatively, the omniscient narrator 

shows access to the character’s inner thoughts. This is certainly the case with epistemic 

modality, which involves the most internalised perception of events, leading Simpson to 

declare that, “[t]he epistemic system is possibly the most important regarding the 

analysis of point of view in fiction” (1993, p48). It is clear then, that modality as well as 

deixis contributes to establishing viewpoint in narrative. 

 McIntyre points out that many of the existing frameworks for the analysis of 

point of view do not adequately account for how changes in point of view are wrought 

in a text (McIntyre 2006, p36). The cognitive approaches to point of view in narrative 

that were alluded to at the start of this section are better equipped to deal with shifts in 

perspective over the course of a narrative text and are explained in detail later. 

 

1.1.3 Shifts in translation 

It seems plausible that just as fundamental viewpoint is to narrative, it is also to the 

translation of narrative. As well as the shifts in perspective across a single text, as 

mentioned above, it is also possible for a text to undergo shifts in perspective in 

translation.  As the translator is working with two different languages which have 

different deictic and modal systems, as well as many other variances, (s)he is faced with 

difficulties in finding equivalent means of expression in the Target Language.  

Furthermore, the constraints the translator faces can mean that in attempting to 

explicate a viewpoint for the Target Language reader, (s)he may intrude on or simplify a 

complex blend of points of view. As such, it is possible to alter the viewpoint that was 

expressed in the Source Text to give a different perspective on the narrated events in 

the Target Text, a possibility that has received increasing attention amongst translation 

scholars (e.g. Azevedo 2007; Bosseaux 2004; Bosseaux 2007; Hermans 1996; Levenston 

and Sonnenschein 1986; Schiavi 1996).  As Bosseaux (2007) remarks, shifts in viewpoint 
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may not have a significant impact for the reader (or addressee) if they are few and 

compensated for elsewhere in the discourse,4 but  

 
…features that are inconsistently translated or constantly translated in the same direction will 
cause shifts in the narrative point of view, focalisation and mind style in the translations; they 
will ultimately bring about a change in the fictional universe represented in the texts, also known 
as the feel of the texts, a term borrowed from Simpson 1993:46.  (2007, p17) 
 

 She consolidates this position by analysing translations of Virgina Wolf’s narrative 

fiction into French and demonstrating that different translators leave patterned shifts in 

point of view in their translations.  Her findings are not unique. Munday (1997) applied 

Simpson’s point of view model to a translation of a García Marquez short story and 

found there to be a shift from Free Indirect Discourse to Direct Discourse, whereby the 

original blended character and narrator viewpoints and the translation mediated 

viewpoint solely through the narrator, blocking access to the character viewpoint. In a 

more recent and detailed study, Munday (2008) used the traditional taxonomies of point 

of view to demonstrate how Latin American writing in English translation undergoes 

many shifts in point of view, mainly on the temporal plane.  Goethals and De Wilde 

(2009) remark that while other researchers have found a 'distancing trend' in 

translations, their study of a novel translated from Dutch to Spanish reveals an 

'approximating trend', and suggest that the translator emphasises the most salient deictic 

centre, which in this case is the main character rather than the narrator. It is clear that 

the directions of shifts of perspective in translations are multivarious and not always 

systematic, depending on the language pair, the context of translation and many other 

factors. 

 Nevertheless, considering the importance of deixis and modality in encoding and 

translating narrative point of view, it seems imperative to have a full understanding of 

the deictic and modal systems of a language pair in translation. This is especially salient 

                                                        
4 In contrast, Richardson argues that the translator must consistently normalise the deictic patterns to 

fit the Target Language “in such a away that it is deemed coherent by the TL reader” (1998, p125). 
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for Spanish and English, as the language that Spanish texts are most frequently 

translated into is English, and Spanish is the forth most common Target Language for 

English texts in translation (UNESCO 2011).5 Furthermore, as mentioned in the 

previous section, no such account of Spanish and English exists and given this lack, the 

first research question posed here is as follows: 

 

Q. How do Spanish and English speakers differ in the ways they construct a narrative (text-world)6 

through deictic reference and modality? 

  

 The term ‘text-world’ is described in detail later, but the sense of the question is 

still discernible here. It is hoped that by bringing the Spanish and English deictic and 

modal systems together under a common framework, we can learn more about where 

they differ. More importantly, by examining the ways in which Spanish and English 

speakers make use of their deictic and modal systems when faced with building a 

narrative text-world, patterns in preferences and the style of perspective-taking in each 

language can be revealed.  The results gained from such a study could contribute to 

typological research on the language pair, as well as prove useful for translators of 

narrative in Spanish and English. 

 

                                                        
5 These statistics are from UNESCO’s project, Index Translationum, which has documented the 

translations of monographs from 1979 to present, with the most recent update to the figures being in 
2011. 

6 The term ‘text-world’ is in parenthesis as this research question can be easily understood without it, 
yet will benefit from the description of Text World Theory in the subsequent section, Section 1.2.1. 
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1.2 Cognitive Stylistics 

 

1.2.1 Point of view in Cognitive Stylistics 

Like so many of the fields of study within the humanities and social sciences, linguistics 

has experienced a ‘cognitive turn’ in the last few decades (Turner 2002), where insights 

from cognitive science and psychology have influenced theories of language and 

methods of analysis. Stylistics, the branch of linguistics that studies style in language and 

how texts achieve certain effects on readers, is no exception and Cognitive Stylistics7 is 

now a burgeoning field.  The study of deixis and modality, although time-old linguistic 

categories, has been revitalised by considering them in the light of cognitive paradigms 

such as mental space theory (Fauconnier 1994), prototype theory (e.g. Coates 1983, on 

modal auxiliaries) or the Cognitive Grammar notion of ‘grounding’ (Brisard 2002b; 

Vandelanotte 2003).  A cognitive approach equips the linguist with the tools to explore 

the systems of conceptualisation, storage and retrieval of experience and memory, often 

boiled down to schemata; these schemata are shaped by society, culture and the 

language we use, as well as our individual experience.  So a cognitive approach to the 

use of deictic reference and modality is appreciative of the wide context of their 

production (including embodied experience and knowledge stores) as well as the 

schematic relations they forge between the subjective viewpoint and the contents of the 

proposition.  In fact, this kind of approach is so useful for deixis in particular that 

Stockwell notes, “it is almost impossible to talk plausibly about deixis without 

considering cognition” (2002, p46). 

 The insights of cognitive science on the study of point of view in narrative has 

resulted in the incorporation of Deictic Shift Theory (Duchan et al. 1995) into the 

                                                        
7 The term Cognitive Poetics is sometimes used interchangeably with Cognitive Stylistics, but refers 

more specifically to the study of style in literature. 
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stylistician’s analytical toolkit. Developed by a group of researchers working in various 

disciplines within the social sciences at the State University of New York, Deictic Shift 

Theory attempts to explain how readers are guided through a narrative text and how 

they empathise with various points of view.  It identifies a ‘deictic field’, whereby a set 

of deictic expressions all relate to the same deictic centre, which in the fictional world, 

could be a narrator or character.  Readers are typically able to suspend their own 

egocentric deictic field and switch to that of whichever person is indicated through the 

language of the text.  This, then, is the first deictic shift in the reading process.  

Subsequently, the various shifts in deixis throughout the narrative, brought about by 

changes in tense or pronouns, indicate to the reader the shifts in viewpoint. 

 There is no doubt that Deictic Shift Theory offers a very dynamic understanding 

of how the deictic centre moves in a text, which was lacking in the traditional stylistic 

point of view taxonomies (as mentioned in Section 1.1.2).  However, its potential 

efficacy in this particular study is doubtful.  As the preceding discussion showed, the 

model is primarily a reader-orientated one, in that it follows the deictic clues laid out for 

the reader to interpret.  As such, Deictic Shift Theory is primarily designed to account 

for narrative comprehension.  In contrast, this project studies narrative production to 

compare how Spanish and English speakers produce deixis, in order to find out if they 

conceptualise deictic dimensions (e.g. space, time, person) differently. The final 

reservation I have with the model is more general, and relates to the sole emphasis it 

puts on the interpretation part of the communication process.  The position taken here 

is that deixis is conducive to a more relational and sociocentric approach (as elaborated 

in Chapter 2), so the phenomenon demands a model that considers all participants in 

the production and reception of deictic terms. 

Another drawback of Deictic Shift Theory for this study is that it does not deal with 

how modality is used in the construction of narrative viewpoint. One theory that does 
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deal with both deixis and modality is Text-World Theory (Gavins 2007; Hidalgo 

Downing 2000; Semino 1997; Werth 1999), a framework that analyses the mental 

representation that users of language co-create in their minds when they participate in 

discourse. In this way, it also fulfils another of the criteria for current purposes, in that it 

considers the production and reception of language. Text-World Theory posits that 

discourse participants create a mental representation of the discourse (the text-world) 

and use deictic terms as ‘world-builders’ to establish spatio-temporal co-ordinates 

therein (Werth 1999, p180-209). Like Deictic Shift Theory, it then tracks the shifts in 

deixis throughout the discourse, as generated by changes to the spatio-temporal co-

ordinates to which both producers and addressees align themselves in the joint text-

world.  The use of modality generates ‘modal worlds’ (Gavins 2005), where the 

propositions contained are held at a remove from the text-world as they are not 

verifiable by participants. Thus, the text-world model allows for the analysis of how 

deixis and modality work together in ‘world-building’; that is, constructing the viewpoint 

from which all discourse participants access the narrative text-world.  

The text-world is said to be influenced by the various factors of the ‘discourse 

world’, which includes all aspects of the setting surrounding the language event, as well 

as all the discourse participants’ individual knowledge and experience.  In this way, the 

model accounts for the participants’ socio-physical experience at the time of the 

language event as well as their individual knowledge stores and schemas, which are 

activated by the discourse.  Given that every time a new person picks up a given novel, 

for example, a new text-world is created according to the discourse world parameters, 

Text-World Theory can account for individual interpretations of literary works.  

Although Werth claimed that the framework is applicable to all text types – spoken and 

written – his development and description of it is mostly based on literary prose.  While 

Text-World Theory has yet to be applied to spoken discourse, it has been applied to 
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other written text types, which has resulted in highlighting areas where the model could 

be improved. Semino has applied the framework to poetry, (1997; 2010), Cruickshank 

and Lahey (2010) to drama, and Hidalgo Downing (2003) to advertising discourse. 

What we have, then, in Text-World Theory is a cognitive model that is ideal for 

tracking the joint construction of viewpoint in narrative.  However, despite Werth’s 

claims that the model could be applied to any type of discourse, he makes no mention 

of how it can be used to analyse a language other than English.  Although it was 

designed in and for English, there is nothing to suggest that Text-World Theory should 

be a solely monolingual framework: it is founded on properties which are manifest in all 

languages, such as metaphor, reference and modality.  

I propose to adapt the framework for the analysis of Spanish, which broadens the 

applicability of Text-World Theory not just by text type, but by a whole new language.8  

This will then allow for the cross-linguistic comparison of deixis and modality in 

viewpoint construction, constituting the first contrastive use of the text-world model. 

Furthermore, in applying the model to Spanish discourse, further possibilities for 

improvement of the model’s efficacy in English (and in general) may be identified.  This 

leads to the second question that drives this research: 

Q. How can Text-World Theory be adapted for the analysis of Spanish discourse and in what 

ways can this new application improve the framework? 

 

                                                        
8 Two scholars in Spain, María Dolores Porto (University of Alcalá) and Manuela Romano 

(Universidad Autónoma de Madrid) are currently working on a research project entitled ‘A Sociocognitive 
Approach to Oral Narratives’, where Text World Theory is one of a number of models they use to 
analyse spoken and written narratives. Their research, as yet unpublished, emphasises what I argue for 
here: the potential for adapting Text World Theory for the analysis of Spanish discourse, and its capacity 
to deal with spoken narrative. 
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So not only does this study seek to compare how Spanish and English speakers 

construct perspective in narrative, but in doing so it also seeks to expand and improve 

upon the method of analysis, Text-World Theory.  Before closing this section, however, 

it is worth considering the efficacy of a cognitive approach in a cross-linguistic study. 

 

1.2.2 Cognition in Interlingual Studies 

The benefit of a cognitive approach in the stylistic analysis of point of view in language 

has been explained, but it can also be argued that a cognitive approach is extremely 

beneficial in inter-lingual studies in style, such as this one. In any field of interlingual 

research (be it Translation Studies, language typology or contrastive linguistics), the 

difficulty always lies in that the languages are essentially different, even though we 

search for equivalence in order to make a cross-linguistic comparison or to translate.  In 

a sense, it is paradoxical that we search for the universal in languages, which are 

inescapably individual or particular.  As well as the fact that every language is a different 

semiotic system, it is also used in a different cultural context, where the culture both 

shapes and is shaped by the language its members use (Wierzbicka 1992).  I wish to 

demonstrate that the cognitive approach can bridge those three aspects of language that 

beleaguer interlingual studies — that is, the universal, the cultural, and the individual — 

making it extremely useful in the comparison of a language pair for the benefit of 

translation. 

In making a case that translating meaning across languages is possible, Jakobson 

argued that this is because “cognitive experience” is universal (Jakobson 2000, p115).  

Regardless of the particular language we use, our cognitive experience is shaped by two 

vital things that everyone has in common; a mind, and a body through which we 

experience the world.  Therefore, to some extent our phenomenological experience and 
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the cognitive mechanisms with which we process that experience, are comparable.   The 

existence of about sixty basic meaning elements in all the world’s languages means that 

“all human cognition rests on the same conceptual bedrock” (Wierzbicka and Goddard 

2004, p144). Cognitive approaches to language, borrowing heavily from cognitive 

psychology, emphasise how we use boiled-down, abstract representations, (such as 

image-schemata [Langacker 1987], mental models (Johnson-Laird 1983) or scripts 

[Schank and Abelson 1977] ) to be able to be able to conceptualise, store and retrieve 

the information which is used to process language.  In concentrating on the 

fundamental image schemata and cognitive processes behind the linguistic forms, 

Cognitive Linguistics overrides linguistic and cultural differences, addressing universal 

ways of encoding the world through language. In doing so, it provides an ideal vehicle 

for accessing the common ground upon which we can base a cross-linguistic 

comparison. 

However, despite this fundamental universality, there is clearly a wide range of 

individual and cultural variation, in how we cognitively process language.  As 

Tabakowska remarks, “While the physical, sensual dimension of perception is universal 

for all human beings, the psychological dimension is conditioned by sociological and 

psychological factors, and based upon […] experience, conditioned by individual 

cultures and by people’s individual make-ups” (1993, p59).  Cognitive Linguistics 

addresses this seemingly infinite variation by taking seriously the context surrounding 

the discourse.  In fact, it takes a particularly broad view of what constitutes context, 

encompassing social and personal experience and knowledge as contextual factors 

which shape meaning construction (Langacker 1999; cf. Porto Requejo 2007, for a 

concise account).  That is, each individual’s or each culture’s particular experience and 

knowledge, as an element of the context, will influence the production and reception of 

a text. In relation to the reception of literary texts, Stockwell notes that a cognitive 
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account can offer “a unified explanation of both individual interpretations as well as 

interpretations that are shared by group, community and culture” (2002, p5).   It is this 

capacity of cognitive stylistics to account for the individual, the universal and the 

cultural that makes it the ideal approach for a contrastive analysis of Spanish and 

English world-building in narrative. 

 

 

1.3 Narrative Style 

 

1.3.1 Style in language or Style of a language? 

Since its inception, Text-World Theory has been used and developed mostly by those 

who work in the field of Stylistics to analyse the ways in which texts use phenomena 

such as modality, reference or metaphor to achieve stylistic effects.  For stylisticians, 

whose object of study is often literary texts, style is the product of patterned choices by 

the author, which contribute to an overall characteristic form of expression.  This can 

form the style of a particular text, an author or a genre, period or school of writing 

(Leech and Short 1981, p11). Non-literary texts can also forge an identifiable style 

through their patterned selection of characteristic features from the language at large.  

For example, advertising discourse or tabloid newspaper discourse have developed 

characteristics that have also been the subject of much stylistic research. For some 

authors, ‘style’ is synonymous with the ‘register’ of a text (e.g. Crystal and Davy 1969) 

although Enkvist (1995), whilst recognising the synonymy, prefers not to make an 

evaluative differentiation between literary and non-literary texts and identifies ‘style’ as a 

characteristic of all texts. He links the notion to ‘situation’ whereby the iterative 
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selection of certain linguistic features for a particular situation results in the forging of a 

particular style for that purpose.  As such, style is the result of an individual’s or a 

community’s repeated selection of linguistic features so as they become “a characteristic 

way of using language” (Biber 1995, p9). 

In Stylistics research, the object of study is only ever style in language, never the 

style of a language.  But what about style as a property of the dialect or language one 

uses?  Is there a ‘characteristic way of using language’ in Spanish or English, or varieties 

thereof?  Enkvist et al. (1973, p167-7) maintain that style only pertains to the variation 

within a language, as style is based on choice, whereas a given language (or variety of 

language) is not attributable with style because it is bound by grammatical rules and is 

not, therefore, the result of choice.  Nevertheless, outside the field of monolingual 

Stylistics, there is a rich body of typological research into the preferred styles of 

expression in the world’s languages, especially with regard to ways in which various 

languages encode events, motion and space. These studies use a broader definition of 

style, where it is not solely a matter of patterned choices.  Slobin, for example, shows 

how Spanish narrative texts focus more on the path of a motion verb, whereas English 

narratives focus more on the manner and that these preferences lead to other 

differences in the linguistic representations of the same events, leading him to conclude 

that, “a general narrative style emerges in a language, based on systematic linguistic 

constraints, but going beyond them” (1997, p443, author’s italics). Thus while a 

language’s narrative style, for example, is to a certain extent constrained by the 

permitted grammatical structures, it is also forged by the language users’ habits and 

expectations so that it “comes to be normatively and aesthetically valued, thus further 

reinforcing the patterns” (Slobin 1997, p444).  Based on her research with Mayan 

speakers, Danziger concludes that “the experience of using language in social interaction 

therefore helps to engender culturally-specific modes of thinking” (1996, p67).  In this 
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way, the “rhetorical style” (Slobin 2004a, p220) of a language, such as Spanish or 

English, is a blend of grammar constraints and choice, which then becomes a 

normalised habit, or ‘a characteristic way of using language’, in Biber’s words.   

This research project employs an analytical framework (Text-World Theory) that 

has been developed in monolingual Stylistics and applies it in the search for a different 

kind of style: not a textual, but a typological style.  In doing so, it accepts the broader 

definition of style as not just the product of choice, but of the patterned habits of use 

that lead to a characteristic way of using language. It stands to reason that Stylistic 

research should use the narrow definition of style, as it focuses on the properties of 

texts, not languages or language varieties. However, that does not mean that the 

sophisticated analytical models it has to offer should not be used cross-linguistically and 

it is a shame that the vast majority of stylistic analyses are monolingual and grossly 

anglocentric.  Consequently, this bilingual study in narrative style goes some way to 

redressing the balance and broadening the applications and uses of stylistic analysis. 

 

1.3.2 Thinking for Speaking 

A further reason for comparing the narrative styles of the Spanish and English language 

users, is that the language we use can go some way to reveal the way we think. Sapir and 

Whorf famously suggested that language may have a determining factor in its users’ 

thought processes, structuring the way we divide up the world and perhaps even limiting 

cognitive categories.  In an extreme form of linguistic determinism, the colour terms we 

use, for example, would determine what colours we perceive.  The Whorfian position, 

otherwise known as linguistic relativity, has been much lambasted over the years     (e.g. 

Pinker 1994) for apparently presenting an over-simplified determinist relationship 

between language and thought, neglecting the wealth of variation within a given 
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language, and denying the possibility of translation between languages.  However, as 

some linguists have pointed out, this was the result of a misunderstanding and 

exaggeration of Whorf’s writings on the subject, which were “so widely quoted yet so 

frequently misunderstood” (Lucy and Shweder 1979, p602). In fact, a lot of more recent 

linguistic research is providing evidence for a link between language and 

conceptualisation (e.g. the works collected in Niemeier and Dirven 2000).  Levinson’s 

recent work (2003; 2006), for example, has shown that the way a culture’s language 

describes space determines the speakers’ conceptualisation of space.  The growing body 

of evidence for a degree of linguistic determinism is resulting in a “neo-Whorfian” 

(Gopnik 2001, p51) perspective on the relationship between language and thought. The 

implication of neo-Whorfianism for this project is that Spanish and English speakers’ 

use of deixis and modality in taking linguistic perspective may also indicate preferred 

conceptual perspective. 

One of the proponents of neo-Whorfianism is Dan Slobin, whose typological 

research over the last two decades has led him to declare that the grammatical 

constraints of the language we use activate certain conceptualisations. He calls this 

‘thinking for speaking’ (1987; 1996a), a ‘weaker’ form of Whorfianism whereby our 

language may not condition exactly how we think, but it does condition how we 

conceptualise events for verbalising them.  His research has focussed on the ways in 

which speakers of different languages encode motion events in narrative, building on 

Talmy’s (1985; 1991) distinction between satellite-framed and verb-framed languages, 

and he has found that languages tend to either concentrate on the manner of an action, 

or on the path that it takes. For example, in describing the same scene an English 

speaker is likely to say, he swam across the river, whereas a Spanish speaker is more likely to 

say cruzó el río (nadando) (meaning, he crossed the river [swimming]). Because manner is more 

salient in English, it is encoded in the main verb (swam), leaving direction (across) to be 
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marked with the use of satellite particles. On the other hand, Spanish-speakers tend to 

use directional verbs (cruzó, meaning crossed) leaving the expression of manner as an 

optional extra (nadando, or swimming). This is what makes English (as well as German) a 

satellite-framed language and Spanish (like the other Romance languages) a verb-framed 

language. Other researchers (Kellerman and van Hoof 2003; Naigles and Terrazas 1998) 

have used extra-linguistic tests that prove that these linguistic styles of event conflation 

are mirrored in the speakers’ cognitive styles i.e. that Spanish-speakers do indeed 

conceive of motion events primarily as paths and English-speakers do so in terms of 

manner. What all this means is that cross-linguistic research into a language’s preferred 

style in a given situation may reflect a preferred cognitive style for speakers of that 

language.  

The methodology that Slobin used to prove this distinction was to elicit spoken 

narratives from child and adult speakers using a children’s picture book. More recently, 

he has also demonstrated that these styles of event conflation in Spanish and English 

spoken narrative are also manifest in fictional narrative and its translation (1997; 2000;  

2005).  Furthermore, Slobin claims that his as-yet unpublished research into event 

conflation in other discourse types, such as newspaper reports and conversation, shows 

similar patterns (2005, p116), suggesting that the linguistic traits manifest in narrative 

discourse are typical in the languages at large.   

In recognising that translation is a negotiation of not only two styles of language, 

but also two styles of conceptualisation, Slobin has established that the translators of 

literary narrative between Spanish and English tend to adopt the rhetorical style of the 

Target Language.  While translators have an element of choice, they are also limited by 

the grammatical constraints in the Target Language. Writing from a Translation Studies 

perspective, Boase-Beier asserts that “nothing suggests the influence of mind more 
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strongly than those aspects of language use where there is no choice" (2006, p72). Thus, 

for a translation to be understood by its target culture, it must adopt not only their 

linguistic style, but also their mind style.  

Slobin’s work has clearly proven “the fact that one cannot verbalize experience 

without taking a perspective, and, further, that the language being used often favors 

particular perspectives.” (2000, p107). This is significant as it suggest that the present 

study of world-building style in Spanish and English narrative may have something to 

say about the world-building style of Spanish and English as languages.  So in taking a 

wider definition of style, as the product not just of choice, we can examine how even 

the obligatory constructs of Spanish and English language contribute to a particular way 

of thinking for speaking.  Therefore, as a continuation of the first research question, 

which asked how Spanish and English speakers might differ in their world-building 

techniques, this thesis also asks: 

 

Q. What are the the implications of any differences in the world-building strategies used by Spanish 

and English narrators? e.g. For cross-cultural cognition, language typology or narrative translation. 

 

It is hoped that the results of the first research question will not only tell us how 

Spanish and English speakers use modality and deixis in narrative, but also what that 

means for their perspective-taking in general, how that might reflect cognition and how 

it might help in translation. 
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1.4 The frog stories 

 

The difficulty with comparing how Spanish and English speakers use deixis and 

modality to build a narrative text-world is in finding comparable data. Using natural 

data, how can we compare narratives when the narrators will inevitably be taking 

perspective on different textual content?  The aforementioned children’s picture book 

that Slobin used in his research was first used in a PhD thesis some decades ago 

(Bamberg 1985), and has since become a popular narrative elicitation method in 

linguistic research.  The methodology uses a wordless picture book (Meyer 2003) that 

tells the story of a little boy and his dog on a hunt for their frog, and the resulting 

spoken narratives have come to be known as ‘the frog stories’ (Berman and Slobin 

1994).   

Berman and Slobin (1994) applied the frog story methodology to speakers of 

different ages in five languages — English, Spanish, German, Turkish and Hebrew — 

to explore how they developed the skills to relate events in narrative. Since then, frog 

story research has flourished; so much so, that twenty years after their original 

publication, a new volume detailing all the frog story research since then has been 

published (Strömqvist and Verhoeven 2004). While the early work by Berman and 

Slobin studied the development of narrative styles in child speakers of various 

languages, the picture book has been used for a variety of linguistic research projects, 

gathering narrations from native speakers or L2 learners, using spoken means, sign 

language or gesture. Most of the studies have had contrastive or typological interests; 

there now exists data for over thirty global languages and the work continues.  The frog 

story’s success is testament to the simple efficacy of the methodology, which provides 

an extra-linguistic visual stimulus to elicit cross-linguistic comparable data. The frog 
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story methodology offers a promising solution for the current research aims, as it allows 

for the elicitation of narratives that have roughly the same textual content, but leaves the 

deictic and modal choices down to the narrators’ preference.  

According to Slobin, “the strength of the frog story lies in the wordless presentation 

of a readily understood plot, with sufficient complexity to allow for detailed analysis of 

temporal, causal and spatial dimensions of events” (2004b, p115). Thus the visual input 

stimulates the narrators to conceptualize, formulate and articulate the events using 

spatio-temporal deixis, allowing for the analysis of Spanish and English use of deixis in 

relation to common conceptual content.  Using the frog story method, they found that 

the languages examined “presented a distinctive style, especially in representations of 

time and space” (Slobin 2005, p115). The pictures used to elicit the narration 

(reproduced in Appendix I) form a sequence of events which evokes: 

 
1. The expression of temporal relations between events; 
2. The description of locative elements; 
3. The possibility to take different perspectives on events; 
4. The possibility of shifting reference from one character to the other, as there 
are two protagonists. 
(list adapted from Slobin 2004b, p20-1) 

So, not only does the frog story address spatio-temporal deixis, but also points 3 and 

4 above demonstrate how the story also facilitates speaker choice in the areas of 

personal deixis and modality.  The narrators can opt to relate the events from the 

perspective of either main character, or take a more objective perspective from outside 

the story world. This research focuses on the narrators’ preferences for certain 

perspectives, as well as in any patterns in the shifts between deictic and modal 

perspectives.  The capacity of the frog story data to answer the research questions 

indicates that it provides the most promising comparable corpus for this study.  This is a 

novel appropriation of the frog story data and methodology, as so far it has not been 
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used to examine how deixis and modality are used to construct the narratives.  As such, 

another research question is posed: 

Q. How can the frog stories be adapted to suit the present research aims? 

 

 

1.5 Structure of the Thesis 

 

The research questions posed in this chapter are reiterated below and are followed by an 

indication of which chapters interrogate the issues. 

 
Q1. How do Spanish and English speakers differ in the ways they construct a narrative text-world 
through deictic reference and modality? (Chapters 2, 6 and 7) 
 
Q2. How can the frog stories be adapted to suit the present research aims? (Chapter 3) 
 
Q3. How can Text-World Theory be adapted for the analusis of Spanish discourse and in what ways 
can this new application improve the framework? (Chapters 3, 4 and 5) 
 
Q4. What are the the implications of any differences in the world-building strategies used by Spanish 
and English narrators? e.g. For cognition, language typology, narrative translation. (Chapter 8) 
 
 

 The next chapter (Chapter 2) begins to answer Question 1 by describing the 

various semantic, pragmatic and cognitive approaches to deixis and modality. This 

chapter illustrates how the phenomena are expressed in Spanish and English, charting 

some of the visible differences in the deictic and modal systems of each language.  

Chapter 3 then turns to Question 3, addressing the issue of methodology by describing 

how the existing frog story data is utilized and supplemented with further fieldwork.  

Here the methodical ways in which I sought out further Spanish and English-speaking 

narrators, and then recorded and transcribed their narratives, is laid out, and I explain 
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how quantitative corpus methods are used to supplement the qualitative analysis that 

the text-world framework provides. As Text-World Theory is both a theory and a 

method of analysis, Chapter 3 also goes some way to answering Question 3, as it 

describes how I augment Text-World Theory as a method of linguistic analysis by 

introducing a multi-media diagramming software to create text-world diagrams 

(included in the accompanying Compact Disc).  Chapter 4 then gives a detailed 

description of Text-World Theory’s theoretical origins and governing principles.  In 

Chapter 5, my adaptation of Text-World Theory for the analysis of Spanish discourse is 

set out, as well as some suggestions for its improvement based on the new applications 

made here. 

 Chapters 6 and 7 constitute the analysis of the frog story narratives, based on the 

quantitative and qualitative research carried out; it is here that we return to Question 1 

and attempt to answer how it is that Spanish and English speakers build the narrative 

text-world differently. Chapter 8 presents a summary of the findings and suggests their 

implications for the wider fields of language typology, cross-cultural cognition and 

translation. Furthermore, it is hoped that an augmented version of Text-World Theory 

will allow it to be more widely and successfully applied in the analysis of discourse, in 

English, Spanish and perhaps other languages. 
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CHAPTER 2. DEIXIS AND MODALITY 

 

2.0 Introduction 

 

This chapter builds on the initial definitions of deixis and modality (Section 1.1.1), by 

outlining their features and describing the various theoretical approaches to the two 

related phenomena. Section 1 deals with the three core categories of deixis: space, time 

and person, describing, in turn, how each is instantiated in the deictic systems of 

Spanish and English.  By laying out the systems in parallel, we can begin to see what the 

differences are in principle, before analysing the differences in usage (Chapters 6 and 7). 

Section 2 describes how these three core categories can be extended for other 

communicative functions in Spanish and English. It is demonstrated how both 

languages make use of the basic dimensions of time, space and person to describe more 

complex dimensions, such as empathy (Section 2.2.2) and stretches of discourse 

(Section 2.2.1). The latter section also describes the overlap between deixis and 

anaphora, and the consequent decision not to impose an arbitrary distinction here. 

 In Section 2.3, I critique the Standard Account of deixis, which is overly 

concerned with replacing deictic terms with their supposed referents, rather than dealing 

with the way deixis contributes to meaning in its own right. Following on from this, in 

Section 2.4 I propose an alternative theory of deixis, which posits the phenomenon as 

contextual (Section 2.4.1), prototypical (Section 2.4.2) and sociocentric (Section 2.4.3). 

That is, that the prototypical core meanings of deictic terms are exploited for a variety 

of non-prototypical uses and depend on the communicative context for their 

interpretation, and furthermore, that the deictic centre does not always rest with the 

speaker, but is shared by all discourse participants. Despite this sociocentric approach, I 

recognise that deixis is a way of expressing subjectivity in language, and in this sense it 
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overlaps with modality.  Hence the commonalities in  deixis and modality are explored 

in Section 2.5, where they are explained in terms of the Cognitive Grammar notion of 

‘grounding’.  As the Spanish and English modal auxiliaries are compared in a later 

chapter (Section 5.4.3), modality is described in the final section of this chapter (Section 

2.5.3) in relation to deixis and in terms of the various kinds of modality and their 

expression of subjectivity. 

 

 

2.1 Spatial, Temporal and Personal Deixis 

 

In Chapter 1 (Section 1.1.1) a preliminary and very rudimentary definition of deixis was 

provided, expressing the deictic terms’ capacity to anchor utterances to the context in 

which they are used.  Most theorists recognise the ‘core’ deictic categories as space, time 

and person, where deictic terms anchor the utterance to the location, time and people in 

the discourse situation.  These are covered in the following three sections (Section 2.1.1, 

2.1.2 and 2.1.3), where their expression in Spanish and English is described. The 

‘peripheral’ deictic categories of discourse deixis and empathetic deixis, which use the 

core categories (especially space and time) to express textual and social relationships, are 

described briefly in Sections 2.1.4 and 2.1.5, respectively. However, as these categories 

are simply extended uses of the core categories, they are not dealt with in great detail.  It 

is, nevertheless, useful to explore how discourse deixis relates to a similar semantic 

phenomena, anaphora, and empathetic deixis expresses subjectivity through physical 

terms. 
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2.1.1 Spatial Deixis 

Spatial deixis is arguably the most prototypical kind of deixis, and the localist view (cf 

Anderson 1971) holds that as we often use spatial terms as the basis to describe other 

dimensions, such as time or empathy, they are the most grammatically and semantically 

fundamental.  It has been widely recognised, from semanticists to cognitivists, that 

spatial language is metaphorically mapped on to other domains to describe them in 

terms that we all understand (cf. Lyons 1977; van Peer and Graf 2002). This would 

suggest that spatial relations are basic to human understanding, and form a blueprint for 

conceptualising more abstract ideas, such as social or personal relations (as elaborated in 

Section 2.4.2).  There is some evidence that spatial metaphors are pervasive in modal 

language universally (e.g. Kitano 1999).  This view is supported by psychological 

research which shows that space is a fundamental part of human cognition (Miller and 

Johnson-Laird 1976, p375 ff).   

 The idea that spatial deixis is the most basic is supported by the fact that the 

most prototypical of all the deictic terms are demonstratives, which point to the spatial 

location of a referent, as in English that, or Spanish ese. Further, such deictic terms are 

also prototypical in that demonstrativus (demonstrative) was the Latin term chosen by 

Roman scholars to translate the Greek deiktikos (deictic), showing the ancient centrality 

of demonstration to the concept of deixis (Lyons 1977). This has left the term ‘deictic’ 

free to be used in modern day linguistics to refer to the wider realizations of the 

phenomenon, including the temporal and personal deictics outlined below (in Sections 

2.1.1 and 2.1.3).   

 Tanz (1980) distinguishes between three categories of spatial deixis, the first 

being the ‘index of entities’, whereby space is used to relate entities to the deictic centre.  

The demonstratives point to entities by acting as determiners (e.g. I know this song/ 

conozco esta canción) or pronouns (e.g. I know this conozco esto). While the Spanish 
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demonstrative system is tripart — including proximal (este), medial (ese) and distal (aquel) 

forms — the English demonstrative system now contains only two forms - proximal 

(this) and distal (that).   The two-part English system is the result of having lost the distal 

form yon (Melchers 1997), a diachronic change that simplified the English system into a 

dual one of proximal this and distal that. Thus, with the Spanish and English 

demonstrative systems there is a cross-linguistic difference in the number of regions 

into which space is divided, as depicted in Table 2.1, below.  

 

  SPANISH ENGLISH 
 Number Pronouns Determiners Pronouns/Determiners 

sing. éste, ésta este, esta this 
plural éstos, éstas estos, estas these 

proximal 

neutral esto — — 
sing. ése, ésa ese, esa — 
plural ésos, ésas esos, esas — 

medial 

neutral eso — — 
sing. aquél, aquélla aquel, aquella that 
plural aquéllo, aquéllas aquellos, aquellas those 

distal 

neutral aquello — — 
Table 2.1 Index of Entities: The Spanish and English Demonstrative Systems 

  

 While the demonstratives in both languages are marked for plurality, Spanish 

also takes different forms for gender and the pronominal form of a Spanish 

demonstrative is stressed, although there is no visible difference in English 

demonstratives. 

 The second of Tanz’ categories of spatial deixis is the ‘index of location’, realised 

by locative adverbs which point to locations from the deictic centre. The most ‘purely’ 

deictic of these, in the sense that they can only be used deictically (Levinson 1983, p79), 

are the proximal adverbs here/aqui, the distal adverbs there/allí.  As with the 

demonstratives, Spanish has a third form in the medial adverb ahí, and Standard English 

has largely lost the form yonder, reducing English to a two-part system. So, the finer-
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grained Spanish division of space into three zones, compared to the two in English, 

extends from the demonstratives to the deictic locative adverbs. These differences are 

illustrated in Table 2.2, below. 

 

 SPANISH ENGLISH 
 locative directional  
proximal aquí acá here 
medial ahí — 
distal allí allá 

 
there 

Table 2.2 Index of Location: The Spanish and English Deictic Locative Adverbs 

 

 Table 2.2 also shows how the Spanish system of deictic adverbs has two kinds: 

directional and locative. The locative kind are similar in meaning to the English adverbs, 

whereas the directional kind equate to over here (acá) or over there (allá). However, there is 

also a regional difference, whereby many varieties of Latin American Spanish prefer to 

use the directional forms.  This does not necessarily mark a preference for directional 

meaning, but is simply a difference in usage (Kany 1969).  

 There are many other locative adverbs in both languages that can be used for 

deictic reference and these include back/atras, near/cerca and in front/enfrente. In Spanish, 

these adverbs also have directional and locative forms (see Carbonero Cano 1979, for an 

exhaustive account of the Spanish deictic spatial adverbs). In both languages, these 

forms can be used as adverbs (e.g. I stayed behind /me quede atrás) where knowledge of the 

deictic centre is required for their interpretation, or as prepositions, where they are 

anchored to another entity (e.g. I stayed behind the door/ me quede atrás de la puerta). As these 

terms are not always used deictically, they will not constitute an object of analysis for 

this research and only the ‘pure’ locative adverbs are analysed.  

 Many linguists (see, for example, Alarcos Llorach 1999; Carbonero Cano 1979; 

Escavy Zamora 2009; Lamíquiz 1967; Lorenzo 1977a) have pointed out the symmetry 
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between the Spanish tripart spatial system and the three grammatical persons, suggesting 

that the proximal spatial terms (aquí, este) correlate with the first person, the medial 

spatial terms (ahí, ese) with the second person and the distal spatial terms (allí, aquel) with 

the third person.  This is known as the ‘person-oriented’ approach to spatial deixis in 

Spanish (Anderson and Keenan 1982). However, other linguists (Hottenroth 1982; 

Jungbluth 2003) have argued that this correlation does not reflect actual usage, especially 

of the medial spatial terms, which do not necessarily correlate to a location close to the 

addressee. Instead, Hottenroth suggests that the Spanish tripart spatial system is 

‘speaker-oriented’, in that the referents are measured according to their relevant distance 

from the speaker: proximal, medial or distal. She argues that, “The regions of este and 

aquí, of ese and ahí, and of aquel and allí are taken to form concentric circles around the 

ego, i.e. the speaking subject” (1982, p142). 

 However, an important point is made by de Kock when he points out that 

language users do not necessarily think of these forms in the linear list that linguists do, 

and that in usage they appear “dispersed” and “independent of one another” (1988, 

p423, my translation); so the Spanish demonstratives and spatial adverbs may not bear 

meaning in a neat order of grammatical person, or distance from speaker.  Jungbluth 

(2003) further problemitizes the person-oriented and the speaker-oriented approaches 

to the Spanish tripart spatial system by providing empirical evidence that in natural 

conversation, the selection of any of the three adverbs or demonstratives is dependent 

on the perspective of the speaker and the addressee(s). Thus, the Spanish tripart spatial 

system is not based on grammatical person, nor solely on the speaker, but on the layout 

of the spatial array with respect to all the discourse participants, a point I develop more 

generally in Section 2.4.3 with regard to a more sociocentric theory of deixis. 

 Returning to the various manifestations of spatial deixis in English and Spanish, 

there is the third and final of Tanz’ categories to outline: the ‘index of motion’. In both 
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languages, this is realised by the deictic verbs that express motion to or from a deictic 

centre, as displayed, below, in Table 2.3. 

 

 SPANISH ENGLISH 
venir to come towards deictic 

centre traer to bring 
salir to go out, 

to depart, 
to leave 

away from 
deictic centre 

llevar to take 
Table 2.3 Index of Motion: The Spanish and English Deictic Verbs 
 

 These four verbs are recognised as the deictic verbs of English (Fillmore 

1971/1997) and of Spanish (Coseriu 1977, and although Cifuentes Honrubia [2007] 

concurs, he adds to this list).  The verbs come/venir and are perhaps the most clearly 

deictic of the group, as they implicate the deictic centre in the goal of the motion event.  

Fillmore (1983) notes that English come is a ‘goal-oriented’ verb, where the deictic centre 

is either the speaker’s current location, or else it is projected to a future or imagined 

location (e.g. I’ll come there tomorrow). However, Cifuentes Honrubia (2007) points out that 

Spanish venir must have the speaker as deictic centre, as venir is incompatible with distal 

or non-current terms (e.g. *vendré ahí mañana). Therefore, Spanish venir is more 

egocentric and less capable of deictic projection than English come. 

 The Spanish deictic verb salir and its various English equivalents can indicate 

movement away from the deictic centre, but are also more neutral in meaning (Fillmore 

1971/1997).  This is because they are ‘source-oriented’ (Fillmore 1983) and the deictic 

centre may or may not be at the source of the motion event. For example, when used 

with a 3rd person subject, as in she left the room or salió del cuarto, the deictic centre may or 

may not be in the room or cuarto.  As such, salir and its English equivalents may or may 

not be deictic.  It is interesting to note that the most viable equivalent for salir in English 

is to go out, because, as research by Talmy and by Slobin has shown (see Section 1.3.2), 
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Spanish motion verbs often express direction, whereas English motion verbs often do 

not and require a satellite particle (such as out) to do so. The alternatives in English, 

depart and leave, are more formal and marked than the commonplace phrasal verb to go 

out. 

 The intransitive verbs (come/venir and salir/to go out) have transitive counterparts, 

which denote the agentive movement of an object, in bring/traer and take/llevar. Like 

come/venir, the deictic verbs bring/traer indicate that the speaker (or speaker and 

addressee) is the goal of the motion event. Again, English allows the deictic centre to be 

projected (e.g. I’ll bring it there tomorrow), where as Spanish is more restricted in that it 

only allows the goal-oriented verb traer to be used with the speaker at the deictic centre 

(e.g. *lo traeré allí mañana). Moreover, like salir/to go out, the deictic verbs take/llevar 

indicate that the motion is away from the source, but in either language the source does 

not have to coincide with the deictic centre, meaning take and llevar are not always used 

deictically. 

 All of the deictic verbs in Table 2.3 constitute forms that are analysed in the 

data, as indeed do the spatial terms in Tables 2.2. And 2.1. Thus, we have compared the 

Spanish and English spatial deictic systems, commented on some of the immediately 

visible differences, and listed the features that form the basis of the analysis, which will 

alert us to differences in patterns of use. 

 

2.1.2 Temporal Deixis 

When a temporal reference is made that, in order to be understood, requires knowledge 

of the time of the utterance, this is an instance of temporal deixis. The ‘pure’ expression 

of temporal deixis is through the tense system and certain temporal adverbs that anchor 

the utterance to a particular time (cf Levinson 2006, p73-9). 
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 As opposed to calendrical references (e.g. ‘on the 1st October 2012’) which 

specify a temporal reference point according to accepted measures, the temporal deictic 

adverbs are those that anchor the utterance to the discourse situation, of which the most 

prototypical are now/ahora, or today/hoy. Drawing from Carbonero Cano’s (1979, p103-

137) treatment of the Spanish temporal deictic adverbs, I have laid out the Spanish and 

English systems together in Table 2.4 below, using his distinction between ‘actual’ and 

‘inactual’ temporal adverbs and, for want of an adequate translation, the original Spanish 

terms will be used here.   He bases this binary distinction on Weinrich’s (1968) two 

alternative worlds, ‘el mundo narrado’, the world of the story and ‘el mundo 

comentado’, the world of the dialogue, which can be analogised with the text-world and 

the discourse-world, respectively.  Accordingly, actual adverbs create a temporal link 

between the event and the discourse-world, while the inactual adverbs create a link 

between the event and the text-world.  It may be surmised, then, that actual temporal 

adverbs are more prototypically deictic, as they anchor the utterance in the context of 

the discourse, and as such the terms now/ahora are strong examples of actual temporal 

adverbs. In contrast, the terms then/entonces create a temporal link between events within 

the text-world and, consequently, are inactual temporal adverbs.  Despite their dubious 

deictic credentials, the inactual temporal adverbs feature in the analysis of the temporal 

deictic data (Chapter 6) as they are relevant to temporal world-building. 
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 Past Present Future  
before; 
antes 

now; 
ahora 

after(ward), later; 
después, luego 

Actual 

G
en

er
ic

 
re

fe
re

nc
e before, previously; 

antes, anteriormente 
then; 
entonces 

after(ward), 
subsequently; 
después, 
posteriormente 

Inactual 

yesterday; 
ayer 

today; 
hoy 

tomorrow; 
mañana 

Actual day 

the day before; 
la víspera 

that day; 
ese/aquel día 

the day after 
the next day; 
al día siguiente 

Inactual 

last night; 
anoche 

tonight; 
esta noche 

tomorrow night; 
mañana noche 

Actual 

Sp
ec

if
ic

 r
ef

er
en

ce
 

night 

the night before; 
la noche anterior 

that night; 
esa/aquella noche 

the next night, 
the following night; 
la noche siguiente 

Inactual 

Table 2.4 The Spanish and English Temporal Deictic Adverbs 
 

 As Table 2.4 shows, some temporal deictic adverbs can be used actually and 

inactually. For example, before/antes can be anchored to the current temporal axis (I have 

never seen it before, no lo he visto antes) or a remote temporal axis (I had never seen it before, no lo 

había visto antes).  Furthermore, both languages borrow the demonstratives from their 

spatial systems, using proximal demonstratives to create actual temporal adverbs (this 

morning/esta mañana) and medial or distal demonstratives to create inactual temporal 

adverbs (that day/ese o aquel día). Whether the narrators choose actual or inactual 

temporal adverbs will depend on whether they present their narration as a description of 

the discourse world, or as a remote text-world in which events occur at a remove from 

the immediate situation. As Table 2.4 demonstrates, there are no major differences 

between the temporal adverbial options available to Spanish and English speakers, but it 

remains to be seen whether they have different preferences in usage.  

 Temporal deixis is also encoded in the tense system, where the time of the event 

is related to the time of the utterance; either before (past tense), simultaneous with 

(present tense), or as yet unrealised (future tense). However, the other information that 

the verb can carry - such as aspect, mood, modality and voice - are not considered 
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deictic as they do not anchor the event to particular point in time.  Grammatical aspect, 

for example, is the speaker’s perspective on the temporal contour of an event (e.g. 

completed or continuous) but it is not anchored to a particular point in time unless it is 

combined with a tense (Lyons 1977, p705). For example, the continuous verb particles 

walking/caminando are aspectual and non-deictic, whereas the predicated was 

walking/estaba caminando combines aspect and tense, and is therefore deictic. The tense 

systems of Spanish and English are laid out in Table 2.5, below, where the verb to 

speak/hablar is used in the third person throughout for consistency.  

 SPANISH ENGLISH 
Indicative Mood 

Present habla speaks 
Future hablará will speak 
Imperfect hablaba was speaking 
Preterite habló spoke 
Present 
Perfect 

ha hablado has spoken 

Future 
Perfect 

habrá hablado will have spoken 

Past Perfect había hablado had spoken 
Conditional Mood 

Conditional hablaría would speak 
Conditional 
Perfect 

habría hablado would have spoken 

Subjunctive Mood 
Present hable — 
Imperfect hablara 

hablase 
— 

Present 
Perfect 

haya hablado — 

Past Perfect hubiera 
hablado 

— 

Imperative Mood 
Positive habla speak 
Negative no hables do not speak 
Table 2.5 The Spanish and English Tense Systems 

 

 It is clear from this table that Spanish uses the rich range of verbal inflections to 

express tense, as well as subject, mood and aspect. English, on the other hand, uses a 
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limited range of inflections and more periphrastic constructions.  In any case, both 

languages have past, present and future tenses in a variety of aspects and moods.  

 

2.1.3 Person Deixis 

Although time and space are the most commonly mentioned deictic categories, the 

category of person is the third and final core category of deixis. Person deixis is 

expressed through the variety of personal and possessive pronouns and determiners that 

English and Spanish-speakers have at their disposal. As we saw in Section 2.2.2, the 

verbal subject is expressed in the verbal inflection in Spanish, which is not always the 

case in English.  Instead, English-speakers use an obligatory subject pronoun to express 

verbal subject.  Spanish also uses many inflections on the personal pronouns and 

determiners, marking them for grammatical person, number and sometimes gender; this 

allows Spanish a much freer word order, whereas English must rely on word order to 

express person roles in a sentence. As such, the Spanish person deictic terms, of which 

there are many, are displayed across Tables 2.6 and 2.7, below, whereas the English 

person deictic terms, being smaller in number and inflections, are displayed in Table 2.8. 

  Stressed Unstressed 
 Number Subject 

Pronouns 
Prepositional 

Pronouns 
(In)direct Object & 
Reflexive Pronouns 

sg. yo mí, conmigo me 1st person 
(referent = 
speaker) pl. nosotros, nosotras nos 

sg. tú ti, contigo te 2nd person 
(referent = 
addressee) pl. vosotros, vosotras os 

sg. él, ella sí, consigo 

pl. ellos, ellas  

3rd person 
(referent = 
other) 

neutral ello  

lo, la, le, los, las, les, se 

Table 2.6 The Spanish Personal Pronouns 
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   Stressed Unstressed 
 No. of 

possessors 
No. of 

possessed 
Pronouns Determiners 

1 mío, mía mi 1 
1+ míos, mías mis 
1 nuestro, nuestra 

1st person 

1+ 
1+ nuestros, nuestras 
1 tuyo, tuya tu 1 
1+ tuyos, tuyas tus 
1 vuestro, vuestra 

2nd person 

1+ 
1+ vuestros, vuestras 
1 suyo, suya su 3rd person 1 and 1+ 
1+ suyos, suyas sus 

Table 2.7 The Spanish Possessive Pronouns and Determiners 

 

 Number Subject 
Pronouns 

(In)direct Object & 
Reflexive Pronouns 

Possessive 
Determiner 

Possessive 
Pronoun 

sg. I me, myself my mine 1st person 
(referent = 
speaker) 

pl. we us, ourselves our ours 

sg. you you, yourself your yours 2nd person 
(referent = 
addressee) pl.  yourselves your yours 

sg. he, she, it him, her, it 

himself, herself, itself 

his, her, its’ 

 

his, hers, its’ 3rd person 
(referent = 
other) 

pl. they them, themselves their theirs 

Table 2.8 The English Personal Pronouns, and Possessive Pronouns and 
Determiners 
 

 These markers of person deixis constitute the features for analysis in Chapter 7, 

where the ways in which Spanish and English speakers encode person in the frog story 

narratives are explored. 

 

 

2.2 Extended Uses of Deixis 

 

It was mentioned earlier that the core deictic categories — especially space — provide 

the conceptual basis for other dimensions, as was evidenced in the use of 

demonstratives to express temporal proximity or distance (e.g. this morning or esa tarde).  

However, the core deictic categories can also be used for making reference across a 
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stretch of discourse, where the current point in the text (written or spoken) provides a 

deictic centre, and spatial and temporal deictic terms relate to other parts of the 

discourse; see, for example, my use of temporal deictic adverb ‘earlier’, above, and again, 

the spatial use of ‘above’. This extended use of deixis is called ‘discourse deixis’ or 

‘textual deixis’ (Fillmore 1971/1997; Levinson 1983; Levinson 2006; Lyons 1977) and is 

described in Section 2.4.1 along with the related semantic phenomenon, anaphora.  

What is more, social relations can be expressed using the core deictic categories, where 

the spatial, temporal and personal dimensions are exploited for interpersonal reasons. 

This extended use of deixis is called ‘empathetic deixis’ (Fillmore 1971/1997; Levinson 

1983;  Levinson 2006;  Lyons 1977) and is explained in Section 2.4.2.  The analysis in 

Chapters 6 and 7 will only focus on the three core categories of deixis, but it is worth 

noting here how these categories can be put to other uses. 

 
 
2.2.1 Discourse Deixis and Anaphora 

Deixis is part of the wider semantic phenomenon of reference, through which language 

users use nouns and determiners, modifiers and demonstratives to refer to the objects 

named by them, or ‘referents’ (Saeed 2011).  When reference to entities outside the text 

is made (e.g. the man in the car), this is known as exophora and deixis can be used to do so 

(e.g. that man in the car).  Endophoric reference, on the other hand, is used to refer to an 

entity from some other point in the discourse (e.g. as explained in the opening paragraph) and 

again, deixis can be used to do so (e.g. as explained in the paragraph before). In both cases, 

knowledge of the current spatio-temporal location is necessary to decipher the referent 

of the deictic term (underlined in the examples).  

 When deixis is used endophorically, referring to an element within the text, it is 

often called “textual deixis” (Lyons 1977, p667) or “discourse deixis” (Levinson 2006, 

p62).  This category of deixis is seen as ‘secondary’ ‘peripheral’ or ‘impure’, as it is 
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parasitic upon the core categories (especially time and space) for their expression; the 

example of endophoric deictic reference above uses the temporal adverb before to refer 

to an earlier point in the text. As acknowledged by Spanish and English linguists alike, 

discourse deixis is difficult to distinguish from another semantic category, ‘anaphora’, 

which is traditionally defined as the use of a pronoun to refer to an antecedent in the 

text. For example, in the two clauses the boy fell down, but he was not hurt, the pronoun — a 

deictic term — is used endophorically to refer to an entity, the antecedent, within the 

text and is therefore anaphoric. Thus, the question for linguists is whether the deictic 

term ‘he’ is discourse deictic or anaphoric. 

 However, the traditional approach to anaphora (e.g Halliday and Hasan 1976) 

has been problemetized by those who disagree with the simple “slot-filling” approach 

and call for a more cognitive approach to how we hold referents in our mind (Emmott 

1995, p84).  In trying to tackle the difference between anaphora and discourse deixis 

from a semantic approach, Lyons points out that if we redefine anaphora so that the 

“anaphoric pronoun refers to what its antecedent refers to” (1977, p660, my italics), rather 

than to the antecedent itself, the matter is clearer.  This allows us to make a distinction 

between discourse deixis as referring to the linguistic entity (the signifier, in Saussurean 

terms), and anaphora as referring to the referent of the linguistic sign (the signified).  

Nevertheless, Lyons does go on to outline some instances in which this rule of thumb 

does not help in distinguishing discourse deixis and anaphora, and remarks that there 

are occasions where deixis in general cannot be distinguished from anaphora (1977, 

p676). While Lyons points to the blurred line between discourse deixis and anaphora, 

some theorists have suggested that anaphora and deixis work in such a similar way, that 

they could be characterised as being in the same category (Coulmas 1982; Ehrich 1982; 

Emmott 1995). In the analysis, I will not attempt to impose a distinction and instead will 

treat all uses of deixis as just that.  While it may be of future interest to analyse the 
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border between (discourse) deixis and anaphora in the narrative texts that form the 

object of this research, the present study will only comment on the core deictic 

categories and their occasional discourse deictic or anaphoric uses. 

 

2.2.2 Empathetic Deixis 

The three core deictic categories can be used to express relations between the discourse 

participant(s) and another entity by exploiting the dimensions of space, time or person 

to describe relations in the social realm.  This is called empathetic deixis (Lyons 1977, 

p677).  As spatial terms have been shown to provide a very fundamental basis for 

conceptualising more abstract concepts, the spatial deictic adverbs provide a 

proximal/distal dimension upon which speakers can plot empathetic proximity or 

distance. For example, that man there or ese hombre ahí, when uttered about a person close 

to the speaker may express empathetic distance, a reading that would of course be 

supported by extra-linguistic and contextual clues (c.f. Lyons 1977, p797). 

 Yet the less basic categories of temporal and personal deixis can also be 

exploited for interpersonal uses.  Drawing from personal observations, an elderly 

woman on a British daytime radio phone-in (Jeremy Vine 2010) described the 

experience of losing her father to a mining accident as a child, “You feel such pain, and 

it stays with you all your life”.  Despite the fact the first clause relates to many years ago, 

the speaker uses the present tense (temporal deixis) to make it more current and 

relevant to the present discourse.  Furthermore, this was a personal experience, yet she 

uses the second-person (person deixis) to draw the listener into the experience.  The 

woman controls the discourse, while placing you in the centre of the deictic field, and 

thus sharing in her emotional experience.  This example demonstrates how we can put 

the core deictic categories to use in expressing emotional experience. 
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2.2.3 Deictic Projection 

The capacity of deictic terms to be used for three different kinds of reference has been 

recognised by various theorists (Bühler 1934/1990; Ehrich 1982;  Fillmore 1971/1997), 

amongst whom Bühler is considered “el padre” (the father) of deixis (Escavy Zamora 

2009, p62).  The most basic kind of deixis is gestural, or pointing deictically to a visible 

entity in the context of communication (e.g. that man/ese hombre). Bühler (1934/1990) 

calls this type demonstratio ad oculos. The second is anaphoric, or pointing to another place 

in the discourse, as discussed above (Section 2.2.1). The third is the use of deixis to 

project the deictic centre to an imagined or recalled context, and Bühler calls this kind 

deixis am phantasma.  He postulates that speakers have a deictic centre (or origo, in his 

terminology) which corresponds with the I/here/now, around which entities are related in 

the deictic field.  In discourse about remote situations, the discourse participant are 

required to project their origo onto the perceiving origo in order to make sense of the 

remote deictic field. Semino (2011) notes that deixis am phantasma is particularly relevant 

to fiction as the deictic centre is within an imagined context- the same could be said of 

any remote narratives, including the frog stories.  Thus, the physical pointing action that 

deixis provides, can be used discursively, as well as figuratively. 

 

 

2.3 The Standard Account of Deixis 

 

2.3.1 Expansion 

Semanticists dealing with deixis suggested the notion of ‘expansion’, whereby the deictic 

element can be replaced by the referent it represents in order to create a ‘standing 

sentence’ which would, theoretically, have the same meaning in all contexts. 
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The expansion consists of replacing each indexical element by an expression that has the same 
reference as the indexical element it replaces, but whose reference stays fixed with variations in 
time, place, speaker, etc.  It does not matter whether one can actually carry out such an 
expansion, but only whether the expansion is always possible in theory. (Katz 1972) 

 
 According to this theory, the sentence, he was a great performer or era un gran artista 

with reference to Michael Jackson, the utterance could be expanded to, Michael Jackson 

was a great performer or Michael Jackson era un gran artista, and would therefore be 

decontextualised into a standing sentence.  This neatly locates a fixed reference point 

and accounts for the contextual variance that so plagues the semantic theories of deixis.   

However, the underlying logic behind such a proposal is that a deictic expression ‘stands 

for’ a particular concept the speaker has in mind.  But is it true that when we use a 

deictic term, we always have a corresponding thought, or mental concept? For example, 

the English expression I was not born yesterday would find an equivalent meaning in, I was 

not born on the 2nd September 2010.  This is clearly not the case, as yesterday in this expression 

does not refer literally to a specific time, but rather is a figurative use of the temporal 

deictic to infer a relatively short time in comparison with the average life span. 

 Instead, I find myself in agreement with pragmaticists and the more 

philosophical semanticists who argue that there cannot be a direct link between a deictic 

term and a mental thought.  Davis, for example, points out that speakers can, and do, 

use deictic terms without necessarily grasping the full concept behind it (Davis 1998); 

we can say, she’s a piece of work, without knowing her name, or, yesterday was hot, without 

remembering exactly which day of the week it was. There are two points to be 

understood from this then; firstly, that deictic terms must have some inherent meaning 

that cannot be explained away by expansion, and secondly, that deictic terms do not 

necessarily correspond directly to a mental or real-world entity. 
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2.3.2 Symbolic and Indexical Meaning 

Traditional theories of deixis follow Peirce’s (1955 [1940]) identification of two kinds of 

meaning inherent in deictic expressions.  His terminology is useful to comprehend the 

dual fixed and variable nature of deictic terms, but, as I shall demonstrate later, can 

oversimplify what are complex semantic issues.  A deictic term such as the pronoun you 

or tú has a (so-called) fixed meaning known as the ‘symbolic’ meaning, but a variable 

number of possible referents, known as the ‘indexical’ meaning (1955 [1940]). It is 

precisely this variable, contextual dependency of deictic terms that has perplexed 

semanticists for decades.  Between the two meanings is a symbiotic relationship 

whereby the symbolic meaning is only realised if it can be linked to a real-life referent, 

and indexical meaning is mediated by the symbolic meaning.   

 

 
 
Figure 2.1 Symbolic and Indexical Meaning 
 
  

 For this reason, the deictic expression this man only holds true if there is indeed a 

man present (symbolic meaning), and if the person present is a man (indexical meaning). 

Green, who describes the process involved in deictic reference for semanticists: 

 
When a reference point has been located, then the indexical meaning of the utterance can be 
ascribed.  Thus the symbolic meaning […] can be ascribed to a particular [entity] and the 
indexical meaning located.  The two meanings are ultimately linked: the symbolic meaning 
suggests the indexical within a given context. (1995, p15) 
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 As we saw with ‘expansion’ theory, once again there is an overly semantic 

concern to correlate the sign with the referent through a mapping process, as would be 

done with other kinds of reference.  This ignores the contribution the indexical makes 

to the meaning of the utterance.   

 

2.3.3 Deixis as Mapping 

In outlining the Standard Account of deixis, Nunberg points out that all the ‘direct-

reference’ theories share this mapping process as their primary claim about deixis, and 

he generally supports the notion that indexicals point to a referent before they “drop 

out of the picture” (1998 [1993], p149). Nevertheless, he admits that the semantic 

complexity can be missed in taking such an approach, especially in cases where the 

deictic term indirectly points to a referent, as in the case of deferred reference or deferred 

ostension (1998 [1993]), which are described in Section 2.6.1.   

 In his most recent chapter on deixis, Levinson (2006, p16) groups together 

several philosophical-semantic approaches to deixis under the term, ‘two stage theories’ 

which are largely equivalent to Nunberg’s aforementioned ‘direct-reference’ theories.  

For ease of reference, I shall refer to this kind of approach to deixis as the Standard 

Account, amongst whom Levinson includes Montague (1974 [1968]), Kaplan (1989) and 

Barwise and Perry’s Situational Semantics (1983).  At the most basic level, Levinson 

finds these theories to involve an understanding of deictic reference as a mapping from 

context of utterance into propositional content, recalling Green’s definition above 

(Section 2.5.2).  In tying these three disparate semantic models together, Levinson notes: 

The central property of these two-stage theories is that indexicals do not contribute directly to 
the proposition expressed, the content of what is said, or the situation described.  Instead what 
they do- by virtue of an independent mechanism of some sort- is take us to an individual, a 
referent, which is then slotted into the proposition expressed. (2006, p113-4) 
 

 Thus, the standard philosophical-semantic approach to deixis tends to ignore 

the fact that a deictic has been used in place of direct reference, and to replace them 
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with the inferred referent (i.e. expansion).  This does not answer the questions as to why 

or how speakers use deixis, and instead simplifies the phenomenon as having the same 

direct mapping as the wider semantic category of reference.  As explained in Section 

2.4.2, this ‘slot-filling’ approach to deictic and anaphoric reference (Emmott 1995) does 

not explain how it is we retain and process information about referents. Indeed, 

Levinson highlights several aspects of deixis that the two-stage theories fail to recognise, 

namely the multiple uses of deictics in which they vary from the norm.   

 Levinson also recognises that the most widely accepted versions of how deixis 

works view it as a direct mapping of one kind of meaning onto another, creating a 

convergence of systems.  However, he suggests that deixis exists over and above these 

two meanings in a separate ‘third’ system; “the deictic system in language is embedded 

in a context-independent descriptive system, in such a way that the two systems produce 

a third which is not reducible to either” (2006, p4).  I agree with Levinson’s approach, 

which does not see the two-way reference as nullifying deixis, but recognises a third 

plane that is borne out of both.  It seems that despite the differences in how they 

propose to resolve the problems, two main concerns can be picked out from both 

Levinson and Nunberg’s various criticisms of the Standard Account: firstly, a lack of 

appreciation of context in the realisation of deictic reference; and secondly, excessive 

attention to the mostly purely deictic terms without considering the various non-

standard ways of using deixis speakers avail of. The latter problem may be dealt with by 

considering deixis as a fuzzy category, with prototypical and less prototypical uses. Thus, 

building on Levinson’s critique of the Standard Account of deixis, I propose an 

approach to deixis that is context-dependent and based on the concept of prototype. 
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2.4 An Alternative Theory of Deixis 

 

2.4.1 Contextual, not definitive 

In Levinson’s handbook of pragmatics, he claims that deixis is, “the single-most obvious 

way in which the relationship between language and context is reflected in the structures 

of languages themselves” (1983, p54). However, the Standard Account of deixis does 

not adequately describe the role of context in the phenomenon. For example, Levinson 

points out that Montague, who stated that contextual features are fixed in advance of 

the utterance, was forgetting that one can use a deictic term to refer to something when 

it has not yet entered the context of utterance (2006).  For example, before walking over 

the brow of a hill, one can say, Wait ‘til you see this view, it’s impressive, and thereby refer to 

an entity that does not yet exist in the immediate discourse world, but in an immediately 

relevant one. 

 Furthermore, Nunberg (1978) popularised Quine’s (1961) notion of ‘deferred 

ostension’ whereby a deictic term can have a referent that is not the thing pointed to.  

For example, one can point to a radio and say, He’s an idiot with reference to the 

presenter. Nunberg usefully points out how deferred ostension can also be made in the 

Romance languages through the use of gendered or numbered demonstratives, which 

do not match the thing they point to, but another more contextually salient referent.  

For example, pointing to the painting (la pintura, feminine singular) Guernica by Picasso, a 

Spanish-speaker may say, Esos días fueron terribles (Those days were terrible, masculine plural), 

referring to the event the painting represents.  Similarly, ‘deferred reference’ is the idea 

that a deictic term can have a metonymic relationship with its referent; in other words, 

point to a part of the whole referent.  A popular example is the waiter who, in English, 

might say, the ham sandwich wants his bill.  So, Nunberg quite rightly points out that the 
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path from the deictic term to the referent is not always direct, or clear, and indeed 

requires much contextual information for interpretation.    

 In the Standard Account, these deferred uses, which demand high levels of 

contextual information for their interpretation, are treated as deviant or unusual.  But 

Nunberg demonstrates that, in fact, we use indirect means to make deictic reference 

very often, an idea that has been supported recently by English and Spanish scholars 

(see, for example Borg 2002; Vigara Tauste 2000).  Such uses of deixis “can only be 

resolved by consulting the speaker’s intentions, the conversational purposes, and the 

linguistic context” (Nunberg 1998 [1993], p152), and are therefore highly context-

dependent. Levinson also disagrees with the Standard Account on this matter 

because they ignore, “properties of the context which may be creatively exploited for 

communicative purposes” (2006, p106). Thus, both theorists demonstrate how a deictic 

term itself can be used for communicative purposes, and even the very vagueness of its 

contextual referent can be purposeful in its meaning.  Accepting this fact entails 

acknowledging that the Standard Account somewhat simplifies the many ways in which 

deictic terms can put the wider context to use in communication. 

 

2.4.2 Prototypical, not categorical 

Both Nunberg and Levinson point out that if we move away from the I/here/now deictic 

centre, known as the origo, deictic expressions can have an increased complexity in their 

semantic content that is not so easily disposed of.  In Section 2.6.3, I argue that this 

concern for the deictic origo, and prevailing Western philosophical self-centredness in 

general, have led to an overly egocentric approach to deixis.  However, for now, I am 

concerned with how if we are to take a greater appreciation of context, and complicate 

the direct mapping between symbolic and indexical meaning, a prototypical, rather than 

categorical approach is better suited to such a theory of deixis.  Let us first look at the 
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problems caused by the way the Standard Account of deixis concentrates on the speaker 

as the personal, spatial and temporal deictic centre. 

 The deictic first person pronoun I is particularly invariable in that it is usually 

only used by a speaker to refer to him/herself. Noting that I fits the Standard Account 

description of how indexicals work, Nunberg remarks, “small wonder, given the amount 

of attention that has been given to the word” (1998 [1993]), highlighting how by 

concentrating only on prototypical examples, a model can be formed solely on their 

basis, overlooking so-called ‘deviant’ uses.  The only way in which it would deviate is if 

there was case of split identity, such as an actor talking about his/her part: I become mad 

with rage.   

 Nunberg suggests that there are two kinds of indexicality of different ‘strengths’: 

the first are deictics, which point to something in the context that leads to 

interpretation; the second are ‘contextuals’ which may be anchored to an element in the 

context of utterance, but may also have their meaning strengthened by another part of 

the utterance.  He exemplifies this proposal by stating that the spatial deictic expression, 

around here is strong, and the corresponding contextual expression, local is weak (1998 

[1993]).  I agree with Nunberg’s approach insofar as he treats indexicals as having 

different strengths, which seems plausible given these spatial examples.  However, 

rather than dividing indexicals into two distinct kinds, it may be more useful to conceive 

of deictic strength as a continuum.  As such, we can understand the strong link between 

lifting an object and referring to it as, this, or the weak link in using the pronoun we to 

refer to a very general class of people.  So rather than set boundary limits and neatly 

categorise deictic terms, we can apply the cognitive Prototype Theory to understand 

varying strengths of deictic reference.  Let us now turn to the implications of choosing 

the prototypical approach over traditional categorisation. 
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 More traditionally, Western scholarship has followed Aristotelian epistemology, 

which is founded on the naturalised belief that membership to a category entails 

fulfilling some essential features, and that categories are clear-cut and defined: entities 

are either members or non-members.  Prototype theory, as developed in the early work 

of the cognitive psychologist Rosch (1973), and introduced to linguistics by Lakoff 

(1982), questions the naturalness of such categorisation.  A familiar, but useful example 

is the category of ‘fruit’, which requires seeds of its’ members, and perhaps other 

characteristics, such as to be sweet, and to grow on trees.  However, while mangoes may 

fit the description, what about the seedless banana, the bitter lemon, or the ground-

grazing rhubarb?  Consider the tomato, which despite possibly fulfilling all the necessary 

formal characteristics of a fruit, is gastronomically considered a vegetable.  Indeed, 

Rosch demonstrated that categorization is based on every-day experience (such as 

cooking and eating) and does not entail strict, distinct boundaries (ibid).  Rather, 

categories can be viewed as having typical or central members, and less typical or 

marginal members.  In addition, this theory accepts that categories can have fuzzy 

boundaries, and need not be clear-cut.   

 Having discussed the semantic variability, the contextual dependency and even 

the fuzzy boundary in defining indexicals, I propose that using Prototype Theory to 

identify different ‘strengths’ of the phenomenon is much more useful than trying to 

pigeon-hole such a variable use of language. Using colour terms as an example, 

Levinson asserts “fuzzy borders to a phenomenon do not make categories useless” 

(2006, p107), demonstrating how the semantic concern for tying signs to referents can 

lead to a rigid approach to categorisation, when a prototypical one seems all the more 

appropriate. 
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2.4.3 Sociocentric, not Egocentric 

This leads me to a critique of the way in which most theorists dealing with deixis follow 

Karl Bühler in treating the phenomenon as egocentric, emanating from the speaker’s 

origo.  While the speaker’s self is undoubtedly very important in the construction of 

deictic expressions, I would argue that the speaker is not the sole participant in the 

interaction, sharing much of the context in common with the interactants, and must 

therefore accommodate their language accordingly, to aid interpretation.  As Holt 

contends, each person 

 
… occupies an individual place for seeing that cannot be shared… Communicators are faced 
with an extraordinarily difficult task: to fashion communication in ways consistent with their 
own places for seeing, but also in ways judged consistent with what are assumed to be the places 
for seeing of those with whom they communicate. (2003, p230)  
 

 While Bühler’s definition of deixis as egocentric has endured in linguistic 

descriptions of the phenomenon over the last century, more recently scholars working 

with pragmatics is discourse have rejected the notion, pointing out that it does not 

adequately describe how deixis works in language in context (Stirling and Manderson 

2011; Flores Ferrán 2009; Gelabert Desnoyer 2008; De Cock 2011; Myers and 

Lampropoulou 2012; Hidalgo Downing and Núñez Perucha, in press). First, I outline 

Bühler’s approach and then I explore how deixis could be a more relational, sociocentric 

linguistic phenomenon. 

 Bühler claimed that the origo, or ‘zero point’, is located with the speaker who is 

the point of origin for surrounding deictic coordinates that make up the ‘deictic field’. 

Bühler’s semiotics holds the deictic field, where deictic terms point to their referent, in 

contrast with the ‘symbolic field’, where ‘naming words’ represent their referent.  The 

conscious self experiences his/her surroundings according to their individual position 

and perception, and from this Bühler extrapolates that deictic reference has an 
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individual source, rendering here, now and I the centre point.  Bühler’s now familiar 

diagram has been reproduced in many writings about deixis: 

  
Figure 2.2 The Egocentric Deictic Centre 

 

 There is no denying that we humans are individual vehicles for mental and 

physical experience, and that that experience shapes our use of language.  But to claim 

that all deixis is centred solely on the speaker is a gross over-simplification and 

generalisation that is nevertheless often repeated, and rarely questioned.  I suggest that 

while the fact that we have individual minds and bodies certainly entails the existence of 

a physical and mental centre point, to claim, as Bühler (and his many followers) do, that 

all linguistic deixis functions using this source only, is a theoretical leap.  Considering 

that language is a resource for communication and interaction between individuals, 

where do the other participants in the communicative act fit in to Bühler’s diagram? 

Furthermore, how does the egocentric model account for non-prototypical, but 

commonplace uses of deictic terms, such as projection of the deictic centre?  

 That Bühler’s egocentric model is pervasive in thinking about deixis and 

indexicals across the fields of philosophy of language, semantics and pragmatics is clear.  

Lyons, a particularly ardent follower of Bühler’s theory, explicitly aligns their positions 

(1982), often reiterating an egocentric idea of deixis: “the speaker, by virtue of being the 

speaker, casts himself in the role of ego and relates everything to his viewpoint”, and 

going so far as to assert that the “canonical situation of utterance itself is egocentric” 
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(1977, p638).  For Green also, the deictic centre is never to be shifted or shared: “there 

is a centre of orientation in deixis which is invariably egocentric” (1992, p122).  Despite 

the fact that Werth’s Text-World Theory implicitly understands all discourse 

participants as shaping the discourse together, he also considers egocentricity, which he 

describes as “speaker-centredness”, a property of deixis (1995, p173), albeit in a less 

absolute way that some of the aforementioned theorists.  In his earlier work Levinson is 

also less sweeping in centralizing the ego, suggesting that, “it is generally (but not 

invariably) true that deixis is organised in an egocentric way” (1983, p63).  Nevertheless, 

he later criticizes Bühler’s model as “an oversimplification, as many [other language] 

systems utilize two distinct centers- speaker and addressee” (2006, p30). This comment 

also shows how consideration of languages other than English can broaden the 

theoretical horizons of language phenomena such as deixis, a point central to this piece 

of research. 

 Indeed, the Spanish tripart system for demonstrative pronouns (este, ese, aquel) 

and adverbs (aqui, ahi, allí) has traditionally been argued to do just that, with the two 

central terms ese and ahi said to locate the referent close to the second person, the 

addressee9.  Although this was rebutted in Section 2.1.2, if it were the case, it could be 

argued that the egocentric understanding of deixis, largely based on English and 

German, must be widened to consider the possibility that other languages can place the 

addressee at the deictic centre.  Despite this fact, many accounts of Spanish deixis have 

also embraced Bühler’s notion of egocentricity (Escavy Zamora 2009; Hottenroth 1982;  

Otaola Olano 2006).  Some even make the seemingly incompatible claims that Spanish 

has an addressee-sensitive demonstrative system, and that the language is also egocentric 

(Lamíquiz 1967; Lorenzo 1977).   Bühler’s notion of egocentricity has pervaded the 

study of deixis in other languages too, whether the shoe fits or not.  In an introduction 
                                                        
9 Spanish and Portuguese are the only main Romance languages to retain the tripart demonstrative system 
from Latin hic-iste-ille (Hottenroth 1982). 
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to a volume of cross-linguistic analyses of deixis, the editors hail Bühler’s work as, “in 

many respects still unexcelled”, yet acknowledge the empirical limitations which 

sometimes lead to “vagueness and oversimplifications” (Weissenborn and Klein 1982b).  

This is proven in the findings of researchers published within this same volume, where 

Opalka argues for an extension of the origo based on evidence from Swahili, and 

Pasierbsky argues for a more sociocentric deixis based on Chinese (ibid).  Thus non-

English or non-European languages show a need for a model of deixis that does not 

revolve solely around the speaker’s ego as do, I propose, the two languages of this 

particular study. 

 Aside from the inability of the egocentric model to account for the speaker’s 

potential to share or project the deictic centre, the approach is also founded on an 

essentially flawed and truncated understanding of language; that is, one where the 

speaker exists alone, and speaks to no-one.  Bakhtin (1986) criticized the emphasis that 

the Humboldtian and Vosslerian traditions placed on the idea that language use can be 

somehow extracted from communication.  Instead, he stressed the dialogic nature of 

language, whereby every utterance is a response to those that came before it in time and 

in history, bearing their influence, while also being constructed by the user in 

anticipation of the hearers’ expectations, reception and response.  In many respects, 

Bakhtin reminds us that speaker-centredness only tells one half of the story.  The fact 

that discourse participants other than the speaker do not feature in Bühler’s diagram 

(see Figure 2.2 above, or indeed many other linguistic diagrams of the communicative 

event), may be because the theoretical focus is on language production, but as Bakhtin 

reminds us;  

 What is depicted in the diagram is only an abstract of the real total act of actively 
responsive understanding […] Such scientific abstraction is quite justified in itself but under one 
condition: that it is clearly recognized as merely an abstraction and is not represented as the real 
concrete whole of the phenomenon. Otherwise it becomes a fiction. This is precisely the case in 
linguistics […] the schema distorts the actual picture of speech communication […] The active 
role of the other in the process of speech communication is thus reduced to a minimum… (1986, 
p69-70) 
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 It seems that Bühler’s diagram and the resulting characterisation of deixis as 

egocentric makes it all too easy to forget how deixis is actually used in discourse.   In a 

powerful critique of the egocentric view of deixis, Jones points out that Bühler’s system 

“will only work if the existence and dimensions of the subjective point or centre are 

established independently of the social act of communication” (1995, p33, author’s italics), which 

is of course not how language functions in reality.  Treating deixis (or language, for that 

matter) as purely egocentric leads to abstract linguistic theories founded on an 

unrealistic context of use, and results in the kind of problems outlined in Sections 2.6.1 

and 2.6.2 above, whereby the Standard Account can explain only certain uses of I, here, 

now, and any variations are deemed ‘deviant’.  Furthermore, by removing the other 

participants from the picture, it can be forgotten that it is the need to communicate that 

forces the speaker to verbalise their thoughts, and choose their deictic terms in such a 

way that they can be decoded by their listener. Bakhtin stresses the importance of all 

discourse participants in the form an utterance takes; 

  

The role of others for whom the utterance is constructed is extremely great. We have already said 
that the role of these others, for whom my thought becomes actual thought for the first time 
(and thus for my own self as well) is not that of passive listeners, but of active participants in 
speech communication […] the speaker expects a response from them […] The entire utterance 
is constructed, as it were, in anticipation of encountering this response.” (1986, p94, author’s 
italics) 
 

 I think that this tendency to focus on the speaker’s role goes hand in hand with 

the tendency to decontextualise utterances from their context of production, a practice 

that is rife in studies on deixis in particular, and language use in general.   Jones also 

notes: 

 It is rather ironic that deixis is often cited as proof of the interdependence between 
language structure and communicative function and yet communication is quite often pictured 
as an act of pure self-expression by a lone individual. (ibid.p32) 
 

 Recalling Levinson’s aforementioned assertion that deixis is the strongest link 

that exists between language and context, it is indeed ironic that in analysis it is so often 
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decontextualised from the social situation that is communication.  It therefore requires a 

method for the analysis of deixis that incorporates the context of utterance, as well as all 

the discourse participants. 

   Despite the inadequacy of Bühler’s description of deixis as egocentric, 

why do so many theorists working within and outside of the English language predicate 

their arguments on this dogma? One possibility can be inferred from the several 

descriptions of his model as an oversimplification.  There is no doubt that the way 

human language can gesture, rather than name creates a great puzzle. Another possible 

explanation for the widespread acceptance of egocentricity as the norm in writings 

about deixis, is put forward by Jones who suggests that prevailing Western philosophical 

thought places such importance on the self, that Bühler’s psychology, and resulting 

model of deixis, simply fit into and reinforces a popular belief system.  Empiricist 

philosophy views humans as “autonomous actors” (Mühlhäusler and Harré 1990, p119), 

and the ego as a “discrete, socialisable, but self-sufficient, possessive individual around 

which the material and social worlds revolve” (ibid, p120). The link between this 

prevalent philosophy and an egocentric approach to language is clear.  Jones also 

criticizes the assumption that “the individual self is held to pre-exist social and political 

formations, just as it pre-exists and is the condition for experience itself”, and points out 

how Marxism is an inversion of this, in that it views the individual as product of society 

(ibid, p32).  

 Above, I commented that just because our bodies and our minds experience the 

world individually does not mean that our communication is also conducted so.  

Acknowledgement of this fact forces us to consider deixis as only egocentric in so far as 

personal experience determines our language, and to recognise that in communication 

we create and share the world with our interlocutors.  As Jones reminds us, “there are at 

least two egos involved in the communicative act, each as necessary and prominent as 
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the other” (ibid, p37).  This leads me to propose that deixis is a sociocentric 

phenomenon, whereby all participants in the discourse actively construct a working 

relationship between their use of language and their shared, or individual, contexts.  

There is a body of work that through detailed analysis of deixis in interaction has found 

evidence for a more sociocentric approach to the phenomenon (Clark and Wilkes-

Gibbs 1986; Goodwin 1998; Hanks 1990; Hanks 2009; Hindmarsh and Heath 2000; 

Laury 2002).  In analysing deixis in use amongst Spanish and English speakers, this 

thesis aims to contribute to that line of research. 

  But understanding deixis as a unidirectional arrow, emanating from a deictic 

centre to a referent, much like a pointing gesture, does not go far enough to describe 

this complex phenomenon.  Rather, if we consider that the deictic centre is created, 

shared, shifted and projected amongst discourse participants, we can understand the 

multiplicity of relations that hold between participants and contexts.  The statement, the 

recession started two years ago, also assumes that the addressee has the same temporal deictic 

centre as the speaker; in effect, creating another relationship.  Thus, considering deixis 

as both sociocentric and relational involves conceptualising it on a more three-

dimensional level.  In relation to written texts specifically, Richardson describes how 

deictic terms give structure to the “relationship between writer and reader, a dynamic 

relationship between the multiple selves of each participant in the discourse” (1998, 

p131), acknowledging the role deixis plays in producer/addressee relations more 

generally.  In its recognition of how deictic terms construct relations, both between the 

participants themselves, and between the participants and referents, this relational and 

sociocentric view of deixis, I suggest, is much closer to the actual use of the full gambit 

of deictic terms, than Bühler’s two-dimensional and unidrectional egocentric model.    
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2.5 Subjectivity, Grounding and Modality 

 

2.5.1 Subjectivity 

Although I am arguing for a more sociocentric and relational approach to deixis, and 

one that pays greater attention to the context and communicative function of the 

utterance, it cannot be denied that, to some extent, deixis is a window to the self and 

subjectivity.  Human experience, while very much mediated and informed by the 

external world, is experienced through the body and stored in the mind, both of which 

are (somewhat) individual; the qualification in parenthesis is an acknowledgement of the 

effect of socialisation and enculturation on our minds and physical perceptions.  Yet 

while it must be remembered that the communicative function influences our linguistic 

choices, so too does our individual experience.  This is no more evident than in the way 

we use deixis to relate our selves and our attitudes, to entities in the external world. This 

section outlines the extent to which deixis can be viewed as subjective, and what that 

has to do with the modal stance speakers can take in interaction. 

 While I accept the importance of individual experience in the employment of 

deictic terms, I have some reservations about the extreme views of the relationship 

between subjectivity and language that some theorists hold.  For example, in his seminal 

essay on subjectivity, Benveniste claimed that, “language provides the very definition of 

man” (1958 (1986), p729), suggesting that it is language that makes an individual so.  He 

argued that it is, “in and through language that man constitutes himself as a subject, 

because language alone establishes the concept of ‘ego’ in reality” (ibid, p729).  

Doubtlessly, language aids self-expression, but such an extreme position would seem to 

suggest that it is only through language we can forge an identity. What does this 

absolutism say about people with linguistic difficulties, or even about the extra-linguistic 
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means we humans have to express ourselves?  It would seem that the received wisdom 

identified by Jones above, whereby the speaker’s ego is regarded as central to deixis, is 

widespread in thinking about the role of human language use in general.  Indeed Jones 

questions the thesis Loquor, ergo sum (I speak, therefore I am) (Lyons 1982), asking what 

about Audio, ergo sum (I listen, therefore I am) (Jones 1995)?  These musings on how the 

subject is manifest, come from the Cartesian original, Cogito, ergo sum, (I think, therefore I 

am).  What they all have in common, is the pronoun I, which in the locutionary act 

demands some knowledge of what that entails (i.e. self-awareness), but it must be 

remembered that I is only fully conceivable in relation to another, to the you. 

 Lyons (1982) argues that subjectivity is non-propositional and must be held in 

distinction from deixis, implying that indexicality is propositional.  However, as we saw 

with the ‘expansion’ and ‘two-stage’ theories of deixis (Sections 2.51 and 2.52), which 

simply see deictic terms as replaceable with their ‘intended’ referent in order to form a 

verifiable proposition, they fail to explain deixis because they ignore its contribution to 

meaning.  I contend that contribution is context-dependent, relational, and subjective.  

This entails an appreciation of the speaker’s individual experience, while acknowledging 

the effect that other discourse participants and their shared context have on the 

speaker’s use of deictic terms.  This will allow us then to consider how speakers can take 

an individual stance through language, and reflect themselves and their attitudes through 

modality and deixis, both of which encode subjectivity.  Furthermore, I will show that 

rather than contributing to propositional content, both these aspects of language create 

a perspective on content.  As research in Discourse Pragmatics shows (e.g. Hidalgo 

Downing and Núñez Perucha, in press) both deictic and modal expressions are markers 

of ‘stance’, in DuBois’ sense of the word: 

A public act by a social actor, achieved dialogically through overt communicative means, of 
simultaneously evaluating objects, positioning subjects (self and others) and aligning with other 
subjects, with respect to any salient dimensions of the sociocultural field. (2007, p163) 
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 My view also tallies with the Cognitive Grammar approach to deixis, which is 

incorporated in the ‘grounding function’ (Brisard 2002a; Langacker 1991; Langacker 

1987) of language.  According to Langacker, an analysis of deixis “pivots on the 

phenomenon of subjectivity, which pertains to vantage point and the relationship 

between the subject and object of perception” (2002, p2).  Furthermore, the referents to 

which deictic terms refer, which often exist in time and space, are deemed to be 

construed subjectively by the speaker, with a consideration for his/her interlocutors; i.e. 

the ‘vantage point’ can be shared.  Another cognitive grammarian, Brisard, best 

describes this simultaneously individual and sociocentric construal of entities and 

events; “The metaphysical objects involved are not eternal and their constitution is a 

matter of intersubjective praxis” (2002b, pxxivi).  The idea is that any instance of 

language in use entails the subjective construal and grounding of abstract elements to 

suit the communicative purpose.  Rather than attempting to relate language and thought 

to the scientific properties of entities and events in real time and space, emphasis is 

placed on the language user’s own understanding of reality:  

The focus on the subjective nature of grounding predications implies a conception of grammar 
that is not reflexive of contextual properties “out there” but of the speaker construing a context, 
possibly creating it, and in any case designing it in function of the interaction with an 
addressee… (Brisard 2002b, pxxix) 
 

 Thus, concrete reality is shown to be a non-sequiter in language use, as it is always 

filtered through the subjective construal of the language users. One of the main 

advantages to understanding deixis as subjective is that no distinction is made between 

using deixis to make spacio-temporal relations, and the socalled ‘derived’ or ‘deviant’ 

uses of deixis that make discourse, social or empathetic relations; all are considered 

subjective. In fact, the cognitive linguist Janssen (2002) describes deixis as pointing to a 

‘region of referential concern’ rather than a spatio-temporal locality.  As such, he can 

account for how deictic terms can refer empathetically, socially and most importantly, 

how deixis and modality are interlinked.  For if both deixis and modality reveal the 
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speaker’s epistemic stance towards an entity, and spatio-temporal specifics are not as 

important as ‘referential concern’, then both are inherently epistemic. 

 

2.5.2 Grounding 

The term ‘ground’ is used synonymously with the ‘speech event’ (Langacker 1991), 

including the setting and the participants (Uehara 2006, p77). As Vandelanotte 

succinctly explains, a grounding expression “ties instances of things or of events to a 

specific speech exchange between speaker and hearer against the background of their 

shared knowledge and context” (2003, p508).  While the grounding function is an 

integral part of Cognitive Grammar and is used to explain the many ways language is 

manifest in use, it has yet to be incorporated into other traditional linguistic paradigms, 

such as semantics and pragmatics (Brisard 2002b, pxxvi).  Demonstratives, articles, 

nominal quantifiers, tenses and modals are all considered to have a grounding function, 

in that they take an abstract verb or noun and convert them to fit the purpose of the 

current speech event.  Thus while deixis is included amongst grounding expressions, 

other kinds of reference as well as modality are seen as having a grounding function, 

which is helpful for understanding their commonalities.   

 Brisard (2002b) takes this notion one step further by suggesting that all 

grounding expressions are in fact instantiations of epistemic modality, in a broad sense 

of the term.  In his view, Cognitive Grammar “proposes grounding as situated in an 

epistemic “stratum” of grammatical structure i.e. as epistemically motivated” (2002b, 

pxxviii). Under this assessment, the deictic and modal features that are the object of this 

research are all mechanisms for expressing subjective experience, which is epistemic. 

Even the physical world is mediated through subjective experience: “Space and time 

cannot be treated as concepts in their own right but rather as modes or modalities of 

presentation” (ibid. pxxiv). Furthermore, the problem of ground then,  
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…is one of modality and not content […] It is to this conception of a “ground” that grounding 
predications can be taken to “refer” when they indicate degrees of epistemic certainty or control 
(over objects in space and time), and for this it is absolutely necessary that grounding 
predications operate in the realm of the subjective, i.e., in grammar. (Brisard xxv) 

 
 Despite the fact Brisard uses the term epistemic in a wider sense and almost 

synonymously with subjectivity, his point reinforces the link between modality and 

deixis as the key components in anchoring prepositional content to the ground, or the 

discourse world. 

 

2.5.3 Modality 

What all kinds of modality and deixis have in common, is that they both allow the 

speaker to take a stance on the proposition contained in the utterance; for that reason, 

they are both characterized as subjective.  As modality and deixis are both windows to 

subjectivity, delineating these linguistic expressions, and the internal or external truths 

they relate to, is not straightforward.  Werth, for example, defined deixis as, “part of the 

modality function of language i.e. the situating of the information with respect to the 

current context” (1995, p64).  However, the two phenomena do not only share a 

function, but sometimes a form too. For example, in discussing the aforementioned use 

of demonstratives to create empathetic deixis (Section 2.4.2), Lyons (1977, p677) notes 

that: 

 
…the speaker’s subjective involvement and his appeal to shared experience are relevant factors 
in the selection of those demonstratives, which in their normal deictic use indicate proximity.  At 
this point deixis merges with modality.   
 

 Here, Lyons recognises how speakers can better express their modal stance on a 

social relationship contained in a proposition, by appealing to universal knowledge 

about physical space, which is shared by the interlocutors.  The overlap between 

modality and deixis is observed in Spanish as well, where the two systems “are fused” 

(Otaola Olano 2006, p149, my translation).  Escavy Zamora (2009, p70) exemplifies this 
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in the way that the Spanish future tense can carry epistemic modal meanings, as in serán 

las diez (it will/must be ten o’clock), where the future inflection does not carry a temporal 

deictic meaning, but an epistemic modal one.  In relation to the Indo-European 

languages in general, Lyons declares that “futurity is never purely a temporal concept; it 

necessarily includes an element of predication or some related modal notion” (1977, 

p677, see also p815 f.f.) and also that, “tense is a kind of modality” (1977, p820).  The 

fact that modality and deixis overlap has serious implications for Text-World Theory, 

which attempts to distinguish the two, a point we return to in Chapter 5, where I deal at 

length with how the framework can be adapted to deal with modality in both languages 

(see Section 5.4.3). In any case, as we saw in Section 1.1.1., modality is expressed in 

much the same ways in Spanish and in English; that is, through auxiliary verbs, adverbs, 

adjectival expressions and lexical verbs.  As such, rather than present the Spanish and 

English modal systems in detail here, the various kinds of modality are described in 

relation to a topic that has dominated this chapter, subjectivity. 

 Of the three kinds of modality - epistemic, deontic and boulomaic - it is the 

latter that is the least grammaticalized in Spanish and English. That is, although 

boulomaic modality can be expressed through lexical verbs (e.g. to wish, esperar) and 

adverbs (e.g. hopefully, ojalá) it is not incorporated into the grammatical system, the way 

deontic and epistemic modality are; epistemic modality is entrenched in the subjunctive 

mood and modal adverbs, and deontic modality in the imperative mood and modal 

adverbs. For this reason, boulomaic modality is not such a fundamental kind and has 

received less attention in the research.  On the other hand, deontic and epistemic 

modality are deeply entrenched in the grammatical systems of both Spanish and English, 

and have areas of overlap, specifically in the modal auxiliaries (Coates 1983; Silva-

Corvalán 1995).  As one might imagine from the already extensive treatment epistemic 

modality has received in this chapter, it is often taken as the most basic kind of 
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modality.    In fact, it is said that, diachronically, deontic modality came first out of the 

need for human expression of obligation. From there, the sense of obligation was 

extended to express permission, and this then lead to the use of the same forms to 

express epistemic meanings of possibility and inference. This is known as the process of 

subjectification (Langacker 2000; Traugott 1989), whereby an objective expression 

becomes more subjectively construed over time. 

  What this shows, is that epistemic modality is the pinnacle of subjectivity, 

wherein according to Cognitive Grammar, the speaker is maximally included in the 

ground of the expression.  In both Spanish and English, the epistemic modal auxiliaries 

are more restricted in their capacity to take tense inflections than the deontic modal 

auxiliaries. For instance, when used epistemically, poder and deber cannot take a 

progressive inflection, whereas they can when used deontically; Cornillie attributes this 

to the fact that “deontic modals allow a progressive tense construction because these 

verbs stand for a process that can be instantiated” whereas “epistemic modals cannot be 

processes themselves, but may only give a specific view on the process” (2006, p184). In 

English, the deontic modal verb have to can take many more tenses than the other modal 

verbs (e.g. should, must), which can be used epistemically.  Cognitive Grammarians 

(Cornillie 2006; Langacker 1991) cite this asymmetry as evidence that the epistemic 

modal adverbs in both languages are more subjective than deontic modal adverbs, a 

claim supported by research outside of Cognitive Grammar (e.g. Coates 1995). 

 Although thus far we have identified modality (especially epistemic modality) as 

subjective, modal expressions can actually be considered as ranging across a continuum 

from subjective to objective (Nuyts 2005). This spectrum allows the speaker to take 

different varying strengths of epistemic, deontic and boulomaic commitment towards 

the truth of the proposition expressed by his/her utterance.  For example, when a 

strong belief, obligation or desire is expressed it may be seen as relating to a more 
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objective reality.   Nevertheless, as Lyons points out, “the very fact of introducing 

‘must’, ‘necessarily’, certainly’, etc., into the utterance has the effect of making our 

commitment to the factuality of the proposition explicitly dependent upon our perhaps 

limited knowledge” (1977, p809). So despite the capacity for modal expressions to be 

relatively objective, they inevitably call into question the realistation of the proposition. 

 There are of course many ways modality can get blurred with other phenomena 

in the evaluative function of language, or ‘modalidad apreciativa’ (Pottier 1970). 

Evidentials are a class of expression that is often subsumed under epistemic modality 

(Simpson 1993; Van Bogaert 2006), as they express the speaker’s belief stance toward 

the proposition.  However, following Cornillie’s (2007) assessment of Spanish and 

Kärkkäinen’s (2007) of English, I would argue that evidentiality and epistemic modality 

are two related, but distinct linguistic phenomena. While epistemic modality is the 

“evaluation of the chances that a certain hypothetical state of affairs under consideration 

[…] will occur, is occurring or has a occurred in a possible world” (Nuyts 2001, p.21), 

evidentiality is the encoding of a speaker’s grounds for making a speech act (Faller 

2002). Consequently, an epistemic marker will reveal the speaker’s judgement of the 

likelihood of the proposition, whereas an evidential shows the speaker’s sources of 

information and ways of knowing.  It is clear that these terms and the concepts they 

stand for are related, as a judgement of likelihood is often based on an evaluation of the 

evidence. Ultimately though, it is only a speaker assessment of possibility that can be 

counted as an epistemically modalized utterance. 

 

2.6 Summary 

This chapter has explored in detail the two linguistic phenomena that constitute the 

object of research, deixis and modality, laying the foundations for their analysis in 
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Spanish and English. Of the three core categories of deixis, spatial deixis was shown to 

be the most basic in Spanish and English speakers alike, as the spatial dimension is 

mapped onto other more abstract realms of experience, such as time and empathy. 

Tanz’ three categories of spatial deixis were used to break down the Spanish and 

English spatial deictics into the index of entities (demonstratives), the index of location 

(adverbs) and the index of motion (deictic verbs). Within each index, the spatial deictic 

terms in Spanish and English were laid out in parallel, showing the tripart Spanish 

system in contrast to the two-part English system. Differences in the deictic motion 

verbs were also posited. Temporal deixis was shown to be manifest in temporal adverbs 

and the tense systems of both languages. The temporal adverbs were dealt with 

according to Carbonero Cano’s distinction between adverbs that relate to a now-point 

(actual) and those that relate to a then-point (inactual). As a cross-linguistic tense system 

is incorporated into Text-World Theory in a later chapter (Section 5.3), a table of the 

many Spanish tense inflections and their few English counterparts sufficed to show the 

formal differences for now. The features that realize person deixis in Spanish and 

English were outlined in Section 2.1.3, showing diferrences in how the languages mark 

person, number, gender and formality in these forms. Section 2.2 described how these 

three core categories of deixis can be exploited for communicative purposes, including 

empathy and referring across stretches of discourse. It was explained that because of the 

blurred boundary between deixis and anaphora, and the fact that the latter is based on 

the former, that an arbitrary distinction would not be imposed here. 

The remainder of the chapter dealt more with the theoretical approaches to deixis 

and modality and the phenomena that underscores them, subjectivity. In Section 2.3, I 

critiqued the Standard Account of deixis which I claimed overly simplified the 

phenomenon by taking a ‘slot-filling’ approach and ignoring the muli-various and even 

purposefully ambiguous contributions a deictic term can make to meaning.  Thus, I 
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presented an alternative theory of deixis which is based on a contextual, prototypical 

and sociocentric approach. However, in Section 2.5.1, I recognised the fact that deixis is 

founded on subjectivity, which fuses it with the related phenomenon of modality. Both 

deixis and modality were accounted for under Cognitive Grammar’s ‘grounding 

function’ of language, as they anchor propositional content to the context, or ground. In 

Section 2.5.2, the ways in which modality overlaps with deixis were explored, as well as 

the various kinds of modality and their subjectivity. I stopped short of listing modal 

features, because, as with tense, a cross-linguistic approach to modality is incorporated 

into Text-World Theory in a later chapter (Section 5.4). Now that we have a deeper 

understanding of how deixis and modality function in encoding subjectivity in language, 

we can examine how we might compile a corpus of linguistic data in which to search for 

these features. 
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CHAPTER 3. THE FROG STORY CORPUS 

 

3.0 Introduction 

 

This chapter is concerned with describing the principles behind selection, transcription 

and analysis of the frog story data.  Section 3.1 describes the nature of the frog stories as 

a corpus in contrastive research, where it serves as the tertium comparationis, or the 

common ground upon which to make cross-linguistic comparisons (Section 3.1.1). In 

this section, I also propose supplementing the qualitative text-world analysis with a 

quantitative analysis so as to identify which features are more frequent in each language. 

The remainder of Section 3.1 describes how the frog stories constitute a specialised and 

an ‘off-the-peg’ corpus (Sections 3.1.2 and 3.1.3).  As well as availing of the original frog 

story data, I have recorded further frog stories and Section 3.2 outlines this process, 

including the fieldwork design, the selection of subjects and the task they were given.  

Section 3.3 describes how the frog story narratives were transcribed in two ways: firstly, 

in a simple transcription, devoid of unnecessary mark-up in order to facilitate 

quantitative analysis, and secondly in a clause-coded transcription to aid qualitative 

analysis.  The final two sections will explain the rationale behind the qualitative text-

world analysis and the quantitative analyses of the chosen corpus.  In Section 3.4, I 

describe some of the difficulties with using text-world diagrams as the qualitative 

analysis tool and introduce a software that can be used to diagram text-worlds in a way 

that captures the complexity of discourse yet, as I argue, improves the representation 

and readability. In Section 3.5, the tools used to tag and analyse the corpus quantitatively 

are outlined. As such, the entire process of data selection, recording, transcription and 
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analysis is set out in this chapter, addressing how the frog story data and method can be 

adapted to suit the present research aims. 

 

3.1 The Frog Stories as a Contrastive Linguistic Corpus 

 

3.1.1 A Tertium Comparationis 

In the field of Contrastive Linguistics there has been much consideration of the elusive 

tertium comparationis, that is, “the common ground on which two languages can be 

compared to be able to establish (dis)similarities” (Ebeling 1998, p602).  The question 

any contrastive linguist must ask before undertaking research is, “On what principles 

should a contrastive analysis of two languages be based?” (Ebeling 1998, p365). James 

(1980, p169) advises, 

 The first thing we do is make sure that we are comparing like with like: this means that the 
two (or more) entities to be compared, while differing in some respect, must share certain 
attributes. This requirement is especially strong when we are contrasting i.e. looking for 
differences— since it is only against a background of sameness that differences are significant. 
 

It is recommended that the contrastive analyst first produce monolingual 

descriptions of the features of interest, prior to any attempt at comparison (Connor and 

Moreno 2005; Tarasova 1993) and this was carried out in Section 2.1, based on the 

literature on Spanish and English modality and deixis. The next obvious step for a 

contrastive study is to compare these features as they appear in the data. However, 

Krzeszowski points out a crucial paradox in the selection of features for contrastive 

analysis:  

We can only compare items which are in some respect similar, but we cannot use similarity as an 
independent criterion in deciding how to match items for comparison since similarity (or 
difference) is to result from the comparison and not to motivate it. (1990, p20) 

Therefore, rather than attempting to use my own bilingual intuition to match 

features cross-linguistucally, the data will dictate the grounds for comparison.  This is 
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done by controlling one of the variables — the content of the message — allowing the 

resultant texts to reveal cross-linguistic differences in choice of deictic and modal 

expressions in expressing the same message (or as similar as possible). Then, the 

cognitive-stylistic model, Text-World Theory, is adapted for application to Spanish as 

well as English, to be able to analyse deictic and modal features in the texts using the 

same framework. Chapters 4 and 5 deal at length with Text-World Theory and its 

adaptation for Spanish; what is important to note here is that the framework for analysis 

is the same, but customized for each language. Thus, it is ensured that the content of 

the message is as similar as possible and that the framework for analysis is as similar as 

possible, with the aim of revealing differences in how deixis and modality might be used 

to convey the message.  The aim of this methodology is for the (dis)similarities to be 

revealed by the comparison, and not to drive the comparison, in line with Krzeszowski’s 

cautionary advice above.  

However, a qualitative contrastive study is only capable of revealing how modal and 

indexical meaning is expressed in those languages, and the results may already be 

obvious to bilingual speakers.  It would also be interesting to see how often deictic and 

modal forms are used, which could reveal native-speaker preferences and the most 

unmarked way of expressing a kind of modality or deictic reference.  For example, 

research into modality in Norwegian (Løken 1996, 1997) and Swedish (Aijmer 1999) in 

comparison with English has shown that while they have a similar set of modal 

auxiliaries, the two Nordic languages statistically prefer to use modal adverbs. 

Krzeszowski states that, “[t]wo linguistic items across languages are statistically 

equivalent […] if in comparison with other synonymous constructions, they have 

maximally similar frequency of occurrence in the relevant texts” (1990, p27-8). 

Quantitative analysis employed here could reveal which modal and deictic constructions 

are ‘statistically equivalent’ across Spanish and English.  Not only might this prove 
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useful information for translation, where it is important to know which forms are the 

most natural in the target language, but moreover, capturing the frequencies of modal 

and deictic forms can only strengthen any claims made about the contrasts between 

their use in Spanish and English. Thus, the qualitative text-world analysis (outlined in 

Section 3.4 and Chapters 4 and 5) shall be supported by a quantitative analysis of the 

features of interest (outlined in Section 3.5 of this chapter). 

 

3.1.2 A Specialised Corpus 

The frog stories comprise a specialised corpus, as the variables of genre, subject matter 

and speaker are controlled. An increased interest in small and highly-specialised corpora 

has been a major trend in corpus linguistics in recent years (McEnery and Wilson 2001), 

perhaps because, “by reducing the variables they [specialised corpora] offer a substantial 

gain in homogeneity” (Sinclair 2005, p13).  The principle benefit of the frog story 

method, then, lies in the fact that it facilitates a high degree of homogeneity in the data 

from which to make the comparisons. The kind of comparisons to be made ― deictic 

and modal choices and shifts ― require that level of underlying ‘sameness’.  It has also 

been suggested that specialised corpora are particularly useful in discourse analysis 

(McEnery, Xiao, and Tono 2006) as they allow for quantitative analysis of particular 

discourse types, such as narrative. According to Meyer (2002, p30), if the research 

interest lies in discourse features, the corpus must contain complete texts.  The frog 

story method facilitates the analysis of whole texts rather than just samples, meaning the 

results can reveal something about spoken narrative text-worlds in their entirety.  

However, there is a trade-off to be made between homogeneity and scope, as Sinclair 

observes: “A corpus should aim for homogeneity in its components while maintaining 

adequate coverage” (2005, p13).  As this study aims for strict homogeneity in the point 
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of reference for the narrators, it foregoes breadth in the variety of lexical items.  Yet the 

message of the story is not what is of interest here, but rather the manner in which it is 

conveyed through deictic reference and modality.  While the results will not reveal much 

about the lexical content or plot structure of Spanish and English spoken narratives, it is 

hoped they will reveal something about how narrators relate to that content deictically 

and modally.  

There are, however, some questions to be raised about the universality of the picture 

book as a stimulus. To begin with, Mercer Mayer’s illustrated book forms part of a 

Anglo-Western narrative tradition where stories are told in chronological order from left 

to right, using semiotic conventions to depict characters and events.  This narrative 

tradition may not be familiar to all cultures, although it is in Spanish and English 

speaking cultures. Moreover, David Wilkins, an anthropologist, points out that the 

knowledge frames upon which an understanding of the story is based, are culturally 

determined (cited in Berman and Slobin 1994, p21-2).  The story, set in a North 

American woodland, features animals and environments that may not be familiar to 

some narrators, who may either struggle to express them, or impose their own 

experience on the interpretation, reading the frog story “against the common ground of 

their own culture” (Clark 2004, p461). The personal relationships featured in the story 

include the one between a boy and his pet, as well as between mother frog, father frog 

and children frogs, which are also based on cultural ideals of human/animal, 

heterosexual and familial relationships. 

Understanding the story requires these knowledge frames of the narrators, but so 

too does understanding the task. Berman and Slobin comment that there was a great 

deal of variation amongst the adult narrators, particularly with regard to what they 

understood the task to require of them, which they suggest might be the methodology’s 
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“most serious weakness” (1994, p17).  While some told the story as if to a child, others 

took a more serious adult approach, perhaps using literary rhetoric or creative licence.  

Another foreseeable problem is that some narrators might see the task as simple picture 

description, building a text-world where the discourse participants and situation feature 

heavily, while others may focus more on the story, building a text-world where the 

characters and events take centre stage.  Steps taken to overcome this variable as far as 

is possible, are described in Section 3.2.3, which outlines the task. 

Despite the infinite variational possibilities, the particular idiosyncrasies or idiolect 

that form an individual storyteller’s style are impossible to neutralize and attempts to do 

so would not only be futile, but objectionable on the grounds that “variation is the 

inescapable consequence of use” (Bernárdez 2005, p208).  Rather than try to eliminate 

variation, it is only possible to constrain the variables that are within the control of the 

investigator and be aware of the corpus’ limitations and weaknesses when interpreting 

the results. That means ensuring as far as possible that the same instructions are given 

to the narrators, and allowing them to interpret the pictures and narrate as they chose. 

In fact, what was identified by Berman and Slobin (ibid.) as a possible major weakness 

in their own methodology ― that the frog stories are not comparable as each narrator 

takes a different stance to the task ― is here converted to a major strength, whereby the 

very differences in approach to the storytelling can reveal the linguistic preferences in 

deictic and modal stance-taking that this research project is looking for. 

 

3.1.3 An ‘off the peg’ Corpus 

Due to temporal and financial constraints on this research project, data already gathered 

by frog story researchers is availed of here. According to Leech et al. (1995, p5), 

“because transcription is a skilled, costly and time-consuming activity, it increasingly 
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makes sense to make use of other researchers’ spoken language material”.  Fortunately, 

many of the frog story researchers have kindly granted the public access to the data 

collected, much of which is available through the CHILDES website (CHILDES).  

From the data available there, and also thanks to the generosity of Dan Slobin and 

Virginia Marchman in particular, it was possible to amass twelve adult Spanish speakers’ 

and twelve adult English speakers’ frog story narrations. The language varieties available 

were Peninsular Spanish and American English. These twenty-four frog stories formed 

an “off the peg” corpus (McEnery et al. 2006, p59) of spoken narrative, all transcribed 

in .txt file format according to the transcription methods laid out in Berman and 

Slobin’s seminal study (1994, appendix ii).  

The features to be analysed (i.e. tense markings, personal pronouns and modal 

adverbs, see Section 2.1 for a full account) are so frequent in natural language that a vast 

corpus is not necessary to find them in proliferation, an observation supported by Biber 

(1993).  Nevertheless, I sought to expand the corpus by recording and transcribing more 

frog stories to improve the results in three ways. Firstly, as the existing data was 

recorded in Madrid and California almost twenty years ago, the issue of temporal 

relevance is addressed by providing a more current representation of Spanish and 

English.  Secondly, by recording other varieties of both languages, the sample is 

widened and the results can be related to the language at large or dialects thereof. 

Thirdly, having a wider sample can only strengthen the reliability of the results.  As it 

has been established that the frog story methodology is the most suitable for current 

research purposes and that the existing data should be complemented with further 

fieldwork, the subsequent sections of this chapter outline how the frog story 

methodology is pursued and adapted for this research. 
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3.2 Recording 

 

3.2.1 Corpus Design 

In expanding the corpus to make a larger sample of Spanish and English narrations, it is 

inevitable that any further recordings of the frog stories are separated from the originals 

by nearly two decades.  It is recommended that ten years is the maximum time 

difference in data in order to make it comparable (Meyer 2002, p45), and the data 

collected for this project exceeds that time limit.  The solution may be to collect data 

from the very same geographical locations, simply updating and expanding the existing 

American English/Peninsular Spanish comparable corpus, and in effect controlling the 

variables for comparison. Aside from temporally updating the corpus, this would allow 

for a diachronic comparison of the frog stories from 1994 and 2011. However, 

constraints on the present research project prohibited the collection of data from those 

very same locations. More importantly, the features of interest to this project, deictic 

terms and modal expressions, are not subject to as great a diachronic change as lexicon, 

for example (Mair and Leech 2006).  By implication, the possibility of exploring 

diachronic change in the use of deixis and modality over such a short period is not a 

promising line of enquiry. Instead, as suggested by Berman and Slobin (1994, p30), 

dialectal variation presents a more interesting angle:  

 
Dialect differences are an area which could be profitably studied by the comparison of frog 
stories produced by speakers of variants of these languages — e.g., differences in distribution 
and use of present perfect in American compared with British English […] and in European 
compared with South American Spanish. 

Thus, widening the sample to include British English and Latin American Spanish 

enables exploration into how the world-building strategies may differ between Spanish 

and English speakers from different sides of the Atlantic.  A corpus containing 

European and North American subcorpora would also allow for the comparison of 

transatlantic cultural differences in building the narrative text-world, regardless of the 
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particular language spoken. Consequently, a sample of data equal in size to the original 

was collected from British English and Mexican Spanish adult native speakers.  This 

creates a bilingual corpus, with a subcorpus of 24 Spanish language frog stories and 

another of 24 English language frog stories. Further subcorpora can be defined in the 

24 North American narrators versus the 24 European narrators. The corpus design is 

summarised in the following table: 

 
Language Dialectal Variety Year No. Narrations Continent 

Peninsular 1994 12 Europe Spanish 
Mexican 2011 12 
American 1994 12 

North America 
English 

British 2011 12 Europe 

Table 3.1. Corpus Design 

 

The sub-corpora are of a comparable length and clause count, as the following table 

shows: 

 
 PS MS Spanish AE BE English Corpus Total 
Average no. 
words 

565 441 503 645 536 605 554 

Total no. 
words  

6764 5276 12 040 8098 6431 14 529 26 569 

Average no. 
clauses  

87 67 77 73 71 72 74.5 

Total no. 
clauses  

1046 801 1847 877 850 1727 3576 

Table 3.2 Corpus Word and Clause Count 

 

Although the English sub-corpora are greater in word length, the Spanish sub-

corpora have a greater number of clauses. This is down to cross-linguistic differences in 

the number of boundaries a single motion verb can cross; as Spanish can cross a limited 

number, Spanish-speakers often have to use a new verb and thus a new clause to 

express the same event (Aske 1989; Slobin 1996b). In contrast, English speakers can use 
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the vast array of path particles available to them (e.g. through, out, across) to extend the 

one verb over several paths, using fewer clauses as a result. 

 

3.2.2 The Subjects 

The following quote is the only information Berman and Slobin (1994, p28) provide in 

relation to the sociological details of the 1994 narrators, who contribute to half of this 

project’s corpus: 

 
Subjects were all monolingual, from middle-class literate backgrounds with differences in socio-
economic status being neutralized as far as possible […] adults were college students or 
graduates, ranging from 18 to 40 years of age.  
 

Unfortunately, they did not record any further details of the 1994 narrators’ 

sociological information, meaning there is no benchmark upon which to base the 

profiles of the British and Mexican subjects to be recorded for this project’s fieldwork.  

However, as such information may be useful in future uses of the corpus, basic 

sociological details were gathered for the British and Mexican subjects in my 2011 

fieldwork.  This measure is an example of how the recordings for this research have 

been carried out by a) following Berman and Slobin’s example where they have given 

one and b) incorporating means of balancing the sample where necessary.  Berman and 

Slobin’s adult data was gathered to use as examples of fully developed native speech 

production in contrast to children and as such, their exact age was not deemed 

important to their research project; 18-45 provides an adult range that does not extend 

across multiple generations and is therefore relatively static. This investigator recorded a 

range of adult ages ranging from 18 to 63 years old, with an average age of 32 for the 

Mexican subjects and 29 for the British subjects- close enough to be comparable.  That 

the subjects are monolingual is no doubt important in controlling the variables that 

could influence a Contrastive Linguistic study, and this is a constraint of Berman and 
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Slobin’s that is observed in this addition to the corpus.  Furthermore, note was taken of 

any second languages the subjects spoke, and of time spent living outside their 

hometowns and countries, in case this had any influence on their narration. Whilst 

Berman and Slobin failed to specify the sex of their subjects, a 50/50 male to female 

ratio was achieved for both the British and the Mexican subjects in this study. It was 

attempted to record speakers with a range of socio-economic statuses and education 

levels, but the university setting being the research environment in both the UK and in 

Mexico, like Berman and Slobin’s subjects, most of the 2011 subjects are college 

students or graduates. While this may skew the results towards representing the more 

educated sections of the population, the education level of the 2011 subjects matches 

that of the 1994 subjects, lending greater comparability. The information sheet each 

subject filled in about themselves before their narration is included in Appendix II.  

 

3.2.3 The Task 

In the interests of maximum comparability, this fieldwork followed the same process for  

audio recording the narrations as Berman and Slobin, as far as was possible (1994, p22-

5). Once the subject filled in the information sheet and signed the release form, they 

were shown the task sheet (Appendix III), which explained the format of the task and 

what was expected of them.  The instructions were based on the information Berman 

and Slobin provide about how they instructed their subjects (1994, p22).  The British 

subjects, who happened to be recorded after the Mexican, were given an English 

version of the task sheet, translated by myself, also in Appendix III.  By giving each 

subject the exact same instructions, it was ensured that they had a similar understanding 

of the demands of the task, as this was noted as a potential major weakness of the 

methodology in Section 3.3.2. The task sheet directed them to look through the book, 
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to familiarize themselves with the story and to let the investigator know when they felt 

they understood it, at which point recording would begin.  The title of the book had 

been taped over to avoid any language-specific input. The subjects told the story while 

looking through the book. During the recording, the investigator sat out of view of the 

pictures directly across from the subject, so as they would have to express what they saw 

verbally and not by pointing. Minimal responses, such hhmm or no sé (I don’t know) were 

provided by the investigator when prompted or asked a question. Each time they turned 

a page the investigator made a gentle tap of a pen on the table, which was picked up by 

the microphone and would later indicate which picture each clause related to.  The 

recording was stopped only when the narrator closed the book.  The recording device 

was an apple iPod Touch, with a tiny microphone attachment and the free recording 

software that comes as standard with such devices.  Its inconspicuousness had the 

benefit of minimizing any possible technological intimidation.  The recordings could 

then be uploaded to iTunes where they are stored in mp3 format. Despite the humble 

recording technology used, the sound quality is excellent — probably better than that of 

the 1994 recordings — and sufficient for current purposes.  

 

3.2.4 Post-processing 

The recordings were then anonymised to protect the subjects’ identities. Berman and 

Slobin gave each of their narrations a unique ID code by using a letter for the language 

(e.g. S for Spanish), a number for the age (while the children’s ages were specified, 20 

was arbitrarily assigned to all adults) and a letter for each individual narrator (ranging 

from A-L for the twelve narrators).  For example, their fifth Spanish adult narration has 

the code S20E and their sixth English-speaking adult has the code E20F.  Because I 

introduced dialectal varieties of Spanish and English, I adapted these codes to specify 
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Peninsular Spanish and American English, rendering the aforementioned examples 

PS20E and AE20F.  This allows for continuity in reference to the narrations, as well as 

addition specificity for the purposes of the current research project. The stories that this 

investigator gathered from Mexican and British narrators follow much the same format. 

The first letter denotes the language variety and the second the language, e.g. MS is 

Mexican Spanish and BE is British English.  Instead of using an arbitrary number for 

the narrator’s age, which this study has taken pains to vary (as explained in Section 

3.2.2), I have opted to use the number to indicate the century in which the data was 

recorded.  So the number 20 used in the 1994 data still stands, but now, rather than 

represent the arbitrary age of 20, it indicates the century in which it was recorded.  

Following on from this, the narrations I have recorded have been coded for the 21st 

century.  The codes can be interpreted as follows: 

 
Code Language variety Recording date Narrator ID 
PS20E Peninsular Spanish 20th Century E (i.e. 5th PS narrator) 
MS21B Mexican Spanish 21st Century B (i.e. 2nd MS narrator) 
AE20L American English 20th Century L (i.e. 12th AE narrator) 
BE21A British English 21st Century A (i.e. 1st BE narrator) 
Table 3.3 Narrator Codes 

 

 These codes are used to identify the narrations in the transcriptions and throughout 

the analysis. 

 

3.3 Transcription 

 

3.3.1 ‘Simple’ transcriptions 

To begin with, the Mexican and British recordings were transcribed to a TextEdit file, 

which is a very basic yet versatile format.  These files were purposefully devoid of 

additional coding as they are used in the quantitative corpus analysis, and must therefore 
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be readable by the tagging software. Transcribing spoken language to text, “precisely 

because it is a representation, involves selection and reduction” (Riessman 1993, p56), 

whereby in the aim to capture lexical and syntactic information, extra-linguistic clues 

such as gesture and eye contact are lost, as well as phonological information. The 

transcription method I adopted, reproduced below and partly based on that of the early 

frog story researchers (Berman and Slobin 1994, appendix ii), aims to capture some 

minimal phonological features, in order to aid understanding of the written text.  

 
Transcription key 
-  False start  
…  Short pause, more dots added for length 
,  Non-final intonation 
.  Fully falling intonation 
?  End of question type utterance  
/  Rising intonation 
\  Falling intonation 
//  Exaggerated emphasis  
CAPS Heavy stress 
!   !  Excited delivery 
“   ”  Represented discourse 
(   )  Uncertain but possible transcription 
< >  Embedded clause cut and paste on next line 
xxx  Unintelligible string 
[   ]  Researcher’s comments 
 

 Any transcription type is a representation of the data as influenced by the research 

purposes, and in this case as the focus is on language at the morpho-semantic and 

syntactic level, detailed phonological information is sacrificed in favour of a mode of 

presentation suitable for such analysis; in short, one which looks more like a written 

text. Where possible, a feature has been represented with a symbol that carries the same 

kind of meaning in punctuation, so as to further facilitate readability and “capitalize on 

habits [of literacy] already formed” by corpus users (Chafe 1995, p55). The following 
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example, an extract from the first British English story (BE21A), illustrates the 

transcription: 

 
he says, “Where are you frog? Where are you frog?”... and then the boy looks out of the 
window. ... the dog is playing in the- with the bowl and the dog himself/ actually falls out of the 
window. the boy looks quite eh- [laughs] sort of //menacingly// at the dog 
 

This ‘simple’ transcription is easily interpreted by the tagger, allowing for accurate 

quantitative analysis, which is outlined in Section 3.5 of this chapter. Transcribing the 

new data was only part of the process; the 1994 transcriptions also required editing. 

Three symbols that Berman and Slobin had used were omitted from the Transcription 

Key above, and so these then had to be deleted from the 1994 files to maintain a 

standardized transcription method across the corpus.  Firstly, I decided not to include 

Berman and Slobin’s long vowel (;) as it breaks up the lexeme making it unrecognisable 

in the corpus analysis software and therefore exempt from coding. For example, these 

symbols were removed from the clause ca;lls fo;r the fro;g (AE20J 05-029).  The 

phonological detail was sacrificed in favour of rendering the lexemes readable by the 

software; this was important, as, for example, calls must be recognised for its deictic 

grounding in the present tense and in the third person singular. Secondly, any data that 

Berman and Slobin include in curly brackets {} is marked as such to indicate that it is 

not to be coded for their research. This includes false starts and reformulations, 

narrative digressions, subjective comments, any utterances addressed directly to the 

researcher and formulaic narrative expressions, such as once upon a time or colorín, colorado 

este cuento se ha acabado. While such expressions may have been irrelevant to their study 

on event conflation, they have been re-included in this corpus, as they are relevant to 

research into how the text-world is constructed.  The formulaic expressions show 

shared knowledge about the genre, the questions invite input from the investigator into 

world-building and the digressions provide extra information about how the narrator 

builds the text-world.  When the curly brackets were used to show a false start, they 
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have been replaced with a hyphen (-), in line with my own method of coding false starts.  

Thirdly, when one clause was embedded inside another, Berman and Slobin used the 

aforementioned curly brackets {} to mark it as uncoded and copied the embedded 

clause outside of its initial position where it was marked with <> to show that it had 

been moved.  This meant the clause was both included in its original embedded position 

as well as outside the main cluase. As this repetition of the embedded clause would skew 

my quantitative analysis, I have left the symbol < > to show that the embedded clause 

has been cut, and pasted it on the next line surround by the < > brackets, as the 

following example illustrates: 

AE20H 09a048   he's climbing up a tree < > - a rock ... running from the owl … 

AE20H 09a049   <I mean> 

 

 These three adaptations to the 1994 transcripts bring them in line with the current 

transcripts and render all the data suitable for the current analyses.  

 

3.3.2 Clause-coded transcriptions 

As well as the ‘simple’ transcriptions above which are void of the mark-up that would 

obstruct quantitative analysis, a second file type was created for each narration where 

clauses are coded. This is in line with the original frog story transcriptions, where the 

narrations are divided into clauses, and each clause is placed on a new line and preceded 

by a code, for ease of reference in qualitative analysis and discussion.10  However, due to 

the difference in research aims, my definition of a clause differs from that of Berman 

and Slobin. The original frog story researchers defined a clause as any unit that contains 

a predicate expressing a single event, amongst which were included verbs and adjectives, 
                                                        

10 The transcripts I received from Dan Slobin and Virginia Marchman had codes like this on every 
line. In order to render them fit for the quantitative analysis I planned, I had to make a de-coded copy. 
Thus all the 48 narrations in my corpus have a ‘simple’ version (See Section 3.21) for quantitative analysis 
and a clause-coded version for qualitative analysis. 
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whether finite or nonfinite.  Modal and aspectual verbs were considered part of the 

same clause as the main verb (Berman and Slobin 1994, p125, p663).  As the principal 

focus of their research was to compare the description of events, it stands to reason that 

an event in the form of a predicate, whether grounded or not, merits an individual 

clause. Since the focus of this research project is not on event coding, but rather on 

event grounding through deixis and modality, a different definition of the clause 

boundary is necessary.  Nonfinite predicates are not anchored deictically and so would 

not form a clause that is relevant for current research purposes. Therefore, nonfinite 

post-modifiers and complements are treated here as belonging to the head clause.    

Although the definition of a clause differs here to Berman and Slobin’s, their clause 

coding method is maintained, whereby the narrator’s unique ID code (as explained in 

Section 3.2.4) starts each line, is followed by the clause code and then the clause itself.  

The clause code consists of a two-digit number of the picture being referred to, 

followed by a three-digit number of the clause in the narration. The following is an 

extract from the first (A) British English narrator, recorded in the 21st century, narrating 

in relation to the first picture in the book: 

 

Narrator: Pic-Clause: 
BE21A 01-001 so um er- this is a lovely/ story  
BE21A 01-002 that starts one night  
BE21A 01-003 when a boy, and his dog before/ bedtime, are in his bedroom  
BE21A 01-004 and the window is slightly open/ 
BE21A 01-005 and (then) he’s just getting ready for bed... 
 

This type of transcription is appropriate for the qualitative analysis, as information 

about the narrator and the picture (s)he is referring to is readily available and each clause 

is numbered for ease of reference in discussion. The clause numbers used in this 

transcription are also used in the text-world diagrams, which constitute the qualitative 

analysis, so that the user can easily follow the flow of the discourse in the diagrams. The 
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next section explains how the text-world diagrams are employed in the qualitative 

analysis of the data. 

 

3.4 Qualitative Analysis 

 

3.4.1 Text World Diagrams 

The theoretical principles of Text-World Theory are expounded in detail in Chapter 4, 

but as the framework constitutes the methodological analysis of the frog story 

narrations, it must be explained in part here.  Werth’s Cognitive Discourse model 

proposed a theory about how language might work at the level of mental representation 

in its users, yet integral to the model is a method of diagraming the discourse to capture 

this mental representation. The text-world diagram, then, is created by the analyst at 

remove from the discourse, but aims to capture the live multi-layered picture of 

language in use, as it created and changed through deixis, as well as ontological shifts 

through the use of modality and hypotheticality.  I would argue that the text-world 

diagram is analogous to other forms of linguistic transcription - it represents the 

discourse visually through text, which is arranged in boxes and layers with arrows 

representing the links between them, a kind of complex textual-diagrammatic 

transcription. Werth aimed to be able to diagram any kind of discourse, even entire 

novels or conversations, but the diagrams can get rather unwieldy even for the short 

extracts of literary narrative that his analyses focussed on.  Even if not all the original 

text is included in the diagram, the network of boxes and their relationships can be so 

complex that it simply cannot be captured on the page. Indeed, neither he —  nor, to 

my knowledge, any other scholar working with Text-World Theory — has yet been able 

to capture an entire novel or extended text.  Instead, short excerpts from longer 

discourses have been diagrammed, or longer texts have been simplified and reduced to a 
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basic diagram. Nevertheless, these have gleaned interesting insights and analyses that 

have proven the value of text-world diagramming as a tool in qualitative stylistic analysis 

of a variety of text types (see for example Gavins 2003; Hidalgo Downing 2002; Hidalgo 

Downing 2003; Semino 2010).11 

The initial discourse forms a starting point for the text-world diagram, where the 

spatio-temporal coordinates are determined using deictic reference. The ‘world-building’ 

information, including enactors, temporal and spatial information, and objects is 

recorded at the top of the box that represents the initial world (Gavins 2007, p38-44). 

This allows an at-a-glance understanding of the anchor tense, location and inhabitants 

of this part of the text-world. The ‘function-advancing’ information, which contributes 

to the action, is recorded underneath (Gavins 2007, p51-9). Although previous text-

world scholars have not reproduced the text in full, preferring a schematic description 

of the discourse, it would be beneficial to capture all the propositions in this corpus, 

allowing for a finer-grained analysis of deictic features, which occur in every grounded 

proposition. The division between the upper ‘world-building’ and lower ‘function-

advancing’ sections applies to any world that is generated in a new box. These 

subsequent worlds, represented by further boxes and arrows, can be generated by 

changes to the deictic coordinates, or the use of modality (as explained in detail in 

Chapter 5). Although Werth conceived of the text-world in ‘layers’, where propositions 

that are ontologically removed (such as hypotheticals) could not be subsumed into the 

same layer as the main text-world (1999, see especially, p336-53), he did not propose a 

way to capture the layers in the text-world diagram. In fact, once we go beyond the 

principal text-world and its spatio-temporal switches into the realms of modality, 

hypotheticality and represented discourse, the principles for diagramming the discourse 

                                                        
11 See also the works held in the Text-world Theory Collection held at the University of Sheffield’s 

Westbank Library. 
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are less clear and, it may be argued, the diagramming practice does not adequately reflect 

the theory that underscores it. 

In an early chapter on the paradoxes and complexities of transcribing speech, Guy 

Cook insightfully predicts many of the issues facing the analyst using text-world 

diagrams to represent discourse (Cook 1995, p35-53). He likens transcription to map-

making in that it is inherently a ‘reductive’ process as it takes a complex communication 

and expresses a select part of it by means of a code; as in map-making, if the 

representation were not reductive it would be unwieldy and redundant. One of the 

various problems he identifies in speech transcription is the loss of paralinguistic and 

contextual information which may be necessary for interpretation; another is the 

assumption that the transcriber is an objective observer, when in fact all participants 

bring their individual knowledge and experience to the discourse and have a subjective 

understanding, based on their particular psychological and physical perspectives. These 

complexities, Cook argues, cannot be adequately represented (or interpreted) in the 

linear order of text in a word processor and instead demand a more sophisticated 

transcription method. He envisaged a method whereby relevant aspects of the 

transcription can be shown or hidden according to the user’s needs. The text-world 

diagramming method that Werth designed goes some way to transcribing discourse in a 

less linear and more holistic way, but I would argue that the kind of transcription 

method Text-World Theory needs, and that Cook called for, is possible today by 

applying recent technology to text-world diagramming.  

 

3.4.2 Diagramming Software: VUE 

The difficulties in diagramming text-worlds became clear when faced with diagramming 

each of the forty-eight frog story narrations as part of the qualitative analysis for this 
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research.  There were two principal issues: the unmanageable size of a diagram and the 

multidimensional layers of worlds. The objective was to capture all of the narrated text 

in the diagrams, as then all the deictic and modal feature would be shown explicitly, 

allowing for an easier and more complete analysis than would otherwise be the case. 

Even though the frog story narrations are short (compared to literary narratives), 

averaging 547 words each, most demanded diagrams that could not fit across two facing 

pages, never mind a single page.  Furthermore, in order to diagrammatically capture the 

layers that Werth described, the 2-Dimensional page simply does not allow for the 3-

Dimensionality of visual or mental representation.  It became clear that Text-World 

Theory was not adequately represented in the text-world diagram, which was limited in 

the flat, linear mode of representation the page offers.  I concluded that the level of 

detail and multi-dimensionality required by the text-world diagram could only be 

achieved by computer software. 

I tested a variety of visual-thinking software programs, which are used to make 

diagrams that link concepts in a tree-like system, often called ‘mind maps’, ‘concept 

maps’ or ‘knowledge maps’.  Some mind-mapping software is designed with the more 

general needs of personal, student or business users in mind, as they create detailed ‘to 

do’ lists, process diagrams, or can be used as study and memory aides (see, for example 

Buzan and Buzan 2006, and Buzan’s software iMindMap). There is also a growing 

interest in ‘data vizualisation’ within academic research communities, where the 

methods pioneered by Computer Scientists and Graphic Designers allow research data 

of any kind to be represented using the full gamut of possibilities afforded by modern 

technology (Card et al. 1999; also see, for example, the works collected in Post et al. 

2003).  It seems that in various fields, the idea that visual-thinking is fundamental to 

human cognition is prevalent, to the extent that mapping has been described as a 

cognitive and cultural universal (Blaut et al. 2003), which suggests text-worlds may not 
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be far from the reality of how we cognitively process language. Furthermore, technology 

offers ways of reflecting dynamic mapping in ways that were not possible before. 

After experimenting with many programs, I encountered software created for and 

by the academic community that satisfied all of my criterion: Visual Understanding 

Environment (VUE) (Kahle, Kumar, and Saigal 2003;  Kumar, A. and Schwertner, N. 

2008;  Kumar and Saigal 2005;  Kumar and Kahle 2006). Although lacking some of the 

aesthetic finesse of other programs, it is free to download and compatible with all 

operating systems.  It was designed with pedagogical needs in mind, and can therefore 

be used to create presentations as well as to export diagrams to an online digital 

repository to be explored by other users, or if required, to PDF to be printed. As well as 

storing text, text boxes, arrows, images, videos, sound etc., it can link to digital content 

(e.g. Google searches, Jstor and other file systems) in other locations.  This allows for a 

much more multi-modal diagramming method than Text-World Theory currently uses, 

where the frog story pictures and recordings can be included alongside the diagrammed 

text. Each VUE map includes a ‘map info’ view, where information about the discourse 

participants and situation can be recorded. Key to the demands of text-world 

diagramming, the software is capable of storing different parts of the diagram on 

different layers, which can be individually hidden or combined in view.  Not only does it 

deftly cope with the layered nature of Text-World Theory through the multiple 

dimensions, but the complex diagrams are not confined to the size of a page; the 

program allows a diagram of any size and the user can zoom in and out of different 

elements or look at the overall layout.  Bringing this software to text-world analysis 

provides exactly the kind of multimodal and multi-dimensional transcription Cook 

(1995) called for in linguistics. The resulting diagram may be printed but not, of course, 

without losing some of the dimensional flexibility that the printed page inherently lacks. 

Alternatively, the diagrams can be uploaded to an online repository for other users’ 
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perusal and interaction. It is hoped that this would open up text-world researchers’ 

diagrams to one another’s scrutiny and exploration, on an online platform where ideas 

and suggestions towards honing the text-world diagram could be exchanged.  For 

readers of this research project, the text-world diagrams that constitute the first step in 

the qualitative analysis can be found on the Compact Disc supplied with the manuscript. 

Theses diagrams are analysed extensively in Chapters 6 and 7. 

 The following section describes the methods used in analysing the quantitative data 

for the forty-eight frog stories. 

 

3.5 Quantitative Analysis: VISL and AntConc 

3.5.1 Part of Speech Tagging 

Many of the features of interest here, such as personal pronouns, tense markings, 

demonstratives and temporal, spatial and modal adverbs (see Sections 2.1 and 5.4 for 

full account), can be annotated through the use of a Part of Speech (POS) tagger, which 

designates each lexeme in the corpus with a tag according to its function in the text.  

Contemporary POS software is capable of distinguishing between words that take the 

same form, but have different meanings e.g. that as a relativizer and that as a 

demonstrative. A more sophisticated and reliable alternative to standard search tools in 

word processing software, a POS tagger would be invaluable for giving frequencies of 

deictic and modal features. It also offers a more fine-grained analysis than the 

diagrammatic representation the text-world model provides, where although the deictic 

and modal shifts are clearly documented, the textual contents of each world can be 

somewhat lost. Therefore, a POS-tagged corpus supports and improves the text-world 

qualitative analysis. As well as identifying deictic and modal markers, POS-tagging is 
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useful for many different kinds of analyses and is relatively easy to interpret; this 

contributes to the future re-usability of the corpus (Leech 2005, p20-3). The future 

possibilities for the corpus also motivated the filing of the narrations in several different 

formats (simple transcription, coded transcription and tagged transcription), allowing 

for various kinds of analysis.  The ‘simple’ transcriptions outlined in Section 3.3.1 of this 

chapter are devoid of structural markup that would affect quantitative analysis and were 

formed with a POS-tagger in mind. 

 

3.5.2 VISL and Constraint Grammar 

Every kind of corpus annotation is predicated on a particular understanding of language, 

and even the ostensibly simple task of defining word classes is open to variation 

according to the underlying linguistic theory (Leech 2005, p21).  It is therefore 

imperative that I annotate the English and the Spanish corpora using a POS-tagger 

based on the same theory of language, allowing maximal comparability. The Institute of 

Language and Communication at the University of Southern Denmark have an ongoing 

project called Visual Interactive Syntax Learning (VISL), which provides web-based 

resources for the syntactical analysis of several European languages, Spanish and 

English included.12  As well as parsers, the website provides automatic machine POS-

taggers, whereby the user uploads a text file and within seconds receives it back 

automatically POS-tagged (Institute of Language and Communication [ISK]).  In a 

chapter outlining the principles behind the method, its creator Fred Karlsson describes 

the service as the “automatic assignment of morphological and syntactic structure (but 

not semantic interpretation) to written input texts of any length and complexity” (1995a, 

p1). The ease of use, as well as the common principles underlying the Spanish and the 

                                                        
12 My gratitude goes to Vander Viana for his advice on this and other corpus resources. 
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English taggers, made VISL an ideal resource for corpus annotation, the first step in the 

quantitative analysis of the frog stories. 

The particular linguistic paradigm that underpins the VISL taggers is called 

Constraint Grammar, a “language-independent formalism” for processing natural 

language (Karlsson 1995a, p1). A vast series of rules is written by linguists for each 

language addressed, avoiding the bias of one language forming the  basic grammar of 

the system. The benefit for this study is that while the tagger is designed using the same 

basic principles allowing for comparability of languages, it is individualized for the 

demands of each language lending room for difference.  The grammar is made up of 

rule-like constraints, which are applied to a text in sequence until each lexeme is 

‘disambiguated’ in a process of deduction.  Karlsson (1995a, p13) describes Constraint 

Grammar as “reductionist” in nature: 

The starting point is all possible analyses which is the worst situation. The task of the individual 
constraints is to discard as many alternatives as possible. A successful parse eliminates all 
ambiguities, making the sentence morphologically and syntactically unambiguous. 
 

However, if the constraints fail to provide a single solution, heuristic judgements are 

made based on the system’s experience i.e. the grammar’s capacity to give a probable 

answer improves over time, learning from the texts it analyses (Karlsson 1995a, p17). 

Another of Karlsson’s principles is that the grammar formalism should be equipped to 

interpret typographical features (such as punctuation) in the input texts  (1995a, p4), 

meaning the iconic mark-up system I use in the frog story transcription may help 

towards disambiguating the parts of speech.  

The English Constraint Grammar (ENGGC) is made up of over 1,100 rule-based 

constraints and 200 heuristic constraints that contribute to the disambiguation of natural 

language (Voutilainen 1995, p186). These constraint-based rules were compiled using 

data from a variety of existing English corpora, such as the Wall Street Journal and the 
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Brown University Corpus.  Consequently, the ENGGC is designed using American as 

well as British English and therefore suitable for the analysis of both. Compared to 

other more inflectional languages, English is particularly rife with categorical ambiguity, 

where participial adjectives, for example (such as building) can function as nouns or verbs 

(Karlsson 1995b, p145-51). By way of further example, Voutilainen reports that the 

word form that, which can be a subjunction or an intensifier as well as a demonstrative 

pronoun or determiner, requires thirty-five constraints to be disambiguated (cited in 

Karlsson 1995a, p26).  Ambiguities such as those in building and that could have a 

negative effect on my quantitative analyses of tense markings and demonstratives. 

Despite the difficulties, the ENGGC morphological disambiguator and probabilistic 

analyses achieves disambiguation in 96-98% of all words with 99.6% retaining the 

legitimate reading, making it “clearly superior to its best competitors” (Voutilainen 1995, 

p187). 

Eckhard Bick reports a similar success rate for the Spanish Constraint Grammar, 

HISPAL, where 99% of POS tags are accurate (2006), perhaps because the elaborate 

morphological system in Spanish allows for greater precision in parsing. This is despite 

the fact that the HISPAL grammar was adapted from the Portuguese (PALAVRAS) 

with changes made accordingly, which could have biased the formalism; the accuracy 

results show this is not the case. One issue to bear in mind is that the HISPAL tagger is 

considerably less mature than the ENGCG and the heuristics may not be as fully 

developed because of a lack of experience in learning from input texts. Because of this 

and other possible difficulties the taggers may have, I ‘post-edit’ the entire annotated 

corpus to improve the accuracy of the tagging, bearing in mind that 100% accuracy is 

unlikely (Leech 2005, p27).  
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3.5.3 AntConc 

Once the corpus is compiled and annotated, corpus analysis software is needed to find 

and display the statistical information needed for quantitative analysis. The basic 

prerequisite is to find frequencies for the features under analysis and plot where they 

occur in the corpus.  Furthermore, a word list may help in making comparisons across 

the sub-corpora.  While WordSmith Tools is popular amongst corpus researchers, the 

freeware AntConc offers the basic features I need without the cost. Designed by 

Lawrence Anthony for pedagogical use, a text file is uploaded to the multi-platform 

software and can then be analysed using a concordancer, word and keyword frequency 

generators and a word distribution plot (Anthony 2004). The user can enter substrings, 

words, phrases, or regular expressions to search the corpus and which will then show in 

a list of all the ‘Key Words in Context’. The results can be sorted according to user 

preferences, and individual instances of the key word can be clicked on to view it in the 

full context of the file. In addition, a word list can be generated, which may count words 

based on their ‘stem’ forms or only count the words the user specifies. Helpfully for a 

comparative study, a key word list can also be generated comparing the frequency of a 

word(s) in comparison to a reference corpus. This allows me to compare the 

frequencies of modal and deictic features between the various sub-corpora. 

AntConc has been criticised for apparently not being compatible with tagged text 

(Diniz 2005), as it does not explicitly recognise annotation. However, I have found that 

the various kinds of transcription of my corpus can be analysed in different ways by the 

software. For example, the simple transcription can be analysed for word counts and 

frequencies, as there are no tags to skew results. Alternatively, the tagged corpus can be 

analysed for occurrences of particular forms by searching for the tag.  For example, the 

search command <dem> DET will bring up all the instances of demonstrative 

determiners, thus avoiding confusion of demonstrative use of that with the 
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aforementioned other uses. Consequently, the software suits the research needs and the 

corpus formats.  

 

3.6 Summary 

This chapter has addressed how the frog story method and existing data be adapted for 

the current research purposes (i.e. the research question posed in Section 1.4).  This 

began with a description of how Meyer’s picture book provides a common ground, or a 

tertium comparationis, upon which to base the comparison of two languages. The frog 

story method of data collection controls many variables (e.g. genre, subject matter, 

speaker profile) which leads to a very specialised corpus; this was deemed an advantage 

for a study such as this, which aims to study speakers’ deictic and modal stance toward 

the propositional content. The data already gathered in Spain and the US provides an 

‘off-the-peg’ corpus, which I then updated and supplemented by recording more 

contemporary speakers from Mexico and Britain. This has added another dimension to 

the analysis by making it dialectal, as well as cross-linguistic. In order for maximal 

comparability, many aspects of the original frog story gathering method were 

maintained, such as the information about the task that was given to the narrators 

(Section 3.2.3).  However, because the frog story method and data is being put to new 

uses, they were adapted in some respects, such as the method of transcription (Section 

3.3).  The current method of drawing a text-world diagram, which constitutes part of 

the qualitative analysis, was problemetised and a software called VUE was introduced as 

a way to improve the drawing and disseminating of text-world diagrams.  Section 3.5 

explained how the quantitative analysis is performed on the data, describing the 

software used to tag the features and analyse the data. 
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The results of the qualitative and quantitative analysis are stored on the 

accompanying CD-ROM, where an Excel file charts the feature frequencies, and the 

text-world diagrams are drawn on VUE for the reader’s perusal.  Now that we have 

outlined how the frog story methodology and resulting data have been expanded, 

adapted, transcribed and analysed, we can examine the framework that constitutes the 

theory and method of qualitative analysis, Text-World Theory. 
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CHAPTER 4. TEXT-WORLD THEORY 

 

4.0 Introduction 

Now that the data to be analysed has been presented with a broad description of the 

method to be used, it is opportune to look at the methodological framework, Text-

World Theory, in further detail. As Text-World Theory constitutes both the theoretical 

underpinning for this research as well as the method of analysis, it merits a 

comprehensive description whereby we can fully explore its theoretical origins and 

influences. This is covered in Section 4.1, which includes possible worlds theory, 

fictional worlds and work in text linguistics. Section 4.2 explains the ways in which the 

framework deals with context, cognition and extra-linguistic information, which are all-

important in a study of deictic reference such as this. The VUE software I have used to 

diagram the frog stories is introduced here, with a suggestion as to how we can record 

discourse world information in the text-world diagrams. In Section 4.3, the basic matrix 

text-world is described where the principles that underlie its construction in the minds 

of language users are laid out.  The significance of deictic reference in building the text-

world is explored and, where previous text-world theorists have downplayed the role of 

world-building after the initial stages of a text-world, I argue that world-building is an 

activity that happens throughout discourse and that it is not always backgrounded. This 

chapter stops short at examining deictic switches and modalized propositions, as they 

are considered departures from the main text-world and are dealt with in Chapter 5.  By 

focussing on the first two layers of Text-World Theory in this chapter, we gain a better 

understanding of how the framework deals with text, context and the relationship 

between them. 
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Section 4.1 Origins of Text-World Theory 

 

4.1.1 Possible Worlds 

 The origins of Text-World Theory lie in the logic of ‘possible worlds’, which is first 

attributed to the 18th Century philosopher Leibniz.  The concept is somewhat vague 

(Teleman 1989, p199), and is often used intuitively to refer to a ‘situation’ or ‘state of 

affairs’  (van Dijk 1977).  Nevertheless, it is perhaps this terminological looseness that 

has allowed it to be so widely influential across disciplines in different, but quite 

theoretically radical ways.  The main premise it holds is that our own world is only one 

of many possible worlds.  In the last century this offered new insight in the field of 

propositional semantics, where traditional logic stated that a proposition made about a 

referent that does not exist in the real world simply cannot be assigned a truth value.  

Therefore Russell’s ubiquitous example, the king of France is bald (Russell 1905) was 

impossible under traditional logic, given that modern France is in reality a republic.  

This led the truth value of this example to be considered  “void” and “infelicitous” 

(Austin 1962, p51).  Applying possible worlds theory to this logic however, allows for 

the possibility that the proposition could be true in relation to another world.  In a 

sense, the proposition can be relativized to a different world.  So the above statement could 

be produced in a fictional or historical world where the king of France has a referent, and 

would be accepted as true in that world.  Semino describes it as providing, “a 

framework within which it is possible to determine the truth-value of propositions 

beyond the constraints of the actual world” (1997, p58).  The benefits are clear for the 

explanation of irrealis semantic and syntactic phenomena, such as modal verbs, 

conditional constructions and the subjunctive mood, as all of these kinds of expressions 

refer to a possibility that is not realised in the current context.  In relation to deixis, 

acknowledging the existence of possible worlds explains those uses of deictic 
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expressions that find resolution to their reference outside of the immediate context.  

Using Russell’s example, the deictic temporal coordinates of present tense ‘is’ can only 

be resolved if they are relativized to an alternative world, as there has been no king of 

France since 1848.  This possible world would have to be a present tense description of 

a historical context, or a depiction of a fictional world, in which the proposition can 

hold true. 

 

4.1.2 Fictional Worlds 

Conversely, for a possible world to exist it is necessary that there are a set of 

propositions which can be made about it (Lyons 1995, p118-19).  The point is that the 

propositions’ truth is dependent on their verification in the possible world, and the 

possible world is dependent on propositions for its existence.  And as we have seen, the 

truths that apply to the possible world can and often do, diverge from the real world.  

This slight shift in focus, from propositional logic to the ontological status of possible 

worlds in relation to the real world, was the venture of literary scholars working with the 

concept.  In the study of how we understand fiction, possible worlds theory has 

provided narratologists with a theoretical basis to describe how fictional worlds relate to 

the real world.  It is an altogether more positive approach than the speech act 

understanding of literature, which views literary language as a weak or false assertion in 

comparison to non-fictional assertions.  However, the notion of ‘logical possibility’ 

underpinning possible world theory was found to be limiting, in that it held too strict a 

dichotomy between reality and fiction.  Some theorists argued that even the so-called 

real world is not a fixed reality and can be understood in many different possible ways 

(Eco 1989;  Lewis 1979).  In relation to postmodern literature, McHale characterized the 

boundaries between the different ontological worlds that make up a fictional text, as 

well as in the boundary between the fictional world and the real world as “an 
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impermeable membrane” (1987, p34), highlighting their instability. Thus, in what 

Hidalgo Downing described as a “redefinition” of possible worlds theory (2000, p102), 

the notion of logical possibility gave way to one of ‘accessibility’, whereby alternative 

worlds are assessed on their epistemic accessibility, rather than logical principles.  

Deriving from Kripke (1971), this version of possible worlds evisages an Actual World 

(AW), a Possible World (PW) and the Relation between them (R).  As Semino has 

pointed out, “the ability to project worlds that are somehow alternative to the ‘real’ 

world is often presented as a crucial property of literary texts” (1997, p8).  Thus the 

worlds depicted in fictional texts are characterized by their relationship to the real world, 

and it is understanding the nature of this relationship that can aid literary analysis. 

 Ryan’s influential model of fictional worlds has taken Kripke’s notion of 

accessible alternatives to reality, and used it to create a very useful model for the analysis 

of fictional texts.  Ryan follows Kripke’s understanding that “possibility is synonymous 

with accessibility: a world is possible in a system of reality if it is accessible from the 

world at the centre of the system” (1991b, p31).  Intuitively this seems sensible, as to 

proclaim something as possible, is to imply its accessibility from the current situation, or 

the actual world (AW).  She suggests that a text has at its centre the text actual world 

(TAW) from which other worlds are spawned, creating a “system of worlds” (1991b, 

p554), much like a universe.  These other worlds include the thoughts, wishes etc of 

characters (1991b, p114-9), which is very much compatible with the character-generated 

modal worlds in Text-World Theory (to be discussed in Chapter 5).  Within this 

universe, she catalogues the ways in which a reader who belongs to the AW re-

orientates his/herself to the TAW using what she calls ‘recentering’ and via acessibility 

relations. 

 Ryan takes the seemingly incompatible views of two philosophers on the status 

of actual and possible worlds and resolves the incompatibility by means of her theory of 
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recentering (1991a; 1991b, p21-3).   Accepting Rescher’s defense of the traditional 

notion that our ‘actual’ world is real, and that the mind is capable of constructing 

possible worlds (1979), she nevertheless questions the validity of such a strong 

dichotomy between reality and possibility.  Using epistemic knowledge as an example, 

she postulates that if a person firmly believes in a proposition that is in fact objectively 

untrue, for them it still exists in the real world:  “From the perspective of the reflecting 

subject, objects of firm beliefs all have actual existence: I cannot distinguish the real 

world from my representation of it” (1991b, p20).  However, if that proposition is 

untrue in the real world, it exists in a possible world.  Returning to our king of France 

example, for the person who fully subscribes to this proposition it will exist in the real 

world, whereas for the person who knows the current French constitution, it will exist 

in an epistemically possible world.  Thus, Ryan argues that the division between real and 

possible worlds is not as clear-cut as Rescher suggests.  Furthermore, Rescher’s 

dichotomy between reality and possibility does not account for how it is that a reader 

can become so involved with a fictional world that it can evoke emotional reactions 

such as tears or laughter; how would unreal linguistic stimuli produce such real 

emotional effects were there no link between the worlds?  To resolve the problem Ryan 

combines Reschers’ defense of the privileged status of one reality, with the seemingly 

incompatible, more un-orthodox proposal of Lewis.  As part of his indexical theory, 

Lewis made the radical suggestion that every possible world can be real, or actual: 

“‘Actual’ is indexical, like ‘I or ‘here’ or ‘now’: it depends for its reference on the 

circumstances of utterance, to wit the world where the utterance is located” (1973).   

Ryan does not fully subscribe to this idea, stating that, “Lewis regards the furniture of 

possible worlds as no less real than the objects of the actual world” (1991b, p20).  

Nevertheless, she acknowledges that it is useful for understanding how we can suspend 

reality and make possible worlds our actuality when we read fiction, or get involved in 
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make-believe.   Picking up on her universe metaphor, she describes how the “global 

universe can be recentered around any of its planets” (Ryan 1991b, p18).  This idea has 

much in common with Deictic Shift Theory discussed in Section 1.2.1, in that it 

describes how a reader realigns their origo during the reading process to make the 

fictional world his/her own.  It is this phenomenon that places the reader of Ernest 

Hemingway’s (1927/1972, p39) sentence, “The door of Henry’s lunchroom opened and 

two men came in”, in the fictional room in the TAW, through the use of the deictic 

verb ‘come’.  As Ryan explains, “In make-believe as in fiction, stepping into the game 

means erasing the linguistic signs of its status as a game” (1991b, p23).  That is, fiction 

often involves the creation of a world that the reader can identify with, and temporarily 

inhabit. 

 Of course not all fiction subscribes to realism and, as McHale reminded us 

above, much postmodern literature works by calling attention to its artifice.  In order to 

better understand how it is that certain genres of literature deviate in systematic ways 

from reality, Ryan catalogues the ways in which the TAW can differ from the AW.  To 

begin with, the ‘principle of minimal departure’ (Ryan 1980) dictates that unless a 

deviation from the rules of the real world is made explicit, the fictional world is 

understood in the same terms as reality.  Hence the human characters that inhabit a 

fictional text are (unless otherwise indicated) assumed to share physical, mental, 

emotional and social traits with live beings; it is perhaps these assumed resemblances 

that then enable readers to connect empathetically with literary characters in ways that 

can evoke the emotional responses we mentioned above.  Ryan then offers a useful 

taxonomy of real-world rules, which provide a checklist against which accessibility from 

the real to the fictional world can be analysed (1991b).  A science-fiction novel, for 

example, may allow characters to break real-world laws of physics by transforming 

matter, or travelling through time.  Semino demonstrated how poetry can feature poetic 
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personae who are compatible with the real world on many levels but are nevertheless 

physically impossible, such as the speaking tree in Silvia Plath’s Elm (1997, p92-3).  

From science fiction to surreal poetry, the possibilities for creating a world at odds with 

the real one can be identified and categorised regardless of literary genres. 

 Researchers using Ryan’s model have shown how different literary genres use 

accessibility relations to create their worlds, and also to advance the plots therein.  For 

example, in Hidalgo Downing’s (2000) and Vassilopoulou’s (2008) analyses of two quite 

different types of fiction, both reveal deviation from the real world in terms of ‘logical 

compatibility’. For Hidalgo Downing, Lewis Carroll subverts logical reference to create 

an alternative possible world in Alice's Wonderland, where the illogical naming system 

serves to highlight the artifice of human language, which by defining reality through 

reference, controls it.  In relation to absurdist theatre, Vassilopoulou has shown how 

Ionesco’s fictional world differs from the real world in terms of the logic that rules it, 

while Beckett and Pinter’s characters have never-ending conflict between their private 

worlds, which contributes to the futility in the works. Ryan’s model of fictional worlds is 

also particularly relevant to Bell’s (2010) analysis of the new genre of electronic literature 

called ‘hyperfiction’, where the readerly interaction with the narrative has an effect on 

the ontological boundaries between reality and fiction.  However, I think Bell’s analysis 

could benefit from deeper consideration of the discourse situation and the cognitive 

processes involved in the readerly choices in directing the narrative.  As we shall see, 

Werth’s Text-World Theory framework places greater emphasis on the discourse 

environment and all the knowledge that participants bring to it.  Nevertheless, possible 

worlds theory has allowed scholars to explore the ontological boundaries between reality 

and fiction, and Ryan’s model in particular has provided an extremely useful taxonomy 

of relations between those worlds, and the worlds of characters.  However, despite 

Ryan’s allusions to children’s games of make-believe (1991b, p23), her framework does 
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not account for non-literary uses of possible worlds in discourse.  Furthermore, the lack 

of specificity as to the linguistic phenomena that trigger different worlds means that this 

variation of possible worlds theory is not linguistically rigorous enough to describe 

language in use.  In assessing their utility in analysing language, Semino argues that:  

 
because of their origin in logic, possible-world frameworks are not concerned with the cognitive processes 
whereby interpreters arrive at the construction of texts.  They therefore need to be complemented by 
linguistics and cognitive approaches to the construction of text worlds… (1997, p84) 
 

 Seeking a model more attentive to the language used in a wide range of 

discourse types, the following section briefly outlines the approach to ‘worlds’ in 

linguistics, which has been largely founded in the study of the text and the cognitive 

processes it evokes. 

 

4.1.3 Cognitive Text Worlds and Mental Spaces 

Text linguists, who do not usually limit their analyses to literary texts, have also 

employed the term ‘world’ to refer to the cognitive construct users make when 

participating in discourse.  De Beaugrande, for example, defined a text-world as, “the 

cognitive correlate of the knowledge conveyed and activated by a text in use.  As such, it 

is in fact only present in the minds of users” (1980, p24).  Werth described a possible 

world as, “any state of affairs that can be conceived” (1995, p53, my italics), stressing the 

importance of the human mind in bringing a world into being.  Thus, the text linguists’ 

emphasis was on the discourse participants’ cognitive processes and their joint 

contribution to the creation of a text world.  Where Ryan makes the distinction between 

reality and her representation of it (above), Werth expressed the same idea in cognitive 

terms, by suggesting that even our understanding of the real world is a “product of our 

mental processes” (1995, p49).  The difference in approach also lies in the text linguists’ 

commitment to explain how it is that all kinds of language users process language (de 

Beaugrande and Dressler 1981).  They focussed on those principles that organise and 
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shape discourse, such as coherence and cooperation.  They also considered our means 

of storing and retrieving knowledge, as activated by the discourse process itself (Cook 

1994; De Beaugrande 1980; van Dijk and Kintsch 1983).  Noting the general agreement 

amongst linguists from various traditions about the importance of the knowledge that 

participants bring to the discourse situation, as well as the significance of the immediate 

context, Werth states that, “[m]ost are agreed that whatever precise form the system 

takes, it is mentally represented, so that knowledge, situations, contexts are mental 

constructs rather than reflections of an outside reality” (1999, p126-7).  Therefore, the 

notion of possible worlds was developed by linguists working in discourse and cognition 

in order to account for the mental representations of the discourse that users create 

together, as influenced by the situational context.  It is this approach in particular that 

was the foundation of Werth’s Text-World Theory, and he attributes the term ‘text-

world’ to text linguist, Teun van Dijk (cf. Werth 1990).  Nevertheless, the contributions 

that logicians and narratologists have made regarding possible worlds, as outlined above, 

offer a theoretically contextualized basis for considering Werth’s framework and can 

also aid in its application, where they may enhance analysis. 

 At this point it is also worth briefly comparing Text-World Theory to another 

linguistic model that posits a cognitive ‘space’ in which propositions are advanced.  

Fauconnier’s mental space theory (1994), which is not rooted in text linguistics, but is 

founded in cognitive principles, whereby the linguistic cues prompt cognitive 

representations of discourse in the minds of its users.  As with Text-World Theory and 

the other worlds models outlined above, all of which Fauconnier calls “partitioning 

theories” (1994, pxxxvi), departures are made from one space to another through 

various linguistic cues, which are termed space-builders. These can take the form of 

spatio-temporal changes, meaning deixis plays a crucial role in building mental spaces 

(Otaola Olano 2006), or modal, mood or hypothetical expressions; as the later sections 
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of this chapter demonstrate, these linguistic phenomena are also relevant to building the 

text-world. Also like text-worlds, mental spaces are “structured incrementable sets” 

(Fauconnier 1994, p16) that contain continually updated elements and relations between 

the spaces.  Mental space theory has been hugely influential in the last few decades, 

provoking much more research activity than the lesser-known Text-World Theory.  

While Fauconnier admits that mental spaces are  “clearly theoretical constructs” (1994, 

pxxxi), he points to research in neurobiology that provides evidence in support of the 

notion that meaning is constructed dynamically in bounded spaces (cf. 1994, pxxxiii). 

Perhaps due to its basic fundamentality, Fauconnier suggests that mental spaces are 

“universal across languages and cultures” (1994, p.xviii), which means that the study of 

mental spaces may be an area of commonality that is invaluable in a cross-linguistic 

study such as this one. He goes on to describe how the language we use acts as a trigger 

for us to build cognitive domains, and with this project’s research questions in mind, we 

might ask further, do different languages give us different apparatus for building those 

domains? What is more, one might also ask if Fauconnier’s theory of mental spaces is 

not a more appropriate framework for a cross-linguistic study such as this? 

 However, there is a vital problem with mental space theory that discounts it 

from being used in the current research project. While Werth described his notion of 

the text-world as a version of a mental space, he also pointed out a crucial difference: in 

line with their theoretical origins, mental space theory emphasises the cognitive 

representation of language, but it is only capable of analysing sentence-length data 

(1992; 1999) and “would benefit from an out and out discourse perspective” (1999, 

p182). On the other hand, Text-World Theory, with its theoretical origins in text 

linguistics is committed to analysing the cognitive processing of entire linguistic texts. 

Considering this research project deals with narrative texts, it is vital that the analytical 

framework can deal with whole stretches of discourse, as Text-World Theory can (and 
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by employing the diagramming software VUE, Text-World Theory’s efficacy at this is 

improved). So while we can discount mental space theory as an applicable framework 

for this project, the universality identified in the building of mental spaces may also be a 

feature of text-worlds. Consequently, the use of Text-World Theory in this cross-

linguistic study may also allow us to access how different languages provide the 

linguistic apparatus for building mental representations of the discourse. 

 

4.1.4 Foundations of Text-World Theory 

Paul Werth began devising this cognitive framework in the late 1980s and early 1990s, 

claiming to have discovered a way to describe the cognitive processes behind the 

production and reception of all kinds of language.  Before his untimely death in 1995, he 

had published the basics of his theory (1992;  1995), but the full account was left 

incomplete, in manuscript form.  Mick Short undertook the preparation of the 

manuscript for posthumous publication, such was the academic interest in the promise 

of Werth’s theory.  The result was a monograph that provided an innovative toolkit for 

describing how language works, encompassing context, the individual cognitive 

processes of speaker and addressee, as well as the continually negotiated ‘online’ aspect 

of language (Werth 1999).  The publication sparked off much interest from scholars, 

keen to test the theoretical boundaries and Werth’s claim to its applicability to all kinds 

of language, as only literary examples were amongst Werth’s papers.  The theory 

continues to grow in popularity today, being refined and tested amongst discourse 

analysts.  I shall present here Werth’s theory along with the revisions suggested by other 

text-world theorists in the last decade, amongst whom Gavins is the most influential 

(2007). It is hoped that applying Text-World Theory to deictic and modal expression to 

Spanish and English spoken narrative, this research will further contribute to this 

emergent field.  We now look at how this broad framework accounts for deictic and 
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modal reference, as well as the contextual, relational and subjective aspects of language 

that, in Chapter 2, I demonstrated these phenomena are reliant upon. 

 In laying the theoretical foundations of his framework, Werth describes it as 

based on a ‘Cognitive Discourse Grammar’ (1999, p50).  Recalling the treatment of text-

worlds by linguists working in discourse and cognition as outlined above, it is clear in 

which field such an approach is grounded.  A Cognitive Discourse Grammar entails an 

understanding of language as shaped by human experience, and a deliberate and joint 

effort on behalf of all discourse participants to build a world within which the 

propositions advanced are coherent and relevant (ibid.).  This two-pronged approach 

has several attractive aspects for this research project.  Firstly, studying the cognition of 

deictic reference across two languages allows me to over-ride the formal differences 

between Spanish and English, by focussing on the cognitive processes involved in the 

production and reception of deictic terms (see Section 1.2.2).  Text-World Theory can 

provide a framework with which to analyse the use of deictic reference in Spanish and 

English, that focusses on the joint world-building effects of deixis in discourse (see 

Section 2.4.3).  Werth asserts Text-World Theory’s commitment to experientialism: 

“language and thought are not founded on timeless categories […] but rather on human 

experience.  Thus our view of the world and the things it contains […], is founded on the 

way we humans interact with the world” (1999, p40, author’s italics).  Such an approach 

to language is beneficial both to the study of deixis, as it reflects on human interaction 

with the world around us, and to a cross-linguistic study, as it considers the form of the 

language as the result of human experience, which is universal.  This correlates with 

cognitive approach to cross-linguistic research that I advocated in Section 1.2.2. 

Secondly, studying discourse entails making a commitment to the importance of context 

on the production and reception of language, which is particularly important here, as 

research on deixis is often based only on decontextualised sentences, which is contrary 
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to the fundamentals of the phenomenon (as explained in Section 2.4.1).  Text-world 

theorists have suggested that while Cognitive Linguists claim to appreciate context in 

theory, the task is so gargantuan that they often shy away from it in practice (Gavins 

2007, p8-9; Werth 1999, p46).  Werth acknowledged that his framework was attempting 

to house no less than, “all the furniture of the earth and heavens” (1999, p17), but as we 

have seen, the infinite nature of deictic reference demands such an ambitious model.  

Furthermore, by studying language at the macro-level rather than individual utterances, 

Text-World Theory can be used to account for all the deictic shifts across a stretch of 

discourse. 

 

 

4.2 The Discourse World 

 

4.2.1. Knowledge, Context and the Text 

The first level of analysis within Text-World Theory accounts for the immediate 

contextual environment: the discourse world.  This is the actual world surrounding the 

participants partaking in communication.  Not only does the discourse world include 

the participants and the entities around them, but all the perceptual, experiential, 

linguistic and cultural knowledge they bring to the situation.  Therefore, it can account 

for the individual and cultural idiosyncrasies in producing and understanding discourse, 

which is essential in a cross-cultural study such as this.  Of course, by including the 

discourse situation as a level of analysis, Text-World Theory is also invaluable to a study 

of deixis as it implicitly accounts for context, the area in which the meaning of deictic 

terms is often resolved.  Discourse participants in face-to-face communication share 

space and time, and thus the same discourse world.  In these situations, the participants 

make use of deixis to refer to the immediate physical and temporal coordinates, or can 
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refer to a non-immediate context.  Whether or not the discourse participants are sharing 

the same place and time, Text-World Theory’s account of context offers a level at which 

the resolution of deictic terms can be explored.  At the discourse-world level of Text-

World Theory, it is important to note that all participants are considered as being 

involved in negotiating the communication between them. Insofar as discourse 

participants are said to co-create and share a text-world, using deixis as a world-builder, it 

can be surmised that text-world implicitly accepts deixis as not simply speaker-oriented. 

This aspect of the framework allows for the more sociocentric understanding of deixis 

that I have proposed (see Chapter 2). Furthermore, the participants’ subjective stance 

toward the information presented in the text-world is a direct result of their discourse 

world experience, whether that be belief, desire or assessment of obligation. 

Consequently, the discourse world is the source of the participants’ grounds for making 

modalized propositions. The fact that the text-world model takes the world in which the 

discourse takes place as its starting point for analysis means the framework recognises 

the importance of all kinds of contextual features on language use. 

 Of course, neither the discourse participant nor the text-world analyst can 

consider every aspect of the context or use all the knowledge they possess in a given 

stretch of discourse.  In face-to-face communication the cognitive demand on the 

participants is especially high, as they are “processing both the discourse and the 

discourse world”  (Werth 1995, p52).  While the face-to-face communicators have 

physical context to contend with, the reader of a complex text will have greater 

demands placed on his/her mental processes and knowledge stores. In order to limit the 

scope of how we deal with context and knowledge in discourse, Werth provided several 

principles that govern language in use.  The principle of text-driveness acts like a valve 

controlling the knowledge that discourse participants activate during the production and 

interpretation of language.  According to this principle, discourse participants only call 
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to mind those aspects of their knowledge and the context that the text-world requires.  

Werth describes the text as, “the helmsman, steering the discourse in its required 

direction and bringing it to its destination” (1999, p150), highlighting the ‘driveness’ of 

the text.  In this way, Text-World Theory is related to the ‘scripts’ and ‘schemas’ of 

cognitive psychology (Schank and Abelson 1977), whereby, once experienced, 

information is stored in a structured set and the activation of one aspect will call to 

mind the entire set of knowledge that surrounds it. In this way, the text activates only 

the required schematic knowledge, which of course will vary for every participant 

dependent on their individual experience. However, not only does the text activate our 

knowledge stores, but it also feeds them; Werth calls this the ‘double function’ of text-

driveness because it holds a kind of symbiotic relationship in using and supplying 

knowledge at the same time.   

 

4.2.2 Accommodation and Incrementation 

That we receive information from texts seems like stating the obvious; why else would 

we read newspapers, books, listen to the news or catch-up with friends on the phone?  

All of these human language activities involve the dissemination or exchange of 

information.  However, there is more information built into texts than the obvious, and 

it is often through reference that this information is conveyed.  When the interpreter of 

a text lacks the background knowledge to understand the meaning directly, (s)he can 

infer meaning through clues provided by the text. Werth uses the term 

accommodation (Lewis 1979) to describe how new information can enter ‘through the 

back door’ when we interpret a text, and closely aligns this phenomenon with deixis 

(Werth 1999, p56).  Calling it ‘revealed reference’, he describes how new information is 

not always foregrounded, but can be found in the deictic coordinates that construct the 

text-world.  That is, deictic reference can build a text-world quietly in the background, 
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while the proposition-advancing information takes centre stage.  In literary texts, 

accommodation can be used to achieve the in media res effect, whereby the reader feels 

that they have entered into an already formed text-world (Leech and Short 1981, p96-7).  

This can be achieved through the use of the definite article, which the frog story 

narrators often use to begin the narration, as the following extract shows: 

 

 AE20A 01-001   the little boy and his frog [dog] are looking at the frog . -  
 AE20A 01-002   he has in the jar 
 
 The definite article is used here with every new nominal referent to 

accommodate information as if it were already a given. It is debatable whether the 

narrator is using the in media res effect or if certain discourse world factors are 

contributing to the linguistic choice. For example, the narrator may be conscious of the 

fact the addressee already knows the frog story characters. Although Werth characterises 

deixis as a tool to accommodate information ‘quietly’, it is shown in Chapter 6 that 

deixis can also foreground the accommodation of information, placing world-building 

centre stage. 

 We have now seen how Text-World Theory deals with the online nature of 

discourse, acknowledging that participants’ knowledge stores are being constantly called 

upon and updated with new information, which can be announced explicitly, or 

accommodated in the background. But Text-World Theory also provides other 

principles for understanding how participants deal with the vast contextual information, 

and agree on a path their discourse can take.  Assuming that discourse participants are 

meeting the meta-principles of communicativeness, coherence and co-operativeness 

(Werth 1999: 49-50), they can be said to negotiate a Common Ground.  Werth 

describes how, “[t]he context is constructed by the participants into an agreed set of 

‘facts’, which we will call the Common Ground (CG)”, and points out how the CG is 
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also subject to constant change and re-negotiation throughout the discourse.  This is 

described as the process of incrementation, where propositions are accepted or refuted 

as part of the Common Ground. 

 So before we even begin to look at the text-world itself, it is clear that Text-

World Theory, as a Cognitive Discourse Grammar, is strongly based on the cognitive 

processes discourse participants go through in the production and reception of 

language.  At the discourse-world level, it does indeed ‘tackle all the furniture of the 

earth and the heavens’ but it also offers principles to refine and control the contextual 

information and knowledge activated in discourse.  As Stockwell explains; 

 
Text-World Theory is innovative, then, firstly in providing a specification of how contextual knowledge is 
actually managed economically; secondly, in placing text and context inseparably together as part of a 
cognitive process; and thirdly, because it is founded not on the analysis of sentences but on entire texts and 
the worlds they create in the minds of readers (2002, p137) 
 

 Thus, Text-World Theory is ideal for the exploration of deixis and modality in 

the frog stories because it has the capacity to deal with the discourse situation in which 

deixis and modality are grounded in a wholly cognitive approach.  

 

4.2.3 Various Kinds of Discourse Worlds 

The discourse world where the language event takes place can take various different 

formats. In what is perhaps the most prototypical communication event the discourse 

participants share temporal and spatial coordinates, as in a face-to-face conversation- 

these are known as ‘shared’ discourse worlds.  When the discourse world is shared, the 

participants can make use of their common temporal and spatial coordinates to point to 

referents in the immediate environment - this can be done physically (e.g. with a finger) 

or linguistically, using deixis (e.g. that one).  In a ‘split’ discourse world there is a spatial 

and/or temporal distance between the discourse participants.  The discourse world can 

be split both spatially and temporally (e.g. a letter), or by space only (e.g. a telephone 
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call), or by time only (e.g. the popular X was here grafitti text).  A discourse world that is 

split temporally usually involves a mode of preserving the text for future reception, 

through writing or recording for example.  In these situations the text acts as an 

intermediary between the discourse participants and deixis takes on a new role in having 

to bridge the discourse gap. When the discourse is split the Speaker/Writer has the 

responsibility of using deixis in such a way that the text-world can be constructed by the 

interpreter, despite the lack of common points of reference.  The infamous sign on the 

shop door back in five minutes, is a violation of this responsibility, where the shopkeeper 

has assumed that the addressee shares in his side of what is really a split discourse 

situation.  Thus the Speaker/Writer in split discourse must either use explicit reference 

(e.g. back at 2pm), or use deixis carefully, bearing in mind the different spatial and/or 

temporal coordinates of the addressee and the interpretative difficulties they might face 

in decoding deictic reference; this is why deixis is sociocentric, as argued in Section 

2.4.3.   

  When the discourse situation is shared, the participants have the option to 

discuss their shared situation, or to discuss some other situation; the latter creates what 

Werth calls a ‘remote’ text-world (1999, p77). However, due to the pervasiveness of this 

term in other aspects of Text-World Theory, the model lacks precise terminology to 

describe the relationship between the spatio-temoral coordinates of the discourse world 

and text-world.  Within sociolinguistics, literary theory and cognitive psychology, there 

are various ways to describe the difference between language that refers to the 

immediate context and language that refers to other contexts (see Cloran 1999, for a 

good summary of the available terms). Here, I use Smith’s (1982) categorisation of 

language as ‘situation-dependent’ (i.e dependent on the situation in which it is uttered 
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for its interpretation) and ‘context-dependent’ (i.e interpretable through a combination 

of the text and the interpreter’s previous knowledge).13  

 Some text-world theorists have suggested that the need for deictic terms is 

greater in building context-dependent text-worlds than in building situation-dependent 

text-worlds.  Gavins proposes that the need for world-building deictics is “slight” in a 

shared discourse environment where participants are using situation-dependent language 

because, “the objects and entities involved in the discourse are manifest to the 

participants already” (2007, p38).  Based on the same reasoning, Hidalgo Downing 

surmises that in shared discourse situations deictic information, “does not have to be 

mentioned” (2003, p74).  However, I would suggest that there is evidence to the 

contrary in language use. When participants share time and space they can more readily 

refer to entities using deictic terms, which find resolution in their shared context (e.g. did 

you hear that?).   We do not have to refer to entities specifically in such cases, as all 

discourse participants share the same spatio-temporal relationships to those entities, and 

so the deictic relationship can be used to make the reference.  Semino recognises this, 

stating that in face-to face discourse, “communication may rely upon, and is often 

directly influenced by, the immediate setting of the interaction” (1997, p5).  

 When the deictic co-ordinates of the text-world are remote from the discourse 

situation, Gavins argues that, “Conceptualising these kind of remote text-worlds is a far 

more complex process” (ibid).  While I agree that it does demand more of the discourse 

participants cognitively in that their deictic centre must leave the immediate 

physical/temporal environment, I do not believe that the need for deictic terms is any 

greater.  Instead, it seems more plausible to assume that the deictics needed to construct 

a remote text-world must be relativised to that world, and the discourse participants 

must be able to use projection to interpret the coordinates of that world.  As a case in 
                                                        
13 Smith seems to use the term ‘context’ in the way linguists use the term ‘co-text’, meaning “the relevant 
text or discourse of which a sentence, etc. is part” (Matthews 1997) 
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point, the shopkeeper who writes back in five minutes has not made the cognitive step of 

projecting his deictic centre into a remote world that can be shared with his addressees.  

In this remote text-world he should have made use of explicit reference (e.g. 2pm) in 

order to be understood by the potential customer that arrives at his door.  So in this 

case, deictic world-builders are of more use in a shared situation, than in a remote text-

world.  Furthermore, not all remote text-worlds involve a single participant describing a 

scene for a passive addressee. While this may be the case in narrative fiction, much 

everyday multiway conversation involves participants jointly creating and debating 

remote text-worlds.  The assumption that they do (and the resultant conjecture that 

remote worlds have a greater need for deixis), is further evidence of the bias towards the 

analysis of fictional narrative that is typical of Text-World Theory.   

 

4.2.4 The Frog Story Discourse World 

The frog story narratives were originally carried out in a shared discourse situation, 

where narrator and researcher were discourse participants in the same time and place. In 

the face-to-face frog story narratives, Meyer’s picture book was deliberately kept out of 

the researcher’s view so that the narrators would not resort to pointing physically, but 

must do so linguistically, allowing for maximal use of deictic reference. Furthermore, if 

the discourse participants shared the visual point of view on the pictures, the narrator 

would not be obliged to build the narrative text-world as fully as possible for their 

addressee. This measure helps to avoid simple picture description and encourage a more 

narrative style in the task, as without recourse to the pictures, the narrator has to furnish 

the text-world verbally. So despite the fact the discourse world was shared by narrator 

and investigator, the text-world was spatially remote (i.e. the contents were most often 

described as existing in the boy’s home or the forest, and not in the interactants’ 

immediate environment). As Chapter 5 shows, the text-world events were sometimes 
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depicted as temporally remote (i.e. using past tense) and sometimes as temporally 

proximal (i.e. using present tense). 

 The recordings were then transcribed, a process which represents another set of 

discourse world parameters, where the investigator was temporally and spatially remote 

from the narrator in the recording, creating a split discourse world.  As the present 

investigator was not a discourse participant in 1994 when the Spanish and the American 

narrators orally performed the task, the only way to access their narratives is through the 

frog story transcripts made available by Slobin. Thus the 2011 Mexican and British 

narratives are transcribed in a similar manner, resulting in forty-eight transcripts that 

form the object of the text-world analysis.  This means that the discourse world is split 

for every one of the frog story narratives, which are diagrammed at a remove from the 

narrator, using a transcript. 

 As this project compares the text-worlds created by the frog story narrators it is 

assumed we are comparing like-for-like. However, each text-world will stem from a very 

different discourse world, with different participants every time, and all their individual 

experience and knowledge stores. These various discourse world factors influence how 

the narrators build the text-world.  This research focuses on how the language or 

language variety the narrator speaks influences the modal and deictic choices in building 

the text-world, so how we can account for the effect of the other discourse world 

factors on the resulting text-worlds? The ways in which the variables were controlled 

was discussed in Chapter 3 and included formalising the task so that every narrator 

received the same instructions and went through the same procedure. Nevertheless, it is 

impossible to control other discourse world factors such as individual participant 

experience, the relationship between the narrator and investigator and the physical 

conditions of the immediate environment. 
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 As described above, some narrators were recorded and transcribed by the 

researchers working on Berman and Slobin’s (1994) project, meaning I was not present 

when those narratives were created and instead only have the transcript to work from, 

resulting in a split discourse world situation.  Because of this, and the lack of contextual 

information the early frog story researchers recorded, it is difficult to know how the 

narrators’ situational factors may have affected those text-worlds. Furthermore, the text-

world diagrams created for those narratives are produced on the basis of a written 

transcript with no auditory information. This is in contrast to the transcripts of my 

recordings, where I was an active participant in the live discourse world, interacting with 

the narrators and able to interpret their narratives audibly, visually, and emotionally.  It 

may be argued that the present investigator’s participation in some of the discourse 

worlds and not others could alter the resulting text-world. However, the oral narratives I 

gathered were transcribed in line with the earlier narratives to produce texts that are 

comparable and from which to diagram the text-world.  Therefore, all forty-eight text-

world diagrams are the product of a written transcript and the information about these 

split discourse worlds is over-looked to enable me to concentrate on the deictic and 

modal lexico-grammatical choices made in the text-world. 

 Text-World Theory has been lauded for the way in which it deals with context 

and text together (see Stockwell 2002, quoted above).  This is true in that the framework 

accounts for context by considering the discourse world and the various ways it and the 

text-world interact (for example, through Common Ground and participant knowledge). 

I argue that the relationship between the discourse world and the text-world is an area 

that is under-researched (a notable exception is Whiteley [2011], which considers reader 

responses to literary texts, employing and augmenting the discourse world level of Text-

World Theory). Instead, text-world theorists have tended to focus on the text-world and 

the various worlds that depart from it, as this project does. This is to be expected for 
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two reasons: firstly, linguists are naturally more interested in the text than the context as 

the principal object of study; and secondly, Text-World Theory has required more work 

on fine-tuning the various worlds and world-switches that can be made through 

linguistic cues.  However, if Text-World Theory is to truly work as a model that deals 

with context, further research at the discourse world level is necessary to test such 

concepts as Werth’s notion of Common Ground and the influence of participant 

knowledge.  

 Although not an immediate concern of this research project, the diagramming 

software I have used, VUE, has the ability to record contextual features in the ‘Map 

Info’ table. This was only possible with the frog stories I recorded in 2011, as detailed 

information regarding the 1994 narrators was not recorded.  Figure 4.1 below shows a 

screen shot from of the Map Info table for one British English frog story diagram, 

where sociological and discourse world features are recorded. 

 

 

Figure 4.1 Screen Shot of ‘Map Info’ Feature in VUE 
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 This feature of the software could be used to improve the way text-world 

theorists keep track of discourse world features and goes some way to improve the way 

Text-World Theory can deal with the abundance of contextual information at the all-

important discourse world level.  Figure 4.1 also shows the overall layout of a Text-

World Theory diagram for one frog story narration, depicted in the coloured boxes. In 

the next section, the creation of the text-world is described. 

 

 

4.3 The Text-World 

 

4.3.1 A Shared Mental Representation 

In this section, the creation of the text-world is described. Remaining true to the 

cognitivist doctrine that worlds only exist once they have been conceived of (see Section 

4.1.3), Werth differentiates between discourse worlds and text-worlds as follows:  

 
The discourse world is a construct based on the participant’s mental representation of the immediate 
situation, while the text-world is a construct based on the participants’ mental representation of the 
discourse. (1995, p60) 
 

 As such, both the discourse and the text world are mental constructs that 

represent the situation and discourse, respectively.  Research in Cognitive Psychology 

has shown that humans construct analogue mental models of their everyday 

experiences, much like a map (Johnson-Laird 1983).  This has prompted Cognitive 

Linguists to suggest that participants in discourse hold a dynamic, analogue, mental 

representation of the language they are using.  It was discussed in Chapter 2 how ICMs 

store mental images of embodied experience, to be recalled and put to use as the 

situation requires; that these mental models are analogue, means they are holistic in 

representation, and that they are dynamic means that they are subject to change, and 
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updating.  Gavins explains: “Our existing knowledge frames enable us to conceptualise 

and understand discourse and we use them as the basis for the mental representations of 

the language we encounter”(2007, p35).  So, our previous experiences provide us with 

blueprints which can be used to make discourse comprehension more efficient.  The 

next level in TWT, the text-world itself, is based on such a mental model.  

 Text-World Theory holds that all the discourse participants contribute to the 

same text-world, which is negotiated and shared between them. It also states that every 

time a new reader/listener comes to a written/recorded text, a new text-world is formed 

in accordance with the experience and knowledge that they bring to it.  This is a 

distinguishing feature of Text-World Theory and helps to explain the multiple 

interpretations readers have of texts.  Because Text-World Theory understands 

discourse as a two-way process of representation, following Segal (1995), Giovanelli 

describes it as a “structured representation theory”, similar to Frame Semantics, ICMS, 

scripts and schemas (2011, p28). These theories are distinguished from “tracking 

process theories” which include mental spaces, possible worlds, contextual frame theory 

and deictic shift theory and examine the process by which the readers/listeners only 

engage with a text (Giovanelli 2011, p28). Thus, by considering discourse as creating a 

shared mental representation in the minds of its users, Text-World Theory accounts for 

the two-way process of engagement in meaning construction between producers and 

receivers in the communication process. 

 

4.3.2 World-building and Function-advancing 

In Werth’s definition, “a text world is a deictic space, defined initially by the discourse 

itself, and specifically by the deictic and referential elements in it” (1999, p51).  Thus, 

immediately we can see how important deixis is in delimiting and creating text-worlds. 

Indeed, deictic terms are described as “world-building elements” or “building blocks” 
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(Gavins 2007, p38), as they set the parameters for the text-world in a real or imagined 

place, which can be the same as, or different from, the discourse world (see Section 

4.2.2 on situation-dependent or context-dependent text-worlds).  In Chapter 2, it was 

argued that deixis is essentially a tool to build relations between the people who use it 

and other entities, which are often established along spatial and temporal lines.  Insofar 

as Text-World Theory understands deixis as a ‘world-builder’, this tallies with my 

understanding of the phenomenon’s binding effect - therefore Text-World Theory as a 

framework for analysis corresponds with my characterisation of deixis.  

 Text-World Theory makes a functional distinction between ‘world-building’ 

which is carried out by deixis and reference, and ‘function-advancing propositions’, 

which are those that drive the action forward within the text-world. Further distinctions 

are made on the types of function-advancing propositions, which include ‘change of 

state’ or ‘steady state’ kinds; while the former advance the action, the latter have a 

“description-advancing” function (Werth 1999, p197-8).  Werth admits that it is difficult 

to distinguish between world-building and description-advancing but that the former is 

concerned with establishing the existence of entities in the text-world, while the latter is 

concerned with the modification of already existent entities.   Thus, he maintains there 

is a distinction between world-building, which is done at the start of text-world creation, 

and function-advancing, which is done throughout and may modify existing entities and 

deictic coordinates. Using Systemic Functional Linguistic terms, Gavins shows how 

world-building is often realised by relational processes, and function-advancing by 

material processes.  That is, deictic terms are recognised for how they identify and relate 

entities, with attributes and other entities within the text-world.  This supports my 

argument that deictic terms are essentially relational, in that they form bonds between 

participants and entities in the world to which they can be relativized (see Section 2.4.3).  
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It is the nature of these relations that form the core categories of deixis (space, time, 

person).   

 Following Werth, Gavins characterizes deictic terms as forming “the 

background of the text-world”, while “function-advancing propositions […] progress in 

the foreground of the mental representation, acting upon and developing relationships 

with the world-building components of the world” (2007, p59).  She suggests this is 

characteristic of most text types, and uses radio football commentary as an example of 

how, “our mental representation of the discourse changes from one of static 

arrangement of objects and entities to one of physical movement” (2007, p57).  Again, a 

distinction is made between world-building as an initial tool, and function-advancing as 

a developing tool. As Hidalgo Downing remarks (2000, p89), it intuitively seems right to 

set the scene by ascribing deictic coordinates to the text-world before recounting the 

events that occur there.  However, while I would agree that in most text types, world-

building is most necessary in the initial description of a text-world, I think it is 

important not to downplay the continuing engagement of function-advancing 

propositions with deictic coordinates, as well as the continual modification of the deictic 

coordinates.  After all, all such action takes place over a dynamic spatio-temporal 

setting, with new relations being formed continually. Furthermore, not all text-world 

entities are established at the outset, but can be incremented over time in the discourse.  

I argue that world-building is just a part of the ‘online’ dynamic nature of the text-world 

as function-advancing is.   

 To illustrate my point, the following extract is from the BBC Radio Five Live 

commentary at the opening match of the 2010 World Cup in South Africa between 

Mexico and the host country, charting the opening minute of the match. The deictic 

terms relevant to the analysis are underlined for ease of reference. 
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The referee is from Uzbekistan, Ravshan Irmatov, and here come Mexico down the left-hand 
side and ball towards Carlos Vela on the edge of the penalty area, he’s tackled over there on the 
far side and it’ll be clear down the right towards Pienaar and via a deflection of a South African 
boot, it’s going to be a Mexico throw-in on the left-hand side, it’s thrown back into the Mexico 
half, towards Rodriguez the tall and rangy central defender- who played against England at 
Wembley- and then forward towards Torrado, the captain inside the South African half of the 
field, closed down there on the far side by Letsholonyani, who we hope doesn’t have too many 
touches of the ball because he’s got the hardest name to pronounce in the opening match... 
   

 While I do not intend to go into a detailed transitivity analysis of this text, a brief 

overview will show how important world-building is, even during active plot-advancing 

descriptions.  Contrary to what one might expect, the extract has a notable absence of 

material processes, as no player is described as actively or explicitly kicking, throwing or 

passing.  Of the three material processes that do appear (he is tackled, it is thrown and θ 

closed down), all are in the past participle, revealing the resultant state in the passive voice.  

The construction is like that of an intensive relational process, where the resultant state 

is an attribute of the subject (dummy it, or he).  The effect is to remove agency from the 

action, foregrounding the state and it’s relationship to the (anonymous) carrier.  This is 

perhaps due to the ‘online’ aspect of live commentary, where the speakers have very 

little time to identify the players, and instead chart the movement and direction of play.  

Aside from its use in the passive construction, the deictic pronoun it is also used in 

intentional relational processes with the copula to be (it’ll be, it’s going to be).  The referent 

of it is not entirely clear, seeming to refer to the ball or to the direction in which its 

traveling (it’ll be clear down the right), or simply to play itself (it’s going to be a Mexico throw-in).  

In these instances, it is linked relationally to an attributive element that is either a spatial 

term or a noun representing an action.  In other words, in place of the material process 

which Gavins suggests is typical of function-advancing propositions, an attributive 

relational process is used.  Deictic reference also features in the locative terms here and 

there, the deictic verb come, and repeatedly in the deictic directions left and right.  

Furthermore, these relational processes cannot always be explained away as 

modification (that is, function-advancing propositions that modify existing entities 
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through description) as many of the entities referred to are being newly introduced to 

the text-world (e.g. Rodriguez). 

 Admittedly, sports commentary is exceptional in that the commentator is under 

pressure to relay a lot of kinaesthetic information as quickly and precisely as possible.  

As such, perhaps the commentator does not have time to formulate complex sentences 

involving an actor, a process and a goal, especially as that would involve identifying (and 

pronouncing!) the name of each individual player.  Perhaps this would explain why the 

above commentator resorts to using relational processes to link pronouns or dummy 

subjects with their states or direction.  Despite this qualification, it is radio football 

commentary that Gavins uses to exemplify the idea that world-building is more 

important in the initial stages of creating a text-world.  That conclusion cannot be 

drawn from this particular text though, which is a rather extreme example of the 

continuing importance of world-building as action develops in a text-world.   Perhaps 

Gavins downplays the role of deixis in action because, as Werth’s notion of ‘revealed 

reference’ suggests, world-building information can often take a back seat to the 

foregrounded function-advancing propositions through accommodation (see Section 

4.2.2 of this chapter).  This may be the case in descriptions of remote text-worlds where 

the speaker/writer has the time to make the deictic information ‘inbuilt’ and foreground 

the action, such as in narrative fiction.  It seems that there are many ways in which 

written narrative fiction has formed the blueprint for Text-World Theory claims about 

how other discourse types create text-worlds. It is only through further applications of 

the model to various text-types that the central concepts of Text-World Theory can be 

refined.  Through the analysis of this football commentary, the continuing importance 

of world-building throughout the function-advancing phase is demonstrated. 
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4.3.3 Enactors and Objects 

Earlier in this chapter, it was established that those interactants that exist at the 

discourse world level are called discourse participants.  The interactants that exist at 

text-world level are called ‘enactors’, a term Gavins borrows from Emmott (1992); 

enactors can include characters which only exist at the text-world level or ‘counterparts’ 

of the discourse world participants (cf. Fauconnier 1994; Lakoff 1968; Lewis 1968).  

Thus, any discourse participant that features in the text-world as an enactor, does so as a 

counterpart of their real-life self. It is through the discourse participants’ capacity to 

interpret text-world events from the perspective of an enactor that we process the 

discourse, as Gavins describes: “the projected deictic centre becomes the only means by 

which the temporal, spatial and social structure of the text can be understood” (2007, 

p40-1).  Much like Ryan’s notion of ‘recentering’, the division of discourse-world and 

text-world allows for a much more dynamic understanding of deixis, in that it accounts 

for how we can hold our own deictic centre in real life, while following shifting deictic 

centres on a simultaneous, but ontologically distinct plane.   

 As we shall see in the next chapter, the matrix text-world is only one of many 

and the discourse can switch to focus on other ‘sub-worlds’; this has repercussions on 

the discourse participants’ ‘accessibility’ to the other worlds, a notion Werth borrows 

from Ryan (1991a; 1991b). Until we explore the exact permutations of those secondary 

worlds, it is sufficient to note that they can be ‘character-accessible’ or ‘participant-

accessible’, which Werth describes in the following way: 

 
A participant accessible sub-world is one in which the basic text-world parameters remain set as they are, 
but the participants temporarily depart from them […] A character-accessible sub-world is one in which 
the text-world parameters are departed from under the responsibility of a character, and hence in a way 
unpredictable and irrecoverable from the point of view of a participant (1999, p215) 

 

 Therefore when discourse participants have immediate access to a sub-world, in 

the sense that while they may refute or increment the information to the Common 
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Ground, it is participant-accessible. An example may be when a news report departs 

from the spatio-temporal parameter of a story to give some background information, 

the viewer can question or increment that information. Those worlds that emanate from 

characters that exist only in the text-world, are only ‘character-accessible’ because they 

are not immediately verifiable by discourse participants.  An example of such a world 

would be the Direct Speech of a character in fictional narrative, where the veracity of 

what they say is filtered through the writer/narrator (Werth 1995).  It is the epistemic 

remoteness of such reported speech that leads hearsay to be discounted as evidence in a 

court of law.  This division between participant and character-accessible worlds allows 

us to evaluate propositions in the discourse in relation to worlds we know and have 

access to, and those we do not.   

 

4.3.4 Diagramming the Frog Story Text-World 

According to text-world diagramming principles as laid out by Werth and Gavins, the 

world-building information is included at the top of the world (represented by a box) 

and the function-advancing information below. This division is followed in the frog 

story text-world diagrams, with some modifications. The standard text-world 

diagramming method involves using horizontal arrows to represent the relational 

processes in world-building and vertical arrows to represent the active processes in 

function-advancing. However, as discussed in the Section 4.4.3 of this chapter, the 

division between world-building and function-advancing is not always clear-cut and 

world-building can be a continuous task throughout the discourse. For this reason, I list 

the world-building information at the top of the diagram (which indeed, often includes 

spatio-temporal coordinates, enactors and objects introduced late-on in the text-world) 

and list all the text below, regardless of its function; these are numbered for ease of 

reference.  Unlike the schematic diagrams text-world analyses have produced before, the 
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diagramming software employed here allows for the inclusion of the full text, so there is 

no need to use arrows to represent relationships. Instead, I have listed every finite clause 

as a new ‘node’ in the text-world and use an arrow to separate the subject from the 

predicate. Although not necessary now, this may aid future analyses, such as a 

transitivity analysis of the text, which would test the claims made about the links 

between processes and propositional functions. Figure 4.2 below shows the initial text-

world of a British English frog story narrative (BE21B), charting the opening sequence 

of clauses, with world-building information at the top and the function-advancing 

propositions listed and numbered below. 

 

Figure 4.2 The Initial Text-World 

 

 The world-building information includes the spatio-temporal coordinates and an 

inventory of objects and enactors that apply to that particular world. Tense, temporal 

adverbs and spatial language provide the information for the ‘time’ and ‘location’ slots. 

For the text-world in Figure 4.2, ‘PP’ stands for Present Point (the tense system I adopt 
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is explained further in Chapter 5), further specified by night time derived from clause 4, 

and the location is left unspecified, perhaps to be inferred from the events. The 

narrators of the frog stories are discourse participants at the discourse world level and 

enactors at the text-world level, counterparts of their real selves. As shown in Chapter 6, 

the narrators take varying degrees of involvement in the text-world, according to their 

use of markers of subjectivity such as the first person pronouns (I/yo and we/nostoros) 

and epistemic modality.  I only include the narrators as enactors when they make an 

overt reference to themselves by means of such subjective markers; that way it is easy to 

identify a text-world where the narrator takes an active role as enactor. In the text-world 

above, the narrator includes all the discourse participants in the text-world from first 

clause, here we have…. As a rule, any lexical item in brackets is not explicitly stated in the 

text-world but can be inferred from information in another world or contextual 

information, hence the inference ‘(discourse participants)’. The boy protagonist is of 

course a frequent enactor, but again is only listed when mentioned in that particular 

world.  This being a children’s picture book, the many animal characters are often 

attributed with human-like traits (e.g. Direct Speech, emotions) and so are also included 

in the list of enactors.  It was sometimes difficult to determine what constituted an 

object - for example, should a body part such as the dog’s head be listed under enactor or 

object? So as not to cloud the number of enactors, body parts are counted as objects, as 

the feet are in Figure 4.2. Furthermore, distinguishing between objects and locations 

could be troublesome when the object (e.g. a tree) was the location for the action. In 

each case, whether the nominal was part of the scene-description (location) or function-

advancing (object) influenced their categorisation. 

 Figure 4.2 also depicts some additional features I have incorporated into the 

text-world diagram in response to various issues that arose.  These include the use of a 

Ø symbol to represent a zero subject and a -V symbol to represent perfective aspect 
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(Chapter 5 details the approach to tense and aspect adopted by this project).  Hidalgo 

Downing (2000) demonstrates how negation can be a meta-discursive phenomenon 

with a scope wide enough to merit generating a sub-world within which negated 

elements can be included.  While this was certainly apt in her analysis of the novel Catch 

22 (Heller 1961/1994), negation plays a lesser part in the frog story text-worlds. As 

such, I employ a dashed outline on nodes containing negated clauses and a 

corresponding minus sign next to the negated object in the world-building information 

(e.g. -lid).  This shows when entities are negated through ‘negative accommodation’ 

whereby they are simultaneously introduced and negated, as well as the ‘negative 

modification’ of previously existent entities (Hidalgo Downing 2000; Werth 1999).  

Through this method, negation is clearly accounted for in the text-world diagram 

without meriting a separate world. 

 

 

4.4 Summary 

 

This chapter has charted the theoretical origins of Text-World Theory, from 

philosophical logic and possible worlds theory, via the fictional worlds of literary theory, 

to the cognitive and text linguistic models that underpin Werth’s framework.  Some of 

these origins continue to influence and support Text-World Theory and analysis, 

especially Ryan’s theory of fictional worlds (1991a). From there, it has been possible to 

explain the principles which inform the two main levels of Text-World Theory, the 

discourse world and the text-world.  The ways in which the framework deals with the 

wealth of contextual information held in the discourse world have been explored, 

namely the use of schematic knowledge and the principles of text-driveness and 

incrementation.  The terms ‘situation dependent’ and ‘context dependent’ have been 
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suggested to describe text-worlds that are ‘about’ the discourse world and those that 

deal with a remote context, respectively. It has been suggested that deictic terms are 

most relevant when discussing the discourse world as the relations they describe are 

more physically evident. I have proposed that the ‘Map Info’ function of the VUE 

software be used to record information about the discourse world alongside the text-

world diagram to aid the consideration of text and context together.  Some issues 

regarding the discourse world level of the frog story narratives were explored, and it was 

explained that all the frog story diagrams were drawn on the basis of a split discourse 

world, using the written transcripts as a basis for analysis. Then, the text-world level was 

defined and an explanation of the role of deixis and accommodation in world-building 

was given. Through the analysis of an extract of football commentary, it was argued that 

world-building does not just play a part at the initial stages of the discourse, but that 

new entities are introduced throughout and world-building is a constant activity. Finally, 

the ways in which I have employed the software, VUE, to diagram the initial text-world 

were explained, with reference to the modifications made to the diagramming technique 

in response to the demands of the data. 

 With a better understanding of what a text-world is and how deixis can be used 

to build it, we are now in the position to explore the many ways in which participants 

and enactors can depart from the text-world parameters. 
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CHAPTER 5. DEPARTURES FROM THE TEXT-WORLD 

 

 

5.0 Introduction 

 

The previous chapter defined the two principal layers of Text-World Theory, the 

discourse world and the text-world. This chapter explores the ways in which we can 

depart from the text-world, by means of deictic switches, modality and various other 

linguistic mechanisms. In Section 5.1, we examine how changes in the deictic 

coordinates signal departure from the time and space of the text-world. The 

modifications Gavins made to Werth’s original organisation of sub-worlds are explained 

and adopted here. In Section 5.2, I suggest a further adjustment in the make-up of Text-

World Theory, whereby the use of Direct Speech in a text creates a character text-world.  

This is motivated by finding that the current framework does not account for the way 

Direct Speech is used in present tense narratives, a feature in many of the frog story 

narratives. Section 5.3 goes on to deal at length with the capacity for switches in tense to 

alter the temporal coordinates of the text-world. This merits detailed discussion because 

tense is so central to the ordering of events in narrative, and also because, if we are to 

render Text-World Theory truly capable of dealing with Spanish and English, we must 

have a cross-lingusitic tense system.  To that end, I introduce a tense system by Bull and 

integrate it into Werth’s model, allowing for the parallel analysis of tense in Spanish and 

English (as well as other languages for possible future analyses).  Section 5.4 describes 

how modal expressions generate modal worlds, which due to a lack of speaker 

investment in the truth-value of the propositions contained there, cannot be 

incremented into the text-world.  However, I identify a conflict between hypotheticality 

and epistemic modality, and suggest that hypotheticality be considered as a separate 
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layer or world (Section 5.5) in Text-World Theory.  This is a move inspired by the 

Spanish conditional tense, which is an inflection that can be combined with any of the 

modal auxliary verbs.  Thus, adapting Text-World Theory for the analysis of Spanish  

helps to identify some areas of the framework which can be improved, even for its 

efficacy at monolingual English analysis.   

 This chapter constitutes my adaptation of Text-World Theory for the analysis of 

Spanish, as well as for the frog stories and, in the process, suggests improvements to the 

model. Throughout, I illustrate how the various departures from the text-world can be 

diagrammed using the VUE software, which makes many of the modifications that I 

propose possible. 

 

 

5.1 Sub-worlds and world-switches 

 

5.1.1 Sub-worlds 

Thus far the text-world has been described as the mental representation created by the 

discourse participants, which they have direct access to and individual influence over, 

depending on the knowledge they bring to it.  However, it is rare for a stretch of 

discourse to occur that makes no reference to past, possible or any epistemically remote 

situations. As Carter notes, “Language creates a framework for abstract thought, which 

in turn facilitates the development of self-reflection and the ability to imagine future and 

distant worlds and therefore to plan and innovate.” (2010, p35). To describe these 

departures from text-world parameters, Werth suggested the term ‘sub-world’ (1995;  

1999). Despite their remoteness, these worlds are subject to exactly the same rules that 

govern the text-world: their entities and spatio-temporal coordinates are established by 

the same world-building tools, and their narrative content is developed by the same 
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function-advancing means (Werth 1999, p182).  Furthermore, just because these sub-

worlds depart from the spatio-temporal or modal parameters of the matrix text-world, 

this does not mean that they are discounted altogether.  The information they provide 

can contribute to the participants’ understanding of the principal text-world, and can be 

stored for future processing (Werth 1999, p213). 

 However, since the publication of Werth’s monograph, Gavins has shown that 

often the so-called ‘subordinate’ world can and often does, play a greater role in the 

discourse than the initiating text-world (2001;  2003).  If a flashback is a temporal sub-

world, how would Werth’s framework account for the majority of the discourse in 

Emily Brontë’s Wuthering Heights, which is told through one character recounting her 

memories to another?  In this novel, as in other texts that use similar narrative 

techniques, the ‘sub’-world is in fact the most significant.  Therefore, this term and its 

constituent categories have been revised to avoid the misleading implication that the 

initiating text-world has a superordinate relationship over any other worlds formed in a 

stretch of discourse.  In the place of sub-worlds, Gavins has suggested the non-

hierarchical term ‘world switch’ for worlds that differ from the text-world in their deictic 

coordinates, and ‘modal worlds’ for those that are the result of a modal expression 

(2001, see also Gavins 2005, 2007).  Reminiscent of the ‘shift’ in Decitic Shift Theory, it 

seems that a ‘switch’ effectively describes the movement from one deictic centre to 

another.  It may be argued that the resultant world should have a name that describes 

the result, rather than the process of getting there. But for want of a better term and 

without dwelling on arbitrary details, Gavins’ terminology is employed here as she 

brings positive refinements to the framework.  As such, the development of Werth’s 

categories by Gavins as described in further detail below, form the version of Text-

World Theory that this research employs.  The model is by no means flawless (Gavins 

2011), and it is suggested here that particular attention is needed in the description of 
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those worlds that deviate from the initial text-world, for which Gavin’s term ‘world-

switches’ and ‘modal worlds’ shall now be used.  

  The first sub-world categorised by Werth is one which differs from the text-

world in one or more of its deictic coordinates; the deictic sub-world, or in Gavins’ 

revised terminology, a world-switch. In many ways, the difficulties faced in cataloguing 

deictic world-switches are kin to those we face in accounting for the ways in which the 

deictic centre can be projected from the simple face-to-face discourse situation to more 

remote places, as outlined in Chapter 2.  In line with two of the core deictic categories, a 

world-switch can be spatial, temporal or both.  World-switches do not constitute a 

major departure from the text-world, but rather simply show a different time, place or 

person within the text-world, in Werth’s words, “a window on an alternative scene” 

(1999, p224). Having focused largely on the problem of modal worlds in Text-World 

Theory (see Section 4.3), Gavins has stated that in comparison, deictic world-switches 

are the “least problematic” (2005, p81).  However, several issues can be identified with 

Text-World Theory’s account of switching deictic coordinates which must be explored 

if it is to be used as a framework for the analysis of deixis. 

 

5.1.2 World-switches 

A spatial world-switch occurs when there is a ‘spatial alternation’, usually marked by a 

spatial adverb, such as the example ‘meanwhile, back at the ranch’ (Werth 1999, p254), 

which combines temporal and spatial adverbs to make a spatio-temporal world-switch. 

While spatial world-switches seems straightforward in principle, in practice it is not 

always clear what exactly constitutes a change of location. This became obvious when 

analysing the frog story narratives, as the characters’ search for the frog involves many 

changes of location, some more salient than others.  Picture 4a, for example, shows the 

boy at the window, watching his dog fall to the ground outside the house and the 
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subsequent picture, 4b, shows the boy having changed location to pick up his dog from 

the ground outside (see Appendix I). Does this merit a spatial world-world switch in the 

resulting narratives?  In fact, few narrators do mark a spatial world-switch linguistically 

here, perhaps influenced by the fact that the perspective does not change from Picture 

4a to Picture 4b; in Langacker’s terms (1987), the ‘figure’ moves but the ‘ground’ does 

not.  In a locative leap, Picture 5 then shows the characters (figures) some distance from 

their home in a wooded area; this seems a significant enough change in location 

(ground) to merit a spatial world-switch, and, as Chapter 6 shows, provokes most 

narrators to mark a spatial world-switch adverbially.  Werth does not dwell on the finer 

details of what should generate a spatial world-switch, simply noting that, “In cases 

where the action simply ‘moves on’, it seems plausible that a whole new set of 

parameters should be defined, and hence a separate text-world” (1999, p255). It seems 

that the definition of what precisely generates a spatial world-switch may be as complex 

as the delimitation of space itself.  In diagramming the frog story text-worlds, I depicted 

a spatial world-switch where the narrator made a ‘leap’ from one location to another, as 

the following figure shows: 

 

 

Figure 5.1 A Spatial World-switch 
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 This narrator clearly demarcates a change from one location to another that 

does not simply denote movement, but, in Werth’s words, a ‘spatial alternation’, 

affecting the scene’s ground (Langacker 1987). There are still many grey areas in 

defining a spatial world-switch. Nevertheless, remembering that world-switches are not 

major departures from the text-world, but simply a ‘window’ on a different area of the 

text-world helps to put the problem into perspective. As Figure 5.1 shows, the arrow is 

labelled as world-switching (the process) and the new box represents the ‘window’ on a 

different part of the same text-world (the result), which is all in the same orange colour.  

As such, the software allows for Text-World Theory principles to be more iconically 

represented in the diagrams. The clause that generates the world-switch is given a key-

word in the ‘Node info’ function, so that all the clauses that generate spatial world-

switches, for example, in the forty-eight diagrams can be searched and compared. 

 Temporal world-switches are generated by changes in the temporal parameters 

of the text-world, namely through temporal adverbs and switches in tense. Like space, 

time is gradable and so it can be difficult to identify a world-switch from the simple 

passing of time. Because time is such a central property of narrative texts, temporal 

world-switches are dealt with at length in Section 5.5.3.  

 The third core deictic category is person, but neither Werth nor Gavins deal 

explicitly with the possibility of a person deictic sub-world or world-switch.  Recalling 

that the text-world is built together by all discourse participants, person deixis (e.g. I/yo, 

you/tú) does not generate any world-switch, but simply highlights the existence of 

enactors in the text-world and the relationship between them.  The only reference to the 

capacity for person deixis to alter the text-world is in a paragraph Werth devotes to the 

possibility of an ‘entity displacement’, where entities include enactors and objects (1999, 

p226-7). This strategy involves a change of focus from one (group of) entity(s) to take a 

‘special focus or a window’ on another (group of) entity(s).  Therefore, person deixis or 
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deictic shifts do not warrant a world-switch and only the kinds of shift in focus on 

entities, as Werth describes, may merit such a world-switch.  As there are no pictorial 

representations of such a shift in Meyer’s frog story pictures, there are no instances of a 

personal world-switch in the current data. Thus, person deixis does not play a significant 

role in world-switching in this data, nor – I would argue – in general. 

 

 

5.2 Represented Discourse 

 

5.2.1 Deictic World-Switch 

In narrative texts, one of the most significant ways of switching person deixis is in the 

use of directly represented speech and thought, where the deictic centre will switch from 

the narrator to that of the represented speaker.  Following Herman (1993), because 

language from a remote situation represented in discourse is not always a direct 

quotation, but can be (and in the case of the frog stories, always is) hypothetical, the 

catch-all term ‘represented discourse’ is used here. For reasons mentioned above, 

represented discourse is not thought of as a person world-switch in Text-World Theory; 

worlds are a collaborative effort and are not individual or personal. Instead, directly 

represented discourse has only been dealt with insofar as it usually entails a temporal 

world-switch, as Werth describes: 

 
[Direct speech] is not normally thought of as a temporal variation at all, but its main effect is to change the 
basic time-signature of the text-world, for example by injecting some Present Tense utterances into a Past 
Tense narrative.  This takes us, as it were, directly into the character’s discourse world; the tenses used are 
then regrouped around the ST [Speech Time] of this discourse world, rather than that of the participants. 
(1999, p221) 

  
 This view, corroborated in Gavins’ earlier work (2003, p131), suggests that the 

Direct Speech of another character in that same narrative is part of the same deictic 

world-switch and their collective ‘time-signature’ differs from the text-world in the same 
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way.  In other words, the temporal world-switch is shared by characters speaking at the 

same time in the past.  The following example from F. Scott Fitzgerald’s short story The 

Cut-Glass Bowl demonstrates how this idea operates in narrative fiction: 

  
 ‘My dear,’ said the curious Mrs Roger Fairboalt, ‘I love your house. I think it’s quite artistic.’ 
 ‘I’m so glad,’ said the beautiful Mrs Harold Piper… (Fitzgerald 2008) 

  
 Thus, the text-world narrator refers to the temporally remote scene through the 

use of past-tense reporting clauses, while the represented discourse of the characters in 

that scene use the present tense, a ‘time-signature’ relative to their own shared discourse 

world. As is often the case with Werth’s model, this idea seems straightforward in 

relation to orthodox fictional narrative.  However, it does not account for present tense 

narratives with present tense Direct Speech. Such examples abound in the frog story 

narratives, yet the following examples from other discourse types show how the frog 

stories are not peculiar in this way: 

 
 “I will speak with both the young people,” says the Chancellor anew, “and satisfy myself on 
the subject of their residing with their cousin. I will mention the matter to-morrow morning 
when I take my seat.” 
 The Chancellor is about to bow to the bar when the prisoner is presented. (Dickens 
1853/1998) 
  
 A bear walks into a bar and says, “I’ll have a pint of beer and… a packet of peanuts”.  The 
bartender says, “Why the big pause?”  

 
 The first example is the use of present tense narrative by the omniscient narrator 

of Dicken’s Bleak House, which is an atypical technique in written narrative, but valid 

nevertheless.  The second example is a popular formulaic joke and  ― typically of this 

discourse type ― it is in the present tense throughout.  There are no temporal deictic 

switches that would generate a temporal deictic world-switch, and so the represented 

discourse in these texts cannot be accounted for by Text-World Theory as it stands.  

When confronted with the many present tense frog story narratives, it became clear that 

the model requires a better way of dealing with represented discourse. On this subject, 

Gavins makes the following remarks: 
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In this type of speech representation, the actual words spoken by the enactors will reflect their own deictic 
centre.  This means the tense of their speech, the pronouns, locatives and other deictic markers used will all 
express the speaker’s perspective on their here and now […] Each time an enactor speaks, a world-switch 
transports readers of the text directly to that enactor’s origo for as long as the speech is ongoing. (2007, 
p50) 
 

 Thus she considers not just tense as indicative of a world-switch, but also the 

personal and spatial deictic shifts made in represented discourse.  This would seem to 

account for the two examples given above, where the use of personal pronoun I is in 

contrast with the narrator’s identification of the subjects, the Chancellor’ and a bear.  This 

seems to suggest that the personal deictics may be understood as generating a personal 

deictic world-switch, departing from the narrator’s origo to that of the character.  

Gavins has also proposed that the graphological clues used to differentiate Direct 

Speech and Thought in written texts add to the sense of a world-switch (Gavins 2011).  

It certainly seems sensible to include more than just tense in our understanding of how 

represented discourse marks a departure from the text-world.  However, I am not sure 

if Gavins’ additions actually rectify the problem. For, if it is held that every instance of 

Direct Speech by a character generates a personal deictic world-switch, then it is 

suggested that represented discourse evokes an individual world for each enactor that it 

is attributed to. This would mean that in dialogue each character’s Direct Speech is an 

individual world, so that in the joke example above, the bear and the bartender inhabit 

individual worlds, separate from each other and the narrator.  This seems unreasonable 

not only because characters exist and interact together, but also because it goes against 

one of the main principles of Text-World Theory: “sub-worlds consist of the very same 

elements in the very same kind of patterns as text-worlds” (Werth 1999, p353).  

Therefore, if the text-world is understood as shared and negotiated by discourse 

participants, then the discourse produced by characters within text-worlds should also 

be considered as shared and negotiated, and not as individual and egocentric.  
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5.4.2 A Character Text-world 

Perhaps the answer lies in grouping the characters dialogue together in a single world 

that is somehow removed from the originating text-world.  This is the solution 

proposed by Cruikshank and Lahey (2010), who test Werth’s claims to the applicability 

of Text-World Theory to all discourse types by applying the model to play-texts, which 

use Direct Speech as the normative mode of discourse.  They explain how the text-

world of a dramatic text does not change temporally with each utterance of a character 

and instead suggest that there is, “a perceptual shift from the origo of the play’s controlling 

voice to the deictic centre of the characters” (2010, p70, author’s italics). Note the 

implication that the characters share a deictic centre, or a world.  These authors describe 

the stage directions as the narrative that forms the matrix text-world, and the dialogue as 

existing in an epistemic sub-world. Their reasoning for this is based on Werth’s 

assertion that Direct Speech introduced by a character at the text-world level, is not 

immediately accessible to discourse participants (see Section 4.3.3).  As Cruickshank and 

Lahey’s study shows, it is in the application of text-world to various discourse types that 

flaws in the system arise; considering play-texts forces us to reconsider the classification 

of represented discourse in the text-world framework.  Nevertheless, I am not fully 

satisfied that just because it is ‘remote’, character dialogue nor any directly represented 

discourse is always epistemically removed.  In Section 5.5, what I conceive of as the over-

extension of the term ‘epistemic’ in Text-World Theory is problemetized. In relation to 

represented discourse, although it may be represented by an enactor whose words we 

cannot verify and do not have access to (i.e. a character), it may equally be represented 

by a discourse participant (i.e. a conversant, a narrator, an actor) whose words we can 

verify and have direct access to.  The difference between these two cases is one of 

accessibility, not epistemic modality. As Cruikshank and Lahey show, in written as well 

as in performed plays, character dialogue and the world it creates is the principal focus 
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to the extent that readers/audience can forget about the artificiality (in the textual stage 

directions or in the production) and suspend disbelief to concentrate on building the 

text-world. In the absence of narration, the dialogue in drama especially provides vital 

information for the construction of the text-world itself. Furthermore, character 

language in drama, or in any fiction, can provoke empathy and strong emotional 

reactions from readers and audiences, suggesting that it is not all that epistemically 

remote.   

 Also, while Cruikshank and Lahey make it clear that they are considering the 

play only in its textual form, if we are to have a coherent and fully-functional model that 

can be applied to all discourse, we must be able to tackle all kinds of directly represented 

discourse with the same set of principles.  If the text-world is what discourse 

participants create, and characters exist therein, I suggest that that same world is the 

characters’ discourse world and the language they use creates a character text-world.  

Therefore character language, when reported directly, is treated just like discourse 

participant language in that it generates its own text-world, jointly negotiated and 

developed by characters. I propose that like a Russian doll effect, represented in the 

diagram below, this conceptualization of embedded discourse coincides with the layered 

principle of Werth’s Text-World Theory (Werth 1999, p182), where each world is 

subject to the same rules.   
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Figure 5.2 The Embedded Nature of Discourse Worlds and Text-worlds 

 

 I suggest that a character text-world can be generated even with an isolated use 

of directly reported speech, or it can hold longer stretches of represented discourse, 

such as a play text or performance.  In an interesting pragmatic study into represented 

discourse in Mexican joking interaction, Oropeza (2011) has shown how the use of 

direct speech triggers other discourse participants to follow suit, and that the embedded 

dialogue resonates across stretches of discourse, sharing deictic and referential features 

that demand a separate level of analysis.  She explains that through the “successive 

individual contributions of the speakers, a whole meaningful world is created which 

involves linguistic and paralinguistic means, as well as pragmatic congruence” (2011, 

p159, my emphasis).  These findings show that embedded discourse works in a similar 

way to first-hand discourse, and support my proposal for a character text-world formed 

with the same principles as a participant text-world.  In line with scholars working with 

English (Mayes 1990; Tannen 1989), Oropeza has shown that represented discourse 

need not be an exact representation of a previous speech event but instead is often 
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hypothetical or imagined, and used to suit current communicative goals.  As such, the 

character text-world spawns from the participant text-world for pragmatic reasons.  

Whether embedded Direct Speech is a true recollection of a remote speech event, a 

hypothetical utterance to serve a current communicative purpose, or a protracted 

dialogue for dramatic purposes, it seems to me that the most comprehensive way to 

understand it is in terms of a character text-world, according to the same principles 

Text-World Theory understands primary discourse. 

 The following extract from a frog story text-world diagram illustrates how one 

British narrator uses character dialogue to advance the text-world: 

 

Figure 5.3 The Character Text-world 

 

 The boy’s cries using the interrogative help to advance and enhance the text-

world plot; the interrogative was a popular form in the narrators’ use of Direct Speech, 

so this is labelled in the Key Word feature, to allow for  a possible future analysis. The 

character’s use of proximal spatial deictic here (Clause 52) links the character to the text-

world object — the cranny in the tree — and allows the narrator to give the character’s 

location and direction of perspective through directly represented discourse, rather than 

third person description. Consequently, the source and path of deictic verb come (used 

by the narrator in Clause 53) is easily interpreted, as the text-world maintains the 

perceiving origo with the boy character.  With both the matrix text-world and the 

represented discourse in the present tense, Figure 5.2 shows how such examples can 
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certainly not be categorised as a temporal world-switch.  Rather, it is embedded 

discourse, which I term a character text-world and depict in yellow to distinguish it from 

the matrix text-world. 

 

 

Section 5.3 Temporal world-switches 

One of the principle ways in which a text-world is created is through the establishment 

of temporal deictic coordinates, achieved through the use of verb tenses, temporal 

adverbs and temporal adverbial clauses.  It is also by means of changes to these 

elements that a temporal world-switch is initiated.  If we are to compare Spanish and 

English temporal world-building and world-switching strategies, it is necessary to have a 

framework that can be applied to temporal encoding in both language systems.  

Therefore, a tense system based on function rather than form, and that offers a way to 

simplify the comparison, through an abbreviated notation system for example, would be 

of great benefit to my research. This section outlines how I approach the issue of 

temporal deixis in Spanish and English text-world analyses.  It begins with a brief 

consideration of what time is, and how it is manifest in language.  I then use some terms 

borrowed from Bull to explain how we impose public milestones on what is otherwise a 

very subjective dimension.  Temporal deixis, in this sense, is shown to bridge the gap 

between how we experience time personally and verbalise it publicly.  Indeed, Bull’s 

monograph Time, Tense and the Verb (1960), although written several decades ago, 

provides an excellent framework with which to analyse the Spanish and English tense 

systems as they operate in building and switching text-worlds.  This is because while 

Werth’s approach to tense is purely anglophone, Bull surveyed forty-six different 

languages from twelve unrelated languages families across five continents, focusing 
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particularly on Spanish and, as a result, offers a functional tense system that is applicable 

to more than one language, and Spanish and English in particular.  As such, I hope that 

by supplementing Werth’s model with Bull’s tense system, it will not only improve Text-

World Theory’s dealing of tense in general, but render it a model capable of analysing 

temporal world-building cross-linguistically. 

 

5.3.1 Temporal Adverbs 

Tense is not the only way in which temporal coordinates can be encoded in language.  

Temporal adverbs and temporal adverbial clauses allow us to define events in relation to 

one another, as well as in relation to publicly accepted chronometric timescales.  It is by 

means of these three mechanisms (the time-zone of verbs, adverbs of time and 

temporal adverbial clauses) that the text-world establishes its deictic coordinates (Werth 

1999, p187). 

In his monograph on time in tense systems, Bull makes a distinction between 

Personal and Public Time.  Not only is it helpful for understanding how humans deal 

with the subjective dimension in an objective way, it also provides a way of gauging 

what kind of time temporal adverbs and adverbial clauses are based on.  He describes 

Personal Time as our temporal intuition that is dependent solely on our personal 

experience.  In this kind of individual awareness of time we use our emotions and 

experience as the clock and so our perception of time is vague, imprecise and variable.  

For example, personal milestones give meaning to the temporal adverbs a while, a moment 

and an age.  As Bull defines it, “personal time words are something like x and y and z in a 

mathematician’s formula, that is, symbols for whatever we want them to be” (1960, p7).  

As such, their semantic deficiency and contextual dependency makes them truly deictic.  

But as civilizations have advanced, we have created publicly-accepted ‘axes of 
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orientation’, which Bull calls Public Time.  These clocks and calendars allow us to use 

universal events as milestones, such as the sunrise and sunset, the moon waxing and 

waning and the revolution of the earth around the sun.  These give way to the temporal 

adverbs today/hoy, yesterday/ayer, last week/la semana pasada and next year/el año que viene.  

However, while the meaning of these Public Time terms is somewhat more fixed than 

the Personal Time adverbs, in order to make sense of them, there must be an 

established common axis of orientation.  For this reason, they are also deictic.  On the 

other hand, explicit calendrical references such as those which make use of Jesus’ birth 

in the Roman calender are not deictic (Levinson 2006), as 5th May 1645 AD can only be 

interpreted in relation to that zero point.  Bull likens the relationship between such 

explicit calendrical references and time, to the one between the Greenwich meridian line 

and space: both points are “an axis from which to begin a measurement” (1960, p7).  

Therefore, depending on whether the starting point is fixed or not, Public Time terms 

can be non-deictic or deictic, respectively.  Any references to time, whether private or 

public contribute toward temporal world-building. 

What though, we may ask, consitutes a temporal world-switch? As with the spatial 

terms, it became obvious that it is difficult to make a clear-cut distinction between the 

passing of time and a switch in time. In order to help to classify in a principled manner 

what expressions do and do not generate a temporal world-switch, Almeida’s approach 

to time in narrative, which is situated within the framework of Deictic Shift Theory, 

proves useful (1995).  He defines the ‘narrative line’ as a stretch of narrative with the 

same reference time and a ‘basic narrative line’ as one where events are in a simple 

sequential order without intervals. His principle of ‘Narrative Convention’ states that 

unless signalled otherwise, the narrative events occur in the order in which they are 

narrated. One way to signal otherwise is through the use of temporal ‘frame adverbials’, 

which can either indicate a ‘point’ in the sequence of time, or alternatively, an ‘interval’ 
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in the sequence of time. The difference between interval and point adverbials is 

described as follows: 

 
Since interval frame adverbials refer to large intervals of time, these intervals typically temporally 
contain not only the event(s) of the sentence containing the adverbial, but also, by default, the 
events of the succeeding sentences, until some new frame-interval is established. The frame-
intervals referred to by point frame adverbials do not generally have this property because of 
their small size. (Almeida 1995, p179) 

 
 It is the interval adverbials that best fit the description of those capable of 

generating a temporal world-switch, as characterized by Werth (1999) and Gavins (2007) 

and so  those expressions which match Almeida’s description of interval adverbials shall 

be considered as generating a temporal world-switch. 

 

5.3.2 A Cross-linguistic Tense System 

While time is independent of people, being “an objective entity which man does 

something to, of and with” (Bull 1960, p4), tense is the temporal relation we create in 

language between an event and its encoding, and is therefore subjective.  It is this 

contextual dependency and relational nature that render tense deictic.  Although Bull 

makes no explicit reference to deixis, he frequently refers to the ‘axis of orientation’, 

which seems to be an equivalent term for the deictic centre. Despite the fact he does 

not deal with deixis explicitly, his treatment of the ‘axis of orientation’, corresponds well 

with my own understanding of the deictic centre.  While human perception of events is 

highly individual, verbalisation of those events is influenced by the temporal deictic 

centre not at the moment of perceiving, but at the moment of speaking.   

 
Only one of the events which take place inside people is a public axis of orientation.  The act of 
speaking is the only ‘personal’ event which can actually be observed and used by another person.  
It functions, then, as an axis of orientation for the speaker and anyone who happens to be 
listening to him.  This axis […] is the prime point of orientation for all tense systems. (1960, p7-
8) 
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Although tense is subjective and therefore personal, it is also part of the public act 

of speaking or writing, where the tense used relates the moment of the utterance to the 

depicted event.  If the moment of the utterance is shared by discourse participants, as in 

face-to-face conversation or live sports commentary, both will share the temporal 

deictic centre.  If the discourse situation is split temporally, as it would be when a reader 

processes a text written in the past, the discourse participants must have a shared axis of 

orientation, which Bull calls a Common Focus (1960, p27).  Despite the fact he refers 

only to spoken discourse, Bull’s term captures the necessity for discourse participants, 

whether they occupy the same present point or not, to have an aligned axis of 

orientation in order to make sense of temporal relations in a text-world. After all, 

discourse participants build a text-world together, and the temporal coordinates of that 

world must be decipherable by all participants.   

Werth deemed it necessary to outline a tense system in his monograph on Text-

World Theory, although this has not since been successfully integrated into the text-

world model or the analyses.  If we are to base temporal world-switches on changes in 

tense, it seems imperative to have a principled way of dealing with tense, in this case for 

Spanish and English. Founded on Reichenbach’s tense system (1947) which is 

composed of three time zones (Speech Time, Reference Time and Event Time), Werth 

suggests a novel way of combining these three elements, based on his principle of 

‘layering’, which pervades his text-world framework (Werth 1999, p169, see also 

Chapter 12).  Werth’s system characterises the past, present and future time zones but 

its main strength is its capability to account for how the perfective aspect anchors a 

perfective event to a temporal reference point.  However, I find the symbols Werth uses 

somewhat arbitrary and unintuitive, certainly too much so to add to text-world diagrams 

which are already wrought with complexities in their notational conventions.  

Furthermore, Werth’s system was developed solely with regard to the English language 
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and therefore cannot be imposed on another language’s tense system without some 

modification.   

Instead, I shall adopt the hypothetical tense system proposed by Bull (1960), which 

has the same benefits as Werth’s as well as a more intuitive notational system and some 

additional advantages for this cross-linguistic study.  Bull created his tense system based 

on research into nearly fifty languages from Europe, Asia, the Orient and Africa, 

including English and Spanish.  He began by exploring all the possible ways in which 

humans can describe the temporal order of events and found that by far the most 

common was the vector system, whereby we relate an event to our orientation point in 

terms of it’s direction in relation to us.14  As such, Bull devised a hypothetical tense system 

upon which the tenses of any language that uses a vector system can be charted.  He 

used Spanish to demonstrate how the system works, and the result has been described 

as the most coherent of all approaches to the Spanish tenses (Whitley 2002, p110).   

Tregidgo, who has found Bull’s system to be equally effective in dealing with the 

English tenses, identified the framework’s value in the fact that it “treats tenses as 

concepts, not as forms” (1974, p106).  Bull achieved this by providing an exhaustive list 

of temporal concepts, upon which verb forms can be charted.  Bull’s system, depicted in 

Figure 5.4, shares some features with Werth’s.  This is partly because some of the 

principles upon which it is based are the same.  It shares with Werth’s system the 

distinction between past, present and future reference points and it also charts the 

perfective aspects as tenses in their own right.  Furthermore, Bull’s diagram has slots for 

all the systemic meanings of a language’s tense forms, where a core meaning is 

attributed to a form, which works in relation to the system as a whole.  In terms of 

                                                        
14 The other option is a tensor system; the users of this kind of tense system do not consider time as a 
series of intervals in any particular direction but relate to events in terms of distance.  Evidence of this 
phenomenon is scant and limited to the Hopi (Whorf 1946) and Chinook languages (Hymes 1958), both 
spoken by native North American Indians. 
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systemic meaning, English and Spanish largely correspond (Whitley 2002, p110), so they 

appear fairly similar on the diagram at least.  Non-systemic meanings, where the core 

meaning has been extended or adapted for another use, account for the many variations 

in Spanish and English tense form usage, and must be accounted for separately as they 

are beyond the scope of a diagram (overleaf). 
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Figure 5.4 A Cross-linguistic Tense System Applied to Spanish and English 
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Bull’s tense system is founded on the idea that we occupy a Present Point (PP), yet 

we are also capable of thinking of a Recalled Point  (RP).  The Present Point and 

Recalled Point are the two main axes of orientation, from which it is possible to discuss 

an Anticipated Point (AP).    The Anticipated Point considered from a Recalled Point, 

which Bull refers to as RAP, corresponds to the future-in-the-past.  In total there are 

four possible axes of orientation to which discourse participants can be aligned in 

Common Focus in order to make sense of the temporal relations in the text-world.  

Accordingly, I have introduced these labels to the frog story text-word diagrams, where 

they are noted in the world-building information section at the top, determining the 

timezone of the text-world (e.g. PP is present, RP is past). A temporal world-switch is 

made when there is a  a switch from one axis of orientation to another (e.g. from PP to 

RP).  Where this approach differs from some previous text-world analyses, is that 

changes in aspect (eg. present tense to present perfect) are not considered as world-

switches, but rather it is only a new axis of orientation (ie PP to RP) that merits a 

temporal world-switch.  Not limited to Text-World Theory, this tense system could be 

useful to a Decitic Shift Theory analysis of the WHEN in narrative; as Figure 5.4 shows, 

it clearly illustrates the temporal deictic shifts involved in recalling or anticipating 

different temporal reference points.   

 

5.3.3 Aspect 

Although it has been concluded that only a change in axis of orientation merits a 

temporal world-switch, Bull’s tense system is capable of accounting for some finer-

grained changes in tense and aspectual forms.  The diagram in Figure 5.4 demonstrates 

how from each of the four axes of orientation, (PP, RP, AP and RAP) we are then 

capable of conceiving of an event anterior to, simultaneous with or posterior to the 
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central axis; Bull calls the direction in which we look from that axis a ‘vector’.  In 

relation to the axis of orientation, a minus vector looks back at an event anterior to it, a 

zero vector looks at an event simultaneous with it, and a plus vector looks an event 

posterior to it.  As applied to Text-World Theory, these vectors allow the text-world 

itself to be considered as having a timeline, so that a present (PP), past (RP) or future 

(AP/RAP) text-world can have completed (-V), simultaneous (0V) and uninitiated (+V) 

events within it.  The notational system, laid out in Bull, is as follows: 

 
 - Vector 0 Vector + Vector 
Present Point PP-V PP0V PP+V 
Anticipated Point AP-V AP0V AP+V 
Recalled Point RP-V RP0V RP+V 
Recalled-Anticipated Point RAP-V RAP0V RAP+V 

Table 5.1 The Tense Notation System 

 

As you can see on both Table 5.1 and Figure 5.4, the minus vector to the left of 

each axis is fulfilled by the perfective aspect, which deals with an event completed 

before the PP, RP, AP or RAP.  Bull associates the perfective with these axes of 

orientation, because he deems the auxiliary to have or haber to dictate the temporal deictic 

centre of the verb phrase; the main verb in the past participle may be completed, but it 

is orientated to the axis of orientation specified by the auxiliary.  There is support for 

this in relation to both the Spanish  (e.g. Pottier 1970) and the English (e.g. Werth 1999) 

compound perfect tenses.  As such, Spanish and English perfective verbs in my analyses 

will be considered as related to the minus vector of the time-zone inherent in their 

auxiliary to have or haber.  When a perfective is used, Bull’s symbol (PP-V, RP-V etc.) can 

be noted alongside the clause, remaining integral to the world in which it occurs.  This 

makes it easy for the text-world analyst to establish the narrative line within a given text-
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world. Figure 5.5, below, demonstrates how this looks in the VUE text-world diagram 

for narration AE20F. 

 

Figure 5.5 The Minus Vector on the Text-world Diagram 

 

This is the beginning of the text-world, where the axis of orientation is PP, with 

additional temporal world-building information provided adverbially. The use of 

perfective aspect in clause 5 is marked with a -V to show that the event referred is 

aspectually perfective at the PP. 

One of the limitations of Bull’s framework is that, aside from the perfective, it does 

not deal with verbal aspect.  It does not differentiate between the simple, continuous or 

imperfective aspects in Spanish or English, all of which are found on the zero vector as 

they are simultaneous with the main axis of orientation. As the Spanish aspectual system 

is particularly rich (Slobin and Bocaz 1988), a lot of the nuances in Spanish aspect will 

not be accounted for by this model.  Nevertheless, the focus of this study is on deixis in 

Spanish and English text-world creation, and aspect is not usually thought of as deictic.  
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While aspect is subjective, as it shows the speaker’s perception of the event at the time 

of speaking, it is not reliant on contextual information to complete its meaning.  Werth 

(1995; 1999) claims that aspect and temporal deixis have ‘egocentricity’ as a common 

key characteristic.  I argue that aspect is to tense, what modality is to deixis.  By this I 

mean that through aspect and modality we demonstrate our individual perception of the 

status of an event, while tense and deixis dictate a particular viewpoint to which time, or 

space and entities, are related.  That viewpoint is not the sole property of the speaker 

and must be shared to be understood.  The essential difference is that the aspect and 

modality are solely subjective, and the deixis and tense depend on a Common Focus for 

the relationship between the utterance and the context to make sense. 

 

5.3.4 Futurity 

Werth and Bull deal quite differently with futurity in verb tenses. Werth makes a 

distinction between the ‘intentional future’, which is a present intention for future action 

and is fulfilled by the form going to, and the ‘true future’, which corresponds with the 

auxiliary will (1999, p171).  However, as will can be used in English to indicate a present 

volition toward a future act, the distinction is not clear enough.  Indeed, regardless of 

language, a future event is rarely certain and is usually nothing more than a present 

intention; in this way, futurity is bound up with modality (Lyons 1977, p809-22), most 

obviously in Spanish where the future tense form is diachronically linked with modality 

(Fleischman 1982), a point we shall return to in Section 5.4.  Even in utterances which 

express global (almost) certainties, such as the sun will rise tomorrow, the event is viewed 

from the Present Point.  Furthermore, it is possible to say the sun is going to rise tomorrow, 

and thus the go to or ir a future is indistinguishable from the simple future when dealing 

with a non-human agent, both in English and Spanish (Fleischman 1982, p96).  
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Considering these difficulties in delimiting a true future tense from a present intention, 

Bull’s system, which characterises all such future expressions as anterior to the Present 

Point (i.e. PP+V), seems much more sensible.  We may lose slight distinctions in aspect, 

but going to and will, like Spanish ir a and simple future inflectional endings, can all be 

accounted for on the plus vector of the PP, because they are all expressions which 

consider the future from the Present Point.  In the frog story narratives, which are all 

related in PP or RP, the use of the future tense is infrequent.  As such, in my analysis 

the use of the future tense will not generate a future world-switch, but will simply be 

annotated in the function-advancing section of the current world as PP+V or RP+V, 

much the same as the negative vectors, PP-V or RP-V (the perfective aspects).15  

 The reader may still wonder why the future tense is not assigned to the zero vector 

of the Anticipated Point (AP0V), or even which forms can perform the functions of the 

two Anticipated axes.  The AP and RAP axes are subordinate to the PP and the RP axes 

of orientation, respectively.  This is because while the present and past are ‘experiential’, 

or based on experience, the future is never anything more than ‘speculative’ (Quirk 

1986: 70).  Therefore, unlike the PP and the RP, the AP or RAP is never a point to 

which the discourse participants can really align themselves, as it is not a time zone that 

was or is yet, experienced.  That is not to say that the tense systems of a given language 

do not have forms whose axis of orientation is the AP or RAP. In fact, Bull suggests 

that the present and imperfect forms of the Spanish subjunctive mood respectively do 

just that, as in the following utterances; 

                                                        
15 That is not to say the possibility for future (AP, RAP) text-worlds should be ruled out completely. 
Some text types do make frequent and protracted use of the future tense (e.g. weather forecasts) and in 
some cases it may be beneficial for the text-world analyst to consider the use of the future tenses as a 
world-defining element. 
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i) Ya lo habremos hecho cuando llegue 
 Already it have-we (FUTURE) done (PERFECT) when arrives-(s)he 
(PRESENT SUBJUNCTIVE) 
We will have done it already when (s)he arrives 
AP-V       AP0V    
 
ii) Ya lo habríamos hecho cuando llegara 
 Already it have-we (CONDITIONAL) done (PERFECT) when arrives-(s)he 
(IMPERFECT SUBJUNCTIVE) 
 We would have done it already when (s)he arrives 
RAP-V     RAP0V 

 

In both these examples (drawn from Bull 1960, p67), the event of arriving is central 

to an Anticipated Point and preceeded by a perfective action.  Later in this chapter 

(Section 5.4.4), it will be shown that the subjunctive is usually reserved for the kind of 

anticipation that involves doubt or uncertainty and can therefore be subsumed under 

modality and modal worlds.  However, in the above examples the use of cuando (when) is 

definite and introduces a confidently anticipated event, an immanent arrival. To 

represent this event Spanish provides two different tenses of the subjunctive, the 

present and the imperfect, according to the axis of orientation.  The use of the 

subjunctive to anticipate an as-yet unrealized event has been recognised by many 

Spanish grammarians (Alvar 2000, p228, p231;  Lunn 1995, p430;  Pottier 1970, p153;  

Stockwell, Bowen, and Martin 1965, p241); the other subjunctive uses, which cast more 

speaker doubt over the propositions in which they occur, will be explored in the 

following hypotheticality and modality sections. With fewer inflections at its disposal 

and a disappearing subjunctive mood (Fowler 1965/1986, p595), English extends the 

core function of the present indicative tense to cover both the Anticipated Points, as in 

the above examples. Both languages use their future morphemes, inflections or 

auxiliaries, to relay the Anticipated Points and conditional morphemes to convey 

Recalled Anticipated Points. Having outlined how Bull’s treatment of futurity has been 
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adopted into the text-world framework, we shall now deal with the ‘future-in-the-past’; 

that is, the conditional tense.   

 

5.3.5 The Conditional Tense 

Bull’s diagram (Figure 5.4) shows clearly that the English auxiliaries would and will are 

both anticipatory, but in different ways, with ‘will’ as indicating futurity from the PP and 

‘would’ from the RP.  A major advantage to this framework is that his categorisation of 

tenses reflects actual speaker discourse strategies.  With reference to Bull’s diagram, 

Whitley describes the strategy that Spanish and English speakers use; “in adopting 

conditional as opposed to future one shifts back to another plane” (2002, p112-3, my 

italics).  It is interesting to note his use of the term ‘shifts’ which clearly demonstrates 

the suitability of Bull’s framework to Deictic Shift Theory, as mentioned in Section 

5.3.2.  In the examples used in Figure 5.4, the Spanish and English speakers recall a past 

moment where they anticipated a future event e.g. I would speak or hablaría.  It is this 

temporal blend of past consideration of a future event in the Conditional tense that 

leads it to be termed the ‘future-in-the-past’ (Werth 1999, p172) or the ‘retro-future’ 

(Bull 1960, p43). 

Fulfilling a slightly different temporal function, the Conditional Perfect is used to 

refer to a recalled anticipation of an event that is completed, or perfected, by an 

anticipated point.  As Whitley describes it (again, in terms that befit Deictic Shift 

Theory), the Spanish or English speaker first recalls the anticipation and then “shifts 

beyond to some hypothesized plane” (Whitley 2002, p113, my italics), adopting a past 

perspective and anticipating a future point by which time a particular event ‘would have’ 

(‘habría’) occurred. While functionally equivalent to its English counterpart, the Spanish 

Conditional tense is formally distinct as it does not take the form of an auxiliary, but in 
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line with the rest of the Spanish tense system, a morphological suffix.  This is further 

reason for its inclusion on the tense system above (Figure 5.4).  

 Werth argues that that the conditional tense’s inherent back-shifting power also 

provides the speaker with a device for creating a ‘remoteness’ that is useful in building 

hypothetical or epistemic modal expressions (1999, p239-42). Thus the temporal 

remoteness the tense provides is used to express a psychological remoteness.  As in 

English, the Spanish Conditional tense is also a means of making the propositional 

content more remote, and thus key in Spanish politeness strategies (Díaz Pérez 2006). 

Therefore in both languages, it is difficult to differentiate between the conditional as a 

component in tense and as a hypothetical or epistemic tool, but somewhat necessary if 

we are to determine when temporal world-switch is made as opposed to a modal or 

hypothetical world (see Sections 5.4 and 5.5).  In order to solve the problem, it is helpful 

to consider Coates’ characterization of the English conditional auxiliary would as a form 

that represents two distinct functions: predicting and hypothesizing (1983, p5).  When 

the conditional tense (English auxiliaries would, could etc, and the Spanish inflections) is 

used to predict events from the perspective of a Recalled Point, it is a temporal one; such 

uses of the conditional are more clearly tense-related. The following examples of past 

tense (RP) fictional narrative from novels in both languages, demonstrate this: 

 
When it was very hot Stuart’s mother used to put a bottle of orange juice in the freezer the night 
before.  The next morning they’d take the bottle with them, frozen solid, and by lunchtime it 
wouldn’t even be cold. (Masters 2005, p205) 
 
Moon, en la biblioteca, hablaba con alguien; el tono de la voz me hizo comprender que hablaba 
por teléfono. Después oí mi nombre; después que yo regresaría a las siete, después la indicación 
de que me arrestaran cuando yo atrevesara el jardín (Borges 1956, p139) 
 

 Consider the deictic shifts the writer and reader make in these extracts by looking 

at Bull’s tense system (Figure 5.4).  The past tense narrative locates us at a Recalled 

Point, from which predictions are made about the what is to follow.  The predictions in 

both languages are based on past events; the English on previous experience, and the 
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Spanish on an overheard phonecall. In the text-world diagram this use of the 

conditional tense can simply be marked for its future reference by the code RP+V.  It 

seems reasonable to suggest that the use of the conditional tense for habitual 

expressions is because of the predictability it provides. 

 In contrast, the remote speculation that the conditional provides can be used to 

hypothesize from any temporal axis of orientation. Such uses of the conditional tense 

are not strictly temporal, but are parasitic on the  tense system, and will be taken up in 

Section 5.4.2 and Section 5.5. 

  

 

5.4 Modal Worlds 

 

5.4.1 Gavins’ Modal Worlds 

As explained earlier in this chapter (Section 5.1.1), Gavins made changes to Werth’s 

organisation of ‘sub-worlds’ that are incorporated here.  Werth’s (1999, p210-58) 

original taxonomy is summarised below: 
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 1. Deictic Sub-worlds:   i) temporal 
     ii) spatial 
     [iii) entity]16 
 
 2. Attitudinal Sub-worlds:  i) want-worlds 
     ii) belief-worlds  
      iii) intend-worlds 
 
 3. Epistemic Sub-worlds: i) conditionals and hypotheticals 
     ii) politeness and tentativeness 
     iii) Indirect Speech 
     iv) modal-world 
     v) negation 
 
 Having already described the revision from the term ‘deictic sub-world’ to 

‘world-switch’ (Sections 5.1 and 5.3), it is the second and third kind of sub-worlds that 

concern us here.  Gavins identified several areas of overlap in Werth’s taxonomy of sub-

worlds, namely that the attitudinal worlds can conflict with the epistemic worlds.  In 

short, an expression such as I would love to come (me encantaría venir) expresses want and 

intention (buolomaic modality), as well as conditionality, politeness and modality and is 

therefore capable of generating either an attitudinal or an epistemic world under Werth’s 

system of worlds.  To solve this overlap, Gavins does away with the 

attitudinal/epistemic distinction and subsumes them under the title of ‘modal worlds’. 

Then, using the three kinds of modality that form the basis of Simpson’s modal 

grammar (1993), she identifies three types of modal worlds - boulomaic, deontic and 

epistemic.  Buolomaic modal worlds are generated by linguistic expressions of desire, 

including lexical verbs (eg want/querer, hope/esperar) and adjectival and adverbial 

expressions (e.g. hopefully/ojalá). As the contents of these worlds are not yet realised, they 

cannot be incremented into the text-world.  Deontic modal worlds are generated by 

expressions of obligation, commitment and permission, which can take the form of 

                                                        
16 I include ‘entity’, or personal sub-worlds in parenthesis because although Werth (1999, p226-7) briefly 
describes how entity displacement might be brought about by a change in focus from one person to 
another, he does not mention how deixis would play a role in this. I suggest that person deictic world-
switches are not possible, as participants work together to build a text-world and variations in person deixis 
do not constitute world-switches. 
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participial constrictions (e.g. It is necessary that/ es necesario que) or some modal auxiliary 

verbs (e.g. must/ deber). The third kind of modal world is epistemic and is expressed 

through lexical or modal auxiliary verbs, adverbs and participial constructions that cast 

doubt over the truth-value of the proposition, indicating possibility and inference. 

Examples include think/pensar, may/poder, probably/probablemente and it is possible that/es 

posible que. After the discourse world, the text-world and its deictic world-switches, the 

modal worlds constitute another layer in the text-world framework, to which I have also 

added the character text-world (see Section 5.2). 

 The use of any of these modal ‘triggers’ will generate a modal world within 

which the proposition is held, as it cannot be incremented directly into the text-world 

for lack of veracity. Figure 5.6, below, shows how I have diagrammed this in the VUE 

text-world diagrams. 

 

Figure 5.6 Modal Worlds 
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 The modal worlds, which in this case are all epistemic, are differentiated from 

the text-world in colour, being blue in contrast with orange. The arrow leads from the 

clause that includes the modal marker to the information that is modalized, and then 

back to the text-world.  The numbered clauses help to follow the order of the discourse: 

when the modalized information does not constitute a whole finite clause, it is split into 

‘a’ and ‘b’, as in Clause 99.  If there is a full finite clause in the modal world, its temporal 

coordinates are included in the world-building information (i.e. PP or PP-V). Locative 

information is only included there if given. The software’s ‘Key Word’ facility has 

allowed the storage of key information about the creation of the modal world, which is 

shown when the mouse hovers over the symbol, as in the bottom modal world in 

Figure 5.6. Here you can see that this modal world is epistemic, triggered by a lexical 

verb (think), which is attributed to a character; this information will be of use in the 

analysis in Chapter 6. The enactors are those people/animals that are specifically 

mentioned, although when the narrator is responsible for the modal expression, as in 

the top three worlds, they too are included in the list of enactors. 

  

5.4.2 Epistemic Modality and Condition-layering 

That Werth deemed it appropriate to devote one of his three sub-worlds to epistemic 

modality is testament to its centrality in the modality system and in language (or in 

English, at least). Even in Gavins’ revised system of worlds, epistemic modal worlds are 

realized in texts through a vast array of forms, including hypothetical and conditional 

expressions, Indirect Speech, Direct and Indirect Thought, Free Indirect Discourse and 

focalization (2005). Without claiming this list is exhaustive, she stresses the fact that 

epistemic worlds can often constitute the majority of a stretch of discourse - perhaps 

this is because speakers can express their confidence in the truth-value of the 

propositional content in many different ways and for different purposes. It was shown 
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in Chapter 2 that epistemic stance is related to deixis, as well as modality, as they are 

both based on the subjective experience of events.  However, despite the pervasiveness 

of epistemic modality, I believe it is somewhat over-used in Text-World Theory to 

describe any kind of discourse mediated through subjectivity.  Without getting into the 

complex make-up of indirectly represented discourse, it seems to me that hypothetical 

and conditional expressions merit differential treatment, at least. 

 Thus far, text-world theorists have considered hypothetical and conditional 

utterances under the catch-all category of epistemic modality (Gavins 2003, p132; 

Gavins 2007; Werth 1999, p188, p239-42).  However, insight gained from applying the 

current text-world framework to the highly nuanced Spanish inflectional system has 

helped in recognizing the individual effect hypotheticality has on utterances. In Spanish 

all the deontic, buolomaic and epistemic modal auxiliary verbs can take a conditional 

inflection, and therefore can be hypothetical. In the following example from a political 

interview, deontic modality is expressed in hypothetical terms, as well as in two different 

tenses: 

“el partido no debería, no debió ni debe participar…” (Somoza 2009)  
  The party should not [conditional], should not [preterite] and should not [present] participate… 
 
 

 This shows that hypotheticality can be combined with different kinds of modality 

and so is not exclusively epistemic. Although more difficult to detect in English, where 

there is little change in the form as the above example shows, there exists a similar 

pattern.  English deontic and buolomaic modal auxiliaries such as shall and will become 

hypothetical by taking a temporal backshift, as in should and would.  If hypotheticality is a 

trigger for an epistemic modal world, how do we deal with deontic or boulomaic modal 

verbs in the conditional tense? It seems clear then that while hypotheticality may 

inherently express epistemic distance, it expresses additional conditions that allow it to 

interact with tense, as well as epistemic, deontic and boulomaic modality.  
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 Based on the pervasiveness of hypotheticality across the Spanish and English 

tense and modal systems, I suggest that it is best understood as a quality that can be 

layered on to any kind of world in Text-World Theory.  Indeed, this proposal is not 

entirely novel, having been put forward by Werth in the penultimate chapter of his 

monograph (1999, p344), although the idea was not fully integrated into the text-world 

model, neither in his analyses nor in subsequent applications.  In diagramming the frog-

story text-worlds, I use the colour green on the nodes of any clauses that have a layer of 

hypotheticality, as Figure 5.7 shows. 

 

 

Figure 5.7 A Layer of Hypotheticality 

 

 The character uses the modal auxiliary tener que (to have to) to explain that in order 

to interpret the frog story it is necessary to understand more about animals (entender más 

de animales), thus expressing deontic modality. He does so by using tener in its conditional 

form (tendríamos), which adds a layer of hypotheticality to the proposition. In this way, 

hypotheticality and deontic modality are combined.  Despite the fact the text-world has 

PP as its axis of orientation and the conditional tense is RP, it is included in the text-

world, but the green colour of the node indicates a layer of hypotheticality. 
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5.4.3 The Modal Auxiliaries 

Since modality is intricately bound up with tense and hypotheticality,17 we must have a 

principled way of separating these phenomena so as to be able to determine what 

constitutes a modal world, a temporal world-switch and/or a hypothetical layer.  

Furthermore, many of the modal auxiliary verbs in both Spanish and English “double-

up” in their functions (Simpson 1993, p48), in that they are used to express several 

kinds of modality, so we must be able to distinguish when should or deber, for example, 

create a deontic modal world (by expressing obligation) or an epistemic modal world (by 

expressing inference). The solution I have devised is inspired by the way in which the 

Spanish modal auxiliary verbs can take a conditional inflection, which is a way of 

layering hypotheticality onto the modal meaning, as outlined above. English present 

tense modal auxiliaries also backshift to their hypothetical counterparts (i.e can → could, 

shall → should), a move that is analogous to the one made from the future to the 

conditional tense (will → would).  So, firstly, a distinction is made between the 

hypothetical and non-hypothetical modal auxiliary verbs. Secondly, the verb forms are 

charted according to the type of modal meaning they make.   

 The following tables chart the approach to Spanish and English modal auxiliary 

verbs that this project takes, and inform the analysis of modal world-building in Chapter 

7. 

                                                        
17 For a detaled discussion of the interplay of modality, tense, hypotheticality and mood in Spanish, see 
Fleischman (1982) 
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  ENGLISH MODAL AUXILIARY VERBS  
 TENSE BUOLOMAIC DEONTIC EPISTEMIC DYNAMIC 

    
Function: 
Form: 

futurity volition prediction permission obligation inference possibility ability 

Hypothetical would      
Non-hypothetical will      
Hypothetical     should   
Non-hypothetical  shall    
Hypothetical     ought   
Non-hypothetical     must   
Non-hypothetical     have to   
Hypothetical      might  
Non-hypothetical      may  
Hypothetical       could 
Non-hypothetical       can 

Table 5.2 The English Modal Auxiliary Verbs 

 SPANISH MODAL AUXILIARY VERBS  
TENSE BUOLOMAIC DEONTIC EPISTEMIC DYNAMIC 
futurity volition prediction permission obligation inference possibility ability 

RP+V      
PP+V  

    tener que   
    haber que   
    haber de   
    deber de   
    deber   
      poder 

Table 5.3 The Spanish Modal Auxiliary Verbs
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The tables represent two separate continuums for the Spanish and English modal 

system, each based on the same principles.  Much of the terminology for the functions 

of each modal is based on the work of Coates (1983) and Silva-Corvlán (1995, who 

adopts Coates’ approach to Spanish); both authors accept the ‘fuzziness’ of modal 

meanings.  Although the English hypothetical and non-hypothetical forms are listed 

because they are exhaustive, the Spanish modal auxiliary verbs take inflections that are 

too numerous to list here; suffice to note that the conditional inflections exist and can 

alter the meaning of auxiliary.  For example, Spanish poder (to be able) exclusively 

expresses possibility when it has conditional inflections, and ability in all other tenses 

(Bradley and Mackenzie 2004, p186).  The shaded areas do not limit the range of 

meaning a given modal has, but one can think of the grey bars as capable of sliding 

along the contiuum. Bearing in mind this ‘fuzziness’ in the meaning of the modals, we 

will now explore how the continuum of meaning works from left to right, for Spanish 

and English.   

 Firstly, on the far left of both tables futurity is represented, not under the heading 

of modality, but tense.  This is simply to show the fuzzy boundary between the 

temporal and modal functions of the forms would/will in English and between the 

conditional/future tenses in Spanish.  In both languages, these forms can express 

temporal futurity, as well as the more subjective modal functions.  It is notable that the 

Spanish future tense can be used to express many modal meanings, suggesting that 

futurity in Spanish is easily conflated with modality.  Indeed, as Whitley notes, this is 

also the case with English shall, which can have a modal and a future tense reading 

(2002, p121), but is a weaker form of prediction or volition than will.  Shall also has an 

obligation function within deontic modality, where it overlaps with its hypothetical 

counterpart should.  Turning to Spanish deontic modality in Table 5.3, three different 

periphrastic auxiliary verbs can be used to express obligation in Spanish, tener que, haber 
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que and deber, with diminishing force, respectively. Like their English counterparts, they 

can also be rendered hypothetical.  Aside from should, English auxiliary must and its 

hypothetical form ought can be used to express obligation, but also overlap with the 

epistemic modal category, as they can be used to make inferences on a proposition’s 

likelihood.   Inferences in Spanish are made from slight variations of the phrasal verbs 

that express obligations, with haber de and deber de. The same English modal auxiliaries 

that make inferences may/might can also be used to express weak possibilities, while 

can/could express strong possibilities as well as fully-blown dynamic modality, where the 

capacity becomes a physical ability, and is not strictly modal.  For this reason, dynamic 

modality is featured outside of the modality boundary in both tables.  In the Spanish 

modal system, both the non-hypothetical tenses of poder the hypothetical form of poder 

(podría) can express pure ability, as well as modal judgement on capacity.   Thus the two 

sides of the modality continuum are flanked with the key concepts that border on 

modality, futurity and dynamic modality. 

 Looking at Tables 5.2 and 5.3, it is clear to see the capacity for overlap and 

conflict in the linguistic categories that inform temporal world-switches and modal 

worlds in Text-World Theory. Nonetheless, we are dealing with categories that are 

inherently fuzzy in Spanish and English. By recognising that hypotheticality is a separate 

layer, that futurity and dynamic modality share a boundary with modality and that some 

modal auxiliaries ‘double-up’ (or multiple-up!) in the kinds of modal meaning they make, 

we are more equipped to deal with the data in the text-world analysis.  

 

5.4.4 Modality and the Subjunctive Mood 

The subjunctive mood “signals hypothesis or something that is not yet a real fact [and] 

it is also found in a number of contexts where the subjective standpoint of the speaker 

matters more than the objective reality…” (Peréz et al. 1993, p102). Considering the 
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proviso that only what is verifiable by discourse participants can be incremented to the 

text-world, it follows that the use of the subjunctive has important repercussions for the 

layout of the text-world diagram.  The subjunctive mood is rare in Modern English, so 

much so that Werth deemed the entire category of mood irrelevant and subsumed it 

under the category of modality (1999, p176). However, the subjunctive is used 

frequently in Modern Spanish, across all registers and dialectal varieties. The Spanish 

subjunctive is obligatory in certain constructions, but the fact that it is optional in other 

constructions means that it defies exacting prescriptions of use for non-native learners, 

leaving pedagogical and descriptive linguists alike caught in debate over cataloging its 

uses (see, for example the debate in the journal Hispania between Bolinger 1974, 1976 

and Lozano 1972, 1975).  As the focus here is on deixis and modality, I shall not get 

embroiled in the intricacies that characterize the Spanish subjunctive mood; 

nevertheless, it interacts in various ways with temporal deixis and modality. As shown in 

Section 5.3, the forms of the Spanish subjunctive mood often express events on the +V, 

that is, in the future. Because of the subjectivity involved in subjunctive propositions, 

some Spanish linguists (e.g. Hurtado Valero 1999) have even labelled it deictic, in the 

broad sense of the word.  That same subjectivity is what leads Lunn to describe the 

Spanish subjunctive as “primarily expressive of epistemic modality” (1995, p429). As 

such, for the Text-World Theory to be applicable to Spanish, the subjunctive must be 

integrated into the model somehow. 

   The work of Gili Gaya (1973) proves useful to this end, as his characterization of 

the Spanish subjunctive largely correspond with the systems I have thus far established 

for temporal and modal world-building in Spanish and English. In contrast with the 

indicative mood’s expression of reality, Gili Gaya broadly characterized the subjunctive 

mood as expressing unreality.  He identified the subjunctive as being used in the 

subordinate clauses of phrases that introduce two kinds of unreal events; in expressing 
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doubt and uncertainty (e.g. Dudo que venga / I doubt that he should come) and in expressing 

necessity and desire (e.g. Quiero que te vayas / I want that you should go).  It seems clear that 

these two situations correspond with the epistemic and deontic/buolomaic modal 

worlds respectively.  Therefore, such subjunctive propositions can exist in the modal 

worlds that the governing verbs generate and will not be incremented directly into the 

text-world.  Bull (1972) demonstrates that this strategy does not account for all uses of 

the subjunctive, such as expressions of psychological response (e.g. Temo que nos vean / I 

am afraid that they might see us) or cause and effect clauses (e.g. Se abre el grifo para que salga el 

agua / open the tap so that the water may come out). In these cases, it may be apt to consider 

the subjunctive as a temporal reference to the future and mark it with +V, or assign it to 

an Anticipated Point (see Section 5.3). In any case, we can now consider the Spanish 

subjunctive as integral in either forming epistemic, buolomaic or modal worlds, or 

simply as a reference to the future within the text-world.  By no means an exhaustive 

account of the potential of the subjunctive in world-building, the approach adopted 

here goes some way to incorporating this important Spanish mood into Text-World 

Theory. 

 

 

Section 5.5 Hypothetical Worlds 

In the last section, it was proposed that the temporal backshift the conditional tense 

lends to verbs also serves to add a psychological remoteness, which can be conceived of 

as a layer of hypotheticality in the text-world analyses. However, hypothetical situations 

can also be created through other linguistic means, such as if- or si- clauses. These 

usually consist of a prodosis (a condition) and an apodosis (a result based on that 

condition being realised) (cf. Werth 1997, for a detailed account of hypotheticals). 

Traditionally, conditional sentences are described as being either factual or 
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counterfactual, depending on whether they describe a real or irrealis phenomenon. So 

statements such as, if water reaches 100 degrees, it boils is a factual conditional: as Text-

World Theory stands this utterance would create an epistemic modal world, which does 

not accurately capture the stance of the speaker toward the truth-value of the 

proposition. Even in counterfactual conditional statements, such as if the water had reached 

100 degrees, it would have boiled, where the event has not ocurred, are not solely about 

speaker belief in the proposition.  There is certainly a connection, insofar as 

propositions are often placed in a hypothetical situation because they are not invested 

with speaker belief, and this does mean they cannot be incremented directly into the text-

world.  However, the remoteness that hypothetical constructions offer is not necessarily 

purely epistemic and can be used for various discourse functions.   

 For example, Sweetser (1990) points out that conditional constructions are not 

only based on truth-values, but are used to make three different kinds of meaning, 

which she calls domains. Firstly, the content domain, whereby if one event occurs, it 

entails that another will follow (for example, if petrol prices go up, I’ll sell my car) and this 

kind is closely linked to predictions (Dancygier and Sweetser 2005); secondly, the 

epistemic domain, whereby if one event occurs, another is inferred as consequential (if he 

sold his car, petrol prices must have gone up); and thirdly, the speech-act domain, whereby 

hypothetical expressions provide remoteness for politeness or other pragmatic reasons, 

(if you don’t mind me saying so, you can sell your car). Note that she explicitly relates only one 

of these domains to epistemology and, furthermore, that she recognises the remoteness 

that conditionals provide.   

 Werth further divides Sweetser’s epistemic domain into those kinds of 

conditionals that are based on “hypothetical deduction” and those that are based on 

“deduction from a known fact to a conclusion” (1997, p247) . For the latter kind he 

gives the example, if it’s Tuesday, this must be Belgium, where the speaker is on a train 
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journey across Europe and knows it is Tuesday. He explains that, “in this case, the if-

clause does not set up a situation, as in the other types, but rather introduces a given as 

the initial statement of a syllogism” (1997, p248).  So Werth himself demonstrates the 

way in which hypotheticals are not based solely on epistemology, but can set up a 

domain in which a known fact leads to a deducible conclusion.  Furthermore, there 

seems to be a different emphasis in epistemic and hypothetical expressions, where 

epistemic foreground the truth-value of the proposition and hypotheticals advance 

conclusions and deductions from the if-clause. That is, epistemic expressions focus on 

speaker doubt or uncertainty toward a proposition and conditional expressions raise a 

hypothetical domain where the focus is often on the result of that condition being 

fulfilled. 

 Considering, then, that hypothetical expressions can refer to factual phenomena 

and that their inherent remoteness can be used for various pragmatic or logical reasons, 

I would suggest that such expressions initiate a ‘hypothetical world’. As with the ‘layer 

of hypotheticality’ (Section 5.4.2), this term in not entirely new (cf. Werth 1999, p348), 

but since Gavins’ (2005; 2007) reorganisation of Text-World Theory, hypotheticality has 

been subsumed under epistemic modal worlds.  For the reasons outlined here, it may be 

useful to reconsider conditional expressions as forming hypothetical worlds (as distinct 

from epistemic modal worlds), adding another method of departing from the text-

world. hypothetical worlds provide a remote domain that has a variety of functions, but 

are not necessarily epistemic.  The use of the conditional tense for hypothetical reasons 

(rather than predictive reasons, as described in Section 5.3.5) need not generate a whole 

new hypothetical world, but rather, a layer of hypotheticality can be laid upon the world 

in which it occurs (see Section 5.4.2). This way, the phenomena of hypotheticality can 

interact with the text-world or modal world, or alternatively it can instigate a new 
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hypothetical world.  This is illustrated in the extract from a text-world diagram in Figure 

5.8 below. 

 

Figure 5.8 A Hypothetical World 

 

 As with Figure 5.7 before (Section 5.4.3), the colour green is used for 

hypotheticality, although in this instance it is used in a hypothetical world, rather than 

simply as a layer on text-world. The hypothetical world is generated by the narrator’s use 

of si (if) in the text-world and contains the prodosis encontraba la ranita (he found the froggie) 

which is followed by the apodosis donde iba a poner[la] (where he was going to put [her]). 

 Theoretically, the remoteness that hypothetical constructions provide can be 

distinguished from epistemic modality, but in terms of diagramming the text-world, it 

remains to be seen whether hypotheticality is best thought of as simply a layer of 

remoteness, or whether it can generate worlds as well. The fact that many propositions 

can be advanced in conjecturing about a hypothetical situation suggests that it can merit 

a world.  In any case, for present purposes it is simply important to be able to make a 

distinction between hypotheticality and the current objects of study, tense and modality. 

By considering it on a separate layer or world within the text-world framework, that is 

now possible. 
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5.6 Summary 

 

In concentrating on the linguistic means of departure from the matrix text-world, this 

chapter has surveyed how exactly deixis and modality initiate deictic world-switches 

(Sections 5.1 and 5.3) and modal worlds (Section 5.4).  Special attention was given to 

changes in the temporal coordinates of the text-world (Section 5.3), as temporality is key 

in the organisation of events in narrative discourse.  I introduced Bull’s multilingual 

tense system and integrated it and its notational system into Text-World Theory, so that 

the framework is capable of dealing with both the Spanish and English tenses, and may 

also be capable of dealing with other languages in future applications.  The modal 

auxiliary verbs of both languages were categorised under the same principles so as to 

observe the boundaries between the future tense, epistemic, buolomaic, deontic and 

dynamic modality (Section 5.4.3, Tables 5.2 and 5.3). The fact that the Spanish 

conditional tense can add a layer of hypotheticality to any verb (Section 5.4.2), including 

the various modal auxiliaries, signalled that hypotheticality must be considered as 

distinct from epistemic modality, whereas the current version of Text-World Theory 

conflates the two.  It was shown that hypotheticals do not always entail lack of speaker 

belief in the proposition and are therefore not always epistemic, but rather that they 

provide a remoteness for logical or pragmatic purposes. Therefore, it is proposed that 

conditional statements may generate a hypothetical world (Section 5.5).  The 

modifications suggested here are the result of applying the text-world model to the 

forty-eight frog story narratives in English and Spanish, and the following two chapters 

explain the results yielded from this iterative and principled analysis.  
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CHAPTER 6. ANALYSIS OF TEMPORAL WORLD-BUILDING 

 

 

6.0 Introduction 

 

The analysis that follows is of the temporal world-building strategies of the Spanish and 

English-speaking frog story narrators. Now that Text-World Theory has been adapted 

for the analysis of Spanish by the inclusion of the cross-linguistic tense system, the 

framework is capable of qualitatively analysing the data, beginning with temporal world-

switches generated by changes in tense (Section 6.2).  This was carried out using the 

VUE software to diagram the forty-eight frog story text-worlds and those temporal 

deictics responsible for world-switches were analysed. This chapter presents the results 

of that analysis and introduces some terminology to explain the strategies behind 

temporal world-switching. The text-world analysis is supported by a quantitative one, 

where corpus-analysis software is employed to count the frequencies of tenses and 

temporal expressions.  Like the text-world diagrams, these bare frequencies are included 

on an Excel file on the CD-ROM that accompanies this manuscript, and are analysed 

for their significance in the discussion below. Section 6.3 focuses on the contribution of 

temporal expressions to world-building. However, in order to make sense of the 

patterns that emerge, this chapter begins with a way of identifying how an accumulation 

of features contributes toward a certain text type (Section 6.1, below). 
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6.1 The Informational and Narrative Dimensions of Language 

 

As stated in Chapter 3, the original frog story researchers were concerned about a 

possible major flaw in the methodology, whereby despite receiving the same 

instructions, narrators may understand the task in different ways, performing picture 

description, simple narratives or elaborate literary narratives.  It was suggested that 

variation in interpretation of the task can only be controlled so far, and that in any case, 

it is that very variation in how the narrators relate to the text-world through deixis and 

modality that this research project investigates. In order to account for the various ways 

the narrators approached the task, it may be useful to explore a model of variation in 

language that can explain many of the patterns to emerge from the analysis. In 

cataloguing the features that constitute different genres of speech and writing in 

English, Biber (1988) proposed six dimensions which chart the presence or absence of 

certain factors. Two of these dimensions are relevant for this study: Dimension 1, which 

is a continuum from ‘involved’ to ‘informational’ language, and Dimension 2, which is a 

continuum from ‘narrative’ to ‘non-narrative’ language. For present purposes, the 

involved/informational dimension is relevant as it reflects the narrators’ level of 

involvement in the text-world through deictic features such as pronouns and 

demonstratives, while the narrative dimension is relevant for obvious reasons. The two 

dimensions and their pertinent features are reproduced below: 
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Dimension 1. The informational dimension 
Involved present tense verbs 

first and second person pronouns 
that deletion from subordinate clauses 
private verbs (e.g. think, know) 
demonstrative pronouns 
emphatics 
hedges 
sentence relatives 
sentences-final prepositions 

Informational frequent nouns and prepositions 
longer words 
lexical variety 

Table 6.1 The Informational Dimension of Register Variation 

 

Dimension 2. The narrative dimension 
Narrative past tense verbs 

third person pronouns 
public verbs (e.g. say, explain) 

Non-narrative present tense verbs 
attributive adjectives 

Table 6.2 The Narrative Dimension of Register Variation 
  

 Biber explains that if features from one end of the continuum are present, 

features from the other end tend to be absent; it is this clustering of features across each 

of the six dimensions that contributes towards a genre. The world-building features that 

work to make a text more involved are the first and second person pronouns and 

demonstratives, as well as epistemic modal verbs; lack thereof would indicate a more 

informational text. As these features indicate the involvement of the discourse 

participants in the text-world through personal and spatial deixis and epistemic 

modality, identifying the presence of these features in a frog story narration would 

indicate a more involved narrative style.  Conversely, their absence combined with the 

features on the bottom half of Dimension 1 would contribute towards a more 

informational narrative style, with less involvement between the discourse world and the 

text-world. During the analysis in this chapter and especially the next – which deals with 
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personal, spatial and modal features – recourse will be made to Biber’s 

Interactive/Informative dimension, Dimension 1.  

 Dimension 2 deals with a scale from narrative to non-narrative texts, where 

Biber characterises a narrative text as having past tense verbs and third person pronouns 

while non-narratives are more likely to contain the present tense.  As narrative is most 

often defined as the representation of a sequence of events (Genette 1982;  Onega and 

García Landa 1996;  Prince 1982;  Scholes 1981), to limit its reference to a remote 

personal and temporal deictic centre is to ignore the many kinds of simultaneous and 

personal narratives, or “non-canonical forms of narrative” that exist (Fludernik 1996, 

pxii).  A personally and temporally remote narrative may be the norm in literary fiction 

(which is one of the text types Biber studies) but his characterisation of what constitutes 

narrative does not account for the wealth of postmodern fiction delivered in the present 

tense, narrative jokes told in the present tense, spoken personal narratives using the 

present historic and/or first person pronouns, diary entries, nor commentaries and eye-

witness accounts. I would suggest that in light of the wealth of narrative styles and 

modes that language users can employ, Dimension 2 is an over-simplified 

characterisation of narrative that is closer to the reportage of prior events in which the 

narrator was not involved, as in canonical literary narrative.  Thus, Biber’s Dimension 2 

is understood here as a prototypical norm for narrative style that does not capture the 

breadth of possibility in narrative texts, and is not helpful in describing the full gamut of 

the frog stories. 

 Building on Biber’s work, Finegan and Besnier (1989, p444-51) show how these 

two dimensions intersect and their diagram is reproduced in Figure 6.1. 
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Figure 6.1 Distribution of Five text Types Along Two Dimensions of Register 
Variation 
 

 So we can expect the frog story narratives to display features that posit them as 

more involved (present tense, demonstratives etc.) or more informational (past tense 

etc.). Furthermore, they may display features that are more typical of canonical written 

narrative, or less so.  Because of the reasons just outlined, however, the lack of such 

features does not constitute a non-narrative. These two dimensions, especially the 

Involved/Informational Dimension, will prove useful in considering the patterns of 

features in the frog story world-building. 

 

 

6.2 Tense 

 

During the corpus analysis it became clear that the time frame chosen by the narrator 

for the story’s events yielded consistent and systematic influences on the other deictic 

and modal choices made. For instance, if the narrator chose to set the scene in the past, 

(s)he tended to opt for other more distal and objective world-builders such as distal 
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demonstratives and (not always, but often) fewer modal and evidential expressions.  

Conversely, if the narrator chose to relate events as present, (s)he often chose proximate 

demonstratives and linked the text-world with the discourse world by a greater use of 

narratorial presence through modality and personal deixis. Thus, because it seems that 

the choice of ‘anchor tense’ is fundamental in determining other world-building 

elements, the analysis will begin by attending to this aspect of the frog story narratives.  

 

6.2.1 Anchor tense 

As with the original frog story research, the term ‘anchor tense’ is used to refer to the 

principal time frame in which the story is narrated, be that past or present (Berman and 

Slobin 1994). Here, however, Bull’s (1960) axes of orientation, provide useful 

abbreviations for those time frames; respectively, Recalled Point (RP) and Present Point 

(PP) as well as the uncommon Anticipated Point (AP) and Recalled Anticipated Point 

(RAP). These abbreviations are used in the world-building information box in the text-

world diagrams and throughout the analysis that follows. 

Table 6.3 Anchor Tenses and Temporal World-switches 

 In the upper rows, Table 6.3 shows the number of narrators that opted for RP 

or PP as anchor tense; it is clear that while the PP was favoured by the vast majority of 

AE and PS speakers (10/12 in each case) and a small majority of BE speakers (7/12), 

  PS MS SPANISH BE AE ENGLISH Total 

Anchor PP 10 3 13 7 10 17 30 

Anchor RP 2 9 11 5 2 7 18 
Switch of anchor tense 
(external to plot) 4 3 7 0 1 0 8 

        

Temporal WS 69 33 102 22 52 75 177 

by adverb 19 13 32 12 11 23 
55 

 

by backtrack 44 2 46 9 35 44 90 

by update 5 11 16 1 3 4 20 

by future 2 0 2  0 0  0 2 
switch of tense for ‘other’ 
reason 5 11 16 0 4 4 20 
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most MS narrators preferred to use RP as anchor tense (9/12).  It remains to be seen 

what effects the choice of anchor tense will have on the other world-building features. 

The table also shows how often each variety made a switch of anchor tense. This was an 

extended temporal world-switch that did not appear to be induced by events internal to 

the plot, but by external pressures or preferences.  Switches in anchor tense are explored 

in Section 6.2.6, once the plot-internal tense switches have been expounded. 

 Represented in the lower rows of Table 6.3 are the various other kinds of 

temporal world-switches the narrators made. As it stands, Text-World Theory holds 

simply that temporal adverbs and changes in tense generate temporal world-switches 

(see Section 6.3). While it was not possible to account exhaustively for all the reasons as 

to why the narrators changed tense, during the diagramming of the frog story narrations 

it became apparent that there were indeed several different motives for, as well as ways 

of, switching tense. In order to explain these various temporal world-building strategies, 

concepts from previous research into temporal features of spoken narrative discourse 

are employed.  Incorporating these categories into the text-world model can only serve 

to refine the analysis of temporal world-building that the text-world framework yields. 

 

6.2.2 Backtracks 

Firstly, the PP tense narrations frequently make a temporal world-switch to RP in order 

to recount an event that happened previously or that caused a current event; Tannen  

(1979) calls such breaks in temporal sequentiality a ‘backtrack’ and this term is adopted 

into the analysis. Of course, a narrator can only make a backtrack from a PP position; 

consequently, as would be expected, the frequency of backtracking temporal world-

switches is much higher amongst those language varieties that tended to opt for PP as 

an anchor tense. As Table 6.3 above shows, 10 out of the 12 PS speakers and 10 out of 

the 12 AE speakers used PP as their anchor tense and the same varieties also featured a 
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high number of backtracking world-switches, with 43 and 35 respectively, compared to 

only 2 and 9 amongst the MS and BE narrators, respectively. 

 It must also be noted that backtracking was very important in this picture-

elicited narrative, as many narrators used the discourse strategy to ‘fill in the gaps’ 

between the events illustrated.  In other words, upon turning the page the events in the 

new illustration will have moved on considerably from the previous page and the 

narrator must explain what has happened in between. It is to be expected, then, that 

backtracking would be more frequent in this task than in natural narrative, a caveat that 

must be kept in mind when interpreting the results. In order to identify otherwise 

inexplicable changes in anchor tense as backtracks, the identification of the picture the 

narrator was looking at in the clause code was invaluable. 

 AE20H 12a062   they fall into s - the water /  
 AE20H 12a063   as the little boy - as the deer watches them ...  
 AE20H 12b064   um - the water was shallow  
 AE20H 12b065   the little boy's just sitting in it - with the dog - on his 
      head - grinning ... 
  
 In the above example, the fact that the narrator glanced from picture 12a to 12b 

explains why Clause 64 makes a temporal world-switch to an RP tense; the narrator is 

backtracking to provide a causal explanation for current events. 

 The AE narrators made a total number of 35 backtracks, counting for 39.3% of 

the total number of backtracks in the corpus. The text-world diagrams presented no 

immediately obvious explanation for this large proportion and it was only after carrying 

out the quantitative corpus analysis that the likely reason became apparent. The total 

number of present perfect verbs used by BE narrators makes up 7.99% of their PP verb 

count, while the present perfect verbs used by AE narrators formed only 2.95% of their 

PP verb count.  This reflects the well-known fact that AE speakers do not use the 

perfective aspect as frequently as BE speakers (Biber et al. 1999; Hundt and Smith 2009;  

Strevens 1972). It appears that the AE speakers do not use the present perfect to 
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explain events prior to or causative of the current event, but instead revert to the simple 

past tense, which requires a backtracking temporal world-switch in the text-world 

diagram.  The following two extracts from an AE narration and a BE narration describe 

the same scene in picture 7 (Appendix I): 

 AE20C 07-049   while the boy  climbs on top of the tree  
 AE20C 07-050   and starts yelling in a hole for the frog /  
 AE20C 07-051   while the dog shook the tree so much  
 AE20C 07-052   that the beehive fell down . ... 
 
 BE21G  07-053  so leaving the gopher, possibly, alone the boy climbs up a tree  
 BE21G  07-054  and calls in a knot hole looking- still looking for the frog.  
 BE21G  07-055  meanwhile the dog’s knocked over the wasps' nest  
 BE21G  07-056  and a very angry looking trail of wasps is starting to rise out of 
    the nest... 
 
 In these PP narratives, both narrators express the simultaneity of events with 

temporal adverb/conjunction (mean)while and the progressiveness with the present 

continuous tense, so in certain respects attention to aspectual detail is the same. 

However, the BE speaker uses the present perfect to express a past event that is 

immediately relevant (Clause 55), whereas the AE speaker opts for the past tense to 

express the same immediately prior and currently relevant event (Clause 51).  Recorded 

in the diagram as a backtracking temporal world-switch, this frequent avoidance of the 

present perfect in preference for the simple past accounts for the proliferation of 

backtracking temporal world-switches in AE sub-corpus. 

 It is widely acknowledged that while the perfective aspect remains very common 

in the Peninsular variety, its use is more limited among speakers of Latin American 

Spanish (Gutiérrez Araus 1995;  Harris 1982;  Kany 1969;  Rojo and Veiga 1999), 

showing a cross-Atlantic asymmetry in the use of the perfective aspect similar to that of 

the English language. In line with this, the quantitative analysis of the present corpus 

shows that perfective predicates made up 8.16% of the PS narrators’ total predicates 

compared to only 2.75% of the MS narrators’ total predicates. With this in mind, one 
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would expect to find many backtracks in the MS narratives, but as has already been 

observed, the fact that the majority MS narrators chose RP as anchor tense impeded 

their use of backtracks. Following the same logic, one would expect few backtracks in 

PS, where the perfective aspect is fully available to convey immediately prior events.  

However, contrary to this expectation, the PS narrators, who are fully comparable to the 

AE narrators in terms of preferred anchor tense (10/12 of each variety preferred PP), 

used more backtracks than the AE narrators, at 43 (48.3% of the corpus total). Of 

course, considering that the AE speakers do not make frequent use of the present 

perfect and PS speaker do, this is not to be expected. So why do the PS narrators make 

so many backtracking temporal world-switches? 

 It seems the answer lies in the nature of the ‘present’ tense the PS narrators are 

switching from. The ‘historic present’ is well-documented as a common choice in 

Spanish spoken narratives and, indeed, PP was the anchor tense of choice for 10 of the 

12 PS narrators (although only one quarter of the MS narrators chose PP as anchor 

tense throughout). It must be remembered that the use of the historic present does not 

imply that the narrated events are happening in the present time, but rather that it is a 

method of relating (past) events with a sense of immediacy and current relevance (King 

1992). Described as an ‘Internal Evaluation Device’ for both English and Spanish 

(Schiffrin 1981;  Silva-Corvalán 1983), the historic present allows past events to be 

interpreted and evaluated in a live setting.  Could it be that the present tense that the PS 

narrators used was being employed historically, replacing the Spanish preterit? If so, 

when background information was given the present perfect would not provide a true 

back-step, but rather the past perfect or the imperfect would serve better (see Figure 

5.4). World-switching to the RP timezone from the historic present text-world, then, 

may not be the great temporal leap that it may first appear to be. 
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 There are several major indicators that the PS speakers use the present tense in 

an historic sense and that the backtracking world-switches to RP serve to give 

background information. In diagramming the many temporal world-switches the PS 

speakers made to the past, it became clear that certain verbs in particular were relegated 

to these RP worlds; namely ser, estar (both meaning to be) and haber (meaning there to be 

and the auxiliary in perfect compound tenses). These verbs are used to describe the 

scene or the characters’ mental states and traits, and not to drive the action forward. 

Furthermore, these verbs were always in the imperfect tense, a kind of Spanish past 

tense that describes events that are “not valid” in the present (Reyes 1990, p49, my 

translation). Narration PS20L, which, at 10, has the largest share of the backtracking 

temporal world-switches in the PS sub-corpus (23.3%), is rich with examples. The first 

extract shows a switch from present tense to ser in the imperfect, back to present tense 

and then estar in the imperfect: 

 PS20L 07-071  Can sigue buscando por el bosque-  
   Can continues looking in the forest 
 PS20L 07-072   pero/ como Can era muy travieso/  
   but as Can was very mischievous 
 PS20L 07-073   empieza a mover el árbol  
   he starts to move the tree 
 PS20L 07-074   donde estaba el nido de abejas  
   where the wasps’ nest was 
 
 The next extract from the same narrator shows a switch from present tense to 
haber in the imperfect: 
 
 PS20L 14b152  Federico le pregunta a una de las ranas mayores  
   Federico asks one of the older frogs 
 PS20L 14b153  que había  
   that was there 
 
 But, it could be argued, the past tense is also used to make backtracking 

temporal world-switches in all the other language varieties in the corpus; apart from the 

greater frequency, what makes the PS narrators different? The most conclusive evidence 

that the PS narrators use the present tense historically lies in the fact that the present 
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perfect is not the perfective tense of choice when the PS narrators want to refer to the 

minus vector (-V).  The following example, one of many, demonstrates this: 

 PS20C 03b021 y empiezan a llamarle- a la rana...  
   and they start to call the frog 
 PS20C 03b022 en esto Charlie había metido- la- cabeza en el- el... recipiente 
   de cristal  
   at this Charlie had put his head in the- the… glass bowl 
 PS20C 03b023 y se lo había puesto a modo de escafandra [risas]  
   and he had put it on like a diving helmet 
 PS20C 03b024 ...con lo cual estaba un poco patoso 
   …so he was a little clumsy 
 PS20C 04a025 y al salir a la ventana- siguiendo a Juan/... pues se cae/  
   and on exiting the window- following Juan/… well he falls 
 
 The anchor tense of this narration is PP, yet when in clause 23 the narrator 

wants to describe a perfective action, (s)he switches to the RP axis and uses the past 

perfect (RP-V). This confirms that the historic present really is being used to narrate 

past events, for which the perfective of choice would indeed be the past perfect. 

Furthermore, the fact that these uses of estar and haber in the imperfect tense often co-

occur, as in the last example, suggests that there are similar motivations behind the 

switches from PP to RP at these particular points. But why are these verbs in particular 

used in the backtracks? 

 Note that in the previous three extracts, the action predicates seguir buscando, 

empezar a mover and preguntar (to continue searching, to start to move and to ask, respectively) are 

delivered in the present tense, and the imperfect is used in the backtracking temporal 

world-switch. It seems that background information is not delivered in the historic 

present tense as such information is not credited with the same immediate relevance or 

validity as that which drives the plot forward.  In Text-World Theory terms, the PS 

speakers deliver the function-advancing propositions in the historic present, while the 

imperfect tense is reserved for a few clauses of world-building information that provide 

a backdrop to the plot.  Therefore, it must be noted that a temporal world-switch does 

not necessarily entail a leap in time, but may simply be an alternation in tense for the 
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purposes of representing the discourse in a certain way; in this case, a backgrounding 

and foregrounding device.  So while the shape that the text-world diagram takes is 

dependent on linguistic form (a switch to a past tense is a temporal world-switch), closer 

analysis is necessary to tease out the linguistic functions (the present tense may be being 

used to represent the past). 

 

6.2.3 Updates 

Another temporal world-switch generated by a change in tense that emerged was the 

opposite move to backtracking: the use of present tense in an RP narrative. Often this 

was explicable by way of Fludernik’s concept of the plotline and deviations from it, as 

spoken narrative: 

can be split into a plotline and an off-plotline level of the story, in which the plotline includes the 
initial orientation, the story episodes and the final result and evaluation, whereas the off-plotline 
level combines embedded orientation and interspersed evaluative or explicatory commentary. 
(1996, p.46) 
 

 Fludernik, using terminology drawn from Labov’s model of natural narrative 

(1972), identifies key areas in storytelling (orientation and evaluation) where the narrator 

deviates from the plot proper to take a stance on the events or to remind the 

interlocutor of what is important or relevant.  Romano (2008) found that Spanish 

narratives too are punctuated by comments, justifications, explanations and background 

information.  Many of the temporal world-switches from RP to PP in the frog stories 

can be characterized as representing such discourse strategies and so as to portray their 

connection of the text-world to the discourse situation, are here termed ‘updates’.  These 

off-plotline digressions switch to PP as their contents are temporally relevant to the 

discourse world and, consequently, one would also expect to find a greater use of other 

personal and proximal deictics in these particular temporal world-switches (according to 

Biber’s [1988] Interactional Dimension). Whether this hypothesis is true, remains to be 
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seen in the next chapter, which covers the deictic terms of person and space (Chapter 7).  

Looking at Table 6.3, it is no surprise to find the greatest number of updating temporal 

world-switches amongst the MS speakers (10 out of 18, or 56% of all updates), who, as 

mentioned previously, were the only group to statistically prefer RP as anchor tense. 

 

6.2.4 Futures 

The only other kind of tense-driven temporal world-switch that remains to be discussed 

is the one categorised in Table 6.3 as a ‘future’.  It will be remembered from Chapter 4 

that as with aspect, future tenses will not be dealt with as capable of generating a 

temporal world-switch, as they are used in relation to a current viewpoint. As such, 

future tensed clauses have been included in the diagrams marked with a +V to show they 

are forward-looking from the current point (PP). Nevertheless, speakers can make 

reference to the future that is not based simply on current expectations, but may be a 

sustained and prolonged assertion or narration of future events. This may be particularly 

characteristic of fictional narrative, where the boundary between reality and possibility is 

already blurred and so narrators can make use of that ambiguity to assert future events as 

confidently as present or past ones.  Only two such cases occurred in this frog story 

corpus – both amongst the Peninsular Spanish sub-corpus – and have been diagrammed 

as temporal world-switches and labelled simply ‘futures’. Both occur at the close of the 

story where the narrator explains what will happen in the future, going beyond the 

information provided by the pictures. One future temporal world-switch departs from a 

PP world for an AP world, by the following means: 

PS20L 15-166   se van los tres juntos  
   the three go off together 
PS20L 15-167   y les dicen adiós  
   and they say goodbye 
PS20L 15-168   otra vez < >cuando Can- cuando Ran se escape de- de su 
   habitación  
   again when Can- when Ran should escape from- from his room 
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PS20L 15-169   < Federico > sabrá 
   Federico will know  
PS20L 15-170   que habrá ido a ver a sus amigas las ranas 
   that he will have gone to see his friends the frogs 

  

 The present subjunctive and future perfect were identified by Bull as tenses 

capable of referring to the AP in Spanish, and both occur in this example.  The second 

future temporal world-switch is different, in that it departs from an RP world to describe 

the future, thus leading to the RAP axis: 

 PS20A 15-106 Pepito se fue saludando a la ranita y a su compañero 
   Pepito went off waving to the frog and her partner 
 PS20A 15-107 y les dijo 
   and said to them 
 PS20A 15-108 que cuando fuera mayor la ranita 
   that when the little frog was (SUBJ) older 
 PS20A 15-109 la traería a la charca 
   he would bring her to the pond 
 PS20A 15-110 para que buscara otro compañero 
   so that she should find (SUBJ) another partner 
 PS20A 15-111 y tuvieran muchas ranitas pequeñitas 

   and they should have (SUBJ) lots of little frogs 

  

 In this example, the subjunctive is again used to represent speculated future 

events, although this time from a past perspective and indirectly attributed to the 

character by means of the reporting verb decir (to say). In comparison with the speakers of 

other varieties, the PS narrator often shows a deeper level of access and empathy with 

the characters in the text-world, as is evidenced here in the other deictic and modal 

patterns to be revealed in the following sections. 

 

6.2.5 Other Reasons for Switching Tense 

The temporal world-switches counted in the bottom row of Table 6.3 show those 

changes in tense that were generated by reasons internal to the plot, but did not 

represent a recognizable unified temporal discourse strategy used by all the language 
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varieties in the corpus. However, several language-specific traits did emerge that reveal 

something about the reasons for tense-driven temporal world-switching in each variety. 

 It was noted in Section 6.2.3 that the narrators made switches from RP to PP to 

orient or evaluate the text-world with regard to the discourse world and that such moves 

that are here termed ‘updates’. However, there were some temporal world-switches 

from RP to PP that could not be categorised as updates as they did not necessarily relate 

to the discourse world.  Here are a few examples of such temporal world-switches: 

 PS20H 01-003   y estaba la mar de contento  
   and he was really very delighted 
 PS20H 01-004   porque es la primera vez  
   because it is the first time  
 PS20H 01-005   que había conseguido- una hazaña semejante... 
   that he had made such a find 
 
 MS21D 13a-066 el niño le pidió que  
   the boy asked him that 
 MS21D 13a-067 guarde silencio al perro. 
   he should be quiet the dog. (SUBJ) 

 What seems to be happening in these cases is that the distance between the 

discourse world and the text-world provided by the past tense narration is momentarily 

closed by the narrator’s use of the present tense, allowing access to the character’s 

present existence.  Because the clauses are directly related to the character’s experience 

they merit temporal deixis from the character’s perspective. This is a further example of 

the Spanish-speaking narrators’ empathy with the text-world characters through deictic 

choices, which up until now has only been evident in the PS speakers but is also 

exemplified here by one MS speaker. 

 Looking back at Table 6.3, it is clear that with 11, MS speakers made the greatest 

number of tense-generated temporal world-switches for ‘other’ reasons.  These can be 

explained by the high number of switches back and forth in anchor tense, which are 

explored subsequently (Section 5.2.6). Also amongst these 11 temporal world-switches 

was the empathy-driven switch to PP as exemplified in the last paragraph (MS21D 13a-
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067) and a false start (MS21F 01-006).  The 4 AE tense-generated world-switches 

categorized as ‘other’ are all switches from PP to RP, but no one clear strategy is at 

work in these few examples (AE20A 31, AE20F 16 & 69, AE20G 13-14).  One instance 

of these switches to RP, however, does seem to be ‘triggered’ by the use of past tense in 

the modal world that precedes it: 

 AE20A 07-029   and then - the um - the beehive falls - down  
 AE20A 07-030   the dog - he probably knocked it down  
 AE20A 07-031   and then he jumped 
 
 So here it seems that the epistemic modal world that necessitates a past tense in 

Clause 30, influences the choice of tense when the narrator returns to the text-world in 

Clause 31. Studies in Spanish and English spoken narrative have found a tendency for 

verbs in a particular tense to ‘cluster’ (Schiffrin 1981; Silva-Corvalán 1983) whereby a 

choice of tense triggers the use of the same tense with subsequent predicates, creating a 

cluster of predicates in one tense. So it appears that reasons for tense-generated 

temporal world switches can be as arbitrary as the influence of a recent predicate. 

 While the AE narrators did make some inexplicable changes in tense (4), it is 

notable that no such switches were made by the BE narrators (see the bottom row of 

Table 6.3).  It seems that the BE narrators chose an anchor tense and only deviated 

from it for the reasons that are relevant to the plot as identified above i.e. through 

temporal adverbials and switches in tense that created backtracks and updates.  The 

speakers of other language varieties in the corpus all employ tense and tense-switching 

in non-temporal discourse strategies.  It must be remembered that the text-world 

framework was designed in and for (British) English and perhaps it is not fully equipped 

to account for temporal world-switches that are not literally temporal but instead form 

part of some other discourse strategy, like for example, the PS use of tense to ‘close the 

distance’ between narrator and experiencer. It is only through detailed analysis of the 

diagrams that the ‘other’ uses of temporal deixis become clear. 
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6.2.6 Switches of Anchor Tense 

The temporal world-switches accounted for so far have all been motivated by events in 

the plot or discourse functions. However, sometimes the narrator made a change in the 

anchor tense of the narration that was not driven by plot.  It was not always clear what 

prompted the narrator to make a change of anchor tense, but it seemed that with the PS 

speakers in particular, it was to a tense that the narrator felt more comfortable in using, 

as the switch occurred early and lasted for the remainder of the story. For example, in 

the following extract from PS20C the narration begins in the past tense, like a typical 

narrative, but soon switches to the present:  

 PS20C 01-001 pues era una vez- un niño/... 
   so once there was a boy  
 PS20C 01-002 que se llamaba- Juan  
   that was called Juan 
 PS20C 01-003 tenía un perro-  
   he had a dog 
 PS20C 01-004 que se llamaba Charlie 
   that was called Charlie 
 PS20C 01-005 y- eh estaba por la noche contemplando una rana-  
   and- eh he was at night gazing at a frog 
 PS20C 01-006 que habían cazado durante el día  
   that they had caught during the day 
 PS20C 01-007 y a la que habían puesto en una- en un recipiente de cristal... 
   and that they had put in a glass bowl… 
 PS20C 01-008 estaban muy contentos  
   they were very happy 
 PS20C 01-009 porque habían- hecho un nuevo amigo/ 
   because they had- made a new friend 
 PS20C 02a010 y cuando... van- a dormir/ 
   and when… they go to sleep/ 
 
 It was established earlier that PS narrators appear to use the present tense 

historically, but it must also be noted that the present tense is perhaps more suited to 

meet the demands of this particular task, where online processing and inference is 

involved.  It is interesting to note that in the above example the switch to PP as anchor 

tense occurs after the first page has been turned (01 -> 02a); this supports the 

suggestion that the demands of the task caused some narrators to change to a current 
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timeframe.  There were four changes of anchor tense in the PS narratives, all beginning 

in RP and soon changing to PP as anchor tense for the remainder of the narrative 

(PS20C, PS20E, PS20H, PS20J). Two other PS narrations (PS20K and PS20I) also had 

alternations from RP to PP early in the story that were not plot-related, and although 

they have not been counted as switches in anchor tense as they were one-off RP clauses, 

they provide further evidence that the PS narrators had some uncertainty about which 

anchor tense to choose at the start of the story.  The only English-speaking narrator to 

switch anchor tense, AE20K, also makes a switch from RP to PP. (S)he begins the story 

in RP with a lot of imagined details, but the use of evidential verb seems in the present as 

an update to the discourse world triggers a change of anchor tense to PP: 

 AE20K 01-001 One night in Wiesbaden -- West Germany - a little boy - was  
   sitting with his pet frog and his dog --- in the little boy's  
   bedroom. 
 AE20K 01-002 the boy was obviously - the boy was obviously very fond of the 
   frog - 
 AE20K 01-003 and the dog was very curious about the frog. 
 AE20K 01-004 and the frog seems to be happy to be in his little jar - under the 
   boy's attention  - and care. 
 AE20K 02-005 and - after saying goodnight to the frog - 
 AE20K 02-006 the - boy and the dog climb into bed 
 AE20K 02-007 and fall asleep. 
 

 Once again, the influential effect of a tense-switch on subsequent predicates is 

evident. The 3 MS narrators that made a change of anchor tense (MS21B, MS21E and 

MS21H) were also switches from RP to PP, suggesting that despite the fact 9 of the 12 

MS narrators chose RP as anchor tense, one third of those narrators were more 

comfortable with delivering the story in the present at certain points. However, unlike 

the aforementioned PS and AE narrators, the MS narrators’ changes in anchor tense all 

occurred not at the beginning of the narration, but at various later points.  The narrators 

of MS21B and, especially, MS21H alternate between PP and RP with the turning of the 

page, where the new picture and its immediate interpretation triggers the use of PP, 
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before the narrator switches back to the anchor tense of RP, as in the following 

example: 

 MS21H 06a-020 el señor- el niño estaba gritando la ranita, 
    the sir- the boy was shouting the frog (sic.)  
 MS21H 06b-021 el topo se molesta  
    the mole gets annoyed 
 MS21H 06b-022 porque lo estaba eno-, este,  
    because he was anno-, umm, 
 MS21H 06b-023 el niño estaba llamando a la rana,  
    the boy was calling for the frog 
 MS21H 06b-024 el perrito empezaba a jugar  
    the little dog started to play 
 MS21H 07-025  y hace que   
    and he makes 
 MS21H 07-026  caiga el panal 
    the hive fall 
 
 So, by looking at the pages the narrator is referring to, we can see that each time 

the narrator glances at a new page, (s)he changes from RP anchor tense to PP, perhaps 

influenced by the demands on mental processing.  Although these temporal world-

switches have been categorised as switches of anchor tense (i.e. not driven by plot, but 

by external factors, in this case the pictures), it could be argued that the narrator is using 

the historic present tense to foreground certain actions, as discussed in Section 1.2.  

Ultimately, the question is whether the narrator switches to the present tense because 

(s)he feels more comfortable using the present tense to describe the new scene (switch 

of anchor), or whether (s)he wants to foreground some events by using the historic 

present tense. This cannot be definitively answered, and indeed the motivations could 

very well be a blend of both. Nevertheless, the influence of the change of picture on the 

tense, combined with the fact that this narrator uses the preterit tense elsewhere for 

perfective, foregrounded action suggests that the trigger for switching to the present 

tense is external and perhaps compounded by the tendency to ‘cluster’ like tenses, as 

well as the viability of the historic present in Spanish narrative. 
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 Another Mexican narrator demonstrates an additional cause for a change in 

anchor tense: (s)he uses RP as anchor tense throughout the narration until near the end, 

when an evidential verb parece (he seems) is used in the present tense, generating an 

updating temporal world-switch which triggers a change of anchor tense to PP for the 

remainder of the narration: 

 MS21E 12a-038 Juanito cayó al charco con todo y perro.  
    Juanito fell in the pond with dog and all. 
 MS21E 12b-039 en el charco Juanito parece escuchar algo, igual el perro,  
    in the pond Juanito seems to hear something, the dog too, 
 MS21E 12b-040 pues ambos tienen... la- el oído presto.  
    well both have their ears cocked. 
 MS21E 13a-041 Juanito le hace señas al perro de que  
    Juanito makes signs at the dog that 
 MS21E 13a-042 no ladre.  
    he doesn’t bark (PRES SUBJ) 
 MS21E 13b-043 miran detrás de un tronco caído  
    they look behind a fallen trunk 
 MS21E 14a-044 y encuentran finalmente a la rana... con... su pareja  
    and they finally find the frog… with… its partner 
 MS21E 14b-045 y Juanito se pone feliz al ver que  
    and Juanito gets happy on seeing that 
 MS21E 14b-046 éstos tienen una gran familia de ranitas. 
    these ones have a great family of little frogs.  
 MS21E 15-047  Juanito agarra a una ranita  
    Juanito grabs a little frog 
 MS21E 15-048  y se despide de los demás. 
    and says goodbye to the rest. 
 
 As was found with AE20A in Section 1.5, whose use of RP in a modal world 

triggered RP in the text-world, this narrator’s use of present tense to provide an 

observation in an update triggers a cluster of present tenses in an otherwise past tense 

narrative.  The fact that the use of present tense is consistent, protracted and more 

importantly, not driven by plot leads it to be categorised as a switch in anchor tense. 

However, it may be that the choice to stay in the PP for the remainder of the story is 

further validated by the suitability of the historic present tense at that point of the story, 

where the search for the frog is reaching its denouement and is of immediate 

importance to discourse participants.  
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 It is interesting to note that all 8 of the switches of anchor tense in the corpus 

are from RP to PP, showing that while these narrators attempted to relate the events in 

RP, the standard tense for narratives in both languages, they changed their anchor tense 

to PP due to the demands of the task.  However, as 7 out of these 8 switches in anchor 

tense were by Spanish speakers (4 PS narrators and 3 MS narrators), it does appear that 

they were more disposed to PP than English speakers, and more significantly, the switch 

from RP to PP was unmarked.  Despite the equivalent function of the historic present 

in both Spanish and English, previous empirical research has shown that spoken 

Spanish makes more frequent use of the phenomenon than spoken English (Fente 

Gómez 1971) and the present findings firmly corroborate that conclusion; in this 

corpus, one third of Peninsular Spanish and one quarter of the Mexican Spanish 

narrators switch their anchor tense from RP to PP, while only one English-speaker – an 

American – does so.  This suggests that the option of switching to the historic present 

for prolonged clusters of clauses is more viable in Spanish than in English. Moreover, 

that British English is especially resistant to changes in tense unless temporally 

motivated. Spanish, it seems, makes more use of tense for discursive, as well as 

temporal, functions. 

 Even within the Spanish language, differences have been observed. All 4 of the 

anchor-switching PS narrators tried to begin the narration using RP but soon switched 

to PP, whereas most of the MS narrators used RP throughout, 3 of them making anchor 

switches by employing the historic present in clusters at certain complicating actions or 

if triggered by an update.  
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6.3 Temporal Expressions 

 

Now that we have described the use of tense for temporal world-building and switching, 

as well as for its other discursive functions, the foundations are laid to be able to explore 

how the different language varieties use temporal expressions (which shall be shown to 

include adjuncts and propositions, as well as adverbs) in world-building and switching.  

In the analysis of temporal expressions in the corpus, there are two avenues to explore.  

Firstly, we must describe those that signal a break in the temporal sequencing of events 

(Section 6.3.1). Such breaks are responsible for temporal world-switches and can be 

revealed through an analysis of the text-world diagrams, where the world-switches are 

clearly illustrated. These world-switches are analysed quantitatively, and although their 

frequencies are few (at an average of 1.04 per narration), the accompanying detailed 

qualitative analysis reveals some interesting inter- and intra-linguistic patterns. 

 Secondly, those temporal adverbs that do not generate world-switches but, 

instead, build temporal relationships between events within the text-world will be 

described (Section 6.3.2).  As the text-world diagram does not clearly depict these 

world-building temporal features, the quantitative corpus analysis results will provide 

the data necessary for analysis, which can be held in conjunction with the patterns that 

will have been gleaned from the text-world diagrams, as well as what was discovered 

about tense patterning in Section 6.2. 

 However, there are some issues regarding what exactly constitutes a temporal 

world-switch that must first be clarified. As described in the last chapter (Section 5.3.1), 

Text-World Theory holds that a temporal adverb is capable of creating a temporal 

world-switch if it signifies a break or a disjuncture in the temporal sequence of events.  

When diagramming the 48 frog stories, it became clear that the description had to be 

redefined to deal with some of the data encountered. Firstly, this was because not all 
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breaks in the temporal sequence were expressed by adverbs, as full clauses in the form 

of adjuncts also fulfilled this function, like, for example, by the time the morning comes 

(BE21I 02b-027).  This led to the inclusion of adjuncts alongside adverbs in those 

expressions capable of generating temporal world-switches. Also, temporal prepositions, 

as in before bedtime (BE21A 01-003) may not signify a temporal world-switch, but their 

capacity to add to the temporal world-building will be investigated. 

 Moreover, the distinction between world-building and world-switching temporal 

expressions must be made principled and verifiable.  It was not always clear what in the 

data could be considered a ‘leap’ in the temporal sequence of events. In order to help to 

classify in a principled manner what expressions do and do not generate a temporal 

world-switch, I incorporated Almeida’s approach to time in narrative into the text-world 

analysis (as described in Section 5.3.1).  Those temporal adjuncts that implicitly mark 

that a temporal interval has passed (e.g. de pronto es de noche, which means suddenly it is 

night time PS20K 02a-004) are also considered world-switching. However, those 

temporal adverbials that do not indicate an interval, but instead select one frame from 

many (e.g. una buena noche, meaning one fine night PS20J 02a-004) are not considered 

temporal world-switches18. 

 While Almeida’s distinction does help to formalize how the text-world analyst 

can distinguish between world-building and world-switching temporal expressions, the 

case is not always clear-cut, as some examples in the subsequent analysis will show. Not 

just the particular adverb or adjunct, but the co-text in which it occurs and even the 

prosodic manner in which it is delivered can contribute to the temporal world-switching 

effect. Nevertheless, it must be remembered that a temporal world-switch is simply an 

                                                        
18 Nevertheless, it is possible that the adverb un(a) día/noche (one day/night) may be temporal world-
switching. For example the narrator of MS20G, makes a world-switch by departing from a night time 
world through the use of un día (one day). In this case the narrator does not simply highlight one time 
frame from general temporal scale, but uses un día in opposition to the time frame established several 
clauses earlier, una noche (one night). 
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interval between events and not a major disjuncture nor a departure from the text-

world. The fact that what constitutes a temporal interval is – to some extent – subjective 

highlights the joint nature of building the text-world, where all participants contribute 

their particular understanding, the analyst included. Yet while interpretation is inevitably 

subjective, to a certain degree, an attempt to refine and formalize the diagramming 

method is necessary for upholding rigorous, verifiable and quantifiable analyses.  The 

temporal expressions that prove difficult to classify as either fully temporal world-

building or switching will be discussed throughout the following sections and analysed 

qualitatively.   Firstly, those adjuncts and adverbials that can be classed as creating 

intervals and world-switches will be dealt with in the next section, Section 6.3.1. Using 

Almeida’s distinction, the temporal expressions which do not have the breadth and 

scope of the interval adverbials are called point adverbials and classified as world-

building and so will be dealt with in Section 6.3.2.  

 

6.3.1 World-switching with Temporal Adverbs and Adjuncts 

The pictures in Meyer’s book largely dictate the temporal arrangement of events, the 

first step in narrativization (Fleischman 1990), but the second step, the choice of 

perspective, is left to the narrators, allowing for some variation in the narrators’ 

interpretation and telling of the story.  The choice of temporal adverbs in describing 

temporal disjunctures may tell us something about how the speakers of each language 

variety interpret the temporal relationships between the illustrated events. The following 

table, it must be remembered, does not depict the sum total of temporal adverbs, but 

only those that generated a temporal world-switch by expressing an interval in time. 

Table 6.4 shows these world-switches categorised according to whether they introduce a 

new day after the passing of night (Pictures 2a-2b, Appendix I), whether they introduce 

the fall of night after some time has passed (Pictures 1-2a, Appendix I), and also 
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whether they described some ‘other’ interval of time not directly depicted by the 

illustrations.  The last line of the table shows the number of narrators who made no 

interval temporal world-switches. 
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ENGLISH SPANISH time-frame English and Spanish 
equivalent 
temporal adverbial/adjunct 

AE BE PS MS 
CORPUS 
TOTAL 

later that evening 1 0 0 0 1 
it is night time 
es de noche 

0 0 1 0 1 

that night 
esa noche 

0 1 0 0 1 

at night 
por/en la noche 

0 0 1 
(por) 

1 
(en) 

2 

night fell 
se hizo de noche/la noche hizo lo 
suyo 

0 0 1 1 2 

night arrives 
llega por la noche19 

0 0 1 0 1 

evening/
night 

(Pictures 
1-2a) 

Total night 
adverbials/adjuncts 

1 1 4 2 8 

the next morning 
a la mañana siguiente 

4 1 6 2 13 

in the morning 
por la mañana 

4 8 4 0 16 

at dawn/daybreak 
al amanecer/ 
era madrugada/muy de mañana 

0 0 0 4.5* 4.5 

the morning comes 0 1 0 0 1 
it’s morning time 0 1 0 0 1 
the next day 
al día siguiente/al otro día/ un día 

0 0 1 4.5* 5.5 

it’s daytime 
es de día 

0 0 1 0 1 

new day/ 
morning 
(Picture 

2b) 

Total new day 
adverbials/adjuncts 

8 11 12 11 42 

earlier that day/ 
esa tarde/durante el día 

1 0 2 0 3 

after a while 1 0 0 0 1 
after breakfast/ 
después de desayunar 

0 0 1 0 1 

other 
(various 
pictures) 

Total other 
adverbials/adjuncts 

2 0 3 0 5 

 (sub-)corpus total 11 12 19 13 55 
number of narrations with no world-switching 
temporal adverbials/adjuncts 

3 1 1 3 8 

Table 6.4. Temporal World-switching Adverbials and Adjuncts 

                                                        
19 Although this is a rather marked temporal adverb, literally translated as ‘it arrives at night’, this is the 
way in which one Spanish-speaking narrator (PS20B) expressed the temporal interval. 
* One of each of the figures marked with asterisks was produced by the same narrator in the same clause, 
al otro día al amanecer (the next day at dawn, MS21A 02b-011) so they have each been counted with a 0.5 value 
to show their joint contribution to the one temporal world-switch. This gives a total of 13 interval 
adverbials/adjuncts used by MS speakers, which equals their total of 13 temporal world-switches. 
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 What emerges from this table is that the PS narrators most frequently used 

temporal adverbials and adjuncts to create intervals in the temporal sequencing of 

events, with over one third of the corpus total, at 34.5%. Although with a much lower 

frequency, the MS narrators also used at least one interval world-switch each, whereas 

the English-speaking narrators used 1 or less each, which perhaps indicates a cross-

linguistic difference. The Spanish-speakers (especially the PS) seem to formalize the 

passing of time through such expressions, while the English-speakers are slightly less 

concerned with the lapses of time in the text-world. The AE speakers show the lowest 

attention to temporal intervals, with 3 narrators who do not express any at all. The MS 

speakers present a strange case here, in that even though they have the 2nd highest 

frequency of interval temporal world-switches, 3 of these narrators also made no such 

world-switches. Thus, one quarter of the MS narrators and one quarter of the AE 

narrators did not make any world-switches using temporal expressions, or in Almeida’s 

terms, they delivered a ‘basic narrative line’ with no intervals. One interpretation is that 

these narrators perceived each event as leading seamlessly on to the next and did not 

warrant the intervals between depicted events as relevant to the telling of the story. 

  By examining at which points the language varieties made interval world-

switches we can get a clearer picture of the differences.  Picture 1, the first illustration in 

the story, depicts an evening/night scene, evidenced by the fact that the moon is in the 

window and the boy is dressed in pyjamas, his clothes discarded on the floor (see 

Appendix i). The following picture, 2a, indicates that time has passed, as the boy is 

shown going to bed. The expression of this time lapse as an interval temporal world-

switch shows the biggest cross-linguistic difference in Table 6.4, with only 2 occurrences 

amongst the English speakers (BE21D & AE20D) and 6 amongst the Spanish speakers. 

This means that one quarter of the Spanish-speaking narrators (compared with 2 

English-speaking narrators) interpreted the lapse between Picture 1 and Picture 2a as a 
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significant temporal interval, where night fell. However, a closer analysis of how the 

narrators begin their story reveals that nearly half of the English-speakers (11 in total) set 

the scene as night from the offset (e.g. one night BE21A 01-002), whereas only 2 PS and 

4 MS narrators do so, that is, only one quarter of the Spanish-speakers.  Amongst the 

PS narrators, 7 make no mention of the time of day in relation to Picture 1. Therefore, 

when prompted by Picture 2a, which shows the boy going to bed, 4 of these 7 then do 

specify the arrival of night, causing the interval temporal world-switch.  Those 3 that do 

not mark the passing of time with formalized world-building temporal adverb and 

adjuncts leave it to be inferred by the function-advancing propositions, where the boy is 

described as going to bed. However, exactly why almost half of the English-speakers, 

compared with only one quarter of the Spanish-speakers, identify Picture 1 as a night 

scene and incorporate that into their temporal world-building, is difficult to determine.  

In any case, the Spanish-speaking (particularly PS) narrators’ delaying of temporal 

world-building is the reason for their greater number of night world-switches and also 

contributes towards their higher total number of interval world-switches. 

 All of the language varieties were most attentive to the break of a new day in 

Picture 2b, which is the only picture in Meyer’s picture book that shows an obvious 

break in the sequence of events, from night to day, via the depiction of the moon then 

sunlight.  However, while all 12 PS narrators, 11 BE narrators and 11 MS narrators 

express this time lapse explicitly, just 8 of the AE narrators do so.  Again, those that did 

not use a world-switching temporal adverb or adjunct simply left the time lapse to be 

inferred through the function-advancing propositions; for example, some narrators 

chose to say when the boy and the dog wake up (AE20C 02b-009) or some variation of that 

action, instead relying on Narrative Convention for the listener to infer sequentiality 

(Almeida 1995). The point is that one third of the AE narrators did not describe an 

interval between night and day in world-building terms. Their attention to the 
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characters’ actions could show a deeper level of concern for activity rather than world-

building elements, a characteristic that has been suggested to pertain to American 

English (Kövecses 2000).  

 When the corpus narrators did indicate a temporal world-switch for the new 

day, it is interesting to note the intra-lingual variation in preferences for temporal 

expressions. While the AE narrators were equally as disposed to use either of the 

adverbials, in the morning (4) or the next morning (4), the BE narrators preferred to 

sequence the days non-deictically with in the morning. The fact that the only BE narrator 

to use the next morning was also the only narrator in the entire corpus to tell the story in 

the first person (BE21K), may suggest that the deictic expression creates a more internal 

perspective of the text-world, and one that was not otherwise favoured by the BE 

narrators. However, two BE narrators did use temporal adjuncts that demonstrated an 

internal perspective on time in the text-world, in the form of non-deictic it’s morning time 

(BE21L 02b-008) and deictic the morning comes (BE21I 02b-027), where both show an 

involvement with the temporal coordinates of the text-world through the use of present 

tense. This is further compounded with the BE21I narrator’s use of spatial deictic verb 

comes, where the deictic centre is firmly located within the text-world.  It seems that both 

AE and BE narrators take internal perspectives on the temporal intervals, but several 

different ways of doing so can be observed. 

 Amongst the Spanish-speaking narrators, the PS speakers referred to the new 

day most frequently as la mañana (the morning), with a preference for the deictic a la 

mañana siguiente (the next morning). In contrast, reference to la mañana was relatively 

uncommon among the MS speakers, who instead most frequently chose to describe the 

breaking of a new day as al amanecer (at dawn/daybreak), showing an earlier interpretation 

of the scene. In fact, one Mexican narrator also referred to Picture 2a where the moon is 

seen in the window as muy de madrugada (in the very early hours, MS21D 02a-006), which 
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also shows an interpretation of the previously discussed night scene as early morning. A 

feature of the Spanish language narratives that was not present in the English at all is the 

description of the end of night as día (day), whereas the only way the night ended in 

English was through the arrival of morning. This perhaps shows some cultural variation 

in the conception of daily cycles, where in English the night invariably turns to morning, 

but in Spanish the end of night is more flexibly the arrival of dawn, morning or day. 

Furthermore, the Spanish-speakers had the term madrugada (wee small hours) available to 

them, which does not have an exact equivalent in English, and although only one MS 

narrator made use of the term, its very existence perhaps demonstrates the more 

multifarious ways of expressing temporal intervals in Spanish. While there may be 

several ways of describing daybreak in both languages, the Spanish-speaking narrators 

were far from uniform in their choice of temporal world-builders for that scene. 

 Moving on to the final section of Table 6.4 which deals with ‘other’ kinds of 

temporal intervals in the story, the AE narrators had the highest proportion of their 

total (one fifth) at 2, but again it was the PS narrators who had the highest number, with 

3 in this category. These were temporal world-switches generated by adverbials that 

created intervals between events that were not expressly depicted in Meyer’s 

illustrations, but were inferred by the narrators. The first AE narrator uses after a while as 

part of a spatio-temporal world-switch (AE20D 05-019), where the narrator infers a 

temporal interval before the characters head for the woods in Picture 5. The second AE 

narrator says earlier that day in their first line (AE20E 01-001), and as such, the narrator 

actually begins the text-world with a backtracking temporal world-switch. The use of the 

demonstrative in that day refers to the main text-world, but the adverbial earlier 

backtracks to an earlier time, where events that explain the current situation occurred. 

This is the only text-world in the corpus that begins with a backtrack. The backtracking 

adverbials esa tarde (that afternoon) and durante el día (during the day) are also used by the 
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Peninsular Spanish-speakers to infer events prior to those depicted in the story. The 

third PS narrator to insert an interval temporal world-switch does so with después de 

desayunar (after eating breakfast PS20A 05-025), also inferring a break between the earlier 

domestic scenes and the journey into the wood.  The illustrations provide no such clue, 

but the narrator’s social knowledge schema of typical morning activities provokes the 

inference. Such temporal world-switches show these narrators to be very involved in the 

text-world, to the extent that they can infer and invent lapses in time without input from 

the visual stimuli. It is notable that the MS and BE narrators do not make any inferences 

about the lapsing of time beyond the evidence provided in the illustrations, preferring a 

more faithful rendering of the temporal sequence of events.  This could be interpreted 

as less involvement of the discourse world’s narrator in the text-world, and greater 

distance between the two worlds and their inhabitants. 

 These results can be interpreted in relation to the observations of tense 

patterning in Section 6.2. It was shown that the PS narrators often switched tense to 

don the characters’ perspectives, showing great immersion in the text-world.  It could be 

that, through their use of temporal adverbials and adjuncts, the PS narrators also 

frequently suspend the discourse world’s temporal reality to immerse themselves in the 

lapsing of time in the text-world. While 2 AE speakers also show a comfortable 

accessibility to the temporal coordinates of the text-world by inferring temporal 

intervals, in general they paid the least attention to temporal intervals, often focussing 

on the function-advancing events and leaving temporal intervals to be inferred. 

 The analysis of tense-switching showed the AE narrators to change easily from 

PP to RP, with a more flexible use of tenses which were employed to suit the events of 

the text-world as well as the demands of the discourse world. This flexibility of tense 

and their relative lack of temporal intervals may indicate that temporal world-building is 

less important to the AE narrators than advancing the action and their stance toward it.  
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The MS narrators showed great frequency and variation in their depiction of the night 

and morning temporal world-switches, where they tended to interpret the scenes as 

earlier than the other language varieties. They were also the group that most frequently 

used RP tensed narratives, which shows a more formalized and distant relationship with 

the text-world.  This is reflected in the fact that they do not infer temporal world-

switches where there is no pictorial evidence in the stimulus, a trait shared with the BE 

narrators. Furthermore, it could be surmised that the BE narrators’ more orthodox use 

of tense for strictly temporal contours is combined here with the use of temporal 

intervals only as and when indicated by the illustrations.  Thus, the BE narrators’ 

temporal world-building is attentive to text-world events as depicted by the stimulus, 

without the use of narratorial creative licence with time that abounds in the PS 

narrations, and to a lesser extent the AE narrations. 

 

6.3.2 World-building Temporal Adverbs and Prepositions 

At the beginning of Section 2, a distinction was made between world-switching 

temporal expressions as those that signal an interval in events and world-building 

temporal expressions as those that signal a point in time. Because the text-world diagram 

does not explicitly show how the elements within a world contribute to its meaning, a 

quantitative analysis has been carried out on the relevant terms and any patterns that 

emerge will be analysed qualitatively and in relation to what has been discovered in the 

analysis of temporality in the frog story narrations so far. 

 Temporal world-building expressions are generally expressed through temporal 

adverbs such as before/antes, now/ahora and later/luego. As shown in Chapter 2 (Section 

2.1), these terms are typically used deictically, where their interpretation relies on 

knowledge of the speaker’s temporal location, as the following example shows: 
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 AE20E 03b021   now the dog and the boy are - yelling out the window for the 
   frog - 
 

 To interpret the meaning of now, the timing of the utterance must be 

understood. With the appropriate contextual cues, this can still be interpreted in a split 

discourse situation, when listening back to the recording of the narration, or in the 

above context where the coding system explicates which picture the narrator is referring 

to.  As the frog story task requires the narrator to relate events in which (s)he is not 

necessarily involved, the need for ‘pure’ temporal deictic adverbs is not very great. As 

such, the English temporal adverb then is much more frequent in the corpus than the 

temporal adverb now, and likewise for Spanish entonces and ahora. 

 In Section 2.1.2, a distinction was made between actual and inactual temporal 

deictic adverbs (following Carbonero Cano 1979), which link events to the current 

temporal axis (actual), or a remote temporal axis (inactual). Temporal adverbs, like 

then/entonces, do not link the text-world events to the discourse situation, but instead 

create temporal links within text-world events. Although they may not be ‘pure’ deictics, 

they do contribute towards our mental representation of the temporal sequencing of 

events and are, consequently, world-building.  Therefore, when searching for temporal 

adverbs in the corpus, the results had to be broken down further into those that were 

anchored to the narrator’s deictic centre and those that were not. As we have seen so 

far, different narrators took different levels of involvement in the text-world and by 

breaking down the temporal adverbs into these two types we can further analyse the 

narrators’ level of involvement in the time of the text-world. 

 A temporal adverb form may be used in an actual expression, linking the event 

to the current point, as follows: 

 BE21I 01-016  they might have some kind of relevance later on in the 
    story/ 
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 MS21A 02a-010 Verde se escapó, primero una pata luego la otra y  
    después adiós 
    Verde escaped, first one foot, then the other and after bye-bye 
 
 Or the same form, in this case English later and Spanish después (after), may also 

be used in an inactual expression, linking the event to another text-world event, as 

follows:  

 AE20D02a004    later that evening - the boy the dog and the frog went to 
    sleep 
  
 PS20L 01-002   después de la larga jornada Federico se- se va a dormir 
    after the long day Federico goes to sleep 
  
 Thus, the results of the quantitative analysis of temporal adverbs in the corpus, 

as presented in Table 6.5, are divided between actual and inactual temporal adverbs.  As 

can be seen in the above examples and in the Table, while the English forms that fulfil 

both functions are identical, the Spanish forms antes (before) and después (after) often take 

the preposition de (of) in inactual expressions, which acts as an anchor to the extraneous 

event. 
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 Form MS PS SPANISH BE AE ENGLISH TOTAL 
  no % no % no % no % no % no % no 

now/ahora 1 11.1 8 88.9 9 21.4 10 30.3 23 69.7 33 78.6 42 
before/ 
antes 

0 0 2 100 2  1  0  1  3 

after/ 
después 

3  0  3  0  0  0  3 

later/luego 0  0  0  1  0  1  1 
so far -  -  -  1  0  1  1 

A
ct

ua
l t

em
po

ra
l a

dv
er

bs
 

Total 
actual 
adverbs 

4 28.6 10 71.4 14  13 36.1 23 72.2 36  50 

 

y a  14  8  22  -  -  -  22 

then/ 
entonces 

28  20  48  60  31  91  139 

before/ 
antes de 

1  3  4  3  1  4  8 

after/ 
después de 

0  3  3  0  8  8  11 

later/  
luego 

6  3  9  0  1  1  10 

pronto/ 
soon 

5  0  5  0  2  2  7 

next/ 
posteriorme
nte 

1  0  1  1  0  1  2 

en esto 0  4  4  -  -  -  - 
en eso 2  0  2  -  -  -  - 

In
ac

tu
al

 te
m

po
ra

l a
dv

er
bs

 

Total 
inactual 
adverbs 

48  40  88  66 57.4 49 42.6 115  203 

Total temporal 
adverbs: 

66  58  124  79  72  151  275 

as a % of word 
count 

 1.25  0.86  1.03  1.23  0.89  1.04  

Table 6.5. Temporal World-building Adverbs 

 The table is divided into actual and inactual temporal adverbs and in between 

these categories is placed the Spanish term ya. This is a ubiquitous and multi-functional 

adverbial that may be translated as already, finally, presently, or now, although no English 

term means at once so little and as a result can do so much, as Spanish ya.  As well as 

having a range of temporal and aspectual meanings that are determined by the context 

and include deictic now, the term goes beyond temporality to function as a discourse 

marker that reflects subjectivity, emotional intensity and aids in cohesion (Koike 1996).  

Furthermore, despite the fact it may mean now in referring to the moment of speaking, 
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ya is described as a non-deictic grounding device, as unlike deictic terms it does not a 

have a fixed meaning, or direction of pointing (Delbecque and Maldonado 2011).  

Therefore, the adverbial defies categorisation as either deictic or non-deictic, actual or 

inactual, but rather than disregard it altogether, it is included between the categories in 

Table 6.5. Its frequency of occurrence demonstrates just how widespread its use is in 

Spanish and can help explain some of the other patterns that emerge from the table in 

the following analysis. 

 Recalling that the vast majority (10 of each) of the PS and AE narrators chose 

PP as anchor tense, it stands to reason that these varieties have higher frequencies (at 8 

and 23, respectively) of temporal deictic adverb now/ahora than their Mexican and 

British counterparts. This shows that, as stated at the outset of this chapter, choice of 

anchor tense is a deciding factor in the selection of other world-builders. It is interesting 

that the PS narrators, who were shown in Section 6.2.2 to make frequent use of historic 

present, use the actual temporal adverb ahora in support of the PP axis of orientation.  

This has the effect of reinforcing the sense of vividness and immediacy in the narrating 

of past events.  Following on from this pattern, the BE narrators, 7 of which chose PP 

as anchor tense, make less use of the actual temporal deictic now, with 10 occurrences at 

just 30% of the English total. Amongst the MS narrators, who statistically preferred RP 

as anchor tense (10 out 12 narrators), ahora was used only once.  Notably, this one use 

of ahora among the MS narrators was in an RP narrative, where the actual temporal 

adverb served to highlight the mental state of the text-world enactors, in a strategy that 

is similar to that of the historic present tense: 

 MS21A 14a-072 y encontraron allí a Verde, la rana o el sapo que 
    and they found there Verde, the frog or the toad which 
 MS21A 14a-073 ahora se dieron cuenta que era un sapo porque 
    now they realised that it was a toad because 
 MS21A 14b-074 tenía su esposa la rana y muchos sapitos alrededor de él 
    he had his wife the frog and lots of little toads around him 
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 Here, although the text-world is temporally remote from the discourse world in 

terms of tense, the choice of actual temporal adverbs brings the discourse world 

inhabitants closer to the text-world enactors’ mental states for the denouement of the 

story. So while it may be generalised that actual temporal adverbs co-occur with PP 

narratives, this pattern can be subverted where the marked choice provides a 

foregrounding stylistic effect. 

 The reader may have noticed that although all the use of ahora/now follows the 

pattern set by the preferred choice of anchor tense for each language variety, the 

Spanish-speakers use this term much less, at only 20% of the total occurrences of 

ahora/now in the corpus.  The obvious explanation for this is that the adverbial ya is 

employed by the Spanish-speakers in place of ahora, and indeed if the occurrences of ya 

were to be counted along with ahora, the total frequencies would match the frequency of 

English now. However, it would be wrong to assume that every instance of ya is 

equivalent to ahora/now and it may simply be noted that ya seems to fulfil to some 

extent, the function of ahora/now in Spanish. 

 To further cement the idea that actual temporal adverbs are, in an unmarked 

pattern, used in conjunction with present tense, the use of antes/before as actual temporal 

adverbs, although infrequent, only occurs in PP narratives in Spanish and English.  The 

following examples show how, when used in an actual sense, this adverb links the event 

to the time of the discourse world; that is, the discourse world and the text-world are 

simultaneous: 

 PS20A 12b087 era un ruido 
   it was a sound 
 PS20A 12b088 que habían oído alguna vez antes 
   that they had heard one time before 
 
 BE21I 10a-084 and the owl still from the picture before is kind of watching over 
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 The use of before in the BE example above may be interpreted either spatially or 

temporally, but has been taken here in its root temporal sense. In any case, these uses of 

antes/before are not anchored to an explicit event or entity within the text-world, but 

instead anchor the narrators therein and, as a consequence, are indicators of the 

narrators’ deictic involvement with the text-world, temporally or otherwise. In fact, the 

two forms of English actual temporal adverbs from Table 6.5 that have yet to be 

analysed, later and so far, are uttered by the same narrator in the example below, as in the 

above example:  

 BE21I 01-016 they might have some kind of relevance later on in the story/ 
 
 BE21I 03b-038  both the dog and the boy seem to be expressing the same kind 
   of sentiments so far mirroring each other. 
 
 This particular narrator, who uses PP as anchor tense, delivers a very involved 

narration that is manifest in his use of these temporal features, present tense and actual 

adverbials, as well as the spatial, personal and modal features that are to be explored in 

the next chapter. 

 Notably, the MS narrators only use después (after) as an actual temporal adverb, in 

contrast to their Peninsular counterparts who only use it inactually, anchoring it to some 

extraneous event in the text-world. The following examples show this difference: 

 MS21I 02a-005   después el niño y su perro se duermen, 
    after, the boy and his dog sleep 
 
 PS20A 09b067 después de haberse librado de las abejas que le querían picar 
     after having freed himself from the bees that wanted to sting him 
 
 This perhaps shows a dialectal difference where ‘después’ is preferred in actual 

temporal expressions in MS and in inactual temporal expressions in PS. The preposition 

de (of) is used after every PS instance of después to anchor it to another text-world event, 

whereas the MS narrators leave it open to be inferred from the context.  The adverb 

antes (before), discussed earlier in its actual use, is also combined with the preposition de 
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to make it inactual, although this time by Spanish-speakers from both sides of the 

Atlantic, if more frequently by the PS narrators, at 3:1. The same ratio for before in its 

actual use is found between the BE and AE narrators (3:1, respectively), which may 

indicate that before and antes de used inactually are more common in the European 

variants of both languages.  The following examples show how these adverbs function 

inactually: 

 AE20B 01-002 this is just before he goes to bed one night 
 
 MS21E 01-003 ambos la contemplaban antes de acostarse en la cama. 
   both were contemplating it [the frog] before going to bed 
 
 The MS speakers not only use more inactual temporal adverbs than their 

Peninsular counterparts with 54.5% of the Spanish language total, but they also use a 

wider variety, including posteriormente (next) and pronto (soon).  Their higher share of 

inactual temporal adverbs is offset with the PS narrators’ higher share of actual temporal 

adverbs, at 71.4% of the Spanish language total.  This distribution reflects the PS 

preference for present tense and immediate narratives with high narratorial involvement 

and the MS preference for past tense and remote narratives with lesser narratorial 

involvement.  This pattern is compounded by the fact that PS speakers use the temporal 

adverbial en esto (at this) exclusively and MS speakers use the more distant en eso (at that), 

again exclusively.   

 Showing that anchor tense influences the choice of adverbials in the same way 

in English as in Spanish, the same pattern occurs in the English sub-corpus where the 

AE narrators, who statistically preferred PP as anchor tense, have a higher proportion 

of the English actual temporal adverbs at 72.2%. The BE narrators, who marginally 

preferred the RP as anchor tense, have 56.4% of the inactual temporal adverbs. At 

90.1%, most of the BE inactual adverbs are in the form of then, which is far more 

frequently used by this group than any other language variety in the corpus (where 
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entonces is the Spanish equivalent). As with Spanish, the North Americans show a wider 

range of inactual temporal adverbs, encompassing after, later and soon, none of which 

occur among BE speakers. The most frequent of these is after which counts for 16.3% 

of the total number of AE inactual temporal adverbs and is used in the following way: 

 AE20I 02a003   and after he and his doggie went to sleep one night  
 AE20I 02a004   the frog got out of the jar ...  
 
 AE20E 10a060   and um - the deer pops out of the rock  
 AE20E 10a061   and - um - after being disturbed . -  
 
 It seems strange that this temporal adverb should be so frequent in the AE 

narratives and completely absent in the BE narratives20, so by comparing the 

descriptions of these particular scenes it may be possible to identify a reason. The same 

scenes, 2a and 10a, are described by two BE narrators in the following manner: 

 BE21I 02a-025 and the frog obviously having not been closed properly in the jar 
   just kind of sneaks out 
 
 BE21H 10a-051 but he doesn’t realise that  
 BE21H 10a-052 he’s gone right in between the antlers of a deer 
 

 One possible explanation, as these extracts from the BE sub-corpus show, is 

that in light of the less frequent use of perfective aspect in AE predicates, AE speakers 

use the temporal adverb after to sequence a current event after a completed event. This 

would be quite revelational, as it posits that the difference in verb choice influences 

syntactical choice, where AE speakers may use after to introduce a perfective event in 

the subordinate clause, which is held in contrast with another event in the main clause.  

This would coincide with Bennett-Kastor’s findings (2002), where her Irish-speaking 

frog story narrators frequently used éis (a verbal suffix meaning after) to compensate for 

the lack of verbal perfectivity in Irish. Given the similarities in the circumstances, it 

                                                        
20 See AE20K 02b-005, AE20K 10-072, AE20E 12a-066, AE20F 09b-066 for more examples. 
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seems plausible that a lack or avoidance of verbal perfective aspect encourages speakers 

to find other means, such as adverbial after to express the same aspectual meaning. 

 

 

6.4 Summary of Findings 

It was noted from the outset of this chapter that choice of anchor tense had a great 

influence on the occurrence of other temporal features, and it stands to reason that 

there would be some consistency in the temporal world-building, as narrative demands 

the temporal sequencing of events.  However, the most remarkable characteristics have 

emerged where narrators make use of temporal world-building tools for other means. 

 The most ardent group in this respect were the PS speakers, who were shown to 

use the historic present to relate past, yet vivid events, where the text-world was 

effectively ‘brought into’ the discourse world. This strategy was then mirrored in the 

more frequent use of actual temporal adverbs. Such was the PS narrators’ accessibility to 

the temporal coordinates of the text-world that, forgetting the linear unfolding of time 

in the discourse world, they were sensitive to lapses in the time of the text-world and 

created many temporal world-switches, even where there was no pictorial evidence 

provided.  However, like their Mexican counterparts the PS narrators often delayed 

temporal world-building to after Picture 1, as the Spanish-speakers seemed to attend to 

other world-building strategies in the first picture. Reasons for this will be further 

explored in the next chapter. 

 While the MS speakers also showed the historic present was available to them, 

their use of it was ‘triggered’ by text-world events that were more immediately relevant 

to the discourse world, such as updates. Instead, the MS speakers largely preferred to 

relate the story in RP anchor tense, which influenced their preference for inactual 

temporal adverbs, where events were linked to other events within the text-world. They 
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showed considerable attention to interval temporal world-switches, especially those that 

were evidenced in Pictures 2a and 2b, and used a variety of expressions to describe the 

time of day, which were often earlier interpretations than the other language varieties 

used. They were also, however, somewhat reticent in identifying temporal intervals 

where no evidence was provided, and indeed, one quarter of the MS narrators made no 

interval temporal world-switches, preferring to remain on a ‘basic narrative line’.  

 The AE speakers were equally inattentive to interval temporal world-switches, 

which was suggested as indicative of an interest in function-advancing rather than 

superfluous world-building. However, a few AE narrators were confident about 

inferring temporal world-switches where there were none evidenced by the pictures, 

showing easy access to and involvement with the text-world. This was also 

demonstrated through their use of PP as anchor tense, which was on par with the PS 

narrators. They were shown to make frequent backtracking world-switches from this PP 

and this was explained in relation to their infrequent use of the present perfect tense, 

which demanded the use of past tense to fill this function.  Likewise, it was suggested 

that their frequent use of temporal adverb ‘after’ could be due to the infrequency of the 

perfective tense in AE. 

 The BE narrators showed a marginal preference for PP as anchor tense, and 

their choice of temporal adverbs mirrored this. In terms of world-switches, they were 

few and generally motivated by the text-world events rather than discourse world 

narrative strategies. That is, their use of temporal world-builders, was, unlike the PS 

narrators, orthodox and strictly temporal.  It was suggested that because Text-World 

Theory is designed in and for (British) English, it is only now – through applying the 

model to other languages and language varieties – that we can appreciate the many other 

discursive ways temporal world-builders can be put to use.  It is only through the 
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application of the model to other languages and language varieties that these alternative 

uses for temporal world-building features have been recognised. 
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CHAPTER 7. ANALYSIS OF SPATIAL, PERSONAL AND MODAL 

WORLD-BUILDING 

 

7.0 Introduction 

 

This chapter outlines the frog story narrators’ use of spatial and personal deictics in 

world-building, which, when taken together, reveal the stances taken towards the text-

world by the speakers of the two languages and their sub-varieties. These range from 

the choice of more remote and distal features such as distal demonstratives (aquel/that) 

and third person pronouns (él/he), to the more proximal features such as proximal 

demonstratives (este/this) and first and second person pronouns (yo/tú and I/you).  These 

features will also be explored in relation to their use in character-attributed Direct 

Speech, which inherently entails a personal deictic shift. Narrator involvement in the 

text-world is also explored though their use of epistemic, boulomaic and deontic 

modality, which is categorised according to whether the modal proposition is 

attributable to the narrator or to a character. This will allow a deeper understanding of 

how the narrators relate to the text-world in terms of their confidence in the truth value 

of the proposition, as well as their access to the characters’ thoughts, desires and 

obligations.  Considered together, modality and spatio-personal deixis allow for an 

appreciation of how the frog story narrators build the text-world space and their 

personal stance toward it. 
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7.1 Space 

 

The analysis will begin with special deixis, as space is considered a fundamental 

dimension in conceptualization, so much so that it is frequently used as a metaphor for 

more abstract notions. There is not the space to investigate all the various metaphorical 

mappings of spatial deixis but pertinent examples of special concepts being used to 

describe other dimensions, such as empathy and time, will be explored. 

 
7.1.1 Demonstratives 
  
Often cited as the most prototypical of deictic terms and so a worthy feature to start the 

analysis of spatial world-building with, demonstratives create a link between the 

discourse participants’ space and that of the nominal referred to (see Chapter 2 for a 

fuller explanation). That ‘space’ is prototypically locative, but it has been extended 

metaphorically to express temporal, social and empathetic space, where the locative 

notions of ‘proximal’ and ‘distal’ can be used to reflect a temporal or an emotional 

distance from the referent, as the following examples show: 

 

 MS21B 06b-046 Tobi seguía trantando de morder aquel panal extraño. 
     Tobi continued trying to bite that strange hive. 
 
 AE20I 08-030   that boy better let those bees alone . 
 
 
 Here the empathetic use of space is exemplified by narrators of both languages, 

the MS speaker using the past tense and the AE speaker using the present. The 

demonstratives aquel and that anchor the narrator to the text-world, but simultaneously 

in a way that shows empathetic distance between character and narrator, which is 

reflected in the deontic force of AE20I’s proposition, a point we return to in Section 7.4 

of this chapter.  
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 The English and Spanish demonstratives are charted in Table 7.1 in their 

determiner and pronoun functions; in each function, English has two forms, a proximal 

one (this) and a distal one (that), whereas Spanish has a proximal (este), a distal (aquel), as 

well as the medial form ese making a tripart system (see Section 2.1.1).  While Table 7.1 

charts Spanish este as synonymous with this and aquel with that, it must be remembered 

that this is an asymmetric equivalence made for the purposes of the table, and so in the 

analysis that follows the medial form ese will also be considered as potentially equivalent 

to that.  

 

Table 7.1 Frequency and Percentage of Demonstrative Determiners and 
Pronouns 
 
  

 Table 7.1 shows that if the number of demonstratives is relativized to the word 

count of each language variety, the MS narrators, have the smallest proportion of 

demonstratives at 0.49%. Recalling that the MS speakers vastly preferred past tense 

narratives, it could be construed that the use of demonstratives is linked to the use of 

                                                        
21 The raw frequencies of each sub-corpus are relativized to the superordinate (sub-)corpus total to get a 
percentage. Therefore, PS narrators used 36 demonstratives in total, which was 58% of the Spanish total 
of 62 . Likewise, Spanish-speaking narrators used 62 demonstratives which is 41.9% of the whole corpus 
total. As with all other given percentages, figures are rounded to one decimal place. 

 SPANISH MS PS ENGLISH BE AE Total 
% of word count 0.52 0.49 0.53 0.59 0.591 0.593 0.56 

 No. %21 No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. 
Total 
Demonstratives 

62 41.9 26 41.9 36 58.1 86 58.1 38 44.2 48 56.3 148 

- Proximal 38 40.0 15 39.5 23 60.5 57 60.0 23 40.4 34 59.7 95 
- Medial 19 - 8 42.1 11 57.9 - - - - - - - 
- Distal 5 14.7 3 60.0 2 40.0 29 85.3 15 51.7 14 48.3 34 
Demonstrative 
Determiners 

34 37.8 14 41.2 20 58.8 56 62.2 19 33.9 37 66.1 90 

- Proximal 15 26.3 6 40.0 9 60.0 42 73.7 16 38.1 26 61.9 57 
- Medial 14 - 5 35.7 9 64.3 - - - - - - - 
- Distal 5 26.3 3 60.0 2 40.0 14 73.7 3 21.4 11 78.6 19 
Demonstrative 
Pronouns 

23 43.4 9 39.1 14 60.9 30 56.6 19 63.3 11 36.7 53 

- Proximal 18 54.5 6 33.3 12 66.7 15 45.5 7 46.7 8 53.3 33 
- Medial 5 - 3 60.0 2 40.0 - - - - - - - 
- Distal 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 100 12 80.0 3 20.0 15 
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present tense. The present tense narratives temporally relate the text-world to the 

discourse world in an immediate fashion and the deictic demonstrative makes a similar 

link, in a spatial dimension.   However, this suggestion is not conclusive, as 

demonstratives count for similar proportions of British and American narrators’ word 

counts, even though one quarter more of the AE narrators used present as anchor 

tense. 

 If we look at the total number of demonstratives used by each language, they are 

more common in English (86, or 0.59% of English word count) than in Spanish (62, or 

0.52% of Spanish word count) and the English-speakers total demonstrative use makes 

up 58.1% of the corpus total.  This is largely down to the AE narrators whose 

demonstratives, at a count of 48, constitute 32.4% of the corpus total. The principal use 

of demonstratives among the AE narrators was in the function of determiner, where 

they greatly exceed the BE narrators in number for both proximal and distal forms, at 

61.9% and 78.6% of the English sub-corpus, respectively.  Furthermore, the AE use of 

demonstrative determiners makes up one quarter of all the demonstratives used in 

Spanish and English.  Werth described how deixis is used by speakers to introduce new 

information “without a fanfare” by means of “the backdoor method” (1999, p.56), a 

process which he terms ‘accommodation’, after Lewis (1979) (as described in Section 

4.2.2). However, this does not account for the use of demonstratives as determiners to 

introduce new referents to the text-world. There are many examples to choose from in 

the AE corpus, but the following occur at the beginning of their narrations and so serve 

to illustrate the point that deixis can be used to foreground new information: 

 AE20L 01-001 there's this little boy 
 AE20L 01-002 and he's enjoying this pet frog 
 
 AE20B 01-001   this is a story of a little kid -  
 AE20B 01-002   this is just before he goes to bed one night  
 AE20B 01-003   and he looks in this jar 
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 These AE narrators have chosen to introduce the referents as this little boy/pet 

frog/jar, rather than with the articles a or the. The demonstratives used by the narrators 

are not to physically direct the interlocutor’s gaze to the referent, as the task was carried 

out so the investigator could not share the narrator’s view of the pictures. Rather, the 

effect of using a demonstrative determiner in place of an article is to highlight the 

relationship between the text-world referent and the discourse participants, 

foregrounding the nominated referent for the participants. It is a conceptual kind of 

pointing that demands the interlocutor to visualise the referent, in a high level of 

referential focus (cf. Strauss 2002).  This use of deixis certainly does not come under 

Werth’s characterisation of the ‘backdoor method’ of reference and so it must be 

conceded that deixis can play a role in putting the world-building centre stage in the 

text-world. Doing so also highlights the role of the narrator as world-builder, as it 

anchors them in the deictic construction of the text-world. That this was so frequent in 

the AE frog stories shows that the AE narrators introduce referents ‘with fanfare’, using 

proximal demonstratives to point and direct their interlocutor’s attention to the text-

world and their building of it. 

 While the AE narrators dominated the corpus use of demonstrative determiners, 

the BE narrators did so with demonstrative pronouns, using 63.3% of these forms in 

the English sub-corpus and 35.9% of the entire corpus count. Overwhelmingly, the BE 

narrators used the distal form that as a demonstrative pronoun (80% of the English sub-

corpus uses), a trait which contributes to their statistical preference for distal forms, 

which constitute 40% of their demonstratives in contrast to 29.2% of the AE 

demonstratives.  Taken in conjunction with the BE preference for past as anchor tense, 

this contributes toward a pattern of remoteness in the BE narratives.  Many of their uses 

of the distal demonstrative pronoun that could be described as ‘discourse deictic’ or 

anaphoric uses, such as the following example: 
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 BE21I 15-133 and that’s  
 BE21I 15-134 where it seems to end/  
 BE21I 15-135 and that’s... it to me really/ 
 
 As stated in Section 2.2.1, it is beyond the scope of the current investigation to 

analyse anaphora in any detail, or to give a breakdown of the kinds of reference deictic 

demonstratives make. Nevertheless, it may simply be observed that the BE narrators 

seem to lead in the use of demonstratives to refer back to earlier discourse. By way of 

speculation, this use of that may reflect the BE narrator stance toward the text-world 

contents whereby the text-world is somewhat remote from the discourse world but is 

constantly being assessed in relation to the discourse world and its participants, a point 

which will be developed in relation to the BE narrators’ use of modality and 

hypotheticality later in this chapter (Sections 7.4 and 7.5). 

 Another example of how demonstratives are used to foreground the world-

building process is the use of demonstratives to introduce and close the narration. The 

example from BE21I quoted above illustrates how the distal demonstrative that is used 

to sum up text-world events and put them at a remove from discourse participants, 

effectively closing the text-world (or the frog story part of it, at least).  Closing lines with 

the distal demonstrative pronoun, to the tune of that’s the end of the story (BE21B 15-068) 

were used by one third of the BE narrators, compared to only one AE narrator 

(AE20C) and no Spanish-speaking narrators. That the BE narrators deemed it 

important to close the text-world is also evident through the fact that another third of 

the BE narrators finished the story with the end, a formulaic expression that was used by 

only one AE narrator (AE20J). This means that a total of two thirds of the BE narrators 

formalised the closing of the text-world. 

 In contrast, the proximal demonstrative pronoun this was used to introduce the 

frog story text-world, drawing the discourse participants closer to text-world events for 

the purposes and duration of the narration. There was only one occurrence of this used 
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in this way amongst the BE narrators, and two amongst the AE narrators, reinforcing 

the mounting evidence that the AE narrators provided a more immediate and involved 

narration: 

 AE20B 01-001   this is a story of a little kid – 

 This use of a proximal demonstrative to open a narrative text-world also appears 

in 3 PS narratives, PS20I, PS20J and in the following: 

 PS20L 01-001   bueno ésta es la historia de Federico Can y Ran... 
   well this is the story of Federico Cand and Ran… 
 
 There were no such instances of proximal demonstratives opening the MS 

narratives; that the AE and PS narrators lead in this respect reinforces the picture that is 

emerging of these language varieties as drawing the text-world and discourse world 

closer. 

 From a cross-linguistic perspective, however, the Spanish-speakers do not use 

the proximal/distal binary for the open/closing of the text-world in the same way as the 

English-speakers. In closing, two narrators (PS20H and MS21L) use the formulaic 

expression colorín, colorado, este cuento se ha acabado ([…] this story has finished), where unlike 

in the English examples, the proximal form este (this) is used in closing the text-world. 

Thus, spatial proximity is maintained between the discourse world and text-world and 

the closure is provided via temporal deixis and aspect of the verb acabar (to be finished) in 

the present perfect tense, a tense that compounds the perfective meaning of the verb. 

There is one example of an alternative spatial means for closing the text world, using 

aquí termina (PS20B 15-060 here it ends), but interestingly, the various ways in which the 

Spanish-speakers close the text-world do tend to be by temporal or aspectual means; for 

example, ya (MS21D 15-080), se acabó (PS20D 15-067).  In sum, the demonstratives are 

not used as often in Spanish to locate the entire text-world in relation to the discourse 

world in terms of its place within the continuing discourse situation, and instead 
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Spanish-speakers use the rich temporal and aspectual means available to them to do so.  

This may account somewhat for the lower frequency of demonstratives among the 

Spanish speakers than the English-speakers. 

 The importance of temporal world-building over spatial world-building in the 

Spanish narratives is further evident through their frequent use of spatial demonstratives 

for temporal reference. Examples of such expressions are en este/ese momento in Spanish 

or at this/that point in English. The following table, Table 7.2, shows the amount of 

demonstratives used in temporal expressions for each language variety. They have been 

categorised as ‘proximal’ and ‘non-proximal’; the latter category represents the distal 

form in English (that) and subsumes the medial/distal distinction in Spanish (ese/aquel). 

Demonstratives: SPANISH MS PS ENGLISH BE AE 
proximal 5 0 5 2 0 2 
non-proximal 8 5 3 4 2 2 
Total no. used in temporal expressions: 13 5 8 6 2 4 
Total no. of demonstratives in corpus: 62 26 36 86 38 48 
% of demonstratives used in temporal expressions 21 19.2 22.2 7 5.3 8.3 

Table 7.2 Frequency and Percentage of Demonstratives used in Temporal 
Expressions 
 

 Table 7.2 clearly shows that a much greater proportion of the total number of 

demonstratives in Spanish are dedicated to expressing temporal relations, at 21% 

compared to the English 7%.  This compounds the picture that is emerging of Spanish 

as a language that attends greatly to temporal world-building, and English as more 

attentive to spatial world-building.  Building on the discovery earlier in this section that 

those language varieties which tend to opt for RP as anchor tense (MS and BE) use less 

demonstratives, this table also shows that the same varieties contribute to the 

remoteness by using less proximal demonstratives in temporal expressions (zero for both 

MS and BE). Conversely, those language varieties which preferred PP as anchor tense 

(AE and PS) are more likely to opt for proximal demonstratives in temporal 
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expressions.  This shows that temporal simultaneity in the tense system is mirrored in 

the use of proximal demonstratives for temporal expressions. 

 If we collate the demonstratives to chart the different language varieties’ 

preferences for proximal/distal forms, it can be shown that proximity is another feature 

that can be added to Biber’s interactive dimension (outlined in Section 6.1 and Table 

6.1). For these purposes, the Spanish medial and distal forms have been combined to 

represent one ‘non-proximal’ category in Table 7.3. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Table 7.3 Frequency and Proportion of Proximal and Non-proximal 
Demonstratives in Relation to Preferred Anchor Tense 
 

 Firstly, what this shows is that all the language varieties used the proximal forms 

more frequently. However, if we look at the varying degrees of attention to proximal 

and non-proximal demonstratives, it is clear that those language varieties that preferred 

to use past tense to locate the text-world more remotely, also tend to use 

demonstratives to do the same.  The BE and MS narrators who delivered 7 and 10 RP 

narratives, respectively, have each approximately 40% of their demonstratives in the 

distal form.  Furthermore, a glance back at Table 7.1 confirms that the MS narrators, 

who were the most in favour of RP narratives, use the distal form aquel (that one over there) 

5 times, whereas their Peninsular counterparts use none of this form. Thus, the 

relationship between the discourse world and the text-world is determined by a 

patterned selection of world-builders that contribute toward a more or less interactive 

relationship between the worlds. These results suggest that the characteristic of 

 SPANISH ENGLISH 
 MS PS BE AE 

Preferred anchor tense RP (9/12) PP (10/12) RP (7/12) PP (10/12) 
No. / % of variety’s total No. % No. % No. % No. % 

proximal 12 57.7 23 63.9 23 60.5 34 70.8 
medial/distal (non-proximal) 11 42.3 13 36.1 15 39.5 14 29.2 

Total 23  36  38  48  
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proximal/non-proximal demonstrative is another factor in Biber’s 

interactive/informational dimension (Section 6.1 and Table 6.1). 

 

7.1.2 Spatial Adverbs 

We shall now turn to the expression of spatial deixis through adverbs and verbs, where 

understanding the spatial relations expressed requires knowledge of the location of the 

deictic centre. The subject matter of the frog story, where the characters are searching 

for the whereabouts of their frog, is particularly conducive to the use of spatial adverbs. 

The adverbs that concern us here are the most prototypical, as to explore the whole 

range of locative adverbs with possible deictic reference (e.g. above/encima, close/cerca) 

would be beyond the scope of the current project (as explained in Section 2.1.1). The 

following table, Table 6.4 shows the frequencies and percentages of the deictic adverbs 

in Spanish and English. As before, the Spanish distal form has been charted alongside 

the English distal form, even though it is the Spanish medial form that often equates to 

the English distal form. Also, the table subsumes the Spanish aquí/acá and allí/allá for 

illustrative purposes. However, these factors are taken into consideration in the analysis 

that follows Table 6.4. 

 SPANISH MS PS ENGLISH BE AE TOTAL 
% of word 

count 
0.41 0.49 0.34 0.19 0.22 0.17 0.29 

 No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. %  
Total: 49 63.6 26 53.1 23 46.9 28 36.4 14 50 14 50 77 

proximal 14 73.7 2 14.3 12 85.7 6 30.0 4 66.7 2 33.3 20 
medial 22 - 17 77.3 5 22.7 - - - - - - 22 
distal 13 37.1 7 53.9 6 46.2 22 62.9 10 45.5 12 54.5 35 

Table 7.4 Frequency and Percentage of Deictic Spatial Adverbs 

 Contrary to findings with the demonstratives in Section 7.1.1, deictic spatial 

adverbs are more common amongst the Spanish-speakers who take 63.6% of the corpus 

share. Placing the frequencies in relation to total word count confirms this, with the 

adverbs counting for 0.49% of MS narrators’ word count, 0.34% of the PS word count, 

0.22% of the BE word count and 0.17% of the AE word count. Interestingly, these 
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figures are in the reverse order of those for demonstratives, with MS narrators using the 

highest proportion and AE narrators using the least; could it be that demonstratives are 

used at the expense of deictic spatial adverbs and vice versa?  This would indicate a 

preference for either making deictic reference between the discourse world and the text-

world referents, by using demonstratives on Tanz’ (1980) index of entities, or between 

the discourse world and a text-world location, by using spatial adverbs on Tanz’ (1980) 

index of location (see Section 2.1.1). Confirming this hypothesis lies outside the remit of 

the current project and would require further investigation, but may prove an interesting 

line of enquiry into whether discourse participants identify with text-world 

enactors/objects or text-world locations.  In this case, it seems that the English-

speaking narrators prefer to link their discourse worlds with enactors and objects 

(including earlier stretches of text) in the text-world by using demonstratives, while the 

Spanish-speaking narrators more frequently link their discourse worlds with text-world 

locations, via spatial adverbs.  However, a closer examination of the spatial adverbs is 

necessary to see how exactly they operate in Spanish and English world-building. 

 As the greatest users of deictic spatial adverbs, the Mexican narrators mostly 

used the medial form ahí, which loosely corresponds to English there. A closer look at 

the concordance lines reveal that eleven of the seventeen instances in the MS corpus are 

actually, de ahí, a temporal use of the spatial adverb which literally translates as from there, 

meaning from that point in time. Thus, as with the demonstratives, a large proportion of 

the Mexican and, consequently, of the Spanish-speakers’ spatial adverbs are actually 

devoted to expressing temporal relationships.  All eleven instances are, however, uttered 

by the same narrator, MS21J, who uses the expression to punctuate the action, often 

triggered by a glance at the next picture, as follows: 

 MS21J 11-039 de ahí tiene un accidente,  
   from there he has an accident, 
 MS21J 11-040 se resbala Pablito y [risa] la mascota,  
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   Pablito slips and [laughs] the pet, 
 MS21J 12a-041 de ahí llegan a un lago y nada,  
   from there they arrive at a lake and nothing, 
 MS21J 12b-042 de ahí se asombran 
   from there they are surprised 
 
 The fact that the spatial adverb is being used to bridge the temporal interval 

between the pictures confirms that it is indeed being used temporally. However, despite 

being used frequently, counting for 64.7% of the MS instances of ahí, this temporal 

expression is uttered by only one narrator and it would be wrong to make 

generalisations for (Mexican) Spanish based on one individual’s language use. 

Nevertheless, the temporal usage of this spatial adverb fits with earlier findings on the 

frequent temporal use of demonstratives amongst the Spanish-speakers. 

 One might expect the spatial adverbs to mirror earlier findings with the 

demonstratives by being more frequent within the language varieties that preferred the 

present tense as anchor, AE and PS. On the one hand, the English-speaking narrators 

break this pattern; the BE narrators, who marginally preferred past tense as anchor 

tense, use the proximal spatial adverb here more frequently than the AE narrators, at 

66.7% of the English total. On the other hand, the PS narrators’ great use of the 

proximal spatial adverb aquí corroborates with the pattern, at 85.7% of the Spanish 

total. Again though, closer investigation of these instances of here and aquí reveal that 

there is a deeper explanation for their higher frequency among the BE and PS narrators. 

Three of the four BE uses of ‘here’ and ten of the twelve PS uses of aqui occur in Direct 

Speech or Thought, and therefore are anchored to the character’s location within the 

text-world scene and not the narrator’s location (Direct Speech and Thought is explored 

in Section 7.3).  It seems that the highly frequent distal forms in both languages, there 

and ahí/allí are the norm for referring to space in the text-world from the narrator’s 

discourse world perspective.  A further one of the PS instances of aqui could be 
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construed as Free Indirect Speech, as the use of the perceptual verb darse cuenta (to realise) 

shows narratorial access to the enactors’ minds: 

 PS20L 12a134   Federico y Can se dan cuenta 
    Federico and Can realise 
 PS20L 12a135   que- que no encuentran a Ran  
    that- that they do not find Ran 
 PS20L 12b136  pero que por aquí quizá la puedan encontrar más 
    facilmente 
    but that maybe over here they can find her more easily 
 
 That perception verbs in both languages trigger the use of deictic terms relative 

to the perceiver, is proven by the following example from an AE narrator: 

 AE20E 07-044   the dog gets the beehive down  
 AE20E 07-045   and now realizes  
 AE20E 07-046   there might be some danger involved here 
 
 In this example, the focalization of the action from the dog enactor’s point of 

view is compounded through the use of temporal deictic adverb, now and epistemic 

modal might. This epistemic and spatio-temporal recentering brings the discourse 

participants into the text-world of the frog story to experience the action from the 

characters’ perspective. Another possibility is for the narrators to use proximal deictics 

to situate the text-world within the discourse world: 

 
 BE21I 02a-024  and here we have the child falling asleep the dog at his lap 
 
 PS20B 15-060    y aquí termina, muy bien. 
     and here it ends, very well. 
 
 These examples show a sharper awareness for the discourse world, where the 

spatial adverbs here and aquí remind the interlocutor that the pictures exist in the 

discourse participants’ immediate surroundings. In such cases, the text-world has the 

same deictic coordinates as the discourse world and the narrator does not recreate the 

world of the story in a fictional time and space, but engages in picture description.  The 

use of aquí in the Spanish narrator’s closing line above is another example of how, as 

was shown in Section 6.1, the Spanish-speakers can use proximal spatial deictics to close 
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the text-world, whereas the English-speaking narrators reserve proximal deictics for 

opening and distal deictics for closing the text-world. 

 Now that it has been discovered that the proximal adverbs are principally used 

in Direct Speech and Thought, focalization and descriptions of discourse world 

referents, it seems that the norm for spatial adverb usage in both Spanish and English 

narratives is to use the non-proximal forms, as the following examples show: 

 AE20J 08-040   now - the frog isn't there either -  
 AE20J 08-041   but there's an owl in there 
 
 MS21C 12b-022 al estar allí escuchó un ruido. 
     on being there [distal] he heard a noise.  

 Regardless of tense, the non-proximal spatial adverb is the norm in both 

languages for the narrator’s reference to text-world locations, which explains its 

preponderance in Table 6.4. But they do not only function as a remote locative link 

between the discourse world and the text-world. Just as proximal spatial adverbs can be 

used to make the discourse participants empathise with the text-world characters’ 

experience, distal spatial adverbs can allow the discourse participants and text-world 

enactors to share a common remote perspective on text-world events, as in the 

following example: 

 PS20G 07-084   xxx [topo]... el topo ya está saliendo del agujero 
    xxx [mole] … the mole is coming out of the hole now 
 PS20G 07-085   y mira con cierta extrañeza  
    and he looks with some suprise 
 PS20G 07-086   lo que por allí está pasando 
    at what there is happening 
 

 The narrator describes the mole emerging from his hole and being taken aback 

by the scene from which he is empathetically remote, a perspective we are invited to 

share through the use of distal demonstrative allí (over there or yonder). The distal deictic 

adverb is used more frequently by the MS narrators taking 53.9% of the Spanish sub-

corpus share and representing 0.13% of their word count compared to 0.09% of the PS 
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word count. This is as one would expect, since the pattern that has emerged so far is 

that the distal spatial deictics have been favoured by the past tense narrators.22  

 

7.1.3 Spatial Verbs 

The deictic centre can also be encoded in the verbal system, where perspective is core to 

the meaning of the verb. The deictic verbs under investigation are the English verbs 

come, bring, take, depart and leave and their Spanish equivalents venir, traer, llevar and salir (as 

outlined in Section 2.1.1).23  As with the other quantitative analyses, AntConc was used 

to count the verbs’ frequencies and while the core deictic verbs come and venir are easily 

discerned, those like leave and llevar can carry various meanings and so required human 

interpretation to isolate the deictic meanings. Table 7.5 shows the frequency of each 

deictic verb and, as a percentage, their proportion of the corpus to which they are 

subordinate, as has been the case throughout: 

SPANISH MS PS ENGLISH BE AE Deictic 
verb: No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % 

TOTAL 
NO. 

come vs. 
venir 

7 19.4 2 28.6 5 71.4 29 80.6 14 48.3 15 51.7 36 

bring vs. 
traer 

3 100 1 33.3 2 66.7 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 

depart/leave 
vs. salir 

90 95.8 41 45.6 49 54.4 4 4.3 1 25 3 75 94 

take vs. 
llevar 

25 59.5 12 48 13 0.52 17 40.5 10 58.8 7 41.2 42 

TOTAL 125  56  69  50  25  25  175 

Table 7.5 Frequency and Percentage of Deictic Verbs 

 It is immediately evident that the frequency of some of the verbs charted is 

greatly disproportionate between the languages, especially between salir and leave/depart.  

The preponderance of salir (to go out) in Spanish and its apparent lack in English can be 

attributed to the differences in event conflation in the two languages, as explained in 

Chapter 1 (Section 1.3). The verbs salir and depart or leave involve a movement away 

                                                        
22 It must also be noted that the Latin American variant ‘allá’ counts for 3 of the 7 MS distal forms and all 
3 instances were used by one narrator, MS21K, which indicates an idiolectal or dialectal preference. 
23 For reasons of space, it is not possible to explore the many possible combinations of ‘to go’ plus a 
particle (e.g. ‘out’, ‘up’ etc.), although as this is such a common construction in English it would prove 
interesting for future research. 
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from the deictic centre. In Spanish, information about path and direction is usually 

encoded in the verb itself and is therefore more salient than in English. Instead, English 

speakers are more likely to encode manner in the main verb with a variety of particles to 

express direction (e.g. fall down, run out, head off), resulting in few directional verbs depart 

and leave, and explaining their 4.3% share of the corpus total. The many English verb 

and particle combinations are irrelevant to the current investigation, but it may be noted 

that some form of the manner-neutral form verb go and out(side) only co-occur 9 times in 

the English corpus, compared to the 90 instances of salir in the Spanish corpus. 

Presuming that manner verbs are chosen over the manner-neutral go, this shows the 

centrality of manner to the English verb and the centrality of path to the Spanish verb. 

A core verb in Spanish, salir describes a ‘boundary crossing’ toward a more remote 

destination than the current spatial deictic centre (Slobin and Hoiting 1994); hence, the 

great frequency of this verb in Spanish (90), where its occurrences constitute 0.75% of 

the total Spanish word count. The preponderance of salir in this corpus confirms Talmy 

and Slobin’s characterisation of Spanish as a verb-framed language, and the dearth of its 

equivalents in English in favour of a manner verb plus locative particle, as a satellite-

framed language. 

 There are 3 occurrences of traer among the Spanish-speakers, and none of its 

equivalent bring among the English speakers. This difference is slight and not statistically 

significant, but a look at how and where it occurs can reveal something about how this 

deictic verb contributes to world-building. Both traer and bring, like venir and come, 

involve a movement toward the deictic centre. The MS narrator who uses traer, says el 

peso del frasco lo trajo por abajo (the weight of the jar brought him down, MS21A 04a-022) where 

the direction of movement is toward the locative centre of the downward-falling jar. 

The 2 PS narrators who use traer do so in Direct and Indirect Speech: 
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 PS20A 15-111   y les dijo 
    and he told them 
 PS20A 15-112   que cuando fuera mayor la ranita 
    that when the frog was older 
 PS20A 15-113   la traería a la charca 
   he would bring her to the pond 
 
 PS20H 15-115   y dice  
    and he says 
 PS20H 15-116   "bueno pues otro día le traeré por aquí" 
    “okay well I will bring him here another day” 
 
 
 This tells us that, in Spanish at any rate, traer locates the deictic centre closer to 

the speaker and so is best suited to first person discourse, or to focalised third person 

discourse. This could be true for English bring, too, but there are no examples in the 

corpus to draw from. 

 The absence of bring may suggest that the English-speakers use less dialogue and 

focalised discourse, but the frequency with which they use come, another verb charting 

movement toward the deictic centre, indicates otherwise. Compared to just 7 instances 

of the Spanish equivalent venir, there are 29 instances of come, counting for 80.6 of the 

corpus total.  This tallies with other scholars’ characterization of English come as less 

restricted in its use than Spanish venir (Section 2.1.1). The concordance patterns for this 

verb reveal that in the many instances in the story where a new animal appears, the 

English speakers often describe it using come plus the particle out, such as an owl comes out! 

(BE21 08-053); 17 of the 29 instances of come occur with out in the English corpus and 

are in relation to an animal’s appearance. In these same cases, the Spanish-speakers 

usually use salir, as in sale un buho (PS20H 08-068). As a verb-framed language, the 

Spanish-speakers encode the subject’s path in the main verb, describing in the ‘outward’ 

direction, where sale simply says, move out. In English, however, the possibility of using a 

satellite particle allows for two paths to be encoded in the sense of, move towards deictic 

centre and out. Thus, the dual path information allows the English-speakers to locate the 
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spatial deictic centre with the protagonist, the boy, whose space is encroached upon by 

the animals.  

 The same underlying characteristics influence the frequencies of take and its 

equivalent llevar in the corpus.  Because English can encode path in satellite particles, 

this leaves the verb free to describe manner of movement.  Picture 10b depicts the 

moose carrying the boy on his antlers and running toward a cliff. While many Spanish-

speakers, Mexican and Spanish alike, describe this action in terms of the direction of 

movement, the English-speakers, both British and American, describe the manner of 

movement. As llevar (take) denotes movement away from the deictic centre, this is the 

verb that the Spanish-speakers often use, as in coge al niño- se le lleva andando (he catches the 

boy and takes him walking, PS20H 10b089-90). Note that the predicate is the path verb 

llevar, while the manner information is added as an optional extra via the gerund. In 

contrast, only 3 English-speakers use take for this scene, and in all 3 cases the particle off 

provides the path information and the verb phrase take off as a whole describes the 

speedy manner of departure. More generally, the deer scene evokes a wide variety of 

manner verbs in English such as run, carry, gallop or charge, usually combined with a 

satellite particle such as off or away to describe the path.  Their tendency to focus on 

manner, relegating path information to the satellites explains the lower frequency of take 

than of Spanish llevar. 

 Both languages, however, frequently use these verbs to describe Picture 15, 

where the boy finds a family of frogs and leaves the scene, carrying a frog in his hand. 

Here, the basic information to be conveyed in both languages is the action of (re-) 

possession and the direction of movement away from the deictic centre, a description 

that is essential in the resolution of the plot. The following examples demonstrate the 

use of llevar/take in this scene: 
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 MS21G 15-042 el niño se llevó a su rana  
   the boy took his frog 
 MS21G 15-043 y parecen todos contentos. 
   and everyone looks happy. 
 
 BE21J 15-063 and they carried him across the water  
 BE21J 15-064 so they could take him safely home. the end. 
 

 Note that despite the fact that both languages use the same path verb as main 

verb to describe the boy’s final actions, they are otherwise true to Slobin’s 

characterisation of Spanish and English in their description of the impact and 

significance of his act for the story’s resolution. The English-speaker places manner at 

the centre of the predicate in carried in Clause 063, where the prepositional particle across 

denotes path. The manner of movement is specified further by way of the adverb safely 

in Clause 064 and the combined semantic value of the manner information contributes 

toward an amicable departure. The Spanish-speaker, in focussing on path in the main 

verb, does not have room for manner description (unless [s]he thought it particularly 

salient) and instead describes the setting, where the boy departs in good terms with the 

remaining frogs. As Slobin argues, Spanish facilitates descriptions of states, while 

English is structured to facilitate descriptions of processes (1989). These examples show 

that even when the figure is involved in a path event, making it the most salient feature 

in a scene and the focus of the narration in Spanish and English, the surrounding events 

that constitute the ground are construed and described using the preferred means of 

each language.  
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7.2 Person 

 

The deictic category of person describes those deictic terms that point to a person in the 

text-world, who can coincide with the deictic centre (e.g. I or we), or not (he, they) and is 

expressed through verb inflections for person, personal pronouns, and possessive 

pronouns and determiners. The analysis begins with the expression of person in English 

through the third person pronouns, which are gendered (he/him vs. she/her) or neutral 

(it), a distinction that is not made in Spanish subject pronouns. Then, the verbal subject 

is examined, where the most fundamental person information is entrenched, albeit 

differently in each language. 

 

7.2.1 English Gendered Pronouns 

Unlike Spanish, all the English third person pronouns express gender (he, she) and also 

have an inanimate form (it). The masculine form he dominates in both varieties, at 71% 

of the BE and at 86.5% of the AE third person singular subject pronouns. One might 

imagine the discrepancy in these proportions is due to the use of the feminine form, but 

she and her are absent in the AE narratives and occur just twice in one BE narrative 

(BE21K). This narrator is the only one to tell the frog story in the first person, where 

(s)he takes on the perspective of the boy protagonist, naming the dog Cara and referring 

to her twice deictically as she.24 While the human character’s physical attributes 

contribute toward a male reading (hairstyle, dress, body shape), there is no physical 

evidence that all the animals are male; that 23/24 of the English-speaking narrators do 

not refer to any of the characters as female must reveal a gender bias in cultural 

assumptions.  

                                                        
24 This researcher happens to know that the narrator BE21K has a dog called Cara and so he has built the 
text-world to reflect his own discourse world experience. 
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 So the discrepancy in the aforementioned percentages of he in AE and BE can 

certainly not be explained by the use of she. Rather, the BE narrators use the inanimate 

form it a great deal more than their American counterparts, making up 27.9%, 

compared to just 15.7% of the Americans’ third person singular subject pronouns. 

There are three possible explanations for this a) that the BE narrators did not assign a 

gender to many animals in the text-world, referring to them as it instead; or, b) that the 

BE narrators use dummy it more frequently in inactive clauses such as it seems (BE21I 

05-049); or c), that the BE narrators refer deictically to objects as it rather than specify 

them in a noun phrase. Analysis of all the occurrences of it in the English sub-corpus, 

subject and object pronouns alike (including itself, its), reveals that the BE narrators use 

all variations of it twice as frequently as the AE narrators, at 0.97% of their total world 

count compared to just 0.49% of the AE total word count. Furthermore, closer analysis 

reveals that the majority of the BE uses of it are in reference to animal characters 

(38.6%), whereas this is not the case with the Americans (23.1%). This shows that 

explanation a) above is true and the BE narrators use the neutral form it to refer to the 

animal characters, either to avoid assigning them a gender or because they view them as 

further down on the animacy hierarchy. Moreover, all three possible explanations above 

are accurate, in that the BE narrators also use the pronoun it more often to refer to 

objects and dummy subjects. The proliferation of it and indeed all pronouns in the BE 

corpus shows that Kövecses (2000) was correct in characterising American English as 

more referentially explicit and, furthermore, proves that British English is less so. 

 

7.2.2 Verbal Subject 

In Spanish, the subject is obligatorily expressed through verb morphology and can be 

emphasised through the additional use of a subject pronoun; thus, the subject of the 

Spanish clauses is very clear and easily defined by the corpus software, AntConc, and to 
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the naked eye. However, English verb inflections do not alter greatly to distinguish 

subject and so do not yield a fruitful analysis, either via AntConc nor human means. In 

English, the verbal subject can be expressed through a noun phrase, which is not 

necessarily deictic, or a personal pronoun, which is deictic. Thus, while every finite 

Spanish clause is deictically encoded for person, only those English clauses that carry a 

subject pronoun are. This means that these third person categories are not comparable 

cross-linguistically. In order to compare the person deixis of verbal subjects, the English 

subject pronouns are charted alongside Spanish inflections for person in Table 7.6, 

although it must be remembered that because of the reasons just outlined, the table is 

not dealing with like for like and so percentage data is not relevant. Furthermore, this 

table deals only with those subject pronouns that are used by narrators and not those 

which are attributed to characters through Direct Speech and Thought, as the latter 

represent different personal deictic relations and would skew the picture of narratorial 

personal deictic relations. 

Person SPANISH MS PS ENGLISH BE AE 
1st sing. 16 8 8 31 19 12 
2nd sing. 1 0 1 2 2 0 
2nd sing. (generic) 0 0 0 24 18 6 
3rd sing. (impersonal) 11 4 7 4 2 2 
3rd sing. 1311 591 720 353 183 170 
1st plur. 4 0 4 6 6 0 
2nd plur. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3rd plur. 441 182 259 212 101 111 
Total 1843 801 1042 664 362 302 
Table 7.6 Frequency of Spanish Verbal Subjects in Comparison with English 
Subject Pronouns 
 
 The great asymmetry in number of the canonical uses of the third person 

singular and plural (he and they) is due to the fact that much of the time the English 

subject is explicated through the noun phrase (e.g. the boy) and not in a deictic personal 

pronoun, such as he. The figures convey how the Spanish and English speakers refer to 

text-world enactors deictically. While the third person categories are not comparable, 
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the first and second person categories are, as both languages encode these persons 

deictically.  The narrator who told the story in the first person, BE21K, is not counted 

in the participant pronouns in Table 7.6 nor in the subsequent analysis, as the many first 

person references (s)he makes would skew the results. 

 The English-speaking narrators refer to themselves twice as frequently as the 

Spanish-speaking narrators, where 1.81% of the English clauses have the narrator as 

subject, compared to 0.87% of the Spanish clauses. Thus, the narrator features more 

heavily as enactor in the English text-world. It is shown in later in this chapter, in 

Section 7.4.3 that the English-speaking narrators make their presence felt in the text-

world through epistemic and evidential expressions, showing that the incrementation of 

information is based on the narrator’s subjective experience.  While the first person 

singular shows a cross-linguistic difference, the first person plural we, shows a cross-

Atlantic difference: only the Europeans include the addressee in their stance toward the 

text-world. 

 Another way to include the addressee in the text-world is through the use of the 

second person singular pronoun you in English, or verb inflection in Spanish. However, 

the pronoun you can be used in English to either refer to the addressee directly, or to a 

generic person in the sense of one. The English make many uses of you in the generic 

sense, two thirds of which are in the form of you know, functioning as a discourse marker 

or hedge.  The 2 instances of you recorded as referring to the addressee both occur in 

rhetorical questions used by BE narrators as in, what do you think happened next? (BE21H 

12b-062-3) and what do you know? (BE21I 14a-109). These narrators elicit the addressee’s 

involvement in building the text-world, even if perfunctorily. As with the first person 

plural, there are no instances of the second person address from the MS narrators, but 

one PS narrator invites input from the investigator, sabes lo que era? (PS20A 06a-038, do 

you know what it was?). So the PS and the BE narrators are the only language varieties to 
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use the pronominal forms that invite the addressee, the investigator, to be included in 

building the text-world; this is the case the English pronouns we and you and the 

equivalent Spanish inflections. While the figures may be small, the consistent presence 

of these pronominal features in the European narratives and their absolute absence in 

the North American narratives is striking and suggest a cross-Atlantic difference in how 

narrators include other discourse participants in their world-building. The possible 

reasons for this are manifold, as to include the interlocutor in the narrative process 

could be a sign of needing reassurance, of confidence in delivery, of emotional 

engagement with one’s audience or, simply, of politeness. Whatever the reason, the 

addressee is more involved in the European narrative text-worlds, which suggests they 

are on the interactive end of Biber’s Dimension 1 (see Section 6.1 and Table 6.1).  

 

7.2.3 Possessive Determiners 

Notably, the British narrators consistently use every pronominal category more 

frequently (including subject, object, reflexive object pronouns) than the American 

narrators, constituting 6.9% of their total word count, compared to 4.1% of the 

American word count. The only person deictic category that the Americans do lead in, 

is in their use of possessive determiners, which make up 29.5% of the American 

personal deictic markers (i.e. pronouns and determiners) compared to just 19.2% of the 

British. This coincides with their preference for demonstrative determiners over 

pronouns (see Section 7.1.1), a trait that reveals a preference for more explicit forms, 

where the speaker provides the referent (e.g. his frog), rather than just points to it 

deictically (e.g. him) or less explicitly (e.g. the frog). This tendency to use determiners to 

identify the relationships between the nouns, rather than pronouns as a substitute for 

noun phrases, further proves that American English tends to be more explicit, which 

corroborates with Kövecses’ (2000) findings.  
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 In sum, American English narrators prefer determiners over pronouns, which 

gives them a low count of personal deictics; yet, they outnumber all other language 

varieties in their use of possessive determiners, which represent for 11.1% of their total 

number of determiners. Considered against a general lack of personal deictic markers, 

the frequent use of his frog, for example rather than the frog has all the more significance. 

In contrast, possessive determiners make up 10.0% of BE narrators’, 7.6% of PS 

narrators’ and 7.1% of MS narrators’ total determiners.25 This shows that English 

speakers in general, and Americans in particular, pay closer attention to the relations of 

ownership between the characters in the text-world than Spanish-speaking narrators. 

While such relations are very relevant to the plot of the frog story, where the 

protagonists search to reclaim the lost frog, the Americans are especially attentive to this 

aspect of the text-world through their use of possessive person deixis. 

 

7.2.4 Spanish Object Pronouns 

The third person direct (lo and la) and indirect object pronouns (le) are subject to great 

variation across the Spanish-speaking world and, as a consequence, have provoked 

many attempts to describe their usage (Parodi, Luna, and Helmer 2012,  provide a 

thorough account) as well as prescriptive dictums as to their ‘proper’ use (cf. Gómez 

Torrego 1991).  Some of the confusion lies in the phenomena known as ‘leísmo’, where 

le is used as a direct object as well as an indirect object pronoun in some varieties of 

Spanish, mainly in central and northern Spain. According to the Real Academia 

Española this is acceptable when referring to a singular masculine person or personified 

object (Alarcos Llorach 1999), as it reflects a certain amount of social distance. 

However, this rule can be overextended in popular use and many speakers from central 

                                                        
25 Bennett-Kastor’s (2002) frog study research also found BE narrators to use more possessive 
constructions than narrators in the Irish language. 
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and northern Spain overuse le in accusative clauses, at the expense of dative lo and la. In 

this corpus, the PS narrators were recorded in Madrid so it may be expected that le is a 

frequent choice amongst these narrators, although as Berman and Slobin (1994) did not 

record their subjects’ individual provenances, we cannot be sure that they were all from 

Madrid.  Nevertheless, the distribution of le is as one would expect, being more frequent 

among the PS narrators than the MS narrators, counting for 60.7% of the PS, and just 

23.5% of the MS third person singular object pronouns.  These figures, set out in Table 

7.7 below, confirm the popular distinction between Peninsular and Latin American third 

person object pronouns. 

 

Form: 
 

le 
IO, no gender 

lo 
DO, masculine 

la 
DO, feminine 

 No. % No. % No. % 

Total no. 3rd d person 
sing. object 
pronouns 

PS 82 60.7 22 16.3 31 23.0 135 
MS 24 23.5 71 69.6 7 6.9 102 

Table 7.7 Number and Percentage of 3rd Person Indirect Object (IO) and 
Direct Object (DO) Pronouns in Peninsular and Mexican Spanish Frog Stories 
 
 
 The table shows that PS speakers do use le more than Latin American speakers 

of Spanish, and also that they use la frequently which concurs with the RAE’s 

prescription that the feminine direct objects must take la, not le. The feminine form la 

constitutes 23% of the PS narrators’ and just 6.9 % of the MS narrators’ third person 

object pronouns. This begs the question as to why the MS speakers use the feminine 

direct object la so much less.  A closer look at context of occurrence using the 

concordance tool reveals that 5/12 MS narrators refer to the frog as the masculine un 

sapo (a toad) rather than the feminine una rana (a frog), although some of these narrators 

use rana and sapo interchangeably. As the frog/toad is the object of the search, it often 

fulfils the position of direct object and so if the MS narrator is describing the search for 

un sapo, (s)he is less likely to have need for the feminine form, la.  This partially explains 

the lack of female direct object pronoun la in the MS corpus. The concordance tool also 
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revealed that 3 MS narrators (MS21D, MS21F, MS21K) refer to the animal 

simultaneously as la rana and as lo, showing a mismatch between the gender of the noun 

and the pronoun, as follows: 

 MS21F 03a-018 y empezó a buscar a la ranita,  
    and he started to look for the froggy [feminine] 
 MS21F 03a-019 lo estaba ayudando su perrito igual a buscarlo. 
    his doggy was also helping him to look for it [masculine] 
     
 
 As these narrators were recorded in the Yucatan peninsula of Mexico, these 

results may reveal a particular kind of ‘loísmo’ that is used there, which may be 

influenced by the indigenous Mayan language of the region (cf. Kany 1969).  Another 

possibility is that as the natural gender of the frog (as opposed to the grammatical 

gender) is unknown, the narrators use lo as a neutral form, as it was historically (Cuervo 

1895; Fernández Ramírez 1987 [1951]), which would point another kind of ‘loísmo’ 

where the masculine direct object is extended to refer to neutral direct objects (Lapesa 

1968).  In examining these Spanish deictic terms, which vary so greatly according to 

region, register and individual preference it is clear that the third person object 

pronouns vary greatly and while a difference between Peninsular and Latin American 

usages can be observed, there are yet further variations that defy description without 

further investigation. 

 

 

7.3 Direct Speech and Thought (DST) 

 

When narrating the frog story, some narrators use Direct Speech and Thought, 

inventing the words of the characters in what Tannen calls ‘constructed dialogue’ 

(1989). As these utterances are attributed to someone other than a discourse participant, 

they cannot be included in the text-world. In Chapter 5 (Section 5.2), I argued that 
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although changes in the deictic coordinates may be involved in Direct Speech and 

Thought, it does not necessarily entail a switch of person, time or space and so, does not 

qualify as a deictic world-switch.  Rather, its distinguishing feature is that it is extraneous 

discourse represented within discourse, which I have suggested is most aptly described 

as a text-world embedded with a text-world, and termed a ‘character text-world’. The 

following table, Table 7.8, shows the number of character text-worlds used by each 

language variety, as well as the number of clauses these contain (as the number of text-

worlds does not always directly reflect the number of clauses). The number of clauses 

attributed to animal characters is also specified.26 

 SPANISH MS PS ENGLISH BE AE TOTAL 
No. Character text-worlds 38 12 26 13 10 3 51 
No. clauses contained 98 27 71 16 13 3 114 
No. animal-attributed clauses 7 2 5 0 0 0 7 
% of total clauses attributed to 
characters 

5.3 3.4 6.8 0.9 1.5 0.4 3.2 

Table 7.8 Character Text-worlds 

 Both from the number of character text-worlds and the clauses contained 

therein, it is clear that the Spanish-speaking narrators, PS in particular, use the most 

directly represented discourse.  In fact, at 71/114, 86% of the clauses attributed to 

characters in the entire corpus were done so by PS narrators. In terms of proportions, 

6.8% of the total number of PS clauses is attributed to characters, greater than any other 

language variety. The MS narrators use DST more than average, at 3.4% of their clause 

count. In contrast, the English-speaking narrators use DST very little; 1.5% of the BE 

narrators’ clauses, and just 0.4% of the AE narrators’ clauses are attributed to 

characters. The extremely low frequency of Direct Speech in the AE sub-corpus 

coincides with Tannen’s findings, whereby American English speakers used represented 

discourse considerably less than Greek-speakers and Brazilian Portuguese-speakers in a 

survey of spoken narrative (1989).  The results here indicate that British English may be 

                                                        
26 Utterances that do not constitute full clauses (e.g. ‘Frog!’) are, for the purposes of analysis, counted here 
as clauses. 
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included in the characterisation of English as a language that uses comparatively little 

represented discourse in spoken narrative. 

 The quantitative differences displayed in Table 7.8 have qualitative effects, in the 

sense that DST is used for different purposes by the Spanish and English-speaking 

narrators. When the English-speakers do represent character discourse, it is in isolated 

utterances that serve to emphasise the boy’s quest to find his frog; these take the form 

of exclamatives such as Frog! Frog! (AE20D 3b-011), or more often interrogatives, such 

as where are you frog? (BE21A 07-050). Interrogatives and keyword character names are 

two of the features that Toolan (2009) associates with progression in narrative, findings 

from his corpus study of written narratives in the short story genre.  Although his study 

did not differentiate between discourse at the narrative level and represented discourse, 

it seems that these two features he identified – interrogatives and keyword character 

names – are attributed to characters, in this story at least.  Thus, the character text-

worlds used by the English-speaking narrators go some way to progress events in the 

text-world, emphasising the boy’s predicament and driving the search forward. 

 The Spanish-speakers also principally use character names and interrogatives in 

their character text-world, as in animal verde, dónde estas? (green animal, where are you?, 

MS21B 09b-061).  Additionally, many of the other features Toolan (2009) ascertained as 

having a progressive affect on narrative are found in the Spanish-speaking narrators’ 

character text-worlds; these include future-orientated predicates, requests and 

undertakings, negated phrases and modal and mental process verbs. The following two 

extracts from one PS narrative display many of these features: 
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 PS20H 02b020   "!ahí va! 
      my goodness! 
 PS20H 02b021   si se me ha escapado" 
      it has got away from me 
 PS20H 02b022   "dónde habrá ido?..." 
      where will it have got to? 
 PS20H 02b023   "hay que buscarle" 
      one must look for it 
  
 PS20H 08-073   "vaya sorpresa  
     what a surprise 
 PS20H 08-074   aquí no está mi sapo" 
     my toad is not here 
 
 This narrator uses modal verbs (hay que), future tense (habrá) and negated 

phrases (no está) in the character text-world to contribute to the developing action – the 

function-advancing – of the matrix text-world. The following extract from an MS 

narrator shows how the character’s use of a future-oriented predicate can be used to 

relate text-world events: 

 MS21B 13b-082 "asomaré atrás de este tronco para ver si 
     I will climb over this trunk to see if 
 MS21B 13b-083 está ahí" 
     he is there 
 
 By having the character state his plans in the first person, the function-

advancing and resulting narrative progression of the text-world is carried out from the 

character text-world level.  These examples make it clear that the Spanish-speaking 

narrators make more use of the directly represented discourse as a tool for narrative 

progression in the text-world. Furthermore, the fact that their character text-worlds deal 

with a wider range of events, and not just the calls for the frog shows that Spanish 

character discourse serves to narrate events, not just highlight them.  Grenoble, who 

also used an adapted version of the frog story methodology to analyse Russian 

narratives, also found that “many speakers use reported speech to advance the 

narrative” (1998, p124).  Hence it seems that, cross-linguistically, Direct Speech forms 

function as a narrative progression tool, albeit in different extents and ways. 
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 A case in point, Table 7.8 also shows how the Spanish-speaking narrators have 

their characters, animal and human alike, use Direct Speech; notably, this practice is 

entirely absent in the English language narrations.  Sometimes, the Spanish-speaing 

narrator attributes the animals with one-off utterances, as when the vole-like creature is 

disturbed: 

 MS21K 08-054 déjame dormir,  
   let me sleep, 
 MS21K 08-054 es de día  
   it’s daytime  
 
  By forging a character text-world, the narrator can depict the character’s mental 

state through mimesis (showing) rather than diegesis (telling). Not only do the Spanish-

speakers depict the animal characters as discourse participants in the text-world, but 

they also elaborate extended dialogues between the animal and human characters.  This 

is especially common in the PS narratives and most frequently, occurs in relation to the 

final picture where the boy finds a group of frogs. One PS narrator, PS20K, tells the last 

16 clauses of their narration through a character text-world that involves the boy and 

the frogs’ verbal interaction.  The only clauses that exist in the text-world level during 

that interaction are the reporting verbs dice (he says). This clearly shows how the narrator 

uses dialogue to drive the action forward, bringing the matrix text-world to a resolution 

via propositional information from the character text-world.  

 In the Direct Speech that the PS narrators attribute to the characters, a great 

many second person singular references occur (tú), as well as a many first person plural 

references (11), mirroring at text-world world level the interaction described at discourse 

world level  (Section 7.2.2 of this chapter). By playing out the interpersonal relationships 

between the characters, the PS narrators have less descriptive work to do on the text-

world level. 
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 In sum, the English-speakers use character text-worlds to emphasise the 

protagonist’s predicament in the text-world, and to highlight points in narrative 

progression but perhaps not to actually progress the narrative to any great extent.  The 

AE narrators were reticent in using Direct Speech. In contrast, it seems that Direct 

Speech plays an important role in Spanish spoken narratives and serves not just to 

highlight text-world events, but also as a tool in function-advancing itself.  Many 

features from Toolan’s inventory of attributes that contribute to narrative progression 

were employed by the Spanish-speaking narrators at the character text-world level. 

While the English-speakers made no use of character dialogue and verbal interaction 

between the species, the Spanish-speakers used this as a tool in building and advancing 

the matrix text-world. Reflecting traits discovered at the text-world level, the Peninsular 

Spanish in particular used involved person deixis in the form of inclusive verbal subjects 

to contribute towards a more interactive character text-world.   

 

 

7.4 Modality 

 

This section analyses the use of modality in taking a stance towards the contents of a 

text-world. Beginning with boulomaic modality, the ways in which propositions are 

expressed as hopes and desires by narrators and their characters are explored.  Turning 

then to the related expression of propositions as obligations, the analysis covers deontic 

modality and its instantiations in the Spanish and English narrations.  The section on 

epistemic modality reveals the narrators’ and characters’ confidence in the truth-value of 

their propositions and gives an overall picture of speaker confidence. Lastly, the related 

phenomena of evidentiality (expression of speaker belief) is examined so as to compare 
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how the narrators assess the text-world information, and whether it is founded on an 

epistemic stance or a weighing up of the evidence. 

 In order to get a clearer picture of exactly who is responsible and who is 

affected by the modal worlds, I have categorised them all according to whether they are 

‘narrator-led’, ‘character-attributed’ or ‘character-led’.  Narrator-led modal worlds are 

the narrator’s personal expression of epistemic, boulomaic or deontic modality as it 

affects the discourse participants. Character-attributed modal worlds are those 

propositional attitudes that the narrator identifies as having an effect on the characters. 

Finally, character-led modal worlds are those that are created by characters from a 

character text-world i.e. the product of Direct Speech or Thought.  

 In the following analysis, we explore how each of the three kinds of modality is 

instantiated in the text-world diagrams through the three possible attribution patterns. 

For each kind of modality, the qualitative analysis is reinforced with quantitative analysis 

of the modal markers that trigger these worlds. 

 

7.4.1 Boulomaic Modality 

Being a story about a boy’s quest to find his frog, one might think that the frog story 

would proffer many boulomaic worlds, as they express wants, desires and hopes. 

Indeed, as the following table shows, the characters were frequently attributed with such 

modalized propositions. 

Boulomaic modal 
worlds 

SPANISH MS PS ENGLISH BE AE TOTAL 

Narrator-led 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 
Character-attributed 16 10 6 7 2 5 23 
Character-led 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total 16 10 6 8 3 5 24 
Table 7.9 Boulomaic Modal Worlds  

 This shows that all the narrators did attend to the character’s desires, although 

to varying extents. The MS narrators created nearly half of all the boulomaic modal 
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worlds and the PS narrators also created a considerable number, so the Spanish-

speaking narrators seem to be more attentive to the hopes and desires of their 

characters than the English-speakers. The one English-speaking narrator that expressed 

a personal boulomaic modal world was in fact BE21K, who told the story in the first 

person and whose hope, as a result, was counted as narrator-led: 

 BE21K 07-025 I climbed to look into a hole in an oak tree, hoping that  
 BE21K 07-026 our frog was there [08] but no! 
 

 As the expression of the hope and desire that a proposition might be true, 

boulomaic modality naturally takes the form of verbs such as to want and to hope and their 

Spanish equivalents querer and esperar. In English, these propositional attitudes can also 

be expressed by the modal auxiliary will (when it denotes willingness and not just 

futurity) and the adverb hopefully.  As neither of these occurred in the corpus they are not 

charted in Table 7.10 below; nor are any Spanish boulomaic expressions, such as ojalá 

(God willing), that did not appear in the corpus. Rather, the table charts only those 

boulomaic expressions that occurred, and the frequency with which they did so. 

 

 SPANISH MS PS ENGLISH BE AE TOTAL 
querer v.s. want 19 12 7 6 3 3 25 
esperar v.s. hope 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 
Total boulomaic exp.: 19 12 7 7 4 3 26 

Table 7.10 Boulomaic Modal Expressions 

  
 Boulomaic modality was only expressed through the lexical verbs listed above, 

by all languages varieties in the corpus of narrations, showing that these are the most 

unmarked ways of expressing this kind of modality in both Spanish and English. These 

results from the quantitative corpus analysis, like the qualitative text-world analysis, 

show a significant difference between the frequency with which boulomaic modality is 

expressed in Spanish and English; there were 19 boulomaic modal verbs in the Spanish 
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sub-corpus and just over a third of that amount in the English sub-corpus, at 7 (the 

results are all the more significant considering the Spanish sub-corpus has 12% fewer 

words than the English sub-corpus).  The MS narrators are the group that express 

boulomaic modality most frequently, taking 46.2% of the share of total boulomaic 

expressions in the corpus. Further analysis of the many MS instances of querer (to want) 

shows that three quarters of these are with reference to an animal character, frequently 

the dog and the bees. Thus, the MS narrators pay particular attention to the mental 

processes and desires of the animals in the text-world. 

 The only incidence of hope (or esperar) was uttered by BE21K and quoted above. 

Of course it could be random coincidence that this boulomaic verb was not used by any 

other narrator in the corpus, but perhaps to hope is a mental process that lends itself to a 

more subjective narrative, whereas the act of wanting can be observed by an objective 

outsider. 

 

7.4.2 Deontic Modality 

Closely related to the expression of future desires in boulomaic modality, is the 

expression of obligation in deontic modality; both show an expectation for future 

action, yet the latter indicates an external “source or cause” (Lyons 1977, p824).  

Deontic modality is expressed through the use of the imperative mood, as well as modal 

auxiliaries (must, have to, should, and the Spanish equivalents deber, tener que etc.). When 

introduced by an expression of necessity and obligation, propositions are not 

incremented into the text-world, but exist in a deontic modal world.  The following 

table, Table 7.11, shows the number of deontic worlds used by each language variety.   
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Deontic modal 
worlds 

SPANISH MS PS ENGLISH BE AE TOTAL 

Narrator-led 2 0 2 4 0 4 6 
Character-attributed 4 1 3 2 1 1 6 
Character-led 15 3 12 1 1 0 16 

Total 21 4 17 7 2 5 28 
Table 7.11 Deontic Modal Worlds 

 The table above shows that deontic modality is expressed most often in the PS 

text-worlds, and at 17, they create 60.7% of the total number of deontic modal worlds. 

The North Americans narrators, both Mexican and American, have a share a similar 

number of deontic modal worlds at 4 and 5 respectively. The BE narrators have the 

lowest number, at just 2, and only 7.1% of the total number of deontic modal worlds. 

 The AE narrators personally express deontic obligation more than any other 

language variety, exerting discourse world pressures on the text-world and its events. 

They are the only narrators to use the imperative mood to their addressee, the 

investigator, as follows: 

 AE20E 02b011  wait a minute 
 AE20E 02b012  let me change this - um – 
 
 This narrator reveals an awareness of expectations in the discourse world and a 

confidence in their ability to counter them.  Furthermore, the AE narrators express 

discourse world obligations on the text-world characters, as the following example 

illustrates: 

 AE20I 08-030   that boy better let those bees alone.   

 Here the elliptical version of deontic modal auxiliary had better expresses the 

narrator’s obligation on the text-world character (see Jacobsson 1980, on the semantics 

of modal auxiliary '[had] better'). Again, this demonstrates a discourse world-level code 

of expectation that must be adhered to, but in this case is relevant to the text-world 

characters. Despite the warning tone, it also reveals a comfortable level of intimacy 

between the narrator and the text-world characters.  Indeed, all the AE narrator-led 
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deontic modal worlds reveal a higher sense of obligation and expectation than the other 

language varieties, as well as an ease with which they express these attitudes.  The only 

other narrator to personally create a deontic modal world is a PS narrator who, through 

the use of first person plural, involves the interlocutor in the obligation: 

 PS20G 07-078   tiene que ser algo relacionado con las abejas 
     it must be something to do with bees 
 PS20G 07-079   lo que pasa que 
    what it is  
 PS20G 07-080   es que 
    is that 
 PS20G 07-081   tendríamos que entender más de animales 
    we would have to know more about animals 
  

 Thus PS narrator is unsure about a detail in the text-world and states that (s)he 

is obliged to know more to be able to comment further. Thus, this PS narrator does not 

impose an obligation on others, like the AE narrators, but identifies one that affects 

him/herself and the interlocutor in the discourse world. 

 The breakdown of responsibility for deontic modal world creation also shows 

that no BE narrator personally expressed a deontic obligation, nor did a MS narrator.  

Rather, all their uses of such expressions were attributed to text-world pressures on the 

characters, or through Direct Speech. The following two examples illustrate how this is 

done: 

 MS21B 02a-005 era muy tarde 
    it was very late 
 MS21B 02a-006 y ya tenía que dormir, 
    and he had to go to sleep 
  
 BE21I 13a-101 so he seems in this one to go kind of < > to the dog, 
 BE21I 13a-102 <"be quiet"> 
 
 The PS narrators, who have been demonstrated as frequent users of Direct 

Speech, attribute many of their deontic modal worlds to characters and in fact 42.9% of 

all the deontic modal worlds are used by the PS narrators’ characters in Direct Speech. It 

was noted that the PS narrators’ have their characters interact a great deal through 
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Direct Speech and it seems that deontically modalized propositions, where the 

characters state obligations to one another, form a great part of that character text-

world interaction. 

 Thus far, it has been shown that the AE narrators are personally responsible for 

most deontic worlds, that the MS and BE narrators identify deontic obligations in the 

text-world and attribute them to characters, which the PS narrators have characters 

express deontic modality. But what expressions trigger these deontic modal worlds? 

Table 7.12, below, charts the language varieties’ uses of deontic modal markers. 

 

 SPANISH MS PS ENGLISH BE AE TOTAL 
can vs. poder 
(permission) 

1 0 1 0 0 0 1 

have to/ had better vs. 
tener que 

4 1 3 5 0 5 9 

must vs. haber que 1 0 1 1 1 0 2 
imperative mood 
(narrator-led)  

0 0 0 2 0 2 2 

imperative mood 
(character-attributed) 

18 4 14 1 1 0 19 

Total deontic markers 24 5 19 9 2 7 35 
Table 7.12 Deontic Modal Expressions 

 The quantitative corpus analysis confirms the text-world analysis, in that the 

most deontically modalized propositons occur in the PS sub-corpus, at 24, or 57.1% of 

the corpus total. Moreover, 58.3% of the PS deontic markers are character uses of the 

imperative mood. Thus, we have learned that the PS narrators’ have their characters use 

a great deal of deontic modality, usually in the form of imperatives to one another.  The 

MS narrators, who do not otherwise use much deontic modality, also have their 

characters use imperatives in dialogue. This shows that the Spanish-speakers, who have 

already been shown to use more Direct Speech, often attribute their characters with the 

imperative mood. This could be another tool in developing the action, as well as 
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expressing interpersonal relationships between the characters of the text-world, as the 

following extract shows: 

 PS20K 13a065   "!Chsssss! cállate" 
                               shhhhhhh! be quiet  
 PS20K 13a066   "que creo" 
       I think 
 PS20K 13a067   "que lo hemos encontrado" 
     that we have found him 
 PS20K 14a068   "!uy mira  
       oh look 
 PS20K 14a069   aquí está Croqui!" 
    here is Croqui! 
 PS20K 14a070   "!y está con su novia!"  
    and he is with his girlfriend! 
 PS20K 14b071   "!uy! mira que de ranitas" 
     oh! look at all the little frogs 
 
 This PS narrator depicts a one-way conversation between the boy character and 

his dog, which makes use of many imperative commands that help to reinforce 

interpersonal relationships (e.g. cállate, be quiet) and also to develop the action (mira, look). 

Thus, the character-led imperatives are important in function-advancing and world-

building in the Spanish language text-worlds. 

 In contrast, most of the English-speakers’ use of deontic markers is in the 

auxiliary verbs (e.g. have to, must) where the obligation is not expressed by the characters 

but rather is the narrators’ identification of pressures on text-world events. 

  

7.4.3 Epistemic Modality 

As the expression of speaker assessment of the truth-value of the given proposition, 

epistemic modality is key in understanding speaker confidence in the text-world 

contents; if the information is called into doubt by way of an epistemic marker, it must 

be stored in an epistemic modal world. The following table, Table 7.13, shows how 

many epistemic modal worlds were created, and by whom: 
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Epistemic modal 
worlds 

SPANISH MS PS ENGLISH BE AE TOTAL 

Narrator-led 18 5 13 43 33 10 61 
Character-attributed 17 9 8 9 3 6 26 
Character-led 16 6 10 1 1 0 17 

Total 51 20 31 53 37 16 104 
Table 7.13 Epistemic Modal Worlds 

 At a total of 104, epistemic modal worlds are the most common type of modal 

world in the frog story text-worlds, as the expression of subjective thought is probably a 

more fundamental kind of modality than the expression of wants or obligations.  Yet 

while all of the language varieties use epistemic modality more than any other kind, the 

distribution of the enactor to whom they assign the modalized propositions, is 

extremely varied. 

 At a massive 41.4% of the total number of epistemic modal worlds, the BE 

narrators’ personal expression of doubt in the truth-value of their propositions resulted 

in 43 epistemic modal worlds. This reveals a hesitancy in the BE narrators delivery of 

the story, where a lot information was not incremented directly into the text-world as it 

was held in doubt. The following extract exemplifies this: 

 BE21L 05-022 I think  
 BE21L 05-023 they're still searching for this frog  
 BE21L 05-024 I'd say,  
 BE21L 05-025 and then like a- boy calling out- I think 
 

 The epistemic verb think is repeated twice and each function-advancing clause is 

delivered with an epistemic marker that blocks its incrementation into the text-world. 

Such proliferation of narrator-led epistemic markers is what gives the BE narrators a 

high number of narrator-led modal worlds and overall contributes to a hesitant world-

building style whereby the narrators constantly assess the truth-value of the 

propositions. Combined with the frequent use of the first person singular pronoun (See 

Section 7.2.2), these figures suggest that the BE narrators feature heavily in their own 

text-worlds as assessors of truth-value. 
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 While the BE narrators make the most use of epistemic worlds by far, the PS 

narrators have the second highest number of narrator-led epistemic worlds (13) 

followed by the AE narrators (10) and lastly, the MS narrators (4). This shows that the 

expression of doubt about text-world events is not a difference between Spanish and 

English, but may be a trans-Atlantic one, where the Europeans are more careful about 

what information they increment directly into the text-world. Whether this is the case or 

not, the figures show that the BE narrators are certainly the leaders in this respect. 

 Where a cross-linguistic difference in epistemic world-creation can be found is 

in the attribution of epistemic worlds. At 64.7%, the majority of the Spanish epistemic 

modal worlds are attributed to characters directly or indirectly, whereas the majority of 

English epistemic worlds are narrator-led, at 81.1%.  As was discovered with the deontic 

and boulomaic modal worlds, the Spanish-speakers attribute many of their modal 

worlds to characters, either indirectly or through Direct Speech and Thought; the 

following examples demonstrate this, respectively: 

 PS20G 04a035  comienza a pensar 
    he starts to think 
 PS20G 04a036  "dónde puede estar?" 
    “where can he be?” 
  
 MS21B 03a-013 el niño muy desordenado pensó a lo mejor que 
    the very messy boy thought that perhaps 
 MS21B 03a-014 el animal estará en otro lado de su mismo cuarto,  
    the animal may be in the other side of his own room 
     buscando por todos los rincones de éste. 
    searching in all its corners. 
  
 The PS narrator attributed the epistemic modal expression to the character in 

the form of Direct Thought (represented in the same way as Direct Speech in the text-

world diagram, by way of a character text-world). This is typical of the PS narrators, as 

nearly one third of their epistemic modal worlds spawn from the character text-world 

level. The MS narrators, however, more often attributed epistemic modal worlds to their 

narrators indirectly, like MS21B above. So while both varieties of Spanish attend more 
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closely to the propositional attitudes of their characters, the MS narrators tend to 

represent these diegetically and the PS, mimetically.  

 In contrast, only 18.9% of the English epistemic modal worlds are attributed to 

characters either directly or indirectly, showing a comparatively low interest in the text-

world characters’ propositional attitudes.  This is particularly marked in the AE 

narrators, who attribute only 6 epistemic modal worlds to characters, and none to 

characters’ text-worlds.  

 The following table is a breakdown of which epistemic modal markers were uses 

in creating these worlds: 

  SPANISH MS PS ENGLISH BE AE TOTAL 
tense: future 5 2 3 - - - 5 

poder vs. 
could/might/may 
(possibility) 

16 3 13 11 8 3 27 

au
xi

lia
ry

 v
er

bs
 

deber (de)/tiene 
que vs. must 
(inference) 

2 0 2 5 5 0 7 

pensar/creer vs. 
think 

20 13 7 20 14 6 40 

imaginar vs. 
imagine/wonder 

1 1 0 1  1 0 2 

le
xi

ca
l v

er
bs

 

dudar vs. doubt 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 
posiblemente vs. 
possibly 

1 0 1 4 3 1 5 

tal vez/quizá(s) 
/a lo mejor vs. 
perhaps/maybe 

12 5 7 20 15 5 32 

ad
ve

rb
s 

probablamente vs. 
probably 

0 0 0 17 13 4 17 

posible vs. 
possible 

2 1 1 0 0 0 2 

seguro/a vs. sure 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 
probable vs. 
likely 

0 0 0 1 1 0 1 

ad
je

ct
iv

es
 

improbable vs. 
unlikely 

0 0 0 1 1 0 1 

Total epistemic 
markers 

59 25 34 82 62 20 141 

Table 7.14 Epistemic Modal Markers 
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 Compared to the other kinds of modality, the range and number of epistemic 

markers are much greater in Spanish and English, suggesting that epistemic modality is 

fundamental for both languages. The Spanish epistemic markers are shown alongside 

their English equivalents, except in the case of the future tense, which can have an 

epistemic reading in Spanish but not in English. The results shown in this table confirm 

what was learned from the analysis of epistemic modal worlds, whereby the BE 

narrators use epistemic modality more frequently than any other variety, with 44% of 

the corpus total of epistemic markers. As before, the PS, MS and AE narrators fall 

behind in respective order. 

 It is notable that many of the BE epistemic markers are markers of certainty, 

such as sure, likely and probably, or of logical inference such as must. In fact, these positive 

epistemic markers add up to 24.4% of the BE narrators’ total, compared to just 20% of 

the AE total, 5.9% of PS total and none of the MS total. It may be argued, then, that 

contrary to the earlier conclusion that the BE narrators are more reticent in 

incrementing dubious information to the text-world, they are actually more confident in 

the truth-value of their propositions than the other language varieties. Nevertheless, as 

Lyons (1977) made clear, any expression that calls into question the truth-value of the 

proposition, whether confidently or not, is still presenting a case for possible doubt 

(Section 2.5.3). So what I have called ‘positive’ epistemic markers are indicators of 

uncertainty nonetheless. What is interesting is that the English-speakers make much 

more use of them than the Spanish-speakers do of their equivalents. These epistemic 

markers can be redundant, in the sense that if a proposition is highly probable, it could 

be incremented into the text-world without further ado; this is what the Spanish-

speakers seem to do. It appears that the English-speaking narrators tend to modalize 

their propositions epistemically, foregrounding the subjectivity of their propositions. 
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 Thanks to the frequency of BE epistemic expressions, all of the epistemic 

markers are more common in English than in Spanish, except for the auxiliary verbs of 

possibility. By these means the Spanish-speakers, particularly the PS narrators, express 

more epistemic modality than the English-speakers. The auxiliary verb poder (which I 

counted for its epistemic meanings) is the most frequent epistemic marker in PS and is 

used as follows: 

 PS20G 12a134   puede ser un lago  
     it could be a lake 
 PS20G 12a135   puede ser una pequeña- una pequeña charca/ 
     it could be a little- a little pond 

 This narrator uses the modal auxiliary poder in an epistemic sense to generate a 

narrator-led epistemic modal world. For the MS narrators, the most common way to 

express epistemic modality is through the lexical verbs pensar and creer (to think), which 

make up 52% of their total epistemic markers. These lexical verbs are used in various 

ways – directly by the narrator, attributed to the character, or used directly by the 

character – as the following three extracts show, in respective order:  

 MS21F 05-039   es novedoso, 
     it’s a novelty  
 MS21F 05-040   creo,  
     I think, 
 MS21F 05-041   para él porque estaba en el campo, 
     for him because he was in the country 
 
 MS21D 04a-016 el niño al principio pensó que  
     the boy at first thought that 
 MS21D 04a-017 el perro se lo había comido 
     the dog had eaten it 
 
 MS21K 13a-091 “creo que  
     “I think that 
 MS21K 13a-092  estamos cerca”. 
      we are close”. 

 Thus, the MS narrators preferred to express epistemic modality – regardless of 

the source – through the lexical verbs pensar and creer, which foreground the subjective 

thought process more so than the other available means of marking epistemic stance. 
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7.4.4 Evidential Markers 

In deciding what constitutes an epistemic modal marker, I have made a distinction 

between epistemic modality and evidentiality (see Section 2.5.3). Nevertheless, when 

processing the data, it became clear that evidential markers were very important in an 

elicited narrative task, as the narrators often weighed up the visual cues to give reasons, 

or evidence for their interpretation of the pictures and the resultant narrative.  

Furthermore, having found major cross-linguistic and inter-lingual differences in 

epistemic modal world-building, it would be foolish not to even consider evidentiality 

and how its use in the corpus interacts with these results. For example, do the speakers 

that use fewer epistemic modal markers do so because they employ more evidentials? 

That is the question to which we now turn.  Table 7.15, below, charts the evidential 

markers used in Spanish and English and their frequencies. 
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  SPANISH MS PS ENGLISH BE AE TOTAL 
parecer (que) vs. 
seem / appear 

40 14 26 134 75 59 174 

suponer vs. 
suppose 

1 1 0 1  1 0 2 

saber vs. know 17 6 11 26 19 7 43 le
xi

ca
l v

er
bs

 

guess - - - 8 3 5 8 
aparentamente vs. 
apparently 

0 0 0 5 2 3 5 

evidentamente vs. 
evidently 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

obviamente vs. 
obviously 

0 0 0 12 6 6 12 

clearly - - - 1 1 0 1 

ad
ve

rb
s 

presumably - - - 6 5 1 6 
claro vs. clear 2 1 1 1 1 0 2 
obvio vs. obvious 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 

ad
je

ct
iv

e
s 

supuesto vs. 
supposed 

0 0 0 1 0 1 1 

Total evidential 
markers 

60 22 38 196 114 82 256 

Total epistemic 
markers 

59 25 34 82 62 20 141 

Total evidential & 
epistemic markers 

119 47 72 278 176 102 397 

Table 7.15 Evidential Markers 

 The total frequency of evidential markers confirms the BE narrators as most 

concerned with positing a subjective stance toward the information to be incremented 

to the text-world and the resultant Common Ground. At 114, they use 44.5% of the 

entire corpus’ evidential markers. Furthermore, when evidential and epistemic markers 

are counted together, the BE narrators use a massive 70% of the corpus total; this is 

conclusive evidence that the British narrators of the frog stories are a great deal more 

attentive to the evidence for and the truth-value of the information they include in the 

text-world. 

 Nevertheless, the table also shows that the AE narrators have a bigger share of 

the English evidential markers than they did of epistemic terms (41.8% compared to 

24.4%), showing that they are more likely to weigh up the source and mode of knowing 

information, than they are to question its truth-value. This difference perhaps reveals a 
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cross-Atlantic cultural difference for preferred means on taking a stance on information 

in language. Ultimately, the British use more epistemic and evidential markers, but when 

they do assess information, the Americans are more likely to do so on the basis of 

available evidence than express doubt about its truth-value. 

 In terms of cross-linguistic differences, Table 6.4.4 reveals that the Spanish-

speakers use less evidential markers than the English speakers, at just 23.4% of the 

corpus share.  While the frequency of their use of epistemic modality was in between 

that of the British and American English-speakers, their evidential markers are decidedly 

less frequent. This gives the Spanish-speakers a lower total count of epistemic and 

evidential markers, indicating that assessment of the truth-value and evidence for 

propositions is less prevalent amongst the Spanish speakers.  The numbers are 

particularly low among the MS narrators, which could also signal a cross-Atlantic 

difference where the American varieties of Spanish and English-speakers use less 

epistemic and evidential stance-taking than their European counterparts. 

 The table also shows how particular evidential markers are preferred in the two 

languages and their two varieties.  As would be expected, the evidential verb guess, which 

indicates a mode of knowing, is slightly more frequent amongst the AE speakers, 

although not as markedly as one might expect, at 5 to 3. Where the English-speakers use 

the adverb clearly, the Spanish-speakers prefer the adjective claro. Moreover, the English-

speakers use many evidential markers based on strong positive evidence, such as 

obviously and presumably. As with the epistemic markers, these do not necessarily indicate 

a more confident world-building style, but rather a heightened attention to the evidential 

grounds for including information in the text-world.  The fact that this cross-linguistic 

difference is repeated among the evidential markers compounds the pattern that has 

emerged of the English-speaking narrators (particularly the BE narrators) as 

foregrounding their subjective stance on the text-world. 
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7.5 Hypotheticality 

In Chapter 5, I made a distinction between the use of the conditional as a tense (i.e. 

future-in-the-past, see Section 5.3.5), and the extended use of the conditional to create 

hypothetical situations, where the backshift it entails provides remoteness (see Section 

5.5). Based on the fact that conditionality can be layered onto epistemic modality in 

Spanish and English (e.g. may -> might, debe -> debería), I suggested that hypothetical 

expression might better be considered as having a layer of hypotheticality in the world 

in which they occur, or alternatively, as generating a hypothetical world.  This approach 

was tested on the frog story data to gauge how it might work. Table 7.16 shows how 

hypotheticality was used by the narrators in the four language varieties. 

 

Hypothetical 
Worlds 

SPANISH MS PS ENGLISH BE AE TOTAL 

Narrator-led 4 1 3 4 4 0 4 
Character-attributed 15 5 10 3 1 2 18 
Character-led 3 1 2 0 0 0 3 

Total 22 7 15 7 5 2 29 
Conditional tense 7 3 4 16 12 4 23 

Table 7.16 Hypothetical Worlds and Conditional Tense 

 What Table 7.16 shows is that the BE narrators used the conditional tense four 

times more frequently than any other language variety.  This ties in with the finding that 

they were more likely to express epistemic doubt (Section 7.4.3), and demonstrates that 

the two phenomena are closely related.  However, we cannot make too much of this 

high frequency, as the Spanish-speaking narrators had the subjunctive at their disposal 

to express doubt, which is beyond the scope of this study.  At least we can say that BE 

speakers use the conditional more than their AE-speaking counterparts. 

 The hypothetical worlds were generated by expressions such as a ver si or to see if, 

of which there were a considerable amount, given the nature of the frog story plot. The 
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BE narrators were true to form, and they themselves were attributed with the most 

hypothetical worlds. However, the AE narrators did not create many hypothetical 

worlds, and in fact the only two that were generated were attributable to characters’ 

hypothesizing, not narrators’.  This supports findings with epistemic expressions, which 

were rarely used by AE narrators (Section 7.4.3).  

 The PS narrators used the most hypothetical worlds, and while some were 

attributable to the narrators and some to characters, the vast majority were generated by 

characters in Direct Speech i.e. emanating from a character text-world. Again, this is 

consistent with the fact that the PS speakers tended to drive the plot forward by 

attributing many function-advancing propositions to the text-world characters (Section 

7.3). Although the MS narrators did not attribute as many hypothetical worlds to their 

characters as the PS narrators did, they still exceeded all the English-speakers in this 

respect, again showing the tendency for Spanish-speakers to advance the plot through 

character text-worlds.  Not content with basic character text-worlds, the Spanish-

speakers have their characters question, demand, want, doubt and now, hypothesize.  

The MS narrators used the most character-attributable hypothetical worlds, which ties in 

with their high number of character-attributable boulomaic and epistemic modal worlds, 

reinforcing the pattern that has emerged of their easy access and empathy with the 

wants, doubts and hypothesizing of their characters. 

 

 

7.6 Summary of Findings 

 

This chapter has covered a broad range of features, from spatial to personal, modal and 

hypothetical. Nevertheless, as these planes interlink, it has been fruitful to consider 

them together.  Leading on from the previous chapter which showed the heightened 
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attention to temporal world-building in Spanish narratives, it was demonstrated that this 

extended to the Spanish-speakers’ use of spatial deictic terms, which were often 

employed in temporal expressions, such as de ahí (from there). Furthermore, those 

varieties that had used RP as anchor tense more frequently (MS and BE), were also 

found to prefer distal spatial deictics, which suggests that distal deictics are a feature that 

may be included alongside the past tense on the informational end of Dimension 1, and 

on the narrative end of Dimension 2. That is, in choosing to relate a past tense 

narrative, the MS and BE narrators may have been more predisposed to choose other 

features that gave their text-worlds an informational, or prototypically narrative, style. 

 It was also shown that, for narratives in both languages, distal deictics are the 

norm, but proximals are used in DST, focalization and in descriptions of discourse 

world referents. The use of the spatial deictic verbs of direction (salir/depart) provided 

further evidence for the path/manner distinction in Spanish and English, as they were 

much more frequent in Spanish, which Slobin characterizes as language a that encodes 

direction in the verb. The only exception was come, which was more frequent in English 

due to the fact it is less restricted in its use and can be combined with a particle (e.g. out, 

of) to give further path information. 

 The fact that the AE narrators used the proximal demonstrative determiner this 

to introduce entities provided evidence for my claim (Section 4.2.2) that world-building 

does not always take a back seat, but can be foregrounded. In their frequent use of 

determiners and possessive pronouns to introduce entities, AE has proven to be much 

more explicit than BE, where the British narrators tended to replace entities with 

pronouns. This was also evident in the proliferation of it in the BE narrations, whereas 

the AE narrators assigned the arbitrary gender of he to most characters. Both varieties of 

English encoded the first person singular I much more frequently, showing the English-

speaking narrators took a stronger presence in their own text-worlds.  On the other 
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hand, the Europeans (PS and BE) were more inclusive of their addressee in the text-

world, making more frequent uses of second person address (you, tú) and first person 

plural (we, nosotros), which may place them on the more interactive end of Biber’s 

Dimension 1. 

 The interaction at the text-world level of the PS narratives was mirrored in the 

character text-world level, where they developed a great deal of dialogue between 

characters, human and animal alike. In general, the Spanish-speaking narrators used a 

great deal of character text-worlds, where the dialogue served as a function-advancing 

mechanism to develop the text-world through mimesis (showing), not just diegesis 

(telling). This was in contrast to the English-speakers who used minimal character text-

worlds, which often served to highlight the function-advancing that was taking place at 

the narrative text-world level. 

 Compared to the English-speaking narrators, the Spanish-speakers were more 

attentive to characters' wants (expressed though boulomaic modality) and demands 

(expressed through deontic modality). While both varieties of Spanish attended closely 

to the propositional attitudes of their characters, the MS narrators tend to represent 

these diegetically and the PS, mimetically.  That is, the MS narrators more often 

attributed these attitudes indirectly, whereas the PS narrators did so through Direct 

Speech. In particular, the PS narrators attributed many imperatives and hypotheticals to 

their characters, meaning many deontic and hypothetical worlds emanated from the 

character text-worlds in the PS narratives.  This further added to the fact that a lot of 

the function-advancing in the PS narratives took place at the character text-world level. 

 In contrast, the English speakers, AE especially, showed a comparatively low 

interest in the characters’ propositional attitudes. However, the AE narrators were 

unique in that they themselves used deontic modality to express obligations at the 

discourse world level. When they did take a stance toward the truth-value of a 
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proposition, it was usually by assessing the evidence (i.e. evidentiality). The BE narrators 

expressed very little boulomaic or deontic modality in general, but their use of epistemic 

modality (and evidentiality and hypotheticality) far surpassed that of any other language 

variety, showing them to be much more tentative in incrementing information to the 

text-world.  
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CHAPTER 8. CONCLUSIONS 

 

8.1 World-building in Spanish and English Narratives 

 

Building on the comparison of the deictic and modal systems of Spanish and English 

laid out in Chapters 2 and Chapters 5, the last two chapters (Chapters 6 and 7) have 

compared how those systems were put to use by forty-eight narrators of the ‘same’ 

story.  This analysis was carried out in order to address two of the research questions: 

 How do Spanish and English speakers differ in the ways they construct a narrative text-world through 

deictic reference and modality?  

What are the the implications of any differences in the world-building strategies used by Spanish and 

English narrators? 

 Whilst the micro-level differences were charted in Chapters 6 and 7, and some 

patterns emerged, the following synthesis of those patterns will consider the 

implications of these findings for the fields of cognitive linguistics, language typology 

and narrative translation. 

 

8.1.1 Temporal world-building 

Special attention was paid to temporal world-building, as this is considered key in 

narrativization.  Employing the adaptations I had made to Text-World Theory’s 

handling of tense and temporal expressions (Chapter 5), the way these features were 

used by the Spanish and English narrators was held in contrast.  Beginning with tense, 

the narrations were categorised according to whether they anchored the text-world as 

simultaneous with the discourse world (Present Point) or at a temporal remove from the 
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discourse world (Recalled Point).  Based on Biber’s Narrative Dimension, the RP frog 

stories are more prototypically narrative than the PP frog stories. The American English 

and Peninsular Spanish speaking narrators mostly preferred PP as anchor tense, whereas 

the vast majority of Mexican Spanish and a small majority of the British English 

narrators preferred RP.  Although the choice of anchor tense showed no cross-linguistic 

difference, it was important as it did have implications on the other factors in world-

building. For example, in Spanish and English both, a statistical preference for RP over 

PP entailed greater use of inactual temporal adverbs (e.g. then, entonces) than actual ones 

(e.g. now, ahora) and vice versa. Thus, it may be that inactual temporal adverbs can be 

added to the narrative end of Biber’s Dimension 2. 

 Although each narration had an anchor tense, switches of anchor tense were 

found commonly amongst the Spanish-speakers, especially the MS narrators. These 

were attributable to several reasons. The vast majority of temporal world-switches 

generated by tense were by Spanish-speakers moving from RP to PP.  In both 

languages, the present tense is perhaps more conducive to the task and the historic 

present allows past events to be relayed with a greater immediacy and temporal 

relevance. However, that the Spanish-speakers made more use of this indicates that the 

historic present is less marked in Spanish than it is in English. Although most MS 

narrators chose RP as anchor tense, they switched easily to PP, influenced either by the 

characters’ experience of events within the text-world (focalization), by discourse world 

demands, or simply by recent present tense predicates (called ‘clustering’). When factors 

in the discourse world required, the narrators would switch to from RP to PP to 

orientate the text-world events in relation to the discourse world, a move I termed 

‘updates’. These were particularly common amongst MS speakers, the majority of 

whom, having chosen RP as anchor tense, needed to switch to RP to make off-plotline 

orientational remarks. 
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 In order to better describe tense-related temporal world-switches I introduced 

Tannen’s (1979) term ‘backtrack’ to the text-world analysis. These were moves from PP 

to RP to describe an event that occurred prior to the current temporal deictic centre, 

which of course were more common amongst the language varieties that preferred PP 

as anchor tense (PS and AE). Nevertheless, it was demonstrated that AE narrators often 

made backtracks due to the fact the perfect tense is less common in that variety and 

rather than stay on the PP axis and use a minus vector (present perfect tense), they leapt 

back to the RP axis and used a simple past tense.  Thus, the inavailability of the perfect 

aspect encouraged a switch from PP to RP in many American English narratives. The 

Peninsular Spanish speakers are known for their greater use of the perfective aspect 

than their Latin American counterparts and the qualitative data confirmed this. Instead, 

their frequent backtracking world-switches were generated by the nature of the present 

tense they used. As they used the historic present to foreground function-advancing 

information, when they gave world-building information, they used the imperfect tense. 

Thus, these backtracking temporal world-switches were not strictly-speaking temporal, 

but rather were an extended use of the temporal system for foregrounding and 

backgrounding information. This coincides with the picture that emerged of the 

Spanish-speakers’ use of tense as not just for temporal world-building, but as a means to 

express empathy and relevance.  The fact that all the BE narrators’ temporal world-

switches were generated by reasons internal to the text-world plot, indicates that BE 

speakers (and to a lesser extent AE speakers) use tense in a much more orthodox way, 

as pertaining only to temporal world-building. As Text-World Theory has thus far only 

been designed in and for (British) English, this suggests that we might need to 

reconsider the capacity for temporal deictics to refer to something other than time, as is 

often the case in Spanish. In order to do so, we might use the VUE software to diagram 
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these temporal world-switches as usual, but record these extended uses in the ‘node 

info’ facility. 

 As for the use of temporal expressions in the frog stories, a difficulty in 

distinguishing between those that posited a point (temporal world-building) and an 

interval (temporal world-switching) was identified. Nevertheless, it was shown that the 

English-speakers tended to describe the temporal coordinates of the text-world from 

the outset (world-building) and were less likely then to identify temporal intervals 

(world-switches), preferring to develop the action and letting world-building 

information be inferred from the events (e.g. when the boy and the dog wake up, AE20C 

02b-009).  In contrast, the Spanish-speakers did not attend so much to temporal world-

building at the outset of the text-world, but identified more temporal intervals 

throughout the narrative. Thus, the Spanish-speakers were not so adherent to Werth’s 

prescription that world-building characteristically occurs at the outset of a text-world, as 

their temporal world-building is incorporated into the function-advancing. These 

tendencies could be linked to research that has shown that, “where Spanish is more 

explicit about state, English is more explicit about process” (Slobin and Bocaz 1988, 

p20). Perhaps, focussing on activities and processes (as American English has been 

found to do  [Kövecses 2000]), leads English-speakers to leave a lot of world-building 

information to be inferred. In contrast, temporal world-building is integral to Spanish 

text-worlds, where states have the focus.  It seems there is a potential for further 

research into the consequences of Slobin’s findings for the construction of text-worlds 

in English and Spanish, focussing on the world-building versus function-advancing 

preferences of both languages. 

 The analysis of which temporal expressions generated temporal world-switches 

revealed few differences cross-linguistically. One exception was in the description of the 

point where night ends, which was described by those English-speakers that did identify 
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the new time, as day or morning.  In contrast, the Spanish-speaking narrators were far 

from uniform in their choice of temporal world-builders for that scene, identifying it as 

madrugada (small hours), amanecer (dawn), mañana (morning) and día (day), showing the 

breadth of ways the night can end for the Spanish-speakers.  It was also found that 

some AE and PS narrators created temporal world-switches where there was no 

pictorial evidence for one, inferring and inventing lapses in time without input from the 

visual stimuli, and thus demonstrating a confident involvement with the text-world.  It is 

notable that the MS and BE narrators did not make any inferences about the lapsing of 

time beyond the evidence provided in the illustrations, preferring a more faithful 

rendering of the temporal sequence of events.  This could be interpreted as less 

involvement of the discourse world’s narrator in the text-world, and greater distance 

between the two worlds and their inhabitants. 

 

8.1.2 Spatial, Personal and Modal World-building 

It was found that the choice of anchor tense had implications for the other deictic 

features of the text-world. Those language varieties that tended to choose RP as anchor 

tense, MS and BE, were more likely to use distal spatial deictics, setting the text-world at 

a spatial as well as a temporal remove from the discourse world. As such, it may be that 

distal deictics could be included as features that contribute toward a more prototypical 

narrative (as Biber’s blanket definition of narrative was problemetized in Section 6.1). It 

was also shown that, for narratives in both languages, distal deictics are the unmarked 

variety for the narrator to use generally, but that the proximal spatial deictics could be 

used for special circumstances, such as in focalization, Direct Speech and Thought, and 

also when the narrators referred to discourse world entities (e.g. in this one [picture]…” 

BE21I). The fact that the Spanish-speakers often used the spatial deictic terms for 

temporal world-building confirmed the picture that emerged from Chapter 6 of Spanish 
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as a language that pays considerable attention to temporal world-building deictics, using 

them extensively to express spatial relations. 

 The analysis of deictic motion verbs provided further evidence for Slobin’s 

categorisation of Spanish as a verb-framed language and English as a satellite-framed 

language (See Section 1.3), as the English-speakers produced very few equivalents to the 

many instances of Spanish salir (to depart), from which we can infer the English-speakers 

preferred to encode manner in their main verbs and path in the surrounding particles 

(e.g. to run off).  The fact that come was used much more often by the English-speakers 

than the Spanish-speakers used their equivalent venir, also confirms previous research 

that has shown Spanish motion verbs are restricted in terms of how many boundaries 

they can cross in one path (Aske 1989; Slobin 1996b). Thus, English speakers can 

combine motion verbs (such as come) with particles of various directions (out, down etc.), 

but Spanish cannot.  The effect of this cross-linguistic difference upon deictic verbs has 

not been considered in the previous literature, but it seems that the Spanish deictic 

verbs (especially come and traer) are more restricted because their path toward the deictic 

centre cannot be conflated with another path.  Of Spanish, Slobin observes, “that 

crossing a spatial boundary is conceived of as a change of state, and that state changes 

require an independent predicate…” (1997, p440). Thus, the limit on path conflation in 

Spanish may also have been a contributing factor to the fact that although the English 

corpus has a greater word count, the Spanish corpus had a greater clause count; that is, 

the Spanish speakers could not express several paths in one verb and instead had to use 

individual predicates for each trajectory. 

 This cross-linguistic difference in event conflation may have further and far-

reaching effects on the use of deixis in world-building.  Slobin describes how, “English, 

with its rich means for path description, can often leave settings to be inferred; Spanish, 

with its sparser path possibilities, often elaborates descriptions of settings, leaving paths 
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to be inferred” (1996b, p204).  We have already found some evidence that the English-

speaking narrators leave descriptions of the temporal settings to be inferred, by 

focussing on the action. If Spanish-speakers elaborate descriptions of settings, does that 

mean they attend more to world-building, and English-speakers to function-advancing? 

A rigid dichotomy would be unlikely, but further investigation of the frog stories with 

this question in mind may prove an interesting line of future research. One might begin 

by analysing contents of the world-building information at the top of the text-world 

diagrams, where information about the settings is held. 

 Returning to the results of the world-building analysis in Chapter 7, there was a 

cross-linguistic difference in the use of the first person singular, which was more 

common amongst the English-speakers. As a result, the English-speaking narrators, 

American and British alike, featured more prominently in their own text-worlds. In a 

cross-Atlanic difference, the Europeans included the other discourse participant (the 

addressee) in their text-worlds more often, being the only ones to use the first person 

plural (we, nosotros) and the second person singular (you, tú). Thus, in this respect the 

European text-worlds were more personally inclusive and could be included on the 

‘involved’ end of Biber’s Dimension 1.   

 However, speakers of both varieties of Spanish showed more personal access to 

the characters in the text-world and in that sense, were more involved in the fictional 

story world. The Spanish-speakers used a great deal of character text-worlds to advance 

the action, whereas Direct Speech played a lesser role in the English-speakers’ text-

worlds, serving just to highlight the narrator’s description of the action; this coincided 

with previous findings that English does not use much directly represented discourse in 

spoken narrative. The MS narrators did not use quite so many character text-worlds as 

their Peninsular counterparts, but through the use of many character-attributed modal 

lexical verbs (e.g. creer, querer) showed access to their characters’ propositional attitudes. 
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The PS narrators often had their characters verbalize their propositional attitudes, so 

that expressions of possibility, and of obligation (especially in the form of imperatives) 

generated modal worlds from the character text-world level. This contributed toward the 

strong role PS characters played in function-advancing and world-building. 

 The BE narrators not only featured frequently in their own text-worlds as verbal 

subjects (using I), but their use of narrator-led epistemic verbs was far greater than any 

other language variety, demonstrating a more pronounced subjectivity in the expression 

of propositions as true; as such, many of their propositions were kept at a remove from 

the text-world at the modal or hypothetical world level. Even though the BE narrators 

made ‘positive’ assessments of truth-value (e.g. certainly, surely), by doing so they still 

called the truth-claim into question and foregrounded speaker-stance. When the AE 

narrators took a belief stance toward a proposition, it was more often by using an 

evidential to weigh up the source of information, rather than express a doubt.  They 

were also the only group with narrators who personally expressed deontic modality, 

asserting obligations over discourse participants (the addressee) and the text-world 

enactors (characters). 

 Although it would be convenient to place the language varieties along Biber’s two 

dimensions, charting their use of involved and narrative features, this is complicated by 

two issues. Firstly, as was pointed out earlier, Biber’s definition of what constitutes 

narrative is overly-specific. In fact, many of the frog story narratives contain features 

from both sides of the dimension, such as present tense verbs and reporting verbs, 

proving the inadequacy of this dimension for non-prototypical narratives.  It was also 

shown that, in Spanish at least, the present tense is an unmarked choice for spoken 

narrative. Secondly, the Spanish and English narrators show involvement in the text-

world in two distinct ways. The English-speaking narrators frequently include a 

counterpart of themselves in the text-world (through the use of first person singular, 
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and frequent epistemic and evidential lexical verbs), anchoring the text-world to their 

subjective viewpoint.  On the other hand, the Spanish-speaking narrators do not involve 

themselves to the same extent, but show much more extensive access to the text-world 

characters’ mental states and verbalizations; this involvement in the text-wold is 

manifest in the many character text-worlds and character-attributed or -led modal 

worlds.  These results are too preliminary to claim a cross-linguistic difference in the 

norms of narratorial involvement in Spanish and English text-worlds, but do suggest 

each language may have a preference in accessibility relations between the discourse 

world and the narrative text-world, reinforcing Slobin’s observation of  “the powerful 

role of each individual language in shaping its own world of expression” (1994, p641). 

 

 

8.2 The Frog Story Method 

Given that the first research aim was to compare Spanish and English strategies in 

taking perspective in narrative (through deixis and modality), it was essential to have a 

comparable base upon which to put the languages in relief. The frog story method 

offered an ideal way of generating roughly the same content, controlling the variables to a 

certain extent, while allowing each narrator to adopt their style of narration. It was hoped 

this would allow language-specific narrative style to emerge, and as the last section 

demonstrated (Section 8.1), some patterns were identified.  In the introduction, the 

following question was posed: 

 

How can the frog stories be adapted to suit the present research aims? 
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 We now turn to a summary of how the frog story method of data collection was 

adopted, and adapted where necessary and a review of the suitability of the frog story 

method in cross-linguistic comparison of narrative. 

 

8.2.1 Adapting the Frog Story Method 

As was explained in Chapter 3, the existing frog story data provided an ‘off-the-peg’ 

corpus of twelve Peninsular Spanish and twelve American English narratives. In order 

to extend and update this corpus, I used the same methodology to record and transcribe 

twelve more English and twelve more Spanish speakers, this time from Britain and 

Mexico. This gave a broader sample of each language and allowed for inter-lingual 

comparison as well, from which some interesting results were gleaned. For example, the 

AE speaking narrators used much fewer epistemic markers than their British 

counterparts, and while the Spanish-speaking narrators showed closer access to the 

characters of the text-world, the PS narrators portrayed their mental states through 

mimesis and the MS narrators through diegesis.  The temporal disparity between the 

original frog stories and my recordings was deemed irrelevant to the study of deixis and 

modality, as these phenomena do not undergo as much diachronic change as the 

lexicon, for example.  In as many ways as possible, the original formula for recording 

and transcribing the frog stories was followed, for maximal comparability. For example, 

I used the same instructions for the task and (largely) the same transcription and clause-

coding method. 

 In some ways, however, I adapted and improved upon the frog story method for 

current research purposes. The original frog story recordings were made without 

cataloguing the narrators’ sociological information, which is a major drawback as the 

data cannot be analysed with recourse to the sociological background of the narrators. 

As such, I recorded the Mexican and British narrators sex, age, linguistic repertoire, 
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provenance and employment, as even though that information had no direct bearing on 

the current analysis, it is simply good practice and may be relevant in future uses of the 

corpus.  Features of the discourse world (time, place and participants) were also 

recorded and held in the Map Info facility of the text-world diagrams drawn on the 

VUE software. I employed a transciption and coding system that followed the original 

frog story method as closely as possible, but made changes that were consistent with the 

quantitative corpus analysis software. This brought the original transcripts in line with 

those that I had made and allowed for comparison. 

 

8.2.2 Review of the Frog Story Method 

In some ways, elicited narrative is not reflective of natural narrative (Fludernik 1996), 

and so the data may not directly reflect how the speakers actually construct narratives in 

their daily oral or written language use.  As was described in Chapter 3, despite receiving 

the same instructions, some narrators understood the task more as a picture description 

exercise, some told the story as if to a child, and others adopted a more literary style.  

Their style of choice naturally bore an influence on the text-world; for example, the 

‘updating’ temporal world-switches were used by some narrators to switch from the RP 

narrative text-world to make present tense comments and justifications based on the 

discourse world input (the pictures). 

 However, other research has shown that features such as ‘updates’ are 

components of natural spoken narratives in Spanish and English. Furthermore, some of 

the major differences that this analysis found corroborate with other cross-linguistic 

research into narrative. English-speakers, for example, have been found to use little 

represented discourse in narrative, compared with other languages, and now we can 

suggest that this is the case in relation to English and Spanish also. We must also 

appreciate that some of the patterns that emerge may not be characteristic solely of 
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narrative texts in that language, but a rhetorical style pertaining to the language as a 

whole. For example, British English speakers have been found to use more epistemic 

markers and conditional expressions than Spanish-speakers in a range of conversational 

discourse types, from request production (Díaz Pérez 2006; Márquez Reiter, Rainey, and 

Fulcher 2005) to apologies (Márquez Reiter 2000), leading some (e.g. Hickey 2000; 

Vázquez Orta 1995) to label English as a more ‘negatively’ polite language and Spanish 

as a language that attends more to ‘positive’ politeness, drawing on Brown and 

Levinson’s (1987) distinction. So while the frog story narratives may not be fully 

reflective of natural narrative, they do nevertheless reveal patterns that pertain to 

narrative and to the language as a whole, as affirmed by Slobin’s continued research into 

the typology of narratives and other other text types (2005, p116). 

 The frog story narratives are a valuable data source in cross-linguistic research, 

providing an extra-linguistic stimulus that generates comparable data. More specifically, 

the range of locations, movements, temporal contours and options for personal 

involvement mean the frog story data is ideal for an investigation of deixis.  As deictic 

features are so ubiquitous throughout discourse, this investigation has had a lot of 

ground to cover. However, the frog story data still has untapped potential for further 

research into the encoding of time and space in Spanish and English, and even more so 

now that the corpus has been updated with more recent narratives with major dialectal 

varieties of each. A possible further use for the corpus is, as suggested in Section 8.1.1,  

in investigation into the significance of world-building in Spanish, where states take the 

focus, and of function-advancing in English, where processes are more salient.  This 

would build not only on the already extensive frog story research, and on the typology 

of Spanish and English, but also on the use of Text-World Theory as an analytical 

framework for exploring the frog stories. 
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8.3 Text-World Theory 

 

As well as being the one of the first applications of Text-World Theory to spoken 

narrative, this investigation constitutes the first use of Text-World Theory in a cross-

linguistic analysis of texts, as up until now it has only been used in monolingual stylistic 

research.  In order to achieve that, I have adapted the framework for the analysis of 

Spanish discourse, on the basis that if it is capable of analysing all kinds of language, 

why not more than one language.  In the introductory chapter, the following question 

was posed: 

 

How can Text-World Theory be adapted for the analusis of Spanish discourse and in what ways can 

this new application improve the framework?  

 

 Section 8.3.1 below summarises how Text-World Theory was adapted for Spanish 

and how broadening its application has improved the model.  Subsequently, Section 

8.3.2 deals with the adaptations I made to Text-World Theory to cope with its first 

application to a corpus of spoken narratives. 

 

8.3.1 Adapting Text-World Theory for Spanish 

In order to compare the deictic and modal features of Spanish and English, a 

framework that dealt with these phenomena in the same principled way was required.  

Deictic Shift Theory was ruled out (Section 1.2.1), as it is a reader-oriented model that 

only deals with deixis.  Mental Space Theory was also rejected, as it is not capable of 

dealing with entire texts in their contexts (Section 4.1.3).  Text-World Theory, however, 

provides a very comprehensive tool for the analysis of modality and deixis in discourse, 
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and inherently deals with deixis in the manner in which I sought: sociocentric, 

prototypical and contextual (Section 2.4).  The Spanish and English deictic systems were 

first compared (Chapter 2), so that we could then explore how best to adapt Text-World 

Theory for the analysis of both languages (Chapter 5).  

 The Spanish tense system is highly inflectional and considers a wider range of 

aspectual contours than English. Bull’s (1960) cross-linguistic tense system, which he 

designed to account for all the vector languages of the world, using Spanish as an 

example, provided the perfect way of ensuring that Text-World Theory could account 

for temporal world-building in Spanish and English (and indeed most languages of the 

world). I incorporated this system into Text-World Theory by using Bull’s ‘axes of 

orientation’, which include Present Point (PP), Anticipated Point (AP), Recalled Point 

(RP) and Recalled Anticipated Point (RAP).  The benefit of using these axes was that, 

regardless of aspect which is not deictic, the Spanish and English tense could be charted 

simply by whether they related to the Present Point or the Recalled Point. This meant a 

text-world delivered in the present tense (including aspectual variations, such as perfect 

and continuous) could simply be marked with a PP in the world-building information 

box. Switches to other axes of orientation, such as RP would then generate a temporal 

world-switch, where the temporal coordinate RP is noted. This allowed for a unified 

and principled manner of dealing with the Spanish and English tense systems, regardless 

of their cross-linguistic variation. It made it clear exactly what constituted a tense-

generated temporal world-switch in both languages and offered a simple notation 

system for the text-world diagram. 

 When I began to analyse the modal auxiliary verbs in the Spanish and English frog 

stories it became clear that there was a flaw in Text-World Theory’s categorisation of 

modal worlds.  Gavins considers conditionals as generating an epistemic modal world, 

due to the remoteness they provide between the speaker and the proposition.  However, 
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in Spanish the conditional tense is an inflection that one can add to any of the modal 

auxiliary verbs, including the epistemic ones (e.g. debe -> debería), and it was 

demonstrated that, although not so obvious in the English forms, the English modal 

auxiliaries also have conditional form (e.g shall -> should). Therefore, if we take 

conditionality as synonymous with epistemic modality, as Text-World Theory does, it 

becomes impossible to distinguish between deontic and epistemic modal worlds. To 

solve this issue, I recommended re-introducing an aspect of Werth’s model that had 

since been neglected: the layer of hypotheticality. As such, the use of the conditional 

tense for remoteness purposes, on modal auxiliaries or other verbs, would not generate 

an epistemic modal world, but simply be a layer of hypotheticality in the world where it 

is used.  This facilitated an easier distinction between epistemic and deontic modal 

worlds in both languages. 

 As the future tense, epistemic modality, deontic modality and dynamic modality 

have areas of overlap in both Spanish and English, I charted the modal auxiliaries, 

future tense and dynamic modals on a continuum, based on Coates’ approach to the 

English modal auxiliaries and Silva Corvalán’s adaptation of it to the Spanish modal 

auxiliaries (Section 5.4.3).  The benefit of Coates’ and Silva Corvalán’s treatment of the 

modal auxiliaries is that they accept the fuzziness of their semantics. Using the same 

approach to the modal auxiliaries of Spanish and English allowed for the complex 

overlaps that exist between tense, modality and kinds of modality in both languages to 

be considered in similar terms, and provided a common basis from which to make 

decisions about modal and temporal world-building in Spanish and English. 

 After dealing with the conditional tense, I extended this distinction between 

epistemic modality and hypotheticality by suggesting that hypothetical constructions 

(e.g. to see if, a ver si) generate a hypothetical world, not a modal world.  As 

hypotheticality was not the object of research, I did not examine this prospect in great 
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detail, but simply tested the proposal by incorporating it into the text-world diagrams 

and to the analysis (Section 7.5).  At times, it proved difficult to make an absolute 

distinction between hypothetical worlds and epistemic modal worlds, and as the results 

of the BE speakers’ frequent use of both have shown, the two phenomena are closely 

related. Further research would be necessary to ascertain if, indeed, hypotheticals world 

are a beneficial inclusion to the Text-World Theory’s system of worlds. 

 

8.3.2 Further Revisions to Text-World Theory and Analysis 

As mentioned above, this investigation is the first time Text-World Theory has been 

used to examine a corpus of texts as well as its first application to spoken discourse.  

Because of this new application of the model, it has been subject to various demands 

that it has not met with before, and as a result has been adapted accordingly.  For a 

start, this project sought to analyse forty-eight versions of the same story, where minute 

differences in world-building were held in contrast. It became clear early on that Text-

World Theory provides an excellent way of charting deictic and modal shifts in discourse, 

but those deictic features that are contained within one world (one box) are not very 

apparent and can get lost in the analysis. The use of VUE software granted the space to 

include all the text of each narration and also the facility to fold that information away if 

required. However, the real benefit to the investigation was bolstering the text-world 

analysis with a quantitative analysis, whereby the frequencies of features could ensure 

that their contribution to world-builiding was not lost. Thus it was shown for the first 

time that the qualitative analysis Text-World Theory offers can be enhanced with 

quantitative data to capture the finer-grained details in discourse analysis. 

 In applying Text-World Theory to the data, an issue arose in that spoken 

narratives (especially Spanish), make frequent use of the historic present tense for 

relating events, including reporting Direct Speech (e.g. he says, dice), which is also, 
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generally, in the present tense.  Werth had categorised Direct Speech as a temporal 

world-swtich, based on having designed the model on literary narrative, where the past 

tense is usually used to introduce dialogue; yet the many present tense reports of present 

tense dialogue in the frog story contradicted Werth’s position. Furthermore, the 

treatment of Direct Speech by text-world theorists since was shown to be untenable 

(Section 5.2).  To account for Direct Speech within the framework, I proposed that just 

as discourse participants create a text-world, text-world inhabitants (enactors) can create 

a text-world, which I termed the character text-world. In the analysis, this new addition 

to Text-World Theory’s system of worlds proved invaluable, especially as the Spanish-

speaking narrators turned out to be such avid users of Direct Speech. By keeping the 

character dialogue at a distinct level, from which modal or hypothetical worlds could be 

generated, it was possible to observe the ways in which Peninsular Spanish-speaking 

narrators in particular, used the character text-world to advance the plot of the frog 

story. 

 As described in Section 3.4, the repeated diagramming of one story told forty-

eight different ways highlighted some problems with the text-world diagram itself. The 

various world-switches and modal worlds that emanate from the initial text-world can 

get unwieldy on the page and difficult for the analyst and the reader to follow.  

Although Werth claimed the framework was capable of analysing any kind of discourse, 

longer stretches of discourse were impossible to diagram using arrows and boxes on the 

page. In trying to capture the mental representation that discourse participants create of 

the discourse, which is of course highly complex and multi-dimension, Text-World 

Theory diagrams were limited by the method of diagramming, which was 2-

Dimensional and bounded by the edges of the page. 

 In order to bring the text-world diagram up to par with Text-World Theory, I 

employed the diagramming software, VUE, to diagram each of the forty-eight frog 
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stories.  As the software is not limited to two dimensions nor to the confines of a page, 

it allows for complex and extensive text-world diagrams to be drawn, with different 

viewing options to zoom in and out of relevant parts.  The software allows for what 

Text-World Theory preaches to be practised, in several ways. In theory, contextual 

information is an essential part of Text-World Theory, where it is accounted for at the 

discourse world level. However, in practice, little has been done to incorporate 

discourse world features into text-world analyses. Using the Map Info feature on VUE, 

I recorded information about the discourse world (time, place, participants).  Although 

the discourse world details were not the focus of my analysis, this feature may facilitate 

future text-world analyses that focus on discourse world, to do so more systematically. 

 Furthermore, Werth described the layered nature of text-worlds in detail, yet this 

multi-dimensional characteristic could not be incorporated into the 2-dimensional text-

world diagram. VUE has a layering facility, whereby discourse information can be stored 

on one layer, text-world information on the next, modal worlds on the next, and so on; 

these layers can be viewed all together, one at a time, or in any combination. VUE 

stores the text on the text-world diagram in boxes, or ‘nodes’ which can be held inside 

each other and then collapsed or expanded to view as little or as much as one requires. 

This dynamic information-storing more adequately represents Text-World Theory’s 

understanding of how information is stored and represented (see Section 4.2), and 

allowed me to diagram every story in its entirety, without sacrificing readability.  Finally, 

because VUE is a multi-modal software, it can link to other resources such as picture 

and sound files. This meant I was able to upload the audio of the frog stories I had 

recorded (Mexican and British), so the prosodic information can become part of the 

text-world diagram, as it would in the language users’ mental representation of the 

discourse. In these ways, the text-world diagramming software more accurately captures 
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the text-world in user’s minds, and the discourse in use: “As in life, so in discourse” 

(Werth 1999, p305), and now, in discourse analysis. 

 The benefits of VUE as a text-world diagramming tool do not end there. Text-

world theorists have noted that the framework can only improve with insights from 

widening its application, analysing as many texts as possible. However, the 

dissemination of text-world analyses amongst those working with the model has been 

stilted by the aforementioned unwieldiness of the diagrams, which constitute a large part 

of the analysis.  Whether on a page or on a projection screen, it is very difficult for the 

uninitiated to read and understand a text-world diagram. As a free and multi-platform 

software, VUE is available to anyone working with Text-World Theory.  The diagrams 

produced can be saved in pdf format and printed (although not without losing the 

multi-dimensionality), digitally presented to an audience, or uploaded to an online 

repository; the latter option seems the most promising for the future of Text-World 

Theory, as scholars can share and comment on one another’s diagrams, proffer analyses 

and advice, and work together in developing the Text-World Theory further. 

 This investigation has taken an analytical model, Text-World Theory, and 

stretched it to apply to another language, Spanish, as well as a new text type, spoken 

narrative. Through these new applications, as well as the iterative and systematic analysis 

of a body of texts, the frog stories, the framework has been tested in ways that it had 

not been possible previously.  This has revealed several ways in which the framework 

can be improved, including the constellation of worlds it describes and the method of 

diagramming discourse. In the process, we have able to compare how Spanish and 

English speakers use deixis and modality to build a narrative text-world, discovering 

some patterns that contribute toward each language’s rhetorical style. Whether there is a 

link between this rhetorical style and the language users’ cognitive style, is as yet 

unconfirmed, but as Werth observed, ‘As in life, so in discourse’.  
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APPENDIX I 
 
Picture 1. 

  
 
Picture 2a-2b. 
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Picture 3a-3b. 

 
 
Picture 4a-4b. 
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Picture 5. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Picture 6a-6b. 
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Picture 7. 

 
 
Picture 8. 
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Picture 9a-9b. 

 
 
Picture 10a-10b. 
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Picture 11. 

 
 
Picture 12a-12b. 
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Picture 13a-13b. 
 

 
 
Picture 14a-14b. 
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Picture 15. 
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APPENDIX II 
 

Información del narrador/Information about the narrator 
 

 
Nombre/name: 
 
 
Fecha de nacimiento/date of birth: 
 
 
Lugar de nacimiento/place of birth: 
 
 
Lugares donde has vivido y para cuánto/places you have lived and for how long: 
 
 
 
Ciudad actual/current town: 
 
 
Lenguas habladas y a qué nivel/languages spoken and to what level: 
 
 
 
Educación/education: 
 
 
Empleo/job: 
 
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

Información de la narración/Information about the narration 
 
 
Fecha/date: 
 
 
Hora/time: 
 
 
Participantes/participants: 
 
 
Lugar/place: 
 
 
Duración/duration: 
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APPENDIX III 

 

Information about the Task 
 
 
 
Project Title: 
Building a narrative text-world through deixis and modality: A Contrastive Study of Spanish and 
English 
 
 
Aims: 
The objective of this research is to compare how Spanish and English speakers create 
story worlds when they narrate the same story.  We will use a wordless picture book as a 
basis for comparison. 
 
 
Protocol: 
- To begin with, I will make a note of some of your personal details.  These are for 
my own research purposes and will be anonymised before anyone else sees the data. 
- I will ask you to sign the release form to confirm that you are happy to be 
recorded for research purposes. 
- Once you have read the instructions below and you are ready, I will turn on the 
recording device to record your narration and turn it off again when you are finished. 
 
 
Task:  
- First, have a look through the picture book and familiarise yourself with the 
story.  When you are ready, let me know. 
- Then, with the book in front of you, tell me the story from start to finish. 
 There is no right or wrong version of events.  It does not matter how ‘well’ you 
speak. 
- What is important is that you tell the story the way you see it.   
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Información sobre la tarea 
 
 
 
Título del proyecto: 
Construyendo un texto-mundo narrativo a través de deíxis y modalidad: un estudio contrastivo del 
español y el inglés 
 
 
Objetivos: 
El objetivo de esta investigación es comparar como los hispanoparlantes y los 
angloparlantes crean mundos cuando narran la misma historia. Utilizaremos un libro de 
dibujos sin palabras como la base de comparación. 
 
 
Protocolo: 
- Para empezare, yo tomaré nota de algunos datos personales. Éstos sirven para mi 
propio uso en la investigación y permanecerán en el anonimato. 
- Le pediré firmar el formulario de descarga para confirmar que esté dispuesto de 
ser grabado para fines de investigación. 
- Una vez que ha leído las instrucciones abajo y está listo, encenderé el aparato de 
grabación para grabar su narración y lo apagaré cuando ha terminado. 
 
 
Tarea:  
- Primero, hojee el libro de dibujos y familiarícese con la historia. Cuando esté 
listo, avíseme. 
 - Entonces, con el libro a mano, cuénteme la historia del empiezo al termino. No 
hay una versión correcta ni incorrecta de los eventos. No importa que hable ‘bien’. Lo 
importante es contar la historia como usted lo ve. 


